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ResEdit Basics ,

1

Introduc tion

As friendly as the Mac is, and as much as you love it, there may very
well be some things about it that have always bugged you. Go on, admit
it. Maybe a confusing, perhaps grammatically incorrect, screen message
has always set your teeth on edge. Perhaps you've always wished you
had a keyboard equivalent for a certain command, or that you could
change existing Command-key assig nments. Why is a certain alert's
default ''Yes" w hen it should be "No"? Then there's that stupid-looking
icon, and the menu that bewilders. Would n' t it be nice if you could see
more and longer file names in standard file directory dialogs? Come to
think of it, sometimes you wish your mouse responded m ore quickly
than the Control Panel's fastest setting. And w hy can't you permanently
add a new desktop pattern to the Control Pan el?
You can.
You can change every one of these things and more. All these user
interface components are stored in resources, and you can change them
with ResEdit, the Resource Editor.
If you ' re a programmer you're pro bably alread y familiar w ith
ResEdit. But you might be wondering whether you're getting the most
out of it as you develop the user interface for your applica tions. From
creating and editing standard resources, to designing your own templates, or even w riting your own resource editor, ResEdit is a powerful
ally to help you in your work.
3
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Introducing ResEdit 2. 1
"What is ResEdit anyway?" some may ask. As the name implies,
ResEdit is an application that allows you to create and edit resources,
which are an important part of what makes the Macintosh the friendly,
malleable machine it is. Just about everything you see on your screen
can be (in fact should be) stored in resources. Figure 1-1 shows just some
of the changes you can make to common graphic resources. But resources control more than just visual effects. Sounds are resources, too.
By using ResEdit to change the appropriate resources, you can modify
your Mac's time and date format, your keyboard's character layou t, and
the default paper sizes you choose from the print dialog, just to name a
few possibilities. In short, ResEdit can help you create a customized
Macintosh environment that's a pleasure to work in.
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Figure 1-1. The changes you can make w ith ResEdit range from
reasonable to radical.

ResEdit has undergone a major overhaul and version 2.1 is truly New
and Improved, as Figure 1-2 points out. If you've used old versions of
ResEdit, you're in for a pleasant surprise. If you've never used ResEdit,
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be glad you waited until now to start. Although ResEdit may once have
deserved a reputation as somewhat of a doomsday program, those days
are gone. Even though it has become much safer and friendlier, ResEdit
remains a powerful program that you use on very valuable files-your
applications. But there's no reason to fear Res Edit; like any powerful
tool, it can be used safely and profita bly if treated with the proper
respect.

Figure 1-2. Introduc ing ResEdit 2.1 .

..,.

Is This Book for You?
We've addressed this book to two general types of readers. If you 're a
Macintosh user who wants to customize your work environment for
greater enjoyment and productivity, this book is for you. If you're a programmer interested in learning fast, efficient ways to create and edit
resources for the applications you're developing, this book is for you. Of

6
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course, these a udiences overlap-programmers customize their Macs
for increased enjoyment and productivity, tool
The first part of the book is aimed at both audiences and focuses on
editing resources for purposes of customization. We've included enough
information to keep programmers interested, bu t not so much tha t
everyone else drowns in technical details. The last part of the book is
aimed at programmers and focuses on creating resources, programming
w ith ResEdit, and customizing it to create and edit unique resource
types.
To sum up, if you have any interest in creating or changing aspects of
the Macintosh user interface, this book is for you.

Jllo

How to Use This Book
This is a modular, task-oriented book and the chapters are organized
functionally by grouping rela ted resource types together. Generally,
each cha pter d escribes one or more related resource types a nd how
they're used, explains how to edit them, and includes some projects you
might want to try. We encourage you to browse and try whatever projects interest you-dip into chapters as you please-but bear in mind
that the chapter topics and projects gradually increase in difficulty and
complexity. If you've never used ResEdit, you should probably gain a
little experience nearer the beginning of the book first rather than diving
right in to la ter chapters.
The section about color resource types assumes you're familiar with
corresponding black-and-w hite resource types. If you have a black-andwhite Mac, you won' t miss anything by skipping the color section, but if
you have a color monitor, you' ll have to read about black-and-w hite
resource types in order to understand the color ones.
First we need to get you oriented and set some ground rules. Following our advice will not only help you get more out of this book, more
out of ResEdit, and ultima tely more out of your Macintosh, but will also
help prevent unfortuna te mistakes with important files .

~

What You Need to Know
This book contains six par ts. Readers interested in customizing their
Macintoshes w ill find Parts 2 through 4 most useful. Readers interested
in programming with ResEdit will find Parts 3, 5, and 6 most useful. No
matter who you are, you should read all of Part 1, ResEdit Basics. All of the
subsequent chapters assume you've read Part 1, w hich covers the basic

~
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information you need to understand how to use ResEdit effectively and
safely. Besides, if you skip it you' ll miss out on several helpful hints for
working with ResEdit. (Appendix A lists a collection of ResEdit shortcuts and hints, but it's not a substitute for reading the chapters.)
Every book is built upon at least a few assumptions, and this one is no
different. To help you use this book more effectively, we've summarized
several of our most important assumptions.
• You didn' t get your Macintosh yesterday. You're experienced and
comfortable using it. You've probably used a paint or draw
program, and naviga ting in the Mac user interface is second nature,
or very nearly so. Therefore, we won't waste your time rehashing
basics described in your user manuals.
• The sections directed at programmers, especially Parts 5 and 6,
assume you're already familiar with programming the Macintosh.
Part 6 also assumes familiarity with Apple's Macintosh
Programmer's Workshop (MPW).
• Our discussions and examples assume you're using at least System
6.0 or later, which seems like a safe bet. We've tested all the projects
and examples with either 6.0.4 or 6.0.5. Most projects probably
work just fine with Systems earlier than 6.0, but weren't tested that
way so we can't vouch for them.
• We address pertinent changes the System 7 revolution brought
about, but we don't dwell on the new System. Unless we
specifically mention System 7, you can assume we're talking about
System 6.

.,.,.

Warnings
Even though we've tested the projects and examples we present, we
couldn't possibly test all of them on every possible hardware configuration with every possible assortment of software. Your system may very
well be unique-in fact, that's one of the joys of the Macintosh and part
of the purpose of this book. It's your Macintosh, and you can make it
work the way you want it to. You spend a lot of time setting up your
machine just the way you like it, so you should protect that investment
by maintaining backups of all your important files. If you have a hard
disk, you should have copies of all your files backed up on floppy disks,
a separate hard disk, or tape. If you work from floppy disks, you should
have copies of all your files backed up on a second set of floppy disks.
It's up to you whether you use a backup program or your own scheme.

8
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We also recommend that you always have a "rescue disk" to restart
your machine if disaster strikes. In Chapter 4 we give more sp ecific
directions for crea ting a rescue disk.
We assume you already follow this sage advice, but we generally suggest that before you work on a file with ResEdit you make another copy
anyway-especially in the beginning. Because the book is modular, we
ca n' t assume readers will h·y things in any particular order, so we've
sprinkled reminders and warnings throughout the book. Our intent
with warnings is not to frighten, but to remind you that you're using a
powerful tool on valuable files. In any undertaking, mistakes are notoriously easy to make, especially for beginners, and accidents can always
strike anyone, anytime. Be sure you read and understand the following
warning because it's the only full-length version; the rest of them are
abbreviated rerninders.
Warning

~

Changing resources can cause unpredictable and disastrous
results. Never change resources in your only copy of a file. Always
work on an expendable copy. ResEdH is a programmer's utility; it
actually changes application programs. Altering most resources
shouldn' t affect how your program works. However, some
applications may rely on complex relationships and interactions
between various software components, so the final results of your
changes may not always be entirely predictable. Although side
effects are rare, they can be serious. That's w hy you should work
only on an extra copy of any application.
Making a copy is analogous to using a seat belt when riding in an
automobile. It doesn' t take much time or effort, and it just might save
your file. Make a copy first.

Hint ~

Before you use ResEdit to open a file, use the Finder's Duplicate
command to make a copy. Keep a spare copy until you're sure your
changes are working correctly and you want to keep them.
Here's another good rule to follow: Avoid changing things you don't
understand. If you feel you must change things "just to see what happens," make sure you' re prepared to deal with the consequences. (OK,
we admit that changing things just to see w hat happens can be educational and fun, but since we have no idea w hat you're going to change,

..,
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we have to be clear that if you do this you're on your own.) To followup with the automobile analogy, don' t go joy-riding with ResEdit. Try to
be clear about where you're going and have a plan for getting there. You
want to be wide-awake and sober when you take ResEdit out for a spin.
Approaches to Working on Files
There are three possible approaches to editing files with ResEdit; we
recommend only the first two.
Safest: You have a backup of the file, but you make another copy
before you work on it with ResEdit.
The advantage of this approach is that if you don' t like your
changes, restoring the original is a snap. Even if some accident
befalls you, you won' t have to start over from the backup. This is
definitely the best approach for inexperienced ResEdit users.
2. Safe: You have a backup, so you go ahead and work on the file
with ResEdit.
If you're absolutely positive you have a recent backup, then
technically, the copy you work with is an expendable copy. But if
you have an accident or need to switch back to the original, you'll
have to start all over from the backup, w hich may be a nuisance.
Once you become familiar with ResEdit and understand more
about what you're doing, you 'll be better able to gauge the
seriousness of the tasks you undertake. For someone experienced
with ResEdit who's performing only simple changes, this
approach is usually adequate.
3. Dangerous: You don't have a backup, but you go ahead and work
on your only copy of the file anyway.
If you know people who do this, don't let them near your Mac.
1.

Hint

Ill>-

Why not consider keeping a log of all the changes you make using
ResEdit? If your Mac or applications begin to behave strangely
weeks or months later, such a log could prove valuable in helping
you track down and elimina te problems.

10
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Debunking a Myth

Before we conclude the wamings, we have to debunk a myth you may
have run across. You may have read that you should only use ResEdit
o n files stored on fl oppy disks, su ggesting tha t you can somehow
"break" your hard disk.
Even if you suffer a tragic mental lapse and som ehow manage to
destroy d ata on your disk, all you lose is time as long as you have a rescue d isk and backups. In any case, these gloomy scenarios just d on' t
reflect reali ty. We routinely use ResEdit on files or copies of files right on
our hard d isks, and we've never had to resort to our backups or rescue
disks .

.,..

The Disk with This Book
ResEdit 2.1 occupies most of the disk with this book, but a few other
files of interest to programmers are also included. ResEdit comes w ith a
set of code examples that can help you w rite your own pickers and editors. Usually you can just make a few changes and you'll have your
own picker or ed itor up and running in almost no time. Chapter 26 provides an introduction to what's in the Examples folder.
This book went into production a few months before the final version
of ResEdit was completed . Because of the contin ued work on the program d uring this time lag, you may no tice slight differences between
the Res Edit we describe and the ResEdit o n the disk with this book.

.,.. Summary
This chapter introduces ResEdit and briefly describes in general terms
some of the things you can do with it. This modular, task-oriented book
is aimed at two general aud iences: all users interested in customizing
their Macintoshes for enjoyment and productivity, and programmers
interested in using ResEdit to create resources for applications they're
developing . Topics are organized fun ction ally by grouping related
resource types together in chapters that generally increase in difficulty
or complexity as you progress through the book. Because ResEdit is a
powerful program, this chapter also warns you to make copies of files
before editing them . Finally, we describe w hat's on the disk with this
book.

2

What Are Resources?

So far we've talked about resources in rather general terms. Now it's
time to get a little more specific. To understand how your Macintosh
applications work and, more importantly, how ResEdit works on those
applications, you need to know something about resources.
Resources are one of the most powerful and innovative ideas in the
Macintosh programming world. They're an essential key to the design
of Macintosh software and form the foundation of every application.
Properly written applications store as much as possible in resources,
including all the familiar u ser interface components. The apt term
resource can apply to anything of use to an application-including the
program code itself. In fact, you could say that a Macintosh application
is a collection of resources. Before the Macintosh, everything an application needed, including user interface components such as menus, was
buried in bulky chunks of program code, or "hard-coded." Macintosh
applications, on the other hand, are split into numerous building blocks,
such as dialog and alert boxes and their messages, fonts, menus, icons,
and patterns, as well as the program code. In other words, Macintosh
applications are modular. Each of these resource modules is created,
stored, and modified separately.
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Advantages of Using Resources
Dealing with resources separately gives software much greater flexibility.
This modular, resource-based approach to software design offers several
advantages.
• Foreign language translation-Using resources for the user
interface makes translation into foreign languages easier. All screen
messages and menu items are separate from the program code, so
non-programmers can translate the pertinent text. With the "hardcoded" approach used in the non-Macintosh community you have
to change the program itself, then recompile it after each
translation-a time-consuming, laborious process.
• Shared resources-Standard data, such as mouse pointer shapes,
fonts, or Open and Save dialogs can be made available to every
application. Sharing resources promotes consistency between
applications and saves disk space because standard building blocks
are stored only once, usually in the System file. You may think of
the System file as a hog because it takes up so much space, but
actually it saves space by fw1ctioning as a library, therefore
allowing applications to be smaller.
• Responsive memory management-The Mac can manage memory
more efficiently because it doesn' t have to store whole applications;
it can store just the bits and pieces required at a given time.
Application developers can designate resources that aren't being
used at the moment as purgeable, and if the Mac needs more
memory for a specific task, it can clear those resources from
memory.
• Customization-As a spin-off benefit, using resources enables Mac
owners to personalize applications. "So much for shared resources
promoting consistency between applications," you may be
muttering to yourself. But wait a minute. Consistency and
customization don't really conflict; they're just useful at different
times. Consistency between applications is one of the reasons
novices can sit down with a new Macintosh application and
become productive in almost no time. But most people eventually
settle into their own preferred ways of doing things. As you
become more adept at using your computer and applications, you
can harness more of your Macintosh's power by creating the
individualized working environment that best suits you. You don't
have to take things as they come-after all, it's your Macintosh.

~
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Resource Basics
Chaos would inevitably result if you tossed the bazillion or so possible
resources together in a big box labeled simply, "Resources," as Fig ure
2-1 illustra tes. Rummaging through such a multitude of building blocks
becom es easier for bo th you a nd your Mac w hen there's some basis for
ca tegorizing them . Macintosh resources are identified by their ty pe and
their ID number. Resources can also have nam es, but they're optional.

.. . . .. . . . .

.· .
...' ..' .·.. .·.·.·.·.·.·.·
. . .. ... .

.

: :::R.esources::::::

...
. . .. . ... ...
. .... . ... .. . .. .
..

-:-::-:> :::-:-::< v

Figure 2-1 . Simply throwing unidentified resourc es together would
lead to c haos.

_..

Resource Types
Resou rces are grouped logically into resou rce ty pes. Each ty pe performs a particular function a11d hold s a particular kind of data. You're
probably alread y familiar w ith some of the resource types shown in
Figure 2-2. All tha t the variou s resource types have in common is that
they are chunks of specially forma tted d a ta and are identified by fourcharacter na mes. Som e common resource typ es m ay appear to have
only three characters in their names, but the fourth m ay be a non-pri nt.:.
ing character, such as the space in the 'PAT ' (pa ttern) and 'snd ' (soun d )

14
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resources. Non-printing characters, which can occur in any of the positions in the resource type, are just as important as printing characters.
Case (upper or lower) also matters. For example, the Mac won't recognize 'font' or 'Font' as the 'FONT' resource type. Appendix B lists the
standard resource types, but you may encounter others because software
developers are free to define new o nes as necessary. By convention,
resource types are written enclosed in single quotation marks; the marks
are not part of the type.

Pattern lists are stored in the
'PAT#' resource type.
PAT#

AB
C ...

Fonts are stored in the
'FONT' resource type.

FONT

~ I

f

Cursors are stored in the
'CURS' resource type.

CURS

~
~

Menus are stored in the
'MENU' resource type.

it

Some icons are stored in the
'ICON' resource type.

MENU

ICON

Figure 2-2. Resources are grouped logically by their function and
identified by their type.

.,.,.
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In the early days of the Macintosh, the resource types Apple created
had all uppercase letters, such as 'MENU' and 'FONT'. Later, when
the Mac II came out, Apple switched to using lowercase letters, such
as 'cicn' (color icon) and 'ppat' (pixel pattern). Currently, Apple
reserves for its use all resource types having only lowercase letters.
Sooner or later (and probably sooner) you will come across a resource
type containing a pound sign(#). By frequently ignored convention, this
symbol means that resources of tha t type contain a collection or list of
similar elements. For ins tance, the 'PAT#' resource ty pe s tores pattern
lists, and the 'STR#' resource type s tores lis ts of strings. These lis ts can
contain any number of elem ents.

By the Way II>

Although 'ICN#' was initially defined as a law-abiding icon list, this
resource type doesn ' t follow the rules anymore. Th e 'ICN#' type is
now defined for Finder icons and always contains exactly two
elements, the icon and its mask.
For nearly every lis t resource type, there's a corresponding resource
type that contains only one such element per resource. For ins tance, a
'PAT ' resource contains only one pattern, an 'STR ' contains only on e
s tring and an 'ICON' contains only on e icon. Now you're probably
scratching your head wondering why y ou need two types of resources
to handle one kind of data. From a programmer's point of view, each
approach h as pluses a nd minuses. In a nutshell, lis t resource ty pes com e
in handy b ecause they allow you to group a large number of related elements together and to save sp ace b oth in memory a nd on disk. For
example, 20 patterns s tored in sep ara te 'PAT ' resources occupy more
space than those same 20 patterns s tored in a single 'PAT#'. On the other
hand, a 20-pattern list resource takes up a good chunk of space if you
only need one pattern a t a time.

.,...

Resource IDs
Within each resource type, individual resources are identified by a
resource 10 number. The 10 should be unique within each resource
type, but resources of different typ es can have the sam e 10. With just
these two pieces of information, an applica tion can find any resource it
needs. 'MENU' 10 2 refers to a unique m enu resource within an applica-
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tion, just as 'DLOG' 10 2 refers to a unique dialog. An application
doesn't say "OK, the user wants to see the Set Margins dialog," it says,
"OK, the user wants to see 'DLOG' 10 32." The usual way the application knows which particular resource to display or use in an y situation
is by type and 10. (It's also possible to look for a resource by type and
name instead of ID, but not many applica tions do that.) That's w hy you
have to keep track of 10 numbers carefully as you substitute resources
to personalize your applications. We'll show you how to substitute your
custom resources and change their resource IDs in later chapters.
We m entioned that one of the ad vantages of using resources is that
applications can share the resources stored in the System file. But they
don' t have to. Just because there's a certain resource in the System file
doesn' t mean an application has to use it. Because of the way it searches
for resources, the Macintosh gives you a way to override the System
resource w ith a custom resource specific to your application. As illustrated in Figure 2-3, when an application needs a resource, the Mac
normally begins its search with the file opened m ost recen tly, and
works backward to the System file, which op ens at startup. (We said
"normally" because an application can change where the search starts.)
Therefore, if an application resource has the same type and ID number
as a System file resource, the application resource is used, otherwise the
System resource is used. Keep this search order in mind as you modify
resources. If the change you made in the System file doesn' t show up in
your application, m aybe you need to modify the correspondin g resource in the application.

Fig ure 2-3. The Mac usua lly searc hes for resources sta rting with the
file o pened most recently.

..._

Forked File Structure
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Numbering Conventions
Although resource IDs can fall between -32,768 and 32,767, resources
don't acquire their ID numbers willy-nilly. Resource IDs follow certain
rules, w hich are summarized in Table 2-1. Other restrictions may also
apply; for instance, if you want to put an icon in a menu, the icon's ID
has to be greater than 256, but less than 512.

Table 2-l. Guidelines for Allocating Resource IDs

Resource ID Range

Use

-32,768 to -16,385

Reserved by Apple
Used for System resources
Available for ap plications

-16,384 to 127
128 to 32,767

As you become familiar with ResEdit you'll notice that whenever you
ask it to create or duplicate a resource, it seems to always hand out the
same number for the new resource's ID. Well, it doesn't just seem to, it
usu ally does. When it has to assign a new resource 10, ResEdit starts
w ith 128, the lowest number available for use, and increases by one
until it finds a number that isn't already taken by a resource of that type
in that file .

..,.

Forked File Structure
Now you know a bit about how resources are identified, but you may
be wondering where and how they're stored . Macintosh files are unique
in that every one can have two parts, or forks: the data fork and the
resource fork .
Either fork of a file can be empty. The resource fork of an application
file, for instance, normally contains all the resources the application
uses, including the program code. The data fork can contain anything
the applica tion puts there, but often it's empty. (For example, ResEdit
has no data fork.) Many of the documents that applications create have
no resource fork. For instance, the text you type into a word processing
document is stored in the data fork. Some a pplications may use their
documents' resource forks to store customized settings that pertain only
to that document.

18
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The System file's resource fork contains the standard resources
shared by all applications and by the Macintosh Toolbox, which is
the built-in software that makes the Macintosh user interface
available to programmers and their applications. Some resources
that are too big to fit in ROM (Read-Only Memory) have to be stored
in the System file instead. Other resources may also exist in the
various ROMs but are duplicated in System software releases for the
sake of compatibility with machines that don't have the newer
ROMs. If you want to be sure you only copy resources you need
when updating to a new System, use Apple's Installer.
A file' s two forks handle their assigned data differently. The d ata
fork contains one big chunk of unstructured data. The resource fork, on
the other hand, is divided into two parts, as illustrated in Figure 2-4.
The resource map is the table of contents or index your Mac uses to find
the individual resources that are stored in the resource data part of the
resource fork.

File
!! !!1111 !!!!!!!!!!111! !!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11 !!11!!!
!!!!!!!! !1!!! !!1! !!111 !!
!!! !!1!! 111!!!111 1!111!1
!!!!!!!!11!!!!111 !11! 1!1
!!!11!!!!1!!!111!!1!1! !!
1!!!11!!11!!!!11! !!111 !!
1!!111! 1111!!!111 !1111!!
11!1!1!!11111!111!!11!1!
!1!1!1111111111111!1111!
1!!1!1!!111!1!1111!1111!
!!1!111!111111111!!111!!
!!!!11!!111!!!!11!!!111!

Resource
Map

Data Fork

Resource Fork

AB
C ..

Fig ure 2-4. The resource ma p t ells the Mac whe re t o find individ ua l
resourc es.
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The resource map is part of the reason that Jist resources take up less
memory. Each entry in the map requires a 12-byte parcel of memory.
So 20 'PAT 'resources take up 240 bytes in the resource map, plus the
space needed for the pattern resources themselves. Those same 20
patterns stored in a 'PAT#' resource require the same amount of space
for the patterns, but only take up one 12-byte parcel in the resource
map.
This forked file structure may sound a little schizophrenic. To confuse
matters, people sometimes refer to the forks as files (the "data file" or
the "resource file"). You can relax, though, because you never have to
worry about keeping tabs on the two parts of your files. Your Mac takes
care of that for you .

..,

What ResEdit Does
ResEdit is a general-purpose resource editor that provides understandable representations of resources so you can edit them and, in the case of
graphic resources, immediately see how they'll look. ResEdit lets you
browse through a file's resource fork, open any resource present, and
change it. Because changing a file's resources can have unpredictable
and disastrous results, you should always edit an expendable copy. Like
any powerful tool, ResEdit can be dangerous if used carelessly.

By the Way Ill>

Although ResEdit only opens a file's resource fork, for convenience
we generally say that it opens the file.
The resources in a file are specially formatted chunks of data that
your Mac can understand, but they're incomprehensible to most people,
and at best unwieldy to the rest. ResEdit makes those chunks of data
und erstandable by presenting u sable representations of them . For
instance, the data that describes an icon can be displayed several ways,
two of which are shown in Figure 2-5. It can be displayed literally (as a
series of hexadecimal characters), or graphically. Most people would
choose to work with the more understandable graphic representation.
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§0§ I CON ID
000000
000008
0000 10
00001S
000020
00002S
000030
000038
000040
000048
000050
00005S
000060
00006S
000070
000078
000080

=

FFFF
81FO
B7FF
SFFA
SOOO
SOOO
SOOO
8002
8008
8037
sooc
S370
FFFF
0000
0000
0000

401 from Copy of SuperPoint
FFOO
0100
C100
F 100
8900
F900
F900
2 100
4 100
0100
0100
0100
FFOO
0000
0000
0000

SOOO
9FFE
9F70
9FFC
SOOO
8000
S001
0004
SOIC
S06E
S IBS
S6EO
0000
0000
0000
0000

0100
0100
7100
F900
F900
F900
3 100
2 100
S100
0100
0100
0100
0000
0000
0000
0000

DDDDADDD
ADDDilDDD
ID IDu)qD
e DDDuD DO
ADrrDADDD
ADDDADDD
AODOAO 10
AO!OAO!O
AOAOAOAO
A7DOAnOO
ADOOA1100
EpOOUOOO
DDDDDDOO
00000000
00000000
00000000
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Figure 2-5. ResEdit's hexadecima l editor (top) and 'ICON' editor
(bottom) display two very different representati ons of t he same icon.
Which one w ould you rath er ed it ?

ResEdit has three general ways it can show you a resource. First, it
has numerou s resource-specific special editors, and it automatically
opens a resource in the corresponding special editor if one exists. For
example, a 'MENU' resource opens in the 'MENU' editor, which provides all the tools you need for editing menus, but no others. While
you're editing a menu, you won't trip over the tools required for editing
icons, dialogs, pa tterns or other resources. ResEdit also presents
resources in tem pla tes-windows tha t resemble big dialog boxes. A
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template is like a blueprint; it's a list of parameters used to build a particular resource, but it's not the resource itself. You can crea te or edit
more than 60 resource types using specific templates. Each resource
type has its own kind of template, and each individual resource is characterized by its unique values within the template. Finally, if ResEdit
d oesn't have a special ed itor or a template for a resource (meaning it
doesn' t know about the resource's structure), it will present the resource
to you as a sequence of characters in its hexadecimal editor. This book
covers all the special editors and includes several chapters on templates.
Appendix C covers the basics of working "vith hexadecimal numbers in
the hexadecimal editor.

...,

What You Can 't Do with ResEdit
You can do a wide variety of things with ResEdit-that's w hat this
w hole book is abou t. But there are stiJI a few things you can't d o. You're
bound to be happier as you customize your Mac if you keep in mind
what ResEdit can' t do and why.
You can change a resource's content, ID, name, and certain other
attributes, but generally you can ' t change its type. That would be tantamount to software alchemy. You can't turn lead into gold, nor can you
turn menus, pointers, icons, or dialog boxes into each other. Fortunately,
the usual Macintosh magic stiJI works where it makes sense, however.
You can copy certain components of some resources to resources of
other types. For instance, you can copy the bits that make up the image
in one graphic editor and paste them into ano ther graphic ed itor.
ResEdit only works on resources, so if an applica tion doesn't u se
resources for the user in terface com ponents you want to change,
ResEdit can' t help you . The fewer resources an application uses, the
more that has been "hard -coded," the less flexible and customizable an
applica tion is. (Regis ter your complaints w ith the developer of the
offending software.)
Although program code is stored in resources, ResEdit isn' t useful for
editing cod e. Besides needing to unders tand how to program a
Macintosh, you need some sort of a software development environment
(such as Apple's MPW or Lightspeed C from Symantec) before you
tackle changing program code.
ResEdit allows you to edit existing resources as well as create new
ones. But you usually can' t just crea te a new resource and expect an
application to use it. For example, an application that doesn't have an
animated cursor w ill just ignore the clever 'acur' resource you add. Likewise, devising a new menu won't change the functions an application
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can p erform. The application doesn't know what to do with the new
resource. In fact, it doesn' t even know to look for the resource. Remember, applications look for resources by resource type and ID, so generally you can only substitute customized versions of existing resource
types. You ca11 either change the existing resource or substitute a new
version. We'll tell you how to do that in the next chapter.

.,.. Summary
This chap ter presents an overview of Macintosh resources: w hat they
are, the advantages of using them, and how they're identified-by type
and ID. We touch on the forked structure of Macintosh files, and how
resources are stored in the resource fork. Finally we describe in general
terms how ResEdit works on the resource fork of a file and summarize
the few things that ResEdit can't do.
Now that you're familiar w ith resources, you're ready to find out how
to use ResEdi t.

3

How to Use ResEdit

In most respects, ResEdit works just like any other Macintosh application, so you can forget whatever frightening or mystical references you
may have read on various electronic bulletin boards or in trade magazines. It's actually fairly simple: With word processing applications you
create and edit text, with paint and draw programs you create and edit
pictures, and with ResEdit you create and edit the resources found in
most files. The important difference to remember is that rather than
working on documents, you generally use ResEdit on valuable application files, so you have to be careful. Manipulating resources can be as
simple as adding a keyboard shortcut for a common operation in your
favorite application, or as complicated as editing a custom resource for an
application you're writing. Although ResEdit behaves like a typical Mac
application in most respects, it has some special characteristics because it
does a unique job. This chapter describes ResEdit's features, and tells you
how to use it so you'll feel comfortable taking it out for a spin.
One of the ways ResEdit differs from most Macintosh applications is
that it can open any file. Text processing applications show you only
text files in the standard file directory dialog, and graphics applications
show you only graphics files. ResEdit isn' t so picky. It shows you every
file because every file can have a resource fork, and it can open any of
them. This ability gives ResEdit great power and utility, but it's also one
of the reasons why careless joy-riding with ResEdit can be dangerous.
We recommend that you only open copies of files so that you don't acci-
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dentally damage important files and applications. Later, when you
become a ResEdit pro, you'll know when you have to make a copy and
when you don't. (Any time you wonder whether you should make a
copy, you should.) We'll give more specific instructions for working on
important files such as your System file in the next chapter.
By

the Way II>
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Although ResEdit can open any file (or, more precisely, any file' s
resource fork), it can do so only if the file isn't already open. If you
think about it, this is just as well. You wouldn' t want to tweak an
application's resources while it's running (unless you like living
dangerously). However, there are two important files that ResEdit
can open even though they're already running. ResEdit can open the
System file's resource fork and it can open its own resource fork. (Of
course, the System file is always open whenever your Mac is
numing.) Still, we recommend that you always work on copies of
these files .

Starting ResEdit
When you open ResEdit you see a splash-screen which includes, in
addition to the animated ResEdit Jack-in-the-Mac, the version number
and other information. Virtually anything you do, such as pressing a
key or clicking the mouse, causes the splash screen to disappear so you
can select a file to edit. While the splash-screen is displayed, ResEdit can
also act on any Command keys that make sense, such as shortcuts that
open files you work on frequently. Once you find the file (or preferably
a copy of the file) you want to examine or edit, you can double-click and
ResEdit w ill open it. But before you can find your way around in
ResEdit comiortably, you need to understand how it presents information, so you should become familiar with its windows.

.,..

ResEdit's Windows
ResEdit has three general kinds of w indows: pickers, editors and inio
windows. Each kind of window has two or more subkinds. If you
understand how ResEdit displays iniormation, and know what you can
and can' t do from certain w indows, you'll be able to accomplish more
work with less wheel spinning. Figure 3-1 gives you a preview of how
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ResEdit's pickers a nd editors work togethe r. The rest of this section
introduces pickers, editors, a nd info windows in more deta il.
1='==.:;:::-=j Every file has exactly one

type picker.

For every resource type it
contains, a file has one
resource picker. Only two
are shown here. Some
resource pickers are graphic.
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Resources open in
editor windows
where you make
your modifications.
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Figure 3-1. ResEdit's pickers and editors open in a predictable,
hierarchical order.
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Pickers
Pickers are v.rindows that list text or icons, and they behave much like
windows in the Finder. They have zoom boxes and size boxes so you
can adjust their size and shape, and you can cha nge how the window
contents are displayed b y ch oosing options from the Vie w menu. You
can also change size characteristics of pickers w ith the Preferences command on the File menu. Some commands apply only in p ickers, such as
the Edit menu's Select Changed item. There are two kinds of pickers:
the type picker (one per file) and resource pickers (one for each resource
type in a file). You pick the type of resource you want to edit from the
type picker. You pick the individual resource you want to edit from the
resource picker. Although there are many kinds of resource pickers,
they all work similarly.
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Th e Type Pic ke r

The type picker is the first w indow you see any time ResEdit opens a file.
The type picker lists the types of all the resources the file contains. You
can view this list ei.ther by icon, as shown in Figure 3-2, or by resource
type, as shown in Figure 3-3. As you can see in Figure 3-2, ResEdit has
two generic icons it uses for resource types for which it doesn't have
editors. You can edi t such resources only using the hexadecimal editor
(see Appendix C). Any other icon represents a resource type for which
ResEdit has a special editor, or a template you can fill in using the template editor.

,..
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File

Edit

Resource

Window

Uiew

Code resource types

~
cicn

m=g;;

010 1 110 1
00 10 I 00 1
0 11 0 101 0
000 1 111 0
01000000

clst

c--

clut

CNTL

Figure 3-2. The type picker, view by icon. Some icons represent more
than one resource type.

In the By Type view you can see more information about the contents
of a file. You see not only the four-character names of the resource types,
but also how many resources of that type exist in the file. You can also
tell ResEdit to show you the total size (in bytes) of the resources, as
shown in Figure 3-4. This can be useful for analyzing the contents of a
file, but sometimes displaying resource sizes can be slow. For example
on a Mac Plus, opening a file that contains a large number of resources
ca n take several second s or longer. Furthermore, any time ResEdit
redraws part of a window (for instance, if you change the size of a '-\rilldow or scro ll) it has to recalculate these sizes. If delays associated with
displaying resource sizes become too annoying, simply turn off the
Show Size With Type option on the View menu.
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ResEdit's Windows
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Fig ure 3-3. Type picker. view b y resource type.
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Figure 3-4. The type picker, showing size (in bytes) with type.
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Wh en you've found the resource type you want to open, double-click
it or choose Open Pickers from the Resource menu. (The command's
text varies slightly, depending on what's selected. Don't choose Open
from the File me nu or use Command-O-tha t opens files, not the
resources within them.) The w indow that opens next is the other kind of
picker-a resource picker.
Resource Pickers

Resource pickers show you all the resources in a file that are of the type
chosen from the type picker. The list displays the 10, size, and name for
each resource, as shown in Figure 3-5. In many cases resources don't
have names, so the right side of the window is blank. The View menu
for resource pickers gives you more options than the one available for
type pickers. You can sort resources by ID, Name, Size, or Order in File.
Viewing by Order in File gives you a chronological list of resources,
with the resource added to the file most recently listed first. You can
also view some resource types in special pickers that give you more
information. Pickers for gra phical resources for instance, default to a
graphical view (sorted by JD) that shows you w hat each resource looks
like. For example, the 'ICON' picker is shown in Figure 3-6. On some
systems (notably the Mac Plus) the By Name and By Size views may be
a bit slow.
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Figure 3-6. A resource picker, view by 'ICON'.

The last item on the View men u is the Show Attributes command,
which is available fo r any non-special view. Choosing this item tells
ResEdit to display more detailed reso urce information, shown in Figure
3-7, that's generally useful only for programmers. You can't change this
informa tion here, but you can choose Get Resource Info from the
Resource menu to change the attributes for any resource. (For more on
resource attribu tes, see Chapter 23.)
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Figure 3-7. Resource picke rs can show the attributes of resources.
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Hints on Making Selections in Pickers

You won't have any trouble making selections in pickers, but a few
tricks and shortcuts could make your life easier. Just as in the standard
file directory dialogs found throughout the Macintosh environment, if
you know the name of what you want to find, you can just type it
instead of fiddling with the scroll bar. The same trick works with ID
numbers or names in resource pickers; just type them.
Knowing how to select more than one item can also come in handy.
You can open multiple resource types from type pickers, and you can
open multiple resources from resource pickers, too. The techniques generally work any time you see a list in ResEdit, which will mostly be in
pickers. As usual in the Macintosh world, Shift-click extends a selection.
To select items that aren't next to each other, use Command-click. If an
item is already selected, Command-click deselects it without deselecting
other items.
IJ)II.

Editor Windows
After you select one or more resow·ces from the resource picker, you can
double-click or choose Open Resource Editor from the Resource menu
to edit the resource(s). Each resource editor provides different features
depending on the kind of information it handles. In many cases the editors look and behave similarly. For example, the 'ICON' and 'ICN#' editors are quite similar, and you can use the same editing techniques in
both. You can think of each editor as a mini-application. It may have its
own additional menus, and may appear different from most other editors. Of course, many things are the same for all editors. We'll discuss
editors in general terms here, and cover individual editors in more
detail in chapters devoted to them.

By the Way

IJJ>

As you browse files with ResEdit, you should be aware that color
resource editors, such as 'den' and 'ppt#', open only on machines
that have Color QuickDraw (for instance, SE/30s and Mac lis). Also,
for those of you lucky enough to have two monitors, you can choose
(in the Preferences dialog) which screen ResEdit' s color pickers and
editors use. If you decide to have them automatically open on the
screen able to display the most colors or grays, that's where they
open-even if that monitor isn't turned on. This can be confusing,
but unfortunately the Mac doesn't have a mechanism for letting an
application know whether a monitor is on.

.._
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ResEdit has many graphical editors, which let you manipulate visual
representations of resources. Some examples are the editors that you use
to work on menus, windows, alert and dialog boxes and their contents,
and keyboard character maps. The graphical editors used for patterns,
icons, fonts, and pointers (or cursors) are fatbits editors. These editors
always give you at least two views of the resource you're editing-an
enlarged fatbits editing area and at least one actual-size view. In addition, editors that work on list resources (such as the patterns in a 'PAT#'
resource or the small icons in an 'SICN' resource) supply a method for
selecting the item you want to work on from the list.
A handful of non-graphical editors allow you to edit all the rem aining
resources. The editors for date, time, and number formats ('itlO' and 'itll'
resources) resemble elaborate dialog boxes. The two most general editors, the hexadecimal editor and the template editor, can edit a wide
variety of resources. In fact, if you know what you're doing, you can
edit any resource using the hexadecimal editor. Most users won't find
the hexadecimal editor very helpful, however, becau se it represents
resources as a series of numbers. (For more on the hexadecimal editor,
see Appendix C.)
The template editor is another story. This one editor comes with more
than 60 templates, each one representing a different type of resource
(and you can add more). Although templates aren't graphical and may
not be intuitively obvious, they're quite easy to edit. We've included an
entire chapter (Chapter 15) on one particularly handy example, the
'LAYO' resource, which controls the Finder 's layout of files and folders.
Another example is the template used for animated cursors ('acur'
resources). See Chapter 14 for more information on templates and the
template editor.

...,

Info Windows
The three kinds of info windows, which behave like dialogs, allow you
to find and set a variety of characteristics for resources, files, and folders. For information about a file or a folder, you would choose the Gef
File/Folder Info item on the File m enu. However, unless you're a programmer, you probably won't use these windows very often. For more
information, see Chapter 23.
To access the Resource Info window, choose Get Resource Info from
the Resource menu. This command only becomes available after you've
opened a resource picker (and selected a resource), or an editor. Like the
other info windows, this window, which is shown in Figure 3-8, is most
useful for programmers. But anyone serious about customization will
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find two fields in this window p articularly useful. In exp erimenting
with various resources you may have to change their ID numbers; this is
where you do it. We guide you through the steps later in this chapter.
You may also want to name som e of the nameless resources you encounter as you browse through your files.
r
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Figure 3-8. The Resource Info window.
Hint Ill>

Naming unnamed resources can be a big help as you peruse your
files because tl1e names appear in any non-graphic resource picker
view. You won't have to waste time repeatedly opening resources
just to find out which ones they are. Simply choose Get Resource
Info from ResEdit's Resource menu and type a name in the Name
field of the Resource Info dialog. You can do this either from
resource pickers or from editors. But never change an existing name!
Remember that som etimes applications look for resources by type
and name rather than type and ID, so play it safe and leave existing
names alone. For this same reason, don't use a name already taken
by another resource of the same type.

.,.
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Using ResEdit' s Windows
Working with ResEdit's windows will become second nature in no time.
Just remember there's a hierarchy, as you saw in Figure 3-1. When you
open a file with ResEdit, the first window you always see is the type
picker for that file . From there (and only from there) you open the
resource picker(s). Only after you've selected a resource in the resource
picker can ResEdit open the appropriate editor. You can open as many
windows as memory accommodates. Except for info windows, which
you can open from more than one place, there's a predictable sequence
to how the windows open. Finally, in your adventures with ResEdit,
don't forget about the View menu and the Window m enu. (There's more
information about them later in this chapter, in the "Menus" section.)
These menus exist to help you manipulate windows, so take advantage
of them .

Hint ~

Closing a window also closes all the windows t hat were opened
from it.

~

Clipboard Operations
At the beginning of this chapter we mentioned that ResEdit differs from
most Macintosh applications in a few important ways. One difference is
that it can open any file. Another is the way it handles the clipboard. In
fact, in order to carry out its unique mission, ResEdit has to maintain its
own clipboard to get around limitations of the Macintosh's main Clipboard. Fortunately, you don't have to worry about keeping track of clipboards-all that's taken care of for you. But you should understand a
few important points about how clipboard operations work.
The Macintosh's main Clipboard can only contain one resource of
each type because it doesn' t keep track of ID numbers. To enable you to
cut and paste multiple resources, ResEdit op era tes its own clipboard
that can handle ID numbers. As long as you do your cutting, copying,
and pasting within ResEdit, you shouldn' t face any surprises because
you're dealing only with ResEdit's clipboard. (See the Paste command
in the "Menus" section, later in this cl1apter, for more details.)
You have to pay a little more attention, however, when you set out to
move things to or from applications other than ResEdit because then
you're us ing the main Clipboard . As you 've probably surmised, you
can't, for example, copy more than one 'PICT' resource at a time into
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your paint program, because the main Clipboard can only handle one
resource of any type at a time.
The reverse situation, pasting a selection from an application into an
open file in ResEdit, carries its own unique problem because many
applications send more than one representation of a selection to the
main Clipboard when you cut or copy. For example, MacDraw sends an
'MDPL' resource to the clipboard in addition to a 'PICT' resource. This
approach works most of the time because when you paste from the
Clipboard these applications look for their preferred representations.
MacDraw looks for an 'MDPL' on the clipboard when you paste, but it
will settle for a 'PICT'. ResEdit has no preferred representation, so if
you're pasting into a type picker, it takes everything on the clipboard.
Thus, you may get more than one resource when you paste to a type
picker, and any extras will clutter up yolil· file and take up space. If you
know to look for them, you ca n purge any duplicate resources masquerading under assumed names- or more precisely, assumed types.
By the Way ...

Hint ...

If you copy just one resource, ResEdit puts it on the Mac's main
Clipboard. If you copy more than one, however, ResEdit clears the
main Clipboard.

How can you find all the aliases a paste operation from another
application gives you? One way is to first try pasting into a new,
empty file temporarily created with ResEdit just for that purpose.
Another approach is to choose Select Changed from the Edit menu,
which shows you the resources that have changed since you last
saved the file.
Of course, the best way around the problem is to avoid it altogether, if
you can. If you know what resource type you're interested in, and you
also know that the application you're copying from can give you that
resource type, just paste it into the resource picker for that type ('PICT'
in the MacDraw example). When pasting to resource pickers, ResEdit
pastes only resources of the corresponding type. For more information,
see the section on the Paste command in the Edit menu later in this
chapter.

~
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Resource Checking
When ResEdit opens a file, it automatically verifies the integrity of the
resource fork. This preliminary checking is somewhat analogous to having a food taster check your food: If ResEdit tries to open a "poisoned"
file, it may choke or die. Unlike the food taster, however, ResEdit's verification feature includes the ability to repair some damage-which not
only prevents ResEdit from crashing, but recovers resources from corrupted files!
The resource verification feature includes two levels of checking. You
can determine w he ther ResEdit p erforms the brief or full check by
choosing the appropriate option in the Preferences dialog. Also, the Verify command on the File menu lets you carry out a full check without
opening a file.

By the Way

IJI>

I""

The brief check verifies the basic structure of the resource fork. It
checks the location of the resource map and checks to see that all the
data fit within appropriate bounds. If any of the basic checks fail, the
full test is automatically performed .
The full resource check does a more thorough walk through the
resource map and verifies that the type list, the reference lists, and
the name list are consistent, and that all resource data areas can be
located and don't exceed the available space. It also checks for
duplicate types and duplicate IDs within a type.
If you're familiar with Apple's MPW development environment,
you may notice that the verification is similar to that performed by
MPW's RezDet tool. ResEdit's resource verification feature can
sometimes recover resources when RezDet can' t even find a
resource in the file. It can do this b ecau se it uses several teclmiques
to locate the resource map, whose existence and location is critical to
the resource recovery process.

Resource Fork Repair
ResEdit alerts you if it finds any damage in a file and gives you the
opportuni ty to repair it, as the alert shown in Figure 3-9 illustrates. You
would see a similar alert, but without the Continue button, if you had
checked the file using the Verify menu item. Most users should avoid
the Continue button.
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Neither test can verify the contents of individual resources, because
only the structure of the resource fork is tested. When repairing
damage, the integrity of individual resources can never be guaranteed,
so you should always restore a backup of the file if you see a "damaged
file" alert. The repair facility is intended as a last resort if you don't have
any backups but still need to recover some resources.

Warning: This file appears to be damaged.
You should Cancel and use your backup
co py of this file.

n[

Cancel

j~

-.

Repair will eHtract as m any resources as
possible into a new file. The original file
will be unchanged.

Repair

Continue will open the fil e as is, but this
may lead to a sy stem error.

[ continue ]

Figure 3-9. This alert warns you of possible damage encountered
w hen opening a file and gives you the option of attempting to repair
it . Most users should avoid the Continue button.

When repairing a file, ResEdit doesn't d o anything to the damaged
file itself, but instead copies all the resources it can to a new fi le. It
renames the damaged file wi th an ex tension of "(damaged )." ResEdit
apprises you of its progress w ith a variety of alerts. If it can' t extract all
the resources in a damaged file, it tells you so. If only one resource can't
be copied, ResEdit tells you its type and ID. Another possibility is that
the file may be damaged beyond repair.
ResEcUt does work d irectly on a damaged file in one situation: when a
resource fork wasn't closed properly (perhaps the application bombed).
Such damage is so minimal tha t ResEd it performs the repair w ithout
even asking your permission, but it informs you that it has d one so.
Now you're famili ar with how ResEdit presents informa tion in its
windows, how it deals with clipboard operations, and how it checks
your files. Even thoug h you're probably eager to take it out for a spin,
you should first spend a few nwments to become familiar w ith the controls on ResEdit's instrument panel- the menus.

Ill>
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The Menus: Once Over Quickly
ResEdit opens showing the four standard menus it always shows: File,
Edit, Resource, and Wi11dow. But the menus and menu items available
to you in ResEdit vary depending on the situation because ResEdit
encompasses many applica tions in one. The changes aren't capricious,
but depend on where you are within ResEdit and what you're doing.
For instance, why should you work around menus and commands having to do with color icons when you're modifying a dialog? We'll go
over the basic menus here, and cover specific, resource-related menus in
chapters devoted to those resources .

.,

The File Menu
As you can see in Figure 3-10, most of the File menu's commands let
you manipulate files or folders, and they're probably familiar to you
from other Macintosh applications. However, a few of the commands
are unique to ResEdit or behave a little differently than you might
expect.

New .. .
Open .. .
Open Special
Close
Saue
Reuert File
Get Info for Copy of Finder
Get File/Folder Info ...
Uerify ...
Page Setup .. .
Print ...
Preferences ...
Quit

3€0

Figure 3- 10. ResEdit's File menu.
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New

The New command displays the standard fil e directory dialog, which
allows a new file to be created. This behaves a bit differently from most
applications because ResEdit asks you to name the new file before opening it.
Open

The Open command works th e sa me in ResEdit as in most other
applications. The only difference is that every file is visible in the standard file directory dialog. Remember, ResEdit can open any file, not just
ones of a specific type.
Open Special
If you get tired of sifting through the standard file directory dialog

every time you want ResEdit to open a certain file you work on frequently, you'll like this item. The Open Special menu item displays a
hierarchical menu that you can customize by filling in the names of files
you work on frequently, as in the example shown in Figure 3-11. To get
going even more quickly, you can assign Command-key shortcuts that
you can type as soon as ResEdit's splash-screen appears.

New .. .
Open .. .

-···

:i€N
:l€0

,.

Close
:l€U
:l€S
Soue
Reuert File
...............................................................................................
Get Info for Copy of Finder
Get File/Folder Info ...
Uerify ...
Poge Setup ...
Print ...

Copy of Finder
Copy of ResEdit
Copy of system

:l€2
:1€ I

Modify This Menu ...

:l€P

Preferences ...
Quit

:l€0

Figure 3-11. The Open Special menu item lets you create custom
shortcuts to files you work on frequently.
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When you first select the Open Special item, all you see on the hierarchical menu is the Modify This Menu command. As you add files, that
command gets pushed further down. There's no limit-within reasonto the number of files you can add. When you select Modify This Menu,
ResEdit displays the dialog shown in Figure 3-12. This dialog contains
everything you need to add and remove files and Command-key shortcuts o n the Open Special menu.
Files on Open Special menu
Copy of Finder
Copy of ResEdit
Copy of System

:~: 2 ~

Add File ...
Remoue File
Set Cmd Key ...
(nemoue Cmd Key]

(Cancel )

t

OK

J)

Figure 3-12. The Modify This Menu command displays this dialog,
which you use to c hange the files and Command-key shortc uts on
your Open Special menu.

When you click the Add File button, ResEdit displays a standard file
directory dialog so you can locate the file you're after. Once you find it
and double-click, ResEdit adds the file to the menu and remembers
where to find it. ResEdit even lets you have two files with the same
name on the menu. It keeps track of them by showing you the path it
follows to get to each file. If you move a file or change its name, ResEdit
will no t be able to find it. (When this happens, ResEdit displays a fairly
standard "File not found" alert.) The file remains on the Open Special
menu, however, so before you can reteach ResEdit where the file is, you
should remove the file name from the menu. To remove a file from the
menu, simply select it and click the Remove File button.
Convenience is the whole point of the Open Special menu, so ResEdit
also lets you assign Command-key shortcuts so you can quickly open
the files you work on frequently. If you want to add a Command-key
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shortcut, first select the file, then click the Set Cmd Key button. ResEdit
displays a dialog like the one shown in Figure 3-13. The dialog vanishes
when you press a key, and you see your shortcut beside the file name in
the Open Special dialog. If you press a key that's already in use, ResEdit
warns you. (Even though the wa rning gives you the option of using the
key anyway, we advise you not to.) To remove a Command-key shortcut
from a file, simply select the file and click the Remove Cmd Key button.

Press the key you ' d like to use with the
Command key to open th e file named
"Co py of Finder".

Cancel

Figure 3-1 3. Clicking the Set Cmd Key button causes this d ialog to be
displayed.
By the Way ~

You'll probably want to avoid using the Option Key when you
assign shortcuts. If you've checked Verify files when they are
opened in the Preferences dialog, pressing the Option key when you
open a file causes the file verification hidden diagnostic window to
appear. (For more information, see Chapter 13.) There's nothing
dangerous about this, it just slows you down a bit.
Close

Selecting this command is the same as clicking the active window's
close box. If the active window is a type picker, ResEdit closes the file. If
you haven't saved, ResEdit gives you the opportunity before closing the
file.
Hint~

Pressing the Option key when you close a window closes all
windows for the file except the type picker. Also remember that
closing a window closes all the windows you've opened from it.

.,._
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Save

The Save command saves the file associated with the active window. If
you have several files open, ResEdit saves only the file associated with
the active window. You can't save individual resources within a file; you
save the whole file.
Revert File

Use this command if you have inadvertently deleted a resource or made
some other change you' re not happy with and want to get back to a
known good file. This command reverts the active file to its last saved
state. All open windows for that file w ill close except the type picker. If
you only want to restore certain resources, but you don't want to revert
the entire file, use the Revert Resource command on the Resource menu.
Get Info for <filename>

ResEdit provides a shortcut with this command. It works just like Get
File/Folder Info (see next command), except that it automatically applies to the active file.
Get File/Folder Info

Unless you're a programmer, you probably won't use this command
much. It displays a standard file directory dialog that allows you to
choose the file or folder you' d like to get information about. If you select
a folder (you must use the dialog's Get Info button because doubleclicking opens the folder), you get the Folder Info window. If you select
a file (double-clicking works here), you get the File Info window. These
windows allow you to set various attributes of files and folders. For
more information, see Chapter 23.
Verify

This command displays a standard file d irectory dialog to let you select
a file to verify. The selected file will be sca nned to make sure that
its resource fork is valid. For more information, see "Resource Checking" earlier in this chapter. If you're having trouble opening a file with
ResEdit, try using this command to make sure the file hasn't been corrupted. To have ResEdit automatically verify files as they're opened, see
the Preferences command later on this same menu.
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Page Setup

The Page Setup command allows you to set the standard page setup
information. This is where you tell your printer what size paper you're
using, among other things. As usual, the dialog you get depends on the
printer you're using.
Print

This command displays a standard print dialog that varies with the
printer you're using. Here's where you tell your printer how many
copies you want, and so on.
Printing in ResEdit is not intended to give you a beautifully arranged
picture of your resource suitable for framing. Instead, you simply get a
convenient record of the information you can refer to later. At least
that's the intent. In many cases ResEdit just prints a copy of what you
see in the active window and adds a title that's the same as the title of
the window being printed, along with a page number if you print multiple pages. In a few cases ResEdit takes a slightly more sophisticated
approach. For instance, printing from the hexadecimal editor gives you
a copy of the whole resource. Similarly, printing from pickers gives you
a listing of all the resources or types displayed by the picker. Try
printing from the pickers or editors you're interested in and see what
you get.
ResEdit accomplishes most printing by creating a bitmap that represents the window-taking a snapshot-and sending it to the printer, so
if you're using a high resolution printer you may occasionally have
some problems associated with printing bitmaps. The problem stems
from discrepancies between screen resolution (usually about 72 dots per
inch) and the resolution at which most laser printers print (300 dots per
inch). If you have unusual results, try selecting Precision Bitmap Alignment in the Page Setup dialog. If this doesn't help, just remember that
even though you may have a few stray bits on your picture, at least you
have a record of the information you need.
For a fancy output with headers, footers, and variable margins, you
can copy the information from ResEdit and paste it into your favorite
word processing application. The easiest way to do this is to take a
screen snapshot using Command-Shift-3. This produces a file called
ScreenO (up to Screen9 if you take several snapshots) that you can open
in your paint program. Then you can touch up the screen shot, select
what you want of it, and paste it into your document.
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Remember, Cornmand-Shift-3 only works in black and white. If you
have a color or gray-scale monitor, set it to black-and-white before
using Command-Shift-3. Or use a third-party screen capture utility,
such as Flash-It.

Preferences

The Preferences command displays a dialog, shown in Figure 3-14, that
lets you customize several ResEdit characteristics.
Pr eferences
Window at startup: @N one
0 Open dialog
1:8:1 Show spl ash-s creen at startup
1:8:1 Warning when System or ResEdit is opened
1:8:1 Uerify fi les when they are opened
1:8:1 Show color resources on best screen
1:8:1 Ruto-size pickers

Minimum:

Type pickers:

Width

Height

1m-w1 H ~ piHels

Re source pickers: ~ H ~ piHels
(c ancel)

([

OK

B

Figure 3-14. The Preferences dialog lets you adjust several ResEdit
characteristics.

The Window a t startup item lets yo u decide whether you want
ResEdit to display the standard file directory dialog when it starts up. If
you would rather have it start up with no dialog, click the None radio
bu tton. The next item lets you turn off ResEdit's splash-screen.
Because modifying the active System file or the version of ResEdit
you're currently running can be disastrous if you make a mistake,
ResEdit displays a warning when you open either of these files. If you
open these files frequently, and know for certain you won' t mess them
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up, you ca11 turn off the warning. Simply click the check box in front of
Warning w hen System or ResEdit is opened.
As you may remember from the "Resource Checking" sectio n,
ResEdit always performs a quick resource check when you open a file. If
you want it to routinely carry out the more thorough check, simply click
the check box in front of Verify files w hen they are opened. Selecting
this option increases the Length of time necessary to open files, but only
slightly if you have a hard disk. Opening files from floppy disks can
take much longer, however, so if you don't have a hard disk, you may
not want to take advantage of this option.
The next item, Show color resources on best screen, is useful only for
those Mac II owners with two monitors. If it's checked, color pickers
and editors automatica Uy open on the screen capable of displaying the
most colors or grays. If it's not checked, color pickers and edito rs always open on the same monitor as their parent window. This command
a pplies only to those pickers and editors displaying resources th at
require color. Color-optional resources, such as 'MENU's, always open
on the same monitor as their parent window.
When you check Au to-size pickers, ResEdit optimizes the size of
picker windows, making them just large enough to show every item, or
to show as much as possible, depending on the file and your screen size.
For pickers containing only a few item s, ResEdit uses the minimum
sizes set in the Width and Height fields at the bottom of the dialog . If
you turn off the Auto-size feature, these minimum sizes become the
default sizes for all pickers.
Quit
The Quit command behaves like a typical Macintosh Quit command . It
asks you if you want to save any files you have modified, and then exits
ResEdit.
IJJ..

The Edit Menu
The Edit menu, shown in Figure 3-15, behaves as you would expect it to
behave in most Macintosh applica tions. An important point to keep in
mind, however, is that the commands work differently depending on
what kind of window is active. For example, if a type picker is active
and a resource type is selected, Cut will cut all resources of that type.
But if an editor is active, Cut applies only to selected resource components within the editor. Fortunately, because Cut, Copy, Paste, Clear,
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and Duplicate always work on a selection, it's always easy to tell what
will be affected.

Undo

3€2

Cut
Copy
Paste
Clear

3€H
3€C
3€U

Duplicate
3€0
Select All
3€A
Select Changed
Fig ure 3-15. The Edit menu.

Undo

With few excep tions, the Undo command w ill undo the last editing
command. There are a few cases in which Undo is not available and is
dimmed in the menu. For example, you can' t undo cutting and clearing
in pickers. You can achieve the same result, however, with the Revert
command on the Resource menu. Most of the special editors fully support Undo.
Cut and Copy
These commands put the current selection or a copy of it onto ResEdit's
clipboard. If you cu t or copy from a ty pe picker, you' ll get all the resources of the selected type(s). From a resource picker, you get only the
resource(s) selected. If you don't want to replace the clipboard contents
with a new selection, Option-Command-X and Option-Command-C
append the selection to w hat's already on the clipboard. (Appending
works with the menu commands, too; just be sure to press the Option
key before you pull down the Edit menu.)
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Paste

What happens with this command depends on what you're pasting and
where. That sounds more iffy than it really is because, fortunately, what
the Paste command does makes sense when you think about it. If you
paste to a type picker, you'll get all the resources of any type from the
clipboard. If you paste to a resource picker, you only get resources of the
corresponding type. You can also paste certain resource components
into editors. For instance, you ca n paste bits (which become 'PICT'
resources when cut or copied) into any of the fatbits editors.
Clear

As in most of the Macintosh world, choosing Clear is the same as
pressing the Delete key. Nothing goes to the clipboard and in many
cases you can't undo it.
Duplicate

Duplicate is available from resource pickers and some edito rs . In
resource pickers, this command makes a copy of each selected resource,
but instead of sendin g them to the clipboard as Copy does, it gives the
duplicates new ID numbers and puts them in the same window. In editors, the command makes a copy of the selected resource component
and keeps it within the resource. For instance, you can duplicate a menu
item in a 'MENU', or duplicate a pattern in a 'PAT#' pattern list.
Select All

When you know you want to select everything in a picker window, this
is the command to choose. (It also works in a few editors.) If you want
all but a few, choose Select All then deselect the ones you don't want by
using Command-click.
Select Changed

The first time you close a file and ResEdit asks if you want to save,
causing you to mistakenly exclaim, "But I didn' t change anything!"
you'll be glad you have this memory-jogging command. Available from
picker windows, this command selects resources (in resource pickers) or
types (in the type picker) you've altered since you last saved the file.

.,.
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The Resource Menu
The Resource menu, shown in Figu re 3-16, is ResEdi t's most dynamic
menu, but then resources are what ResEdit is all about. Although va riable menu items may seem unsettling at first, they're intended to prevent confusion . ResEdit can p erform such a variety of functions that
generic commands would be almost mea ningless. So, w hen necessary,
menu items become more specific to let you know how they work in the
current active window.
Resourc:e
Create New Resource agK
Open Resource Editor
Open Using Template ...
Open Using HeH Editor
Reuert This Resource
Get Resource Info

ag1

Figure 3-16. The Resource menu (as seen from a resource picker).
Create New Resource

What this command does when you're in a resource picker is probably
obvious-it creates a new resource of that type, gives it a unique ID, and
opens it in the appropriate editor. When you're at the editor level, the
command will either be dimmed, or it will allow you to create a new
component to add to the resource you 're editing. For exa mple, in a
small icon list ('SICN') this command changes to Insert New Icon. In
templates it changes to Insert New Field.
From the type picker, this conunand displays the dialog shown in Figure 3-1 7, w hich lets you create any new resource type, whether or not
that resource type already exists in the fil e. (Remember, this may not do
you any good unless you can write some program code that uses the
resource.) You can scroll through the list or you can enter the resource
type in the editable fi eld. ResEdit crea tes the new resource for you, g ives
it a unique ID, and opens it in the appropriate editor. ResEdit picks the
first available number greater than or equal to 128 for the new resource
10. You can even create a completely new resource ty pe by entering a
w1ique four-character name. When ResEdit d oesn' t have a special editor
for a resource type, it opens in the hexadecimal editor.
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Select New Type
actb ~
~
a cur
fURT
APPL
BNDL
cctb
cicn R)

I

D
n

OK

~

( Cancel

Figure 3-17. From the type picker, the Create New Resource
command displays this dialog.
Open Resource Editor

When no resource type is selected in the type picker, this command is
dimmed. As soon as you select a resource type, the item becomes available and the text changes to reflect your selection (Open 'MENU' Picker,
Open 'ICON' Picker, and so on). If more than one type is selected, it
becomes Open Pickers. The result of choosing this command remains
the same-ResEdit opens the selected resource picker(s). Once you're in
the resource picker, the command changes to Open Resource Editor.
This item is also available from certain editors, where it will open an
associated resource or a more detailed part of the same resource. For
example, from the dialog ('DLOG') editor you can open the dialog item
list ('DITL') editor, and from there you can open a dialog item. In short,
this command (which is usually equivalent to double-clicking) gets you
to the next deeper level, if there is one.
Open Using Template

This command, which is available from resource pickers and some
editors, displays a dialog that allows you to choose a template from ResEdit's template list, which is shown in Figure 3-18. This dialog is similar
to the one in Figure 3-17 for the Create New Resource command, except
that the types list includes only template resources. Occasionally, you
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may want to open a resource as a template even if a special editor exists,
because sometimes you can edit infrequently changed parts in the template that you can't edit in the special editor. Option-Command-doubleclicking a selection has the same result as choosing this command .

Select Template
actb
a cur
ALRT
APPL
BNDL
cctb
clut

~

I
0

ImiaMI
K

OK

~

( Cancel )

Figure 3-18. The Open Using Template command displays this dialog.
Open Using Hex Editor

The hexadecim al editor displays resources as a series of hexadecimal
numbers. Programmers can open and edit any resource using the hexadecimal editor, but most users won't find it very helpful. This command
is available from resource pickers and some editors. Option-double-clicking a selection has the same result as choosing this command.
Revert This Resource
If you've mad e a mistake and want to start over from the last saved

version, choose this command. What this command affects depends on
where you are when you invoke it, however. When you're in resource
pickers and editors, this item says Revert This Resource, or Revert These
Resources, depending on how many resources you've selected. In the
type picker this item changes to Revert <typ e> Resources, or Revert
Resource Types if you've selected more than one type. Every change to
all resources of the selected type(s) w ill be discarded . To revert more
specifica lly, go to the resource picker, where you can revert individual
resources.
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Get Resource Info

Use this command, which is available from resource pickers and editors,
to see or set a variely of resource characteristics. It displays the Resource
Info window, shown in Figure 3-19, in which you can change ID numbers and names of resources. Generally, the rest of the fields, which are
discussed in Chapter 23, are useful only to programmers.
§0§ Info for OLOG - I 5904 from Copy of System """"""
Type:

10:

OLOG

Size:

28

S!II0-1

,••.

Nome:
owner type

Attributes:
System Heop
[2?] Purgeoble

0

0

0

locked
Protected

0

0

Prelood
Compressed

Figure 3-19. Unless you're a programmer. the Resource Info window
is useful only for changing the names and IDs of resources.
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The Window Menu
The Window m enu can help you find your way around a screen
plastered with lots of vvindows. It lists, in an organized way, all the windows you've got open, as in the example shown in Figure 3-20. Windows
in the list are indented according to the order in which you opened them,
with each subsequent window name appearing below and to the right of
the name of the w indow from w hich you opened it. The most recently
opened window in each category appears at the top. File and folder info
windows are in a class by themselves and appear grouped at the top of
the menu. A check mark designates the active window. Selecting a window nam e brings that window to the front, making it the active window.
When you close a window, all the windows indented under it in the window menu (all the windows opened from it) also close.
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./ Info for Copy of Find er
Copy of Finder
OLOGs
Oiolog 10 = 194
Dlolog 10 = 8192
MENUs
MENU " Rpple " 10 • I
Info for MENU 1
LRYOs
LRYO 10 = 128
Copy of System
FKEYs
FKEY 10 = 3
In fo for FKEY 3
CURSs
CURS 10 • 2

Figure 3-20. If you've got a lot of windows open. the Window menu
can help you find the one you want .
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The View Menu
The View menu, shown in Figure 3-21, lets you tell ResEdit h ow to
display the contents of pickers. (The section on pickers earlier in this
chapter describes much of this in more detail.) The View menu lets you
display the contents of a type picker either by icon or by type. If you
want to see resource sizes (in bytes), you can choose Show Size With
Type.

by Icon
./by Type
Show Size With

-~
./by
by
by
by

10
Name
Size
Order in File

l>~l Sp<~ <

inl

Show Attributes

Figure 3-2 1. The View menu changes depending on whether the
active window is a type pic ker (left) or a resource picker (right).
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In resource pickers, the View menu lets you sort a list of resources by
IO, Name, Size, or Order in File. You can also view some resource types
in special pickers that give you more information. For instance, graphical pickers, such as those for icons or pointers, default to a graphical
view (sorted by IO) that shows you what each of the resources looks
like. The dimmed "by Special" item changes to the appropriate resource
type, for instance, "by ICON." The last item on the resource pickers'
View menu, the Show Attributes command, is available for any nonspecial view. Choosing this option tells ResEdit to display more detailed
resource information that's generally useful only for programmers. (For
more on resource attributes, see Chapter 23.)
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Substituting Resource IDs
Now tha t you're fami liar with ResEdit's windows and menus, you're
ready to learn a simple procedure you'll use frequently. Often you'll
want to substitute a custom resource for the original one. You can customize the origina l, of course, and doing that is often just fine. But the
advantages of keeping the original are twofold : You have it for reference, and you can switch back to it if you need or want to. The more
complicated the resource, the more important preserving the original
becomes.
As you recall from the previous chapter, applications generally look
for resources by type and IO. So if you want an application to use your
custom resource, it has to have the right ID. Let's say you want to customize the Tweak menu in some application, and you want to keep the
original version, too. Here's the easiest way to do it:
1. Open a copy of your file with ResEdit, find the 'MENU' type in the
type picker, and double-click it to open the 'MENU' resource picker.
2. In the 'MENU' picker, find the Tweak menu, let's say it's IO 17, and
duplicate it. (First select it, then choose Duplicate from the Edit
menu.)
3. ResEdit makes a copy of the resource and, starting with 128, gives
it the first available (unused) ID. Keep this one as your spare, and
make your changes to IO 17.
4. To help you keep track of what you've done, and so you can find it
later, why not label the spare? Simply click it, then choose Get
Resource Info from the Resource menu. You'll see a dialog like the
one you saw in Figure 3-19. Click in the name field and type
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"Original Tweak" or "Spare Tweak," or w hatever makes sense to
you. Similarly, you can label your custom Tweak menu. If the
original resource had a name, you should preserve that name in
your custom resource and rename the spare-just in case the
application looks for resources by name instead of ID.
5. When you're through, close the file (saving your changes) and quit
ResEdit. You can now try out your new menu in the application
you changed.
If you want to switch back to the original Tweak m enu and save your
custom version, you'll have to shuffle both resource IDs around .
1. Open a copy of your file w ith ResEdit, find the 'MENU' type in the
type picker, and double-click it to open the 'MENU' resource picker.
2. In the 'MENU' picker, find your custom Tweak resource, ID 17, and
select it.
3. Choose Get Resource Info from the Resource menu. Click the ID
field and type in a number that hasn' t been used, let's say 129.
(ResEdit warns you if you pick a number that's taken.) Close the
window.
4. Now select the original Tweak resource, ID 128, and once again
choose Get Resource Info from the Resource menu. Click the ID
Field and type 17. Remember, if the resource originally had a name,
you should ch ange it back too.
5. Close the file (saving your changes) and quit ResEdit. Next time
you use the application, you' ll see the original Tweak menu.

The same steps a pply no matter what resource type you're working
with . Just be sure to remember what the original ID should be!
~

Summary
This chapter d escribes ResEdit's fea tures and style of p resenting
information. ResEdit has three kinds of windows: pickers, editors, and
info w indows. You pick w ha t you want to work o n from pickers .
There's one typ e p icker per file, and one resource picker fo r ever y
resource ty pe in a file. You make your changes in the various editor
windows. Info windows are specific dialogs that allow you to see or set
a variety of file, folder, and resource characteristics. This chapter also
provides a guide to ResEdit's menus. The menus are d ynamic; ResEdit
adds, changes, and removes options depending on what kind of win-
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dow you' re working in, so you' ll understand how the commands apply
in the given situation, and so you don' t trip over menus or commands
you don' t need .
Now tha t you' re familiar with ResEdit's fea tures and instrument
panel, you're read y for a test drive. In the next chapter we'll give you a
few more rules of the road and describe how to safely cruise through
changing familiar and vital files you'll probably return to frequentlythe System and Finder.

4

Editing the System, Finder,
and Other Files

Some of the most useful customization projects you can tackle involve
resources found in important fil es, such as the System and Finder,
located in your System Fo lder. In fact, the System Folder and the Desktop file contain all Lhe resources need ed to initialize your Macintosh
when you turn it on. Although the same rules apply to any application
file, you must take special care when editing system files because a mistake can easily cripple your computer. With proper precautions, however, you can browse and modify to your heart's content. Table 4-1 lists
selected customiza tion projects, the system file in which you fiJld those
resources, and the chapter that discusses the project. In this chapter we
describe a few more basics for editing any kind of file, then we explain
how the Macintosh uses the System, Finder, and Desktop files, and how
you can change them .
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Table 4-1 . Where to Start for Selec t ed Customizat ion Projects

Cllnpter
5

7
7
9

Find er
System
Find er
System

10

System

15

Finder
System
System
System/
Finder

6

16

18
19

.,

File
System

Project
Changing your scroll bar pattern and pennanently
adding a desktop pattern to the Control Panel
Changing the animated watch pointer
Customiz ing icons in alert boxes
Replacing the Trash icon
Moving keyboa rd characters
Customizing the size of s tandard file directory
dialogs
Personalizing the Finder's layout
Sp eeding up your mouse response
Colorizing icons in alerts
Adding color to the user interface

Creating a Rescue Disk
All Ma cintosh owners s h ould take the precautions of main taining
backups and having a rescu e disk. You should always have a flo ppy
d isk that you can use to start your M ac just in case disaster s trikes. This
rescue disk should have a Sys tem Fold er containing at least a System
fi le and a Finder file. You can just use the System Tools disk tha t came
with your Macintosh or the la test System software upda te. (You could
ea sily gen er a te a rescu e disk u s ing the Ins taller.) An even b e tte r
approach is to crea te your own sp ecia l rescue d isk w ith a copy of your
p ersonalized Syste m file a nd Finder so you don't have to reins tall all
your fonts and d esk accessories. In fa ct, as you set abou t cus tomizing
yo ur Sys tem a nd Finde r, you should update your rescue disk to preserve your cus tom resources. Follow these s teps to create a rescue disk.
1. Initialize a floppy disk a nd name it "Rescu e Disk."
2. Crea te a fold er on this floppy and na me it "System Folder."
3. Copy your customiz ed System and Finder files (from the System
Folder on your h ard disk or your favorite s tart-up disk) into the
System Fold er on the rescu e disk.
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Now you've got a basic rescue disk. Depending on how big your System file is, you'll have room for more files on the floppy. You migh t
want to include your hard disk initializa tion software, Apple's Disk
First Aid, a disk recovery program, or other files from your System
Folder. (Of course, you need to be sure all the other files in your System
Folder are backed up, too.) Slide the tab on the floppy disk to the locked
position so you don' t accidentally erase it, then put the disk somewhere
safe.
As you customize resources in the System and Finder, why not save
copies of your masterpieces in a special backup so you can easily
replace them when you update to a new System software release?
Simply create a file with ResEdit, calling it something like "Custom
System (or Finder) Resources." Then, whenever you customize a
resource, paste a copy of it into your special file. After you update to
new System software, you can copy your own resources into the
new files .

Hint .,.
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Always Work on a Copy
When you first start to use ResEdit, and an y time you're planning to
make complicated changes, always make a copy of the file you're going
to edit. ResEdit is a powerful program that has no limitations on the
kinds of modifications you can make to resources. This power gives you
the fl exibility to change anything you want, but it also means you can
destroy valuable da ta w ith the slip of a finger. Even th ough ResEdit can
revert your file to the saved version, this only works if you catch your
error soon enough. Mis takes using ResEdit can cause problems in a
variety of ways. The most obvious mistake is to delete an important
resource that the System or your application need s. Many more subtle
problems stem from unforeseeable side effects of changes, due to complex interactions between resources and applications.

Hint .,.

Before you use ResEdit to open a file, use the Finder's Duplicate
command to make another copy. Keep a spare copy until you're sure
your changes are working correctly and you want to keep them. If
you're working from a floppy disk, be sure to keep a copy of the file
you 're going t o modify on a different disk.
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As you become more familiar with using ResEdit, you'll learn when
you don't absolutely have to make a copy before editing. For examp le, if
you're just going to ch an ge the loca tio n of a dialog box, you might
decide not to work on a copy sin ce you wouldn' t b e ma king any
irreparable ch a nges. Remember, you should always h ave a backup copy
so you can restore the original contents of the resource if you should
decide you want to change back. Once you've tested your ch anges for a
w hile and you' re p ositive you like them a nd will never need the origin al resources, you should back up your customized file.
Until you h ave some experience using ResEdit, play it safe and work
only on a copy.

.,._

The System File
The System file is the brain, heart, and soul of your Macintosh. Without
this file, the Mac won' t even start. It contains part of the operating system (the rest is in ROM), fonts, desk accessories, keyboard layouts,
pointers, icons, pa tterns, and many other resources you normally think
of as integra l parts of your Macintosh's personality. Many resources
found h ere, s uch as the ·wristwatch pointer and the scroll bar definition,
are provided for a pplications to use. O thers, such as fonts and d esk
accessories, you add as you customize your environment. Because the
System file contains so ma11y important resources, you 'll find many of
the most interesting resources to customize here. As Table 4-1 shows,
you' ll find resources that control a variety of aspects of your Macintosh's appearance and behavior.
Your Mac needs th is vital file to function, so you should b e especially
carefu l w hen making changes. You may remember th at the System file
is on e of the files tha t ResEdit can open even though it's already open.
(Of course, the System file is open a ny time your Mac is on.) Although
it's possible to edit the active System file, we don' t recommend it. Treat
the System fi le just like a ny other file you've spent time modifyingkeep a backup copy in case some thing should happen to the on e you're
usin g. But don't be afraid to p lay with it just b ecause it's an important
fil e or you 'll miss out on some of the most useful ways you can customize your Mac.

.,.
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Editing the System File
Since the System file is indispensable, you should make a copy before
making chan ges. You can use the following steps to modify your System
file.
1. Use the Finder's Duplicate command to make a copy of the System

file, and leave it in your System Folder.
2. Use ResEdit to modify the copy of the System file.
3. When you're done making your changes, save the file and quit from
ResEdit.
4. Drag your original System file out of the System Folder and onto
the desktop (or into any fold er you want). You can't throw the
System file into the Trash yet because it's still the currently active
System file. Besides, you don' t know if your ch anges will work
properly, so keeping the original version is a good idea.
5. Rename your Copy of System file to "System ."
6. Restart your Mac to activate your new System file.
7. If everything works as you planned, you can throw your original
System file into the Trash or, better yet, hold onto it for a backup
just in case your changes misbehave in the future.

By the Way ll>

You can edit the active System file directly, and occasions m ay arise
when you'll want to do just that. You should still make a copy first,
but you can keep it as a handy backup and work on the original. The
advantage is that you can try out your changes immediately without
having to drag files around and restart, because as soon as you save
the System file in ResEdH, your changes take effect. The disadvantage is that it's much riskier because your changes may inadvertently make conflicting demands on your Mac, causing it to freeze
up in confusion. If you're confident of your ability to recover in the
event of a mishap, and you have good reasons for working on the
original, you can take this approach for making simple changes.
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The Finder
When you ' re not using any other application, you'll always find
yourself using the Finder, the application that manages your desktop. It
helps you use your Mac by providing such things as folders and desktop icons, and housekeeping services such as emptying the Trash, copying or renaming files, and restarting your computer. You can customize
many aspects of the Finder and, in fact, Chapter 15 is devoted entirely to
customizing the Finder's layout. Although many substitute applications
have been developed to replace the Finder, in this book we assume
you're using the standard Finder provided by Apple.

.,..

MultiFinder
If you have enough memory, MultiFinder can be a big help because it
allows you to have more than one application open at a time. For example, you can have applications and printing (with a LaserWriter) continue in the background while you work on something else.
But MultiFinder creates a couple of situations you should be aware of
when you're modifying resources in system files. You should be especially careful about editing the System file while using MultiFinder. If
another application is open while you're editing the System file, you
may inadvertently change a resource that the o ther application is using.
The resulting confusion is usually not a pretty sight. Also, while MultiFinder is running, you can't edit the Finder or the Desktop file. Remember that, with the exceptions of itself and the System file, ResEdit can't
open files that are already open. Under MultiFinder the Finder is always
open. (Of course you can, and in most cases should, always edit a copy.)
Nor can you edit MultiFinder itself, but that's not a problem since
there's nothing to change anyway.

By the Way
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Under System 7, MultiFinder is always running-you don't have the
option of using the original Finder.

Editing the Finder
Since the Finder is an indispensable system application, you should
make a copy before making your changes. You can use the following
steps to modify your Finder.
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1. Use the Finder's Duplicate command to make a copy of the

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

By the Way .,_
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Finder itself, and leave it in your System Folder.
Use ResEdit to modify the copy of the Finder.
When you're done making your changes, save the file and quit
from ResEdit.
Drag your original Finder out of the System Folder and onto the
desktop (or into a11y folder you want). You can't throw the Finder
into the Trash yet because it's still the currently active Finder.
Besides, you don't know yet if your changes will work properly.
Rename your Copy of Finder file to "Finder."
Restart your Mac to activate your new Finder.
If everything works as you planned, you can throw your original
Finder into the Trash or, better yet, keep it for a backup just in case
your changes misbehave in the future.

You can edit the Finder directly if you're not running MultiFinder,
and occasions may arise when you'll want to do just that. You
should still make a copy first, but you can keep it as a handy backup
and work on the original. The advantage is that you can try out your
changes immediately without having to drag files around and
restart, because as soon as you quit ResEdit your new Finder will
start up. The disadvantage is that it's riskier. If you're confident of
your ability to recover in the event of a mishap, and you have good
reasons for working on the original, you can take this approach.
Chapter 15 gives more details .

The Desktop File
The Finder uses the Desktop file to store information about which kinds
of documents belong to which applica tions. When you double-click a
document, the Finder looks in the Desktop file to d etermine w hich
application to latmch. Each mountable volume (such as a floppy disk, a
hard disk or a server volume, if you're connected to a network) has its
own Desktop file that stores information about applications and files it
has encountered. You haven' t seen this file lying about anywhere
because the Finder makes it invisible. It's also the one system file no t
stored in the System Folder. Instead, it's located at the "root," or top
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level (not in any folder) on each volume. You can see and modify it from
within ResEdit, of course, but you usually won't have much reason to
edit it. The Desktop file contains the desktop icons for any application
that has ever been on the volume, as well as the icons for each application's documents .

..,..

Browsing and Updating the Desktop File
Browsing the Desktop file can be interesting just to see all the icons your
applications might use. Remember that ResEdit can't open the Desktop
file if MultiFinder is running, so you must restart your Macintosh without MultiFinder. Because the Desktop file is invisible, you can't use the
Finder to make a copy first, so remember to be very careful.

Hint

You can turn off MultiFinder two ways. One way is to choose the Set
Startup command on the Finder's Special menu, click the Finder
radio button, then restart. Or you could just hold down the
Command key while restarting. (Hold it down until the Finder
appears.)

IJil>

Generally you won't have any reason to use ResEdit's edi tors on the
Desktop file. If you want to edit an application's icons, you should do
that in the application file itself and then update the Desktop file. If you
hold down the Command and Option keys when you restart your Macintosh (or w hen you insert a floppy disk) the Finder automatically
rebuilds the disk's Desktop file However, when you update your Desktop file this way, you lose any information you've entered into the
Finder's Get Info boxes. Chapter 7, which discusses icon customization,
describes a manual way of updating the Desktop file that preserves
comments in the Get Info boxes.
By the Way

IJil>

System 7 did away with the Desktop file, replacing it with a desktop
database that's considerably fas ter, especially on large volumes
storing lots of applications (and therefore lots of icons). The best
way to update the Desktop database is to have the Finder rebuild it
for you, the same way versions of the Finder prior to System 7
rebuild the Desktop file. To do this, hold down the Command and
Option keys when you restart.

..,.
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Summary
This chapter describes a few precautions to take before editing files, and
discusses some of the most important files stored in your Macintoshthe System, Finder, and Desktop files. Some of the most fun and productive customization projects you can w1dertake involve resources in the
System and Finder. We explain how to make a rescue disk, and remind
you to always work on copies of files you edit. The System file is the
brain, heart, and soul of your Mac, so you should be especially careful
when editing System resources. Editing the Finder, another vital file, can
get tricky, but the chapter explains how to go about it. The Desktop file
is an important file to the Finder, and we describe one way to update it.

PART TWO

~

Customizing Your Macintosh

5

Playing with Patterns

Without p atterns, the Macintosh wouldn' t be the Macintosh. They're
everywhere. The desktop and scroll bars are filled with patterns. The
Control Panel and Abou t the Finder box use them. Tones- such as the
white, black, dark gray, gray and light gray that are always available to
any application on the Mac- are also generated using patterns. Then, of
course, there are all the desig ns and pattern possibilities available in
paint and draw programs.
Patterns, along with other graphical resou rces such as icons, fonts,
and mouse pointers, are some of the most fun and rewarding resources
to customize. You edit these graphical resources in fatbits, and ResEdit
provides more than 10 fatbits editors. These editors have so much in
common that once you know how to use one fa tbits ed itor, you'll have a
good grasp of all of them. (We'll cover specific features unique to the
color fatbits editors in the color section.) This chapter introduces the fatbits editors in general, then tells you about pattern resources and what
you can do w ith them .

.,..

Using the Fatbits Editors
Figure 5-1 shows two representative editors, the 'ICON' editor and the
'PAT ' editor. Fatbits editors always give you a t least two views of the
resource you're editing-an enlarged fa tbits editing view, and one or
67
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more actual-size views. A tool palette runs along the left side of the
window. rn addition, editors that work on list resources (such as the
patterns in a 'PAT#' resource or the small icons in an 'SICN' resource)
supply a scrolling selection panel so you can select the item you want to
work on from the list. A dark outline around the list tells you w hen the
list is active so you know when the Edit menu commands apply to
the list instead of to the fatbits editing area. Fatbits editors also add the
Transform menu to the menu bar. We discuss these features in more
detail in the following sections, but first let's clarify a few details about
how copying, cutting, and pasting work in fatbits editors.

Figure 5-1. These representative examples illustrate some common
features of the fatbits editors: an enlarged fatbits editing view, at
least one actual-size view, and a tool palette.

Copying, cutting, and pasting fatbits resources will work without a
hitch if you're clear about the difference between copying resources and
copying selections of bits from resources. When you choose Copy from
an editor or picker, the selected resource is copied to the clipboard as a
resource of a certain type. You can paste that resource into a type picker,
or a matching resource picker, but you can't paste it into another
resource. On the other hand, if you have fatbits selected in an editor
when you choose Copy, your selection goes to the clipboard as bits. ResEdit handles a selection of bits as a 'PICT' resource, just as paint programs do. You can paste those bits into any fatbits editor or into a paint
program document. So, although you can't paste an 'ICON ' into an
'ICN#', for example, you can paste the bits from an 'ICON' into an
'ICN#'. You can find the tools you need in the tool palette.

Ill>
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The Tool Palette
Most of the standard tools in the palette probably look familiar to you.
The top two, the lasso and selection rectangle, are for selecting irregularly shaped and rectangular sections of bits, respectively. The eraser
comes in handy for getting rid of lots of black bits, while the pencil lets
you click black bits white or white bits black in a more precise fashion.
The paint bucket pours black or white bits, or a selected pattern, into an
enclosed area. The gray-filled shapes tools work the same as the empty
shapes tools, except that the rectangles or ovals you draw will be filled
with the selected pattern.

Hint ..,.

The tool palette has some built-in shortcuts that may already be
familiar to y0u from paint and draw programs.
• Double-clicking the rectangle selection tool gives the same result
as Select All on the Edit menu-the entire image becomes
selected.
• Double-clicking the eraser clears the entire view.
• Pressing the Shift key constrains several of the tools. For
example, the rectangle tools draw only squares when you press
the Shift key. Similarly, you can constrain ovals to circles, and
lines to 45- or 90-degree angles. The eraser's action is constrained
to a straight line. (Wanting to constrain the paint bucket or lasso
makes no sense.)
~

The Pattern Palette
The swatch under the tool palette tells you what color (black or white,
except for color editors) or pattern the filled shapes and paint bucket
tools will u se. To change the pattern setting, click the swatch and the
pattern palette pops up, as shov.rn in Figure 5-2. Simply drag the mouse
pointer to the pattern you want to use, and then release the mouse button. The swatch under the tool palette reflects your choice. You can also
"tear off" the pattern palette, and move it to any convenient spot on the
screen. Just click the palette's close box when you're through.

70
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Figure 5-2. Pull down the swatch under the tool palette to select a
pattern from the t ear-off pattern palette.

By The Way .,.

..,..

ResEdit lets you add or change patterns in the pattern palette.
Simply open a copy of ResEdit and open its 'PAT#' type, where you
see all tl1e patterns in the palette. By the end of tltis chapter you'll
know how to edit this resource type. If you significantly customize
the patterns, you might want to consider copying the 'PAT#'
resource to the ResEdit Preferences file in your System folder. That
way you won't lose all yom work when you update to a new
version of ResEdit.

The Transform Menu
To give you more ways to manipulate the bits and images you're
working with, the fatbits editors add the Transform menu, shown in
Figure 5-3, to the menu bar.
The Flip, Rotate, and Nudge commands all work on selections, so
they're dimmed until you've selected something for them to work on.
Flip Horizontal flips the selection so that what was on the right appears
on the left and vice versa. (The flip axis is vertical, but the fatbits move
horizontally.) Flip Vertical flips bits from top to bottom and vice versa.

~
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Rotate moves the selection counterclockwise. You can always move a
selection by dragging it with the hand pointer, but the N udge commands
offer finer shifts. They move the selection by one bit in the chosen direction. The arrow keys do the same thing.

Transform
Flip Horizontal
Flip Uertical
Rotate
3€T
Nudge
Nudge
Nudge
Nudge

Up
Down
Left
Right

./ Uisible Gridlines
Figure 5-3. The commands on the Transform menu help you
manipulate selections in a fatbits editor's window.

When you have the Visible Gridlines option turned on (indicated by
the presence of a check ma rk), each bit is outlined by a tiny strip of
white space. This white grid le ts you see exactly where the bits are, so
you can position the editing tools more easily.
That's all you need to know about the fa tbits editors. Now you're
ready to edit patterns .

.,...

Pattern Resources
A pattern is an 8-by-8-bit image used to d efine a repeating design (such
as stripes or plaid) or tone (such as gray). They can draw lines or fill
areas. When the Mac draws patterns, it aligns them so tha t adjacent
areas of the same pattern blend into a single continuous pattern with no
seams. (If only waJlpaper worked as well!)
There are two kinds of black-and-white pa ttern resources. In the
'PAT ' type each resource is a pattern, w hereas in the 'PAT#' type each
resource is a list or collection of patterns. (Remember that resource
names are always four characters long. 'PAT ' has a space at the end of
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its name.) 'PAT#' resources come in handy for offering pattern options
and flexibility to users. Applica tions generally use 'PAT ' resources to
store only a few consistently used patterns w hen flexibility is not a concern. We discuss the color versions of these resom ces, 'ppat' and 'p pt#',
in Chapter 19.
H ow do applications keep all the patterns in a 'PAT#' resource
straight? Remember, applications don' t keep track of individual p atterns-that would defeat the purpose of using a resource-instead, they
keep track of position in the list. For instance, the Finder uses the second
and twen ty-second patterns from the System's 'PAT#' resource to fill in
the mem ory graph bars in the Abou t the Finder box. If you rearrange
patterns or add new ones, you alter the order of the patterns. Figure 5-4
shows an example of one possible unexpected change. That's why it's a
good idea to add new patterns to the end of a 'PAT#' list.
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Fig ure 5-4. If you rearra nge patterns in lists. you might c hange things
yo u didn 't m ean to c hange.
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'PAT ' Resources
As you would exp ect, opening the 'PAT ' type from the type picker
opens the 'PAT ' resource picker, shown in Figure 5-5. Simply doubleclicking the pattern you want to alter opens the 'PAT ' editor, which
you've already seen in Figures 5-1 and 5-2. The 8-by-8-bit editing field
sits beside a sample field that shows you the results of your changes.

File

Edit

Resource

Window

Uiew

Copy of System
§0~

PATs from Copy of System ~0§

16

17

Figure 5-5. The 'PAT ' resource picker.

If you browse through your applica tions using ResEdit, you may no t
find many 'PAT' resources. Most programs that use patterns use 'PAT#'
resources so they can offer users flexibility. The System uses its 'PAT '
resources to keep track of the current desktop pattern and to fill things
that stay the same, as shown in Figure 5-6, such as scroll bars and the
background in th e Control Panel. With ResEdit, however, you can
change them. We'll show you how later in the chapter.
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Fig ure 5-6. Uses of the System file's 'PAT' patte rns.
~

'PAT#' Resources
lf you open a copy of your System file w ith ResEdit and open the 'PAT#'
resource, you'll see a v.rindow that looks something like Figure 5-7. This
is the 'PAT#' picker, but in this case there's only one 'PAT#' resource, one
pattern list, to pick. Some paint programs may have more. than one, so
the wind ow would look somewhat different, as shown in Figure 5-8.
You can enlarge the window or click the zoom box to show more of
the patterns, but 'PAT#' resources can be so long that you may not be
able to see the w hole list unless you have a large screen. That's OK,
because you can browse through all the patterns in the 'PAT#' Editor.

Hint .,_

As you work on patterns in the 'PAT#' Editor, remember that Revert
applies to the w hole resource-the whole list of patterns-not just
the pattern you're currently working on. If you're planning a multipattern editing session, saving after changing each pattern would be
a good idea .

.,.
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Resource

Window
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Copy of System
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Figure 5-7. The System file has only one 'PAT#' resource, but it
contains nearly 40 patterns.
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Figure 5-8 . Some paint programs have more than one 'PAT#'
resource.
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To open the 'PAT#' editor, double-dick the patterns list, or select Open
Resomce Editor from the Resomce menu. The editor always opens on
the first, or leftmost pattern, so it doesn' t matter where on the list you
d ouble-dick. This editor, shov.rn in Figme 5-9, is similar to the 'PAT' editor, except that it also has a scrollable panel on the right to help you find
yom way through the list of patterns. The pattern that's first, or leftmost,
in the resomce picker becomes the topmost pattern in the scrollable list.
The selected pattern has an outline around it. If you want to select
another pattern, simply scroll to it, click it, and it will fill the editing
field.

Figure 5-9. The 'PAT#' editor.
Hint~

You can select more than one pattern in the list for copying, cutting,
or deleting (but not for ed iting, obviously). Also, you can move a
pattern in the list simply by dragging it around in the scrollable
selection panel. Don't do this in your System file, though, because
you'll rearrange the order of the list.
In addition to editing existing patterns, you can create entirely new
ones. Simply scroll to the bottom of the pattern list and select Insert
New Pattern from the Resomce menu. Of course, you can insert a new
pattern anywhere you want to, but you might change something like
the About the Finder box (and who knows what else) if you add to the
first part of the list. If you want to keep both the original and modified
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versions of a p a ttern, copy th e original pa ttern, p aste it at the end of the
lis t, then m odify. The next sectio n gives m ore d etails abou t working
with patterns .

.,...

Copying and Pasting Patterns
Maybe you fotmd a nifty p a ttern in Hy perCard or som ewhere else tha t
you 'd like to add to your paint p rogram or spread across your d esktop.
Or perhaps you stumbled across an interesting v is u al effect in your
paint program by airbrushing a p attern or overlapping two patterns-in
effect crea ting a new p attern without going to a pa ttern editor. Although
paint programs may offer you the option of crea ting or editing p atterns,
in some cases the cus tom pa ttern s tays with the d ocumen t. Even if you
can cr ea te n ew d efa ult p a tterns, cop yin g a p a ttern from anoth er
application m ay not work. With ResEdit you can copy p a tterns within
and between a pplication s, and preserve swa tch es of new p a tterns as
resources.
ResEdit allows a grea t deal of flexibility for m oving patterns arow1d
in files. Normally, if you want to cop y one fa tbits resource image into
another fatbits resource type, you have to select and copy the bits. With
pa ttern resources, ResEdit m akes an exception. You can copy a pattern
from a 'PAT' picker into the scrollable selection p an el in the 'PAT#' editor. Picking up a swatch of a pattern from a p aint program is easy, too.
Just use a selection tool to grab a chunk of the d esired pa ttern and copy
it. Keep in mind that you 're pasting i t into a n a rea o n ly 8-by-8-bits
squ are. If you pas te a selection larger th a n 8-b y -8, you can slide it
around in the editor to position it. O nce you d eselect it, it's trimmed to
8 by 8.
Pasting and positioning patterns can b e slightly trickier, bu t fortu nately these op erations work basically the sam e in both of ResEdit's pattern editors.
1. Once you've copied the pattern you 're interested in, u se ResEdit to
op en the approp ria te pattern resource in the ap p lication to w hich
you want to add it.
2. If you' re pasting bits, you have to create a n ew, blan k p a ttern in
which to p aste them . To d o this, choose from the Resou rce m enu
either Create New Resource (from the 'PAT' picker) or Inser t New
Pa ttern (from the 'PAT#' editor). If you fa il to firs t insert a new
p a ttern , the bits will end u p pasted into the curren tly selected
p a ttern.
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3. Choose Paste from the Edit menu. If you copied bits, the pattern
you copied will appear in the editing field surrounded by a
selection marquee. (The marquee may be hidden if the pasted
selection is larger than 8-by-8 bits, but the mouse pointer will be
the grabber hand.) As long as the marquee or hand pointer is
present, you can slide the pattern about in the editing field using
the mouse, the Nudge commands, or the arrow keys.

Hint ~ill-

You can create brand new pattems just by repositioning patterns
and selections in the editors. Because patterns repeat, almost any
change can make a pattern look different.
As you're playing with patterns, remember that any time you'd like to
see your new creation spread over your desktop (temporarily) all you
have to do is choose Try Pattern from the 'PAT' or 'PAT#' menus. When
you choose the command again (or close the editor) your desktop
returns to its original pattern .

...,.

Changing Your Scroll Bar Pattern
Follow these steps to change the pattern in your scroll bar to something
like that shown in Figure 5-JO, or any other pattern you like.

Hint ~ill-

If you make your scrol1 bar black or mostly black, you won't be able

to see the scroll box outline moving along with your pointer during
repositioning. If you don't miss that feedback and really want a dark
scroll bar, go ahead.
1. Open a copy of your System file with ResEdit and open the 'PAT '
resource type. If you th.ink you might want to return to the original
scroll bar pattern, duplicate resource TO 17 first. (Choose Duplicate

from the Edit menu.)
2. Double-dick pattern TO 17 to open the 'PAT ' editor.
3. Arrange and rearra11ge the bits to your heart's content.
4. When you're satisfied with your results, save your changes and
quit ResEdit.

Ill>
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5. Now, simply reinstall the copy of your System file. (If you need a
refresher, see Chapter 4.)

System

~~~ SAMn.~mpt D

Backgrounder

Aask.INIT

~~o~~

Coach Pro Helpe~After Dark Files~ Finder Sounds
DA Handler
Fayade

~mo
QuickDraw~

32-Bit

General

Finder

D
Figure 5-1 0. Your scroll bar can have any pattern you like.

After you restart, you should see your new scroll bars. Try moving the
scroll box and clicking the up and down arrows. Remember that scroll
bars also work horizontally. If your eyes cross or your stomach turns
when the scroll box moves over your new pattern, you can just repeat
these steps to edit and test the pattern until you're pleased with your
results.
By the Way

~

Changing your scroll bar pattern would obviously be easier if you
worked on the active System file instead of a copy because you
wouldn't have to reinstall your System file and restart to see your
changes. If you're having trouble visualizing how your new pattern
will look in a scroll bar, this is a case in which experienced users (or
brave novices) might want to go ahead and carefully edit the active
System file. Since patterns generally aren't vital resources, you
ought to be OK. Just make sure you have a backup and don't change
anything else!
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Adding a Desktop Pattern to the Control Panel
Not everybody uses the variety of desktop patterns available from the
Control Panel. If you always keep the same desktop pattern, you might
want to skip this part. This task is for those people who not only like to
switch among the desktop patterns provided, but who also long to permanently add custom patterns. Have you ever created a desktop pattern
that you wanted to keep but didn't necessarily want to look at all the
time? As soon as you switch from your custom pattern, it's lost. For
example, maybe you don't want to have to recreate festive seasonal
desktop patterns like those shown in Figure 5-11 every year before the
holidays. Here's how to add patterns to the 'PAT#' resource your Mac
uses for drawing the desktop.
1. Open a copy of your System file with ResEdit and open the 'PAT#'

2.
3.
4.

5.

resource.
Double-click anywhere on the patterns list (the bar of patterns) in
the 'PAT#' picker to open the 'PAT#' editor.
Scroll to the end of the patterns list, and choose Insert New Pattern
from the Resource menu.
Now you're ready to create a new pattern by clicking fatbits or to
paste in a pattern copied from somewhere else. Remember that
dragging a selection can create new patterns and visual effects.
Once you're satisfied with your results, just reinstall the copy of
your System file.
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Figure 5-11. You don't have to recreate your festive seasonal
desktop patterns every year.
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Summary
This chapter introduces ResEd it's fatbits editors and describes their
common features. They always g ive you a t least two views of th e
resource: an enlarged, fa tbits editing view and at least one actu al-size
view. They have a tool palette and a tear-off pattern palette. The commands on the Transform menu, which these editors add to the menu
bar, are a lso explained . Then we d iscuss the two types of pattern
resources, 'PAT ' and 'PAT#', and their editors. We describe how to
change your scroll bar pa ttern and how to permanen tly add desktop
patterns to your Control Panel.

6

Personalized Pointers

The mouse is so integral to the Macintosh user interface that you probably don't think that much about it anymore. Just point and click, or click
and d rag. N o big deal, right? Right! But as \o\rith so much about the Mac,
you can customize aspects of the mouse user interface.
The small icon that indicates the mouse position is called the pointer.
People often call it a cursor and, in fact, pointers are stored in 'CURS'
resources. Pointers come in many different shapes but only one size, 16
by 16 bits. You can find them in applications, the System File, and the
ROM. You can' t modify the most common pointer, the arrow, because
it's in the ROM. But you can modify three o ther common pointers-the
wristwatdt, 1-beam, and crosshairs-because they're in the System file.
You've no doubt encountered a variety of pointers in various Macintosh
applications, so the examples in Table 6-1 probably look familiar.
As with man y other types of resources, you have to keep a few things
in mind w hen you set ou t to change a pointer. Not all applications use
standard resources. Some (such as MacPaint) have their own copies of
the pointers stored in the application. Others (such as Microsoft Word)
don't use resources for their pointers. StHl, you can modify m ost pointers you encounter.
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Table 6-1 . Some Macintosh Pointers

Use

Pointer

~

I

+

e

8

~
~

@
By the Way .,.

...

The arrow is the standard pointer.
The I-beam is used with text.
The crosshairs is u sed by graphics applications.
The wristwa tch ind icates that an application is busy.
The beachball also indica tes tha t an application is busy.
The paint bucket is u sed by paint programs.
The hand is used to move objects.

?

The question mark indicates that a help mod e is active.

~~~ ~

O ther pointers can be substituted just for fun.

If you look in H yperCard, you 'll n otice tha t there's a 'CURS'
resource for the h and pointer. However, HyperCard doesn ' t use this
for its h and p ointer. The han d is actually s tored in a 'FONT' resource
(an 'NFNT' in H yperCard 2.0). So, to modify Hyp erCard's hand
pointer, you actually need to m odify ASCTI character munber 152 (o)
in H yperCard's font resource. For more details, see Ch apter 13.

The 'CURS' Editor
The 'CURS' editor is one of ResEclit's fatbi ts editors. (Even if you d on' t
want to play with patterns, flip to the firs t part o f Chapter 5-if you
haven' t a lread y d one so-for a n introdu ction to the fa tbits ed itors.)
When you open a 'CURS' resource you see a window like the on e shown
in Figure 6-1.
This editor is a little more complex than the pa ttern editors, because a
'CURS' resource includes three p arts-the pointer, the m ask, and the hot
spot. Each of these is a sep arate, editable entity. The fatbits view ca n display either the p ointer itself or the shadow-like mask tha t d etermines
how the p ointer looks on variou s backgrounds. Immedia tely to the righ t
of the editing a rea you see actua l-size views of the p ointer and the
m ask. Just click the one you want to edit. The d ark outline and inverted

..,.
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name indicate w hich one is displayed in the fatbits view. To crea te a
mask, simply d rag the pointer view down onto the mask view. ResEdit
makes a copy of the pointer and fills in a11 the enclosed areas. In most
cases, this d efault mask will meet your needs. In any case, it's a good
mask to start from .

I

I

Figure 6- 1. The 'CURS' editor.

The fatbit marked with an X shows the hot spot. The hot spot is the
whole purpose of a pointer-it's the bit that positions the results of the
pointer's actions. It's where the pointer truly points. You position the hot
spo t by using the hot spot tool (the X-shaped tool on the tool palette) to
click the bit you want to set as the hot spot. Along the right side of the
window the pointer appears on different backgrounds to give you an
idea of how it will look in various situations.
The 'CURS' menu, which appears w hen the 'CURS' ed itor opens, has
onl y one command on it. Try Pointer lets you test drive the pointer
you 're working on. ResEdit substitutes your pointer for the arrow it
normally uses so you get to see how it feels and looks moving over various background s. You can even edit your pointer during your test drive.
When it's over the fatbits view, the pointer turns into the selected tool,
as you would expect. But when you move the pointer outside the editing area, you can see the results of your changes. You can switch back to
the normal arrow pointer by choosing Try Pointer again or by closing
the ed itor window.
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Mask Hints
The mask determines how the pointer looks as it passes over non-white
backgrounds on the screen. The only parts of the backgrormd affected
are those w here either the pointer or the mask contains black bits. That's
why a pointer without a mask can look transparent; the background
hasn' t been masked, so it shows through. You can obtain interesting
effects by altering the mask, but usually you'll want the mask to be the
filled-in copy of the pointer that ResEdit automatically makes for you
when you drag the pointer down onto the mask.
If you're careful, you can creatively modify the mask to improve a
pointer's usefulness and visibility on various backgrormds. For example, if you make the mask one bit bigger than the pointer in all dimensions, the pointer will always have one bit of white arormd it. This ·w hite
halo makes the pointer s tand out much better against most backgrormds, as shown in Figure 6-2.
Putting a hole in the mask allows one bit of rmderlying data to show
through. If the hole corresponds to the location of the hot spot, as is the
case in Figure 6-2, you'll be able to position the pointer more precisely.
This trick is particularly useful in graphics applications where you want
to know exactly which bit you'll select when you press the mouse button.
You can also eliminate the mask entirely. The crosshairs and I-beam
pointers stored in the System file don't have masks. A pointer is normally drawn by erasing the bits covered by the mask and then inverting
all the background bits that correspond to black bits in the pointer. If
there's no mask, the black bits in the pointer will be white on a black
background, as Figure 6-3 shows, or black on a white background. Such
a p ointer can be confusing on varied backgrounds, such as text and
some patterns.
Some pointers can give unexpected results when you drag the pointer
onto the mask view to create an automatic mask. ResEdit makes a copy
of the P.Ointer and fills in all enclosed areas. But with a pointer like the
hand (0), ResEdit simply produces a copy of the pointer that's not
filled in. How can it fill the hand with bits if they all leak out the wrist?
To avoid this, simply draw a line across the bottom of the hand, create
the mask (which will now be filled in), then remove the extra line in the
pointer. For any type of pointer, just make sure the picture forms an
enclosed area before creating the mask. If the enclosed area in the pointer is filled in, however, or if the pointer is identical to the mask, it can
disappear on black backgrounds. You can solve this problem by turning
some enclosed bits white in either the pointer or the mask, or by making
the mask larger.

..,.
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Figure 6-2. By a ltering t he mask, you can make a pointer and its
hot spot more visible.

Mask
Al one

Pointe r
Alone

Pointer and Mask
Combined

Figure 6-3. The mask erases background b its, and the pointer inverts
background bits. When they're combined, the mask makes a hole in
the background first, then the pointer is drawn.
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Hot Spot Hints
The fatbit marked with an X in the 'CURS' editor shows the location of
the business part of the pointer-the hot spot. It's the bit that indicates
the exact spot poiJlted to when you click the mouse. For example, the
hot spot on the arrow pointer is at its tip. Interestingly, every pointer has
a h ot spot, even if you can't use it for positioning the mouse's actions.
The familiar watch and other special pointers that some applications
d isp lay w hHe they carry out lengthy operations illustrate this point.
Essentially, these pointers say "please wait." Because the application is
busy, you can't do anything with such poil1ters, but they still have hot
spots.

By the Way ~

You can locate the hot spot anywhere in the 16-by-16-bit field. It
doesn' t have to correspond to a black bit in either the pointer or its
mask.
Moving a pointer's hot spot ca n make your interactions with an
applica tion less frustrating. Som etimes the pointer just doesn't position
your mouse click's action exactly where you think it should. For
instance, do you ever run into situations where the il1sertion point ends
up in the wrong p lace after you click the mouse? The I-beam pointer
that text processil1g applications use illustrates this problem. If the ho t
spot is too high il1 the 1-beam, som etimes you end up putting the insertion p oint on the line above the one you were ailning for. You can fix
this easily enough by simply editing the pointer and moving the hot
spot toward the center of the J-b eam. (Unfortun a tely, if you u se
Microsoft Word, you're stuck w ith the 1-beam Microsoft thinks you
should have. Remember, Word doesn't often u se resources, so you can' t
customize it with ResEdit.)

.,..

Personalizing the Watch Pointer
You' re probably familiar with the watch that many applications display
to indicate that they're busy. That watch is set at 9:00- what if that's not
yo ur favorite time of day? Here's h ow you ca n reset the h ands, put
stripes on the watchband, or even ch ange the pointer to an hourglass,
shown in Figure 6-4.
1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of the System file, and then open the
'CURS' type.

.,.
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2. From the 'CURS' resource picker, select the watch pointer (it should
be ID 4) and duplicate it (from the Edit menu). Having a duplicate
means you can easily restore it later if you don't like your new
creation.
3. Double-click the original watch cursor (ID 4), which opens in the
'CURS' editor and should look something like Figure 6-1.
4. Edit the pointer to suit yourself.
5. You can edit the mask, too, but ResEdit creates a mask
automatically if you drag the actual-size view of the pointer
straight down onto the actual-size view of the mask. If you're only
resetting the watch's hands, the original mask w ill still work.
6. You can move the hot spot by setting the bit of your choice, but
there's not much point since you can' t use this pointer for selecting
things anyway.
7. If you choose Try Pointer from the 'CURS' menu, you can test-drive
your new pointer. Return to the normal arrow pointer by choosing
Try Pointer again, or by closing the editor w indow.
8. When you're happy with your p ointer, save your w ork, quit
ResEdit, and reinstall your System file. Your new pointer should
appear in place of the watch pointer in any application that uses
the System file's 'CURS' resource.

Figure 6-4 . You can create an hourglass- or a nything else you likeand substitute it for the watch pointer.
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Have you ever wished you could flip certain pointers (the pencil, for
instance, or other tool palette pointers) to make them left-handed?
You can! Just use the Flip :Horizontal command on the Transform
menu. Don't forget to move the hot spot, too.

..,. Animated Pointers
Some applications take the watch pointer one step further-they display
an animated pointer when performing a lengthy task. For example, the
Finder displays a watch vvith a rotating hand, and some other applications display a rotating beach ball. In most applications, you can easily
modify these animated pointers to display any animation you can fit
into a series of 16-by-16-bit pointers. If you get annoyed with an application's performance, why not change its pointer to a rotating pig face,
such as the example in Figure 6-5?

~

\W

Figure 6-5. You can change an animated pointer to a rotating pig
face, or any other animation sequence you design.
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An 'acur' (Animated CURsor) resource controls pointer animation.
(Remember, you can onJy modify existing 'acur' resources; you can't
add an animated cursor to an application that doesn't already have
one.) This resource d etermines how many pointers the animation
sequence uses and lists their ID numbers in the order they should be
displayed .

..,..

The Finder's Animated Watch
Let's look at the Finder's animated watch to illustrate how this works.
Like any 'acur' resource, the one that controls the Finder's animated
watch uses several ordinary 'CURS' resources to make up the animation
sequence. Figure 6-6 shows the Finder's 'CURS' resources.
~0~ CURSs from Copy of Finder ~0~
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121

Figure 6-6. The Finder uses these watches for its animated pointer.

The Finder's 'acur' resource, wh.ich is shown in Figure 6-7, organizes
these pointers into the sequence we recognize as animation. The 'acur'
resource is an example of a template resource. You can learn more about
using templates in Chapter 14. The first field contains the number of
individual pictures or frames used in the animation sequence, in this
case, eight. The second field controls the speed of animation; smaller
numbers produce faster animation. Next, the IDs of the frames are listed
in order. The first frame follows the last frame, and the sequence plays
over and over until the application returns to the usual pointer.
By now the wheels are probably starting to turn in your head. Yes, all
you have to do to make the hand rotate backwards is reverse the order
of the pointers' IDs in the 'acur'. (This will not make time go backwards,
of course, but you already knew that.) You can also substitute a com-
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pletely different animation sequence . Perhaps you liked a series of
pointers or o ther 16-by-16-bit images you saw in one of the miscellaneous resource collections you downloaded from a bulletin board. Or
maybe you'd like to develop your own animated cursor.

ocur 10 = 0 fro m Copy o f Finder
Number of
• from es•
(cursor sl

J!:

Used a
" fram e "
counte r

lo

I)

***""•

'CURS'
Resource l d

I"

2 ) • •• • •

'CURS'
Re source ld

1257

3 ) . .... ,...

·cuRS'
Resource ld

1250

4 ) .. ......

'CURS'
Res ource ld

1259

5) •••••
'C URS'
Resource ld

1260

6 ) ....... .

'CURS'
Resource ld

126 1

7) . .........
·c uRS'
Resource l d

1262

U) • • • ••

·cuns·

1263

Resource l d
9 ) • ••••

Figure 6-7. An 'acur' resource organizes the series of pointers used in
an animated p ointer sequenc e.

One way to devi se your own animated sequence is to go to th e
'CURS' editor and create a series of pointers that ad vance some action a
little bit w ith each successive image. (The Ro tate command on the
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Transform menu comes in handy for pointers that rotate.) Perhaps
you'd like to follow up on the hourglass pointer. The first frame would
have all the sand at the top, and successive frames would show more
and more sand flowing to the bottom. Finally, in the last frame, the sand
fills the bottom and the top is empty. If you really want a fancy hourglass animation sequence, rotate the homglass at the end so the part full
of sand is on top again. You can create and store this set of frames in the
(copy of) Finder's 'CURS' resource type, or you can create an "Experimental Resources" ResEdit file and work on the project in there.
By the Way llJ>

""'

You've probably noticed that although the 'acur' resource uses eight
pointers, only seven watches appear in the Finder's 'CURS' picker.
The first pointer in the 'a cur', ID 4, is the old familiar 9:00 watch.
"But I just changed that to an hourglass (or something)!" you cry.
Relax. You don't have to worry about ruining the Finder's
animation sequence. You may remember from Chapter 2 that
System resources usually override ROM resources. However, in this
instance the Finder reprioritizes to make sure that it gets the watch
from the ROM.

Customizing the Finder's Animated Watch
Follow these steps to substitute th e animation sequence you've designed for the Finder's rotating watch hands. (See Chapter 4 if you need
to refresh your memory before modifying the Finder. )
1. Use the Finder's Duplicate command to make a copy of the Finder

itself, and leave it in your System Folder.
2. Use ResEdit to open your copy of the Finder and open the 'CURS'
resource type. You should see the seven watches shown in Figure
6-6. If you created your new pointers in this file, you'll also see
them, and you ca n skip the next step.
3. If you created your animation sequence in another file, paste the
new pointers you wa nt the Finder to use into the 'CURS' picker.
You may want to switch back to using the watches later, so be sure
you don' t overwrite any of them. (ResEdit will warn you if any of
your new pointers happen to have the same ID as the watch
pointers. Just be sure to click the Unique ID button in the dialog.)
4. Select all the pointers you just added to the Finder and choose Get
Resource Info from the Resource menu. Make sure that the Locked
and Preload check boxes are checked in the Resource Info window
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for each pointer as shown in Figure 6-8. This guarantees that the
Finder can always find the pointers when it needs them.
~D~ Info for CURS 257 from Copy of Finder~

Type:

CURS

Size:

6B

ID:
Name:
Owner type

Attributes:

D System Heap
D Purgeable

[gJ Locked

[gJ Preload

D

D Compressed

Protected

Figure 6-8. Make sure the Locked and Preload check boxes are
checked for each 'CURS' resource you use in your animation
sequence.

5. Make a note of the resource ID for each of your pointers and also
the order in which they should appear.
6. Open the Copy of Finder's 'acur' picker and duplicate the 'acur'
with ID 0. You should now have two 'acur's-one with an ID of 0,
and one with an ID of 128. The one with an ID of 128 will be your
spare if you want to return to using the watches. (You can label it
as such by giving it a name with Get Resource Info on the Resource
menu.)
7. Open the 'acur' resource with an ID of 0 and change it so it contains
the appropriate number of frames and the IDs of your new pointer
resources. List your pointers' IDs in the order you want them to
appear. If you need to remove items, select the row of five asterisks
(*****) above the item to be removed and press the Delete key. If
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you need to add items, select the last ***** and choose Insert New
Field(s) from the Resource menu. (For more information about
using templates, see Chapter 14.)
8. Close the copy of the Finder, save your changes, and quit ResEdit.
Drag your current Finder to the desktop, and rename your copy (it
should still be in the System Folder) "Finder."
9. Restart, and you should be able to see your new animated pointer
whenever the Finder performs a lengthy operation.
10. Once you have restarted, you can throw the old Finder (the one on
the desktop) into the Trash .

.,..

Restoring the Watch Pointer
If you decide you're tired of your new pointer, you can easily restore the
Finder's original rotating watch.

1. Make a copy of the Finder.
2. Open the copy w ith ResEdit, and open the 'acur' resource type.
3. Select the 'acur' resource with ID of 0 and choose Get Resource Info
from the Resource menu.
4. Change the ID to 129 (or the next available number).
5. In the same way, change the ID of the 'acur' w ith ID of 128 (you did
save it, didn' t you?) to 0. If you left all the watch pointers in the
file, you shouldn't have to worry about them.
6. Reinstall your new Finder and restart.

By the Way II>

A delightful shareware desk accessory called Cursor Animator lets
you have animated cursors in every application. The program
includes a large collection of clever animated cursors to suit every
taste, an:d it even lets you add your own. With ResEdit and Cursor
Animator you'd never be at a loss for animated cursors. Cursor
Animator is available on most electronic bulletin boards, from many
Macintosh user groups, or from Wilhelm Plotz, Siedhmgstrasse 21,
4222 St. Georgen a.d. Gusen, Austria.
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...., Summary
This chapter introduces pointers, the small icons that indicate mouse
p osition. They're often ca lled cursors, and are s tored in 'CURS'
resources. A 'CURS' resource has three editable parts: the p ointer, the
shadow-like mask that determines how the pointer looks on various
backgrounds, and the hot spo t- the bit that positions the po in ter's
actions. To handle this added complexity, the 'CURS' ed itor has a few
more parts than the pattern editors, but it's still an easy-to-use fa tbits
editor. We show how to change the watch pointer that many applications use to indica te th ey're busy. Some ap plica tions use animated
pointers, which are stored in 'acw-' resources. The Finder 's watch w ith
its rotating hand is one example. We describe how to substitute your
own animation sequence for the Finder's animated watch .

7

Ideal Icons

As you customize your favorite a pplications, wh y no t customize their
icons, too? Moclifying icons is one of the most popular and rewarding
things you can do to personalize your Mac, and you've probably been
itching to dig in. Changing icons can not only sa tisfy your urge to personalize, but it can add information. An a pplication's Finder icon can
include a version number, your initials, or any o ther identifying information you're clever enough to fit into the space you've got. Icons play
an important role throughout the Macintosh environment. You're familiar w ith their use in the Finder to represent files and devices such as
disk drives. These icons can show up on the desktop or within folders.
But icons also a ppear in dialog and alert boxes, and occasionally in
menus.
The Mac uses man y different kinds of icon resources. Ultimately, they
all describe a set of bits that are copied to the screen, but each resource
type contains slightly different information. Icons come in two basic
sizes, large (32-by-32-bit) and small (16-by-1 6-bit), except for one type of
color icon ('cicn'), w hich can vary in size. Table 7-1 briefly lists all the
icon resource types.
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Table 7-1. Types of Icon Resources

Type

Description

ICON

32-by-32-bit icon used in dialogs, alerts, and menus.

SICN

16-by-16-bit small icon lists used in menus and some
applications.
32-by-32-bit icon the Finder uses on the desktop. Includes a
ICN#
s hadow-like mask.
Color icon. Size ca n va ry (from 8-by-8- to 64-by-64-bit). Can
cicn
include a black-and-white version used w hen color isn' t
available. Usable only on machines w ith Color QuickDraw
(Mac II, Mac Ilcx, Mac SE/30, e tc.). Used in dialogs, alerts,
and menus.
These came into existence along with Finder 7.0:
icl 4
idS

32-by-32-bit icon, 16 colors.
32-by-32-bit icon, 256 colors.

ics#

16-by-16-bit icon. Black-and-white, includes a mask.

ics4
icsS

16-by-16-bit icon, 16 colors.
16-by-16-bit icon, 256 colors.

To handle all these icon types, ResEdit has five editors. Each of the
first four icon types Hsted in Table 7-1 has its own editor. The last five
icon types a re related, so you can edit them all in on e editor, the icon
fa mily editor. We'll talk abou t the color icon editors ('cicn' and icon family) in Chapter 18. Similar editing m ethods work in all the icon editors,
so we'll review a few techniques first, then progress through the icon
types, and give you some ideas for w hat you can do with them .

.,..

Creating and Editing Icons
Almost a ny time you wan t to create a to tally n ew icon , you can head for
the firs t item on the Resource m enu, Create New Resource. The comm a n d isn' t available from editors, so you may have to go back to the
icon picker. (Creating new icons within 'SICN's is a little different, but
we'll exp lain tha t in the section on 'SICN's.) If yo u're workin g in a file
that doesn't h ave the icon type you 're ii1terested in, you'll ha ve to go
back to the type picker and create the icon type there. But first, decide
w h ether this m akes sen se. Remember, with rare exceptions, you can't
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just create a new resource type and expect an applica tion to u se it.
Whether you do it from the type picker or the resource picker, ResEdit
creates a new resource, gives it a unique ID, and opens it in the editor.
Now you can happily click away using normal fatbits techniques. (For a
refresher on how to use ResEdit's fatbits editors, see the first section of
Chapter 5.)
You might also want to create an icon in a paint program. Maybe you
fu1d drawing easier in paint and draw applications (just remember the
icon size you're limited to). Or perhaps you've come across part of a picture you'd like to turn into an icon. Once you've got the desired art, use
a selection tool to grab the picture and copy it. You don't have to worry
about trying to select an area exactly the size of the icon because you'll
have a chance to position things later. Next, use ResEdit to create a new
icon resource in your target file and paste your selection into the blank
editor. If the selection was too large, or if you only want an ed ge of it,
use the Nudge commands on the Transform menu (or the arrow keys)
or the mou se to slide the selection to where you want it. When you deselect it (for instance by selecting another tool), any bits not visible in
the editor are discarded.
Why not try out these basic editing teclmiques on one of the simplest
types of icons, the 'ICON' resource.

.,.,.

'ICON' Resources
With a few clicks in the 'ICON ' editor, you can give the Find File person
a skateboard and speedy streaks or make the talking head in dialogs
friendlier, as shown il1 Figure 7-1. You can find these two icons, along
vvith several others you may want to change, il1 the System file.

w

~

Figure 7- l . In the 'ICON' editor you can change the icons you see in
dialogs, alert boxes, and some menus.

Figure 7-2, w hich shows the System file's 'ICON' picker, gives you an
idea of the 'ICON's the System file contains. When you double-click an
'ICON' resource, ResEdit opens it i.n the 'ICON' editor, shown in Figure
7-3. The editing field is just the right size to hold a 32-by-32-bit image,
and the editor works just as you would expect.
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The next section describes how to use this editor to change icons in
alert boxes.
~D~ ICONs from Copy of System ~0~
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Figure 7-2. The System file has many 'ICON 's you might want to
c hange.
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Figure 7-3. The 'ICON' editor is a prototypical fatbits editor.
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Changing Icons in Alert Boxes
You can easily modify any of the alert icons shown in Figure 7-4. On
Chapter 18 we'll show you how you can make them appea r in color!)

Note

Caution

Stop

Figure 7-4. Alert boxes can employ one of these three icons from the
System file.

By the Way II>

Macintosh applications generally use four kinds of alert boxes. One
kind contains no icon. For the other three, the icon in the upper left
corner of the alert indicates the type of alert, as shown in Figure 7-4.
If you're not experienced "vith modifying System files, now would be
a good time to flip to Chapter 4, Editing the System, Finder, and Other
Files, to review procedures and precautions.
1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of your System file.

2. Open the 'ICON ' picker. You should see something similar to the
icons you saw in Figure 7.2.
3. Select the icon you want to alter and duplicate it. That way you'll
always have a copy of the original in case you need to start over or
want to switch back.
4. Double-click the icon you just duplicated to open the 'ICON' editor.
(If you work on the original instead of the duplica te, you won't
have to change IDs.)
5. Edit the icon until you have exactly what you want.
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6. Close the file, save your changes and quit ResEctit.
7. Install your modified System file and restart to see your changes.

..,

Small Icon Lists ('SICN' Resources)
Applications can use 'SICN' (Small ICoN) resources in a varie ty of
places, but you' re most likely to see them in menus or palettes. Each
'SICN' can con tain any number of small (16-by-16-bit) icons. (This is an
example of a list resource that doesn't have a pound sig n (#) in the
resource type.) Although many applications don't use any 'SICN's at all,
o thers have quite a few. FuliWrite Professional has eight 'SJCN' resources, one of w hich includes well over 30 icons. MORE II contains 20
'SICN's, many with ten or more icons. So, if the icon you want to modify
is small and doesn't seem to have a big cow1terpart, checking the fil e's
type picker for the 'SICN' resource type could prove worthwhile.

By the Way _.,

Until the 'cicn' and Finder 7.0 small icons came along, the only way
applications could have a small icon was to use an 'SICN' resource.
The icons the Finder uses for its small icon view aren't 'SICN's;
they' re reduced 'ICN#' icons-which is why they sometimes look
clumpy. System 7 got around this problem by defining a whole new
set of icons, which includes both small black-and-white and small
color icons. For more information on this icon family, see
Chapter 18.
Like a typical picker for a list resource, the 'SICN' picker displays the
first several icons for each 'SICN' in the file, as shown in Figure 7-5. The
Finder's 'SICN' lists are short enough to fit, but others may be much
longer, as men tioned previously. You can enlarge the picker window or
click the zoom box to show more of the icons if you need to, but 'SICN'
resources can be so long you may not be able to see the whole list even
if you have a large screen. That's OK, because you can browse throug h
all the icons in the 'SICN' Editor.

.._
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§0~ SICNs from Copy of Finder ~0§

129

Figure 7-5. The Finder has only two 'SICN' resources, but each one
contains many icons.

Whe n you open an 'SICN' resource, you see the first icon in the list in
the fatbits editor window, and a list of actual-size icons displayed along
the right side in a scrollable panel, as shown in Figure 7-6. Where you
double-click an 'SICN' resource doesn't matter, the editor always opens
on the first (leftmost, or topmost) icon in the list. Use the scrollable list
along the right to select the icon you want to modify. The selected icon
has a dark box around it. To edit a d ifferent icon, simply click it. An outline around the scrollable list tells you when it's active, meaning the Edit
menu's commands apply to it instead of to the fatbits editing area .
§0§ SICN ID = 128 from Copy of Finder
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Figure 7-6 . The 'SICN' editor displays a fatbits view of the selected
icon a nd a scro llable list.
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You m ay remember from the introd uction to list resources in Chapter
2 how an application decides which icon to use in an 'SICN ' resource.
Applications don' t keep track of specific icons-that would defeat the
purpose of using a list resource-instead, they keep track of position in
the list. Therefore, be careful not to rearrange icons or otherwise alter
their order because that can lead to chaos. When an application fetches
and displays the wrong icons, you qui ckly realize how much you
depend on these little pictures. Any substitutions or rearrangements
should be the result of a conscious effort, not an accident.
By the Way IJo

If you' re familiar v.rith the pattern list resource ('PAT#'), some of this
may sotUld familiar. However, there's an important difference in the
way applications employ these two list resource types. Generally,
applications make patterns available for users to use, but they use
'SICN's themselves. So, patterns might exist in 'PAT#' resource lists
without ever being used, but any icon that exists in an 'SICN'
resource has a purpose, presumably, or it wouldn't be there. That's
why you don't want to take a cavalier attitude toward rearranging
icons in 'SICN' resources.

Choosing Insert New Icon from the Resource menu adds a new small
icon just after the currently selected one. Of course, that rearranges the
order of icons in the resource, but if you're a programmer, we're assuming you'll figure out how to make your application do the right thing.
Even if you're not a programmer, you can still add new icons if you
keep the list in order by adding them at the very end.
A question probably just sprang to your mind: 'What good does it do
me to add icons to the end of the list if the application won't use them
anyway, because it won't know they're there?" Icons at the end of the
list can serve as "extras." For example, you can keep the original icon
handy while you put your modified version into service. Even though
you've got a backup copy of the file (you do, don't you?), storing the
spare icon in the same resource is awfully convenient if you want to
switch back. The end of the list is also a great place to store or crea te
experin1ental icons.
OK, so maybe it makes sense, but how do you go about it? You can
scroll to the very last icon and choose Duplicate (from the Edit menu ),
or choose Insert New Icon (from the Resource menu). Either way you
end up with a spare spot to play around with, and more options.
Keeping track of where the list of "real" or in-service icons ends might
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be a good idea. You can do that any number of ways, but just leaving a
blank icon as a spacer easily does the trick, as shown in Figure 7-7.
Hint ~

As you work on icons in the 'SICN' editor, keep in mind that, as with
all list resources, Revert This Resource applies to the whole
resource--the whole list of icons-not just the icon you're currently
working on.

Hint~

Remember to pay attention to the location of the dark outline in the
editor (either arotmd the fatbits editing area or the scrollable list) so
you'll know whether you're copying a whole icon or a selection of
bits from an icon. When you paste an icon (that is, when you've
copied it from the scrollable list), ResEdit pastes it just after
whatever icon is currently selected. When you paste a selection of
bits (that is, when you've copied bits from any of tl1e fatbits editors
or from a paint program), ResEdit pastes the selection into the
currently selected icon, thus overwriting it. If you're pasting bits,
create a new empty ic011 to paste :into. Menu item text also g:ives you
clues as to what will happen. For example, the Edit menu says
"Paste PICT" for bits and "Paste Icon" for an icon.

~0~ SICNs from Copy of Finder ~0~

128

129

Figure 7-7. If you store experimenta l small icons at the end of an
'SICN' list, you might leave a blank icon spacer to mark the end of the
in-service icons.
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Changing the Ic ons the Finder Uses in Its Text Views
The Finder uses icons even in its text views. You may have recognized
the folder, file, and applica tion icons in Figures 7-5, 7-6, and 7-7. But
maybe you feel that those blank little d ocument icons don' t really represent the amoun t of work you put into your documents. You can change
that. You can add pictures or lines of text. While you're at it, you can
touch up the other icons, too, perhaps making your folders look happier, as Figure 7-8 illustra tes.

D

Rppl elink Fold er
S iz~

EJ
EJ

Acc~ss Numbers
Al~xand~r
~ Applelink 5 .1.1
~ Applelink Compr ession Utility

EJ

Kind

29K App l~ Link 5 .1 ... .
3K A p p l~ Link 5 .1... .

Appl~Link H~lp

1:3 A lelink Resoure:es

t.Mt.iMifflldd

B1
Q) CCLs

fold ~ r

Figure 7-8. You can touc h up t he Icons the Finder uses in its t ext
views.

When you set out to beauti fy yow- Finder, remember to make sure the
icon pairs match. The all-black icon in the pair should be a perfect silhouette, the same size, sha pe, and orientation as the other icon. This is
importan t, unless you like your Finder looking screwy. The shadow-like
black icon acts as a mnsk so that the icon looks right when the file it represents is selected. You don't have to worry about what a m ask is just
yet. You can learn all about masks in the next section about 'ICN#'
resources-the big Finder icons. For now, just remember to keep the
icon pairs in the Finder 's 'SICN' resource matched.
One m ore thing to keep in mind before you dive in is that, for cosmetic reasons, your new icons shouldn' t use the w hole 16-by-16-bit
space. The default spacing in the Finder doesn' t accommodate full-sized
small icons without overlapp ing. You can change this spacing, however.
See Chapter l 5 for more details.

~
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Perhaps you're wondering why Finder 'SJCN' icons need mask-like
partners but System ones don' t. Part of the Finder's job is to let you
know which files are selected, not selected , or selected and open,
and so on. To convey these different s ta tes, the Finder draws the
icon several ways, using the mask where necessary. The 'SICN' icons
that other applications use generally don' t have to go through this
complicated d1ange of a ppearances.
If you're not experienced with modifying your Finder, now would be
a good time to flip to Chapter 4 to review the section about working on
the Finder.
1. Make a copy of your Finder, as explained in Chapter 4.
2. Use ResEdit to open the copy of your Finder, then op en the 'SICN'
resource type. You should see two resources that look something
like the ones you saw in Figure 7-5.
3. Double-click the resource with ID 128. ResEdit opens the 'SICN'
editor. You should see something like Figure 7-6.
4. Edit the icon p air(s) you're interes ted in.

Wa rning 11-

Be sure to preserve the order of the icons in the resource as you edit
and substitute your n ew icons. TI1e only way the Finder knows
which icon to use where is by its position in the list.
5. When you're satisfied with your new icons, save your changes and
quit ResEdit.
6. Install your m odified Finder and restart.
You should see your snazzy new icons any time the Finder d isplays one
of its text views .

..,.

Finder Icons ('ICN#' Resources)
Some of the mos t prominent icons you work with are those disp layed
on your desktop, including the Trash, file and folder icons, and the specific icons associated with application s. These icons are s tored in 'ICN#'
resources, and, because the Finder is responsible for drawing them, people som etimes call them Finder icon s. Most applications have their own
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special icons, but you can personalize them to make them uniquely
yours.
ResEdit can edit 'JCN#' resources in two different editors, but which
one you see depends on your Macintosh. On any of the "classic" Macs
and up through the SE, 'ICN#' resources open in the 'ICN#' editor, a
strictly black-and-white editor. But i£ your Mac's ROM has Color QuickDraw (which SE/30s and all Maciis do), 'ICN#' resources open in the
icon family editor, discussed in more detail in Chapter 18.

Mask

••••••••••
•••
••
••
•
••••••••••••
• •••••
Figure 7-9. The 'ICN#' editor can show the icon or its mask in fatbits,
and combines them in actual size to show how the Finder would
draw them in various situations.

When you open an 'ICN#' resource you see a v.rindow containing a
magnified view of the icon, and several actual-size views along the right
side of the window, as shown in Figure 7-9 for the 'ICN#' editor and Figure 7-10 for the icon family editor. The fa tbits view can display either
the icon itself or the shadow-like mask tha t d etermines how the icon
looks on various backgrounds. lnm1edia tely to the right of the editing
area you see actual-size views of the icon and the mask. To select the
one you want to edit, simply click it. A d ark outline and a highlighted
label indica te which one is displayed in the fa tbits view. The m ask
determines how the icon looks w hen drawn on various backgrounds
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and in various states. (More on this in a minute.) You can edit the icon
and mask using normal fatbits techniques.
Along the rig ht side of the w indow you see the selected icon as it
would appear in several different states. As the labels indicate, the top
views show the icon in its norma l state (closed), the middle views show
it open, and the bottom views show it offline (ejected but still mounted).

~[)]

L__Jg!J
ll'ml

ICS#

~~
ic18

••••••••••
•••
••
••
•
••••••••••••
• •••••

1CS8

[E~
ic14

1CS4

[}]~
Mask

Figure 7-10. On Macs with Color QuickDraw. you edit 'ICN#'
resources in the icon family editor.

In each case, the left side shows the icon unselected and the right side
shows it selected. Underneath you see the shrunken version of the icon.
You can change the background on w hich the samples are drawn to
w hite, gray, black, or your current desktop pattern with the aid of the
'ICN#' (or Icons) me nu.
By the Way Ill>

When the Finder needs a small icon for its small icon view, it simply
shrinks the large icon (and its mask) by half.
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Creating the Mask
You may be wondering how the m ask works. In a nutshell, when the
Finder draws an icon, it uses the shape of the mask to erase a hole in the
background, then draws the icon in the resulting hole. An icon without
a mask may become transparent-or even disappear altogether-depending on the background and the s ta te of the icon (fo r instance,
selected or no t). So when you change an icon, remember to change its
mask, too. The only mask guaranteed to work properly under every circumstance is a filled in version of the icon itself. You can easily create
such a mask by dragging the boxed icon (just to the right of the editing
panel) straight down onto the box labeled "Mask." Of course, you can
also exp erimen t with trying to get interesting effects by altering the
mask. Browsing through your applications' icons may give you m ore
ideas for techniques to try.

Hint Ill>

If the icon you design contains open shapes, you may be puzzled

over the results you get w hen you drag the icon down onto the
mask box. To create a mask, ResEdit m akes a copy of the icon, then
fills it in, which works fine with a closed sh ape. But if the shape of
the icon is open, ResEdit can't fill it in-all the bits leak out! Thls
doesn't have to cramp your creative style, however. Simply close up
the icon before you make the m ask, then open it again afterward .
(You can also enclose areas of the mask using the p encil tool, then
fill them using the paint bucket.)

..,.

Changing an Application 's Icons
Changing the icons of your applications or data files can be fw1 as well
as informative. For example, you could add the version number of an
application to its icon. If you want to add a document icon to a11 application, or if you're creating your own application, refer to Chapter 22.

Hint Ill>

An easy way to find all the 'ICN#' resources an application uses is to
open the 'BNDL' editor. See Chapter 22 for more information.
1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of the application whose icon you want

to change.
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previo usly e ncountered application- the Find er u ses the icon from
the Desktop file. When the Finder encounters a new a pplication, it adds
the new icons, Type(s), and Creator to the Desktop file's roster. When it
can't find specific icons, the Finder uses the generic icons shown in Figure 7-11 to represent files. It uses the generic document icon w hen it
encounters a d ocument whose creator application has never been on
your disk, or w hose creator application doesn' t specify a special d ocument icon . The Finder uses the gen eric a pplica tion ico n w hen an
application d oesn' t contain an icon for itself.

D
Document

Application

Figure 7-11 . The Finder contains two generic icons that it
uses when it c an't find sp ecific "brand-name" icons.

You may be wo ndering why the Desktop file is invisible. The intent is
to prevent tampering. Most of the time nobod y needs to see this important file or d o anything to it. But the Finder won' t use your custom icons
until you make it update the Desktop file.
~

Updating the Desktop File
Now you k now w h y the Finder seem s to ig nore your new icon
masterpieces. Actually it doesn't ignore them, because it doesn' t even
look for them. It continues to use old stored versions until you make
it update its Desktop file. There are two ways to m ake the Finder update the Desktop fil e: an easy way and a hard way. As you might have
guessed, the easy way has a potential d rawback. (The hard way constitutes its own drawback.)
Updating the Desktop File the Easy Way
If you hold d own the Command and Opti on keys when you restart
your Macintosh (or when you insert a floppy disk), the Finder au tomatically rebuilds the d isk's Desktop file and includes any new icons you've
added. (To be sure the Finder uses your new icon, d on't leave the original copy of the file on the same volume. Move the origin al to a different
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disk.) Unfortunately, the Finder also throws a way any comments you've
added to the Get Info windows. If you can live w ithout th ose comments, or if you've never added any, go ahead and let the Finder do the
dirty work for you.
Hint .,.

If you only store short comments (one or two lines), try putting
them in 'vers' resources instead of the Finder's Get Info windows.
These resources survive when you let the Finder rebuild your
Desktop file. For more information, see "Adding Version
Informa tion to Documents" in Chapter 13.

Updating the Desktop File the Hard Way
Updating the Desktop file the hard way is more tedious. Plus, you have
to repeat Steps 2 through 10 for each icon you've changed. To manually
update the Desktop file, follow these steps.
1. Make sure you're not using MultiFinder. Restart w hile pressing the
Command key if you normally use M ul tiFinder. (Hold it down
tmtil your desktop appears.)
2. Use ResEdit to open the (copy of the) application file you modified,
and then open the 'ICN#' type.
3. In the 'ICN#' picker, select the icon you modified and copy it.
4. Close the application file.
5. Use ResEdit to open the Desktop file, which is located at the top
level (not \A.rithin any folders) of your disk. Every disk has its own
Desktop file, so make sure you open the correct one. This will be
the Desktop file of the disk from which you launch the application.
6. Open the 'ICN#' type, find the old icon you want to replace, and
write down the ID number you see benea th the icon.
7. Now select the old icon (a black box \>\rill appear around it), and use
the Clear command or the Delete key to remove it.
8. Pas te in the icon you copied from the application file.
9. Select the new icon (it should be selected).
10. Choose Get Resource Info from the Resource m enu, and change the
ID of the icon to the number you wrote down.
11. Close the file, saving your chm1ges, and you're done.

~
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When you quit from ResEdit the Finder should display your new icon.

.,..

Personalizing Other Desktop Icons
In addition to application icons, the Finder draws several other icons
commonly found on the desktop, as shown in Figure 7-12, and these are
obvious targets for customization. Many people play with the Trash can,
making it overflow, turning it into a toilet, or turning it into an IBM PC.
Figure 7-13 shows fatbits versions of some possible Trash can substitutes. Before you edit the Finder 's icons, review the p rocedures
described in Chapter 4, Editing the System, Finder, and Other Files.

~

u

LJ
LJ

I

@))
~
~

D

System Folder {ID 137)
Drop Folder on a Server (ID 136)
Folder You Own on a Server (ID 135)
Normal Folder (ID 131)
Empty Trash Can (I D 130)
Full Trash Can (ID 134)
Floppy Disk (ID 129)
Generic Application (I D 133)
Generic Document (ID 132)

Figure 7-12 . You can find these familiar desktop icons in the Finder's
'IC N# ' resource typ e.
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Remember to crea te a mask before saving the icon. (Drag the icon
straight down onto the box labeled "Mask.")
By the Way ._.

Whatever substitute you choose for the Trash can, you may be able
to carry the metaphor further. Let's say you substituted a toilet icon.
You can modify the Finder's Special menu so that it says Flush
instead of Empty Trash. You can also change all the Finder's
messages that refer to the Trash by searching in the 'STR' and 'STR#'
resources. For information about modifying menus, see Chapter 8.
For information about changing string resources ('STR ' and 'STR#'),
see Chapter 16.
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Figure 7-13. Here are some potential substitutes for the Finder's Trash
can. You can copy these or c reate your own .
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Summary
This chapter discusses three types of icon resources and how they're
used and ed ited: 'ICON', 'SICN' and 'ICN#'. 'ICON' resources often
appear in dialogs, alerts, and menus, and we show you how to customize the ones tha t appear in alerts. Applica tions use 'SICN' resources

.., Summary
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in m enus, palettes, and other parts of the user interface. We describe
how to change the 'SICN's the Finder uses for its text views. The Finder
keeps track of des ktop icons-'ICN#' resources-in its Desktop file.
How to change an application's desktop icons, and how to upda te the
Desktop file so the Finder w ill use the new icons, are also described.

8

Modifying Menus

One of the features of the Macintosh is that the user interface remains the
same from one application to another. Mostly. But let's face it-not all
software d eveloper s follow th e same u ser interface guidelines. One
result is that m enus tend to vary and keyboard shortcuts are inconsistent-even v.rithin an applica tion type, such as text processing. As you
become more famiHar with the programs you use frequently, keyboard
shortcuts can speed up your work. But some of your most-used menu
commands might not come equipped with Command-key equivalents.
Plus, you can run into problems if Comrnand-P means "Plain Text" in
WizzyWrite, "Print" in FingerPaint, and "Propagate" in ZowieCalc. If
you absent-mindedly type Command-P without rem embering where
you are, you could end up with tmsettling results-and increased appreciation for Command-Z (which is always Undo).
In many cases, you don' t have to put up with annoying menus or keyboard shortcuts. With ResEdit you can add m enu icons and Commandkey shortcuts, and modify the names, text style, and colors for menu
items to increase consistency between applications, to streamline your
work, or just to suit your style, as Pigw·e 8-1 shows.
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Undo

I Didn't Mean It

Cut
Copy
Paste
Clear

Stmer

Duplicate
Select All

UJ~r:J~~(Ifi]{)~

HffiH

5
3€0
3€A

Clearing

Clone
U:[bCDCD0Gl TI'mGmD~G

3€0
3€ A

Figure 8-l. With ResEdit you can custom ize menus to suit yourself.
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Macintosh Menus
Much of your communication with Macintosh applications is through
menus, w hich tell applications what operation to perform next. Whether
or not they use resources for their menus (most do), applications work
with the Macintosh's Menu Manager, the user interface middleman that
sets up and manages menus. When you select a menu item, either by
pu lling down on a menu or by typing a keyboard equivalent, the application calls the Menu Man ager, which highlights that menu's title (by
inverting it), and d oes all the other things that make menus behave like
menus. The application doesn't know which menu item you chose until
the Menu Manager tells it. The split-second interchange goes something
like this:
Application: Yo, Menu Manager? The user just typed "Command-X."
What is this?
Menu Manger: OK, I'll check into it so I can do some user interface stuff
and get back to you. Let's see ... that's menu 3, item 2.
Application: Item 2 on menu 3? Gotcha. The user wants to cut.
In other words, ap plications can't read menus, and the Menu Manager doesn't understand application commands. The bottom line is that
you can' t add new co mmand s to menus just by typing them into
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'MENU' resources. You can't rearrange the ord er of menu commands
either. Moving the text name of a menu command doesn't change the
instructions the application associates w ith that location in the menu. For
example, if you swap the names of Cut and Copy in the Edit menu, the
application w ill still cut when you select the second m enu item, even
though you made it read "Copy."
By the Way ..,.

Applications written with newer versions of MacApp will have
'CMNU' (Command MeNU) resources instead of 'MENU' resources.
With 'CMNU's, each menu item has a unique command number
associated with it, and that number is w hat counts. 'CMNU's allow
you to rearrange items in menus, and even move items to different
menus, because all that cow1ts is the command number. When you
find 'CMNU's in your applications, you can edit them with ResEdit
just as you would edit 'MENU' resources. The 'CMNU' editor looks
almost the same as the 'MENU' editor, except for the addition of a
field that allows you to specify a command number.
ResEdit won't let you get at every menu, and there are some you can't
or sho uldn' t try to modify. For example, you can' t do much that's useful
to the Apple menu, or to various Font and Size menus, because they're
designed to contain information that varies. In these cases the application has to get that changeable information from somewhere else,
usually your System file. (For a tip on rearranging Font menus- by
changing font names-see Chapter 13.) Finally, some applications (such
as Microsoft Word) don't use any menu resources, but employ special
code for their menus instead. You won't be able to change such menus
with ResEdit.

~

Command-key Shortcut Considerations
Perhaps one of the most popular uses for ResEdit is assigning keyboard
equivalents for menu commands. Some people like to create Commandkey shortcuts for the Finder's Special menu, such as, Command-R for
Restart and Command-S for Shutdown . Of course, if you're running
MultiFinder and get distracted, you could wind up turning off your
machine instead of saving the file you thought you were in. Fortunately,
as usual, the Macintosh protects you from such blunders by asking if
you want to save before quitting, so you won' t lose anything. You' ll
probably realize your mistake, click Cancel in the Save dialog, and con-
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tinue working. Then, some time later, when you quit from the application, your Mac will shut down. Surprise!
Which brings up an important point. To try to avoid surprises, consider Command-key shortcuts carefully before implementing them. Generally, it's a good idea to try to avoid confusing yourself or your Mac. As
you contemplate your modifications, keep several things in mind.
First, get an overview of your existing keyboard commands so you
don' t inadvertently duplicate key combinations you already have.
Clearly, you need to check the application you want to tweak, but also
remember that desk accessories may have hot keys assigned, and you
may have crea ted global shor tcuts in MacroMaker or other macro utilities. When faced with conflicts, what does your Mac do? Let's say you
add Comm and-E to the Finder's Special menu so you can quickly
Empty Trash. But Command-E is alrea d y taken by Eject on the File
menu. H ow does the Mac decide w hether to empty the Trash or stick
its floppy out a t you? The Menu Manager looks at Command-key
shortcuts from right to left across the menu bar, so Command-E would
work for the Special menu, not the File menu.
Once you fi gure out which Command-key shortcuts are already
taken, you can get down to the business of assigning some new ones.
Ideally, the keyboard shortcuts you choose should make sense to you so
they'll be easy to remember and use. You can use almost all the letters
and numbers on the keyboard for Command-key shortcuts. However,
the Menu Manager ignores the Shift key, so Command-+ is the same as
Command-=. Consequently, you can not use most punctuation characters for keyboard equivalents because they're Command-Shift-number
combinations. Recall, for example, that Command-Shift-1 and -2 eject
disks, and Command-Shift-3 takes a screen snapshot no m atter what
application you're running. These key combinations are not handled by
the Menu Manager, so it can't return any information to the application.
(If you really want to use punctuation, Chapter 9 contains a solution to
this problem .)
Even though you can' t use the Shift key, you still have the Option key.
Check the Chicago font in the Key Caps desk accessory if you want to
get an idea of the possibilities. (Menus use the System fon t, w hich is
Chicago unless you change it. To find out about changing the System
font see Chapters 12 and 13.) Let's say you use Save As frequently in an
application, and want a keyboard shortcut. Command-S is taken for
Save, but you can add Command-Option-S to that application's File
menu. Option-S gives you a " B" character, so you'll see "WfS" after Save
As on your customized menu. Bear in mind that some keys just give
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you an empty box character when pressed with the Option key. Seeing
"W D" on the menu won't help much if you forget the key you assigned.
By the Way .,

Having an extended keyboard doesn't extend your range of options.
All the FI<eys put the same character-an apple-in your menus,
which doesn't help much.
Before you set to work, with a glea m in your eyes, to assig n and
change Command-key shortcuts, remember that sometimes you may
wish you had left well enough alone. While it's true that you'll probably
be able to change things back, (assuming you have the suggested copies
and backups), that's sort of like saying you can heal after you shoot
yourself in the foot. Consider, too, that most Macintosh users are familiar with certain standard Command-key shortcuts. If you aren't careful,
the more you customize your Macintosh or your applications with nonstandard "improvements," the more likely you are to flummox yourself
up with inconsistencies and bewilder other people who may someday
use your software and equipment. It's your system, and customization
is one of the major benefits of the Mac and ResEdit-just try to think
through your modifications.
Finally, for cosmetic reasons, always type in capital le tters when
assigning keyboard shortcuts. Even though the Menu Manager doesn't
distinguish between capitals and lowercase (because it ignores the Shift
key), lowercase letters will look out of place in the menus.

...,.

'MENU' Resources
Besides Command-key shortcuts, you can modify menu items in a
variety of other ways. You can change a menu item's name or text style
so that it stands out or makes more sense to you . Maybe an icon to the
left of a menu item would provide a helpful visual reminder of that
item's function. Exploring the menu editor w ill give you an idea of the
possibilities, but first you need to know a bit more about 'MENU'
resources. Then, after some examples, you can branch out on your own.
To find the menu resources you want to edit, you first have to start
up ResEdit and use it to open up (a copy of) the applica tion you're
interested in. Find the 'MENU' resource type and open it. ResEdit opens
the 'MENU' picker, shown in Figure 8-2, which displays the top of every
menu in the file. Searching through the 'MENU' picker for the particular
menu you want to modify takes almost no time, but you need to
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remember a few things. You may find that some applications contain
more than one 'MENU' resource for the sam e menu. The Finder, for
instance, has two 'MENU' resources for the Special menu . (It uses a different Sp ecial menu on the portable Mac.) Also, an application might
have n'IOre menus to sift through than just what's along the menu bar
because some dialog boxes use 'MENU' resources for pop-up menus. So,
sometim es you m ay have to open a 'MENU' resource to make sure
you've found the right one. If you' ve got the right one, you' re read y to
work. (If it's not the right one, just click the close box and choose the
next lik ely candidate from the 'MENU' picker.)
M ENUs f rom Copy of Fin der
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The 'MENU' Editor
The 'MENU' editor, shown in Figure 8-3, opens showing a likeness of
the selected m enu with the menu's title alread y highlighted. If you
wanted to change the menu's title, you could do that now by typing the
new name into the Title field . Programmers use the radio button with
the ap ple icon when they're creating the Apple menu for an ap plica tion,
but most users won't have much reason to click it. For information
about the Enabled box, see Chapter 21. If you want to add color to your
menus, see Chapter 19. Off to the right on the m en u bar ResEdit d isplays a test versio n of the menu you're modifying. You can pull it down
as you edit to see the effect of your changes.
Test menu
r

C

File

Edit

Res ource

Window

MENU S1!JIH

Copy of Finder
MENUs from Copy of Fine

:§0

MENU " file" ID = 2 from Copy of Finder
Entire M enu:
New Folder
Op en
Print
Close
Ge t Info
Duplicat e
Put Aw ay
Page Setup ...
Print Direc tory ...

Title :

l8) Enabl ed

®I
0 C

(Apple menu)
Col or

I I
1t ern TeHt Defa ult: I
I
Title:

M enu Ba ckground:

0

Figure 8-3. The 'MENU' editor with a menu title selected.

To edit a menu item, simply click it. But be careful not to d rag menu
items around withi n the editor! Remember, moving the text name of a
menu command doesn' t change the instructions the application associates with that location in the menu. As Figu re 8-4 shows, the 'MENU'
editor offers m ore op tions for modifying menu items than it does for
menu titles. The Style menu becomes available, allowing you to change
menu item text to any combination of seven text styles. The Choose Icon
item in the 'MENU' menu (see next section) also becomes available.
Unless you are a software developer, however, you won't use the other
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available options. You'll want to confine your modifications to fou r
areas: setting Command-key shortcuts with the Cmd-Key field, changing the text name and style of menu items, adding icons, and changing
the colors used to draw the menu .
Test menu

41 File Edit Resource Window MENU Style

~ 1 Fil~

I

Copy of Finder
MENUs from Copy of Finder
MENU 10 2 from Copy of Finder

:::o

....

New Folder

.

·:

.

Sel ected Item:
TeHt:

_;~--~il!l
Get Info
Duplicate
Put Away

3C I :Uii
88 0 l!ij!l

ii!'i

......................................................................................... lil!ll
Page Setup...
~~
Print Directory...

1-0

I
!81 Enabled

@I Open

~----------------~

0

·-- · (separator line)
Col or

0

has Submenu

I I
Cmd-Key: [!] I
I

Mark: l

TeHt:

None

....- 11

I

Figure 8-4 . The 'MENU' editor. menu item selected. Menu items have
more options for c ustomization than menu titles do.

In other words, stay away from the Enabled, has Submenu, and Mark
boxes. For more information on these, see Chapter 21 in the Programming section. Also, be careful not to click the radio button that could
obliterate a menu command with a separator line. (You can, however,
change an existing separator line into a "command" that does nothing.
We're not sure why you'd want to do this, but it seems relatively harmless, so here's how: Simply cUck on the separator line to be replaced,
click the radio button by the Text field and type in "Bogus" or whatever
name you choose.)
The m emts in some applications have submenus, and you can modify
those, too. Figure 8-5 shows a menu that makes extensive use of submenus. To edit a submenu, d ouble-click the menu item that the submenu is attached to. Another MENU editor window opens con taining
the submenu, which you can edit just as you would any other menu.
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Figure 8-5. This menu from MORE II has several submenus.
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The 'MENU' Menu
When the 'MENU' editor opens, it adds a new menu, show n in Figure
8-6, to ResEdit's menu bar. Programmers use the first item, Edit Menu &
MDEF ID, when they are developing the menus for an application. (For
more information, see Chapter 21.) This item has no cus tomization
potential, and, in fact, unless you're developing software, you should
leave it alone. You can use the next two items, Choose Icon and Remove
Icon, to add and remove icons in your menus. We'll talk more about
menu icons a bit later in this chapter. The last item, Use Default Colors,
is useful when you're working w ith color in your menus, which is described in Chapter 19.

.,.

Changing Menu Item Text
To modify the text of a menu item, click in the Text field. You d on' t have
to select the text to apply styles. If the blinking insertion point is in the
text field, ResEdit applies whatever text style(s) you choose from the
Style menu to the tex t of the entire menu item. You can' t apply styles to
individual words within a menu item . The change w ill show up to the
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left within the editor window and in the test menu to the right on the
menu bar, but not in the text field. U you don't like what a menu item
says, select the existing text and type in something you like better. The
'MENU' editor's Text field allows you to type in more characters than
you'll ever need or wa11t. Once you get beyond 15 to 20 characters, or
overflow the Text field, further text won't show up within the 'MENU'
editor. The Menu Manager can make menus as big as necessary, however, so you can check the test menu to see how your lengthy menu item
looks.

Edit Menu & MDEF I 0 ...

Choose I con ...
Remoue Icon

Use Defoult Colors
Figure 8-6. The 'MENU ' editor adds its own menu to ResEdit's menu
bar to help you modify 'MENU' resources.

_.,

Assigning Command-key Shortcuts
Adding or changing Command-key shortcuts is a snap. Simply click the
menu item you want to change, click the Cmd-Key box, and type in the
character you desire. Remember: Use capital letters, for cosmetic reasons. Also, you can't use Commm1d-Shift-number combinations because
they're already taken for built-in FKeys like Command-Shift-3, whkh
takes a screen shot no matter what application you're using. (If you
must use punctuation characters, see Chapter 9.)

_.,

Adding Menu Icons
Icons, w hich appear to the left of menu item text or alone if there is no
text, can give valuable visual clues about the function a menu command
performs. Fig ure 8-7 illustrates how icons can help. Few applications
use them, perhaps because they can take up so much space, but any
menu item can have an icon. You can add three types of icons to menus.
Normal icons are 'ICON' resources, which are 32-by-32-bit pictures.
Reduced icons are normal icons reduced to 16-by-16-bit pictures. Small
icons are 'SICN' resources, which are also 16-by-16-bit pictures. For
more information, see Chapter 7. Normal icons may look too big and
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give the menu an off-balance appearance, so redu ced or small icons
tend to look better. But if you also want a keyboard equivalent for your
illustrated menu item, you have no choice: You have to use a normal
icon. You can' t have a Command-key shortcut w ith reduced or small
icons.
By the Woy

Menus on the original Macintosh didn't include provisions for small
or reduced icons. To add this capability, another part of U1e 'MENU'
resource had to be reassigned. You guessed it; the Command-key
shortcut lost its place. Reduced and small icons can only be used in
Systems 5.0 or later. Reduced icons are the ones MultiFinder uses in
the Apple menu.
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File
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Lobel Specs
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Ouerlay Skeleton
Multi-Color Wire Frame

Figure 8-7. This menu from Ball & Stick, a c hemistry molecular
modeling program, shows a good use of menu icons.
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Actually, you can add four types of icons to menus. If you're
interested in color icons, you can substitute a 'den' for an 'ICON'.
See Chapter 18.

Cho ose an icon for this menu item:

257

487

:·.··.·:

( , ' , ,' , (

ll:1l.........

~
~

® Nor mal I cons (ICON)
Reduced I cons (ICON)
Sm all I cons (SICN)

0
0

n

New

)

t:<li1

J [

Ca ncel

)J

OK

J

Figure 8-8 . You select icons to add to menus fro m the Choose Icon
dialog.

Menu icons can come from a number of places. You can use an existing
icon, crea te an icon from scratch in ResEdit, or copy a picture from a
paint or draw prog ram. Whichever way you choose, you'll need to become familiar with the Choose Icon dialog and the icon editors.
When you select Choose Icon from the 'MENU' menu, ResEdit displays the dialog shown in Figure 8-8, w hich asks you to do just that.
What you see next depends on the application. ResEdit shows you all
the 'ICON' (but not 'ICN#') resources in that application or the first icon
in each 'SICN' list it finds. The dialog defaults to show Normal Icons,
but you only have to click the radio buttons to move between the three
types of icons. Most icons you see will probably be dimmed, indicating
you can' t use them because they don't have suitable ID numbers. In
menus, you can only use icons with IDs from 257 to 511. Then again,
you may not see any icons. MacPaint, for example, doesn' t have any
icons of the types used in menus. The Finder only has two small icons,
and they're dimmed. (Of course, if there aren' t any Normal Icons, there
won't be an y Red uced Icons either, since both com e from the sa me
'ICON' resources.)
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Using Existing Icons
If you happen to com e across an icon you like and it's no t dimmed,
simply double-dick it, and ResEdit will add the icon to the currently
selected m enu item-you're all set. If you want to use an icon that's
dimmed, you can copy it and give it a suitable ID. Here's how.

1. Go back to the type picker.
2. Look for the 'ICON' or 'SICN' type, whichever type matches the
icon you're after, and open it.
3. Find your icon in the icon picker and select it (click once).
Duplicate the icon (from the Edit menu), and give the duplicate an
ID between 257 and 511 (using Get Resource Info from the
Resource menu). If you need to brush up on how to use the
Resource Info window to change IDs, see Chapter 3.
When you go back to the 'MENU' editor and select Choose Icon, your
icon won't be dimmed, so you'll o nly have to double-click it.
You can also use an icon from a different application. Just use ResEdit
to copy it from the icon picker of the original application into the icon
picker of the application you're modifying, giving it an appropriate ID if
necessary. (Be careful not to cut or delete icons!) When you go back to
the 'MENU' editor, you'll be able to edit the icon or add it to your menu
as is. Icons don't appear in the 'MENU' editor window, so you'll have to
check the test menu to see how it looks.
Creating and Editing Icons

When you click the New button in the Choose Icon dialog, or select an
icon and then click the Edit button, ResEdit opens either the 'ICON ' or
'SICN' editor, depending on the radio button selected . These two editors
behave like ResEdit's other fatbits editors and are covered extensively in
Chapter 7. The 'SICN' editor is shown in Figure 8-9, and the 'ICON' editor is shov.rn in Figure 8-10.
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MENU ID = - 15744 from Copy of System
Find File
Rbout Find File ...

Selected Item:

(gl Enabled

Color

I I
[ 11Hl .. KPI.J: [~J I
I
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,.. II I
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TeHt:

Figure 8-9. When you edit a Small leon for a menu item, the 'MENU'
editor uses the 'SICN' editor.

MENU "File" ID
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Color
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Figure 8-10. When you edit a Normal Icon for a menu item, the
'MENU' editor uses the 'ICON' editor.
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Actually, ResEdit does more than just open an icon editor when you
click the New button; it crea tes an icon and assign s it an ID number in
the appropriate range. In other words, from within a 'MENU' resource
you create an icon resource. If you never click one fatbit, you'll still have
a new, all-white icon, which will precede the menu item text. If you fiddle with the fatbits a while, and then decide you don' t want the icon
after alt you can't just throw it away from here. Remove Icon on the
'MENU' me nu only takes the icon off the menu item you're editing, but
there will still b e an icon resource cluttering up your file. Revert This
Resource on the Resource menu applies only to the 'MENU' resource
open, not the icon ('ICON ' or 'SICN' ) resource. You can select Revert
File from the File menu, but of course that throws away all the changes
you've made to any resources in that file.
So it's a little easier to make messes than it is to clean them up. Fortunately, throwing out an icon isn't very hard. Simply go back to the type
picker and double-click the appropriate icon type ('ICON' or 'SICN') to
open that icon picker. You can toss unwanted icons from there, or Revert
this Resource to get rid of your changes. If you're planning a major iconediting session, you might consider going directly to the icon editor via
the icon picker, instead of the 'MENU' editor.

IJil-

Adding a Command-key Shortcut to ResEdit
Why not modify one of ResEdit's menus by adding a keyboard shortcut
to the Revert This Resource item on ResEdit's Resource menu? Such a
shortcut w iJJ probably come in handy as you play arow1d w ith ResEdit.
This is one of the rare occasions when you don't have to make a copy
first-if you follow the steps exactly and d on' t m ake any other changes,
and if you have a backup in case of disaster.
"Use ResEdit on itself?!" you exclaim. Sure, it's a little like d oing brain
surgery on yourself, but hey-ResEdit's a powerful program.
1. Start up ResEdit and use it to open ResEdit. You' ll see a warning

dialog that reminds you to be careful. Click OK and remember to
be careful.
2. Find the 'MENU' resource type and open it.
3. From the 'MENU' picker, open the 'MENU' resource for the
Resource menu (ID 128, Named "Resource"), and ResEdit will
open the 'MENU' editor. You might no tice that the Enabled box is
not checked. That's OK; leave it alone. (The Resource menu
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remains disabled-dimmed-until a resource is selected /opened.
At that point, ResEdit enables the menu.)
4. Click the Revert This Resource item in the 'MENU' editor's
window (not the one on the menu bar). Next, click the Cmd-Key
box and type a capital R.
Warning II>

Be careful not to click and drag items around within menus!
Remember, moving the text name of a menu command doesn't
change the instructions the application associates with that location
in the menu.
5. Close all ResEdit's windows or just quit, making sure to save. Next
time you start ResEdit, you can try out your new shortcut as you
poke around an application's resources.
Now you' re armed with a quick way to revert resources as you embark on customizing menus-or any other resources you tackle.

~

Summary
This chapter describes 'MENU' resources, and briefly explains how the
Macintosh works with them. With ResEdit' s 'MENU' editor you can add
or change Command-key shortcuts, edit the names of menu titles and
commands, alter the text style of menu items, and add icons to menu
items. (Changing the colors used to draw menus is discussed in Chapter
19.) We conclude the chapter by showing you how to add a Commandkey shortcut to one of ResEdit's menus.

9

Modifying Your Keyboard
Layout

There has never been and never will be a keyboard layout that can
please everyone. Most people probably wish they could move at least
one character. The good news is that ResEdit allows you to move characters around to your heart's content. The bad n ews is that moving the
physical key caps is not nearly as easy. In fact, it's almost impossible to
move most key caps because they're difficult to remove without breaking and because they're sculpted to fit their location, so they wouldn't
feel right even if you were able to m_ove them.
Even without moving the key caps, you can make som e useful
changes to the keyboard layou t. Wouldn't it be nice if you couJd type
"P.O. Box" without having to release the Shift key for each period? Or
how about making the curly (printer's) quotes more accessible? You can
make small changes such as these without worrying about moving key
caps. If you're interested in more radical changes, such as converting
your keyboard to a Dvorak layout (a layout that minimizes the distance
your fingers need to travel for common characters, thus allovving you to
type fi ve to ten times faster), you should look for a new keyboard
instead of trying to remap the keys . (If you just want to try out a Dvorak
keyboard layout, a customized keyboard layout is available from many
user groups and bulletin boards.)
First, a bit of definition is in order. As we're using it here, a "key" is a
physical key o n the keyboard labeled with a symbol, such as "A." A
"character" is what your application receives when a key is pressed. A
135
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key in a given keyboard loca tion can be labeled differently and can produce differe nt characters, depending on what country's System software
you're using and what changes you've made to the resources we'll
describe shortly. For example, on the U.S. keyboard, the first key in the
second row of keys produces a q character, whereas in France it produces an a character.
To allow for many different keyboards and languages, the translation
of a key pressed on your keyboard into a character that can be displayed
by your applica tion involves a cou ple of steps, each controlled by a d ifferent resource. Figure 9-1 shows the path a character takes from the
keyboard to the application. The 'KMAP' resource maps the key pressed
on the keyboard to a "virtual" keycode that's independent of the type of
keyboard being used. The 'KCHR' resource is next in line. It translates
the virtual keycode into a character that can be used by an application.
Because of this, you can take advantage of the 'KCHR' resource to
change the layout of your keyboard. In fact, the 'KCHR' resource is used
to customize the Macintosh for different countries. No matter what
country you live in, you can probably modify your 'KCHR' resource to
make your life a bit easier. We'll mention a couple of modifications for
U.S. keyboards here.
'KCHR'

'KMAP'

1-:::::.:.:.::..::·J c=:=> [liFI]
Virtual
Keycode

~

Figure 9-1. A c haracter's t rip from the keyboard to your application.

The 'KCH R' resource determines keyboard and character assignments- which key on your key board produces which character. This is
a complex resource, but ResEdit's editor allows you to avoid most of the
complexity if you only want to make simple changes. Because it was
designed to allow Apple to change the keyboard layout for different
languages and cotmtries, the 'KCHR' editor can handle complex situations you'll never encounter while cus tomizing. This chapter firs t
explains the 'KCHR' resource and how the editor works and then shows
you some examples of how you can remap your own keyboard. We've
included more detailed information at the end of the chapter for those
who want to make more sig nificant changes.
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Each country has its own 'KCHR' resource provided by Apple. The
name of the resource is usually the same as the name of the country
or region that uses the resource. The resource ID is the same as the
cow1try's Country Code (a unique number assigned to each country
by Apple). For example, the 'KCI-ffi.' for the United States has an ID
of 0 and is named "US," whereas Switzerlru1d has two 'KCHR's,
either ID 18 (.oSuisse Romand") or 19 ("Deutsche Schweiz"). If you
have more than one 'KCHR' resource, you can use the Keyboard
Control Panel device to choose which 'KCHR' your Mac uses .

The Main Window
The main 'KCHR' window is divided into five parts, as shown in Figure
9-2. You'll mainly be concerned with the Character Table and the Keyboard, so we'll only briefly mention the other parts of the window. You
can find more information about the modifier key tables later in this
chapter.

llJlo

Character Table
The character table contains a spot for each of the 256 characters that a
font can contain. Most fonts don't define every possible character, and
you'd probably have trouble remembering all the key combinations
even if they did. The font shown in the character table doesn't matteryou're mapping your keyboard, not your font. But if you're looking for
a certain special character, you can switch to the appropriate font. The
character table is initially filled in with the characters from the application font (usually Geneva), but you can use the Font menu to switch to
any available font. It's from the character table that you get the characters to assign to keys on the keyboard.
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Character Table

Virtual Keycode Table

Modifier Key

Keyboard

Key Information

Figure 9-2. The 'KCHR' window has five parts.

The 'KCHR' window is normally displayed using the application
font (usually Geneva). You'll notice, however, that many of the
characters in the character table aren't defined (they just contain a
box character). If you use the Font menu to change the font to
Helvetica, all the empty spots in the table will be filled in with the
special accented characters supported by the Apple extended
character set.

Hint ..,_

..,.

Keyboard
The keyboard area of the window shows a picture of a keyboard. You
can change to a different keyboard picture by selecting the View As
command from the 'KCHR' menu. The View As dialog is shown in Figure 9-3. The keyboards listed in the dialog correspond to the 'KCAP'

~
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resources found in the Key Layout file in your System folder. (The
'KCAP' resources contain the physical layouts of the keyboards displayed by the Key Caps desk accessory.) In versions of the Key Layout
fi le that came with Systems earlier than version 6.0.4, the resources
weren't named, so you'll see only the IDs of the resources in the dialog.
If you don' t see keyboard names in the dialog, you can use Figure 9-3 to
help you decide which keyboard to pick. Remember, no matter w hat
keyboard you display, you're still editing the same 'KCHR' resource, so
you can't set it up differently for each keyboard.

Uiew uirtual lceycodes

as:

Apple Keyboard (IO= 1)
lll!II

£lJII>1.1I..'I.:,JJ I

IToii.IIUIEI:!~

Rpple EHt. Keyboard ( 10=2)
Moe 512K Keyboard (10=3)
Moe 512K I nt'l Keyboard (I 0=259)
Moe Plus Keyboard (IO= II)
Rpple ISO EHt. Keyboard (10=5)

F

Remember, the KCHR
resource that you ore
editing applies to all
keyboards. The keyboard
you select here only
affects the display.

Q

((

OK

~

(Cancel J

Figure 9-3. The View As dialog lets you pic k a keyboard layout.

llll-

Modifier Key Tables
Each 'KCHR' resource contains several modifier key tables that are used
to translate virtual keycodes to characters. Every keyboard has several
modifier keys such as the Shift, Command, Caps Lock, Option, and
Control keys. Each modifier key combination is associated with one of
the tables. For example, there is one table for the Shift key and one for
the Shift-Option key combination. Several modifier key combinations
(such as Control, Control-Shift, and so on) can share the same table.

Warning .,..

Don' t click on the table numbers! Clicking on a table number in this
list changes the table used for the current modifier key combination.
There's more information about how to use these tables later in this
chapter.
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Virtual Keycode Table
The virtual keycod e table shows the tran sla tion from virtual keycod e to
character for th e curren t modifier key table (the one that's h ighlighted
in the list). (Remember, virtual keycodes are just numbers tha t represent
the keys on the keyboard. They're "virtual" because they're independ ent of the keyboard used.) Each spot in the table corresponds to a d ifferent virtual keycode and can con tain any ch aracter from th e character
table. For example, the first p osition i.n the table corresponds to the virtual keycode for the key labeled A on the U.S. keyboard. In Figure 9-2,
this entry in the table contains the character a.

.,.

Key Information
The Key Information field sh ows the ASCII cod e and the virtual keycode of a ny key you press .

.,._

Making a New 'KCHR' Resource
If you h ave more than one 'KCHR' resou rce in your System file, you can
u se the Keyboard Control Panel to switch to th e one you want to use.
This is convenien t if you work with different cow1tries or if you want to
m ake your own customized keyboard layout. If you' re going to modify
your 'KCHR' resource, it's convenien t to m ake a cop y of th e original
resource so you ca n switch back to it if you have any problems w ith
your m od ified version. Becau se you 're going to work only on a duplica te resource, it's probably OK to edit the System file d irectly in this
case. As always, you should be very careful not to ch an ge any other
resources and to keep a backup of your System file. If you edit the System file di rectly, you'll be able to m ake ch anges and try them ou t qukkly without reinstalling your System file a nd restarting. Here's how you
can make you r own 'KCHR' resource.

1. Use ResEdit to open you r System file. (You can make all these
changes in a copy of your System file, but you'll have to reinstall
your new System file an d restart to see th e results of your changes.)
2. Select the 'KCHR' resource. (Its nam e should be the same as the
nam e of your cow1try or region.)
3. Duplicate the resource using the Duplicate command on the Edit
men u.
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4. Select the new resource and choose Get Resource Info from the
Resource menu.
5. Change the name to something new, like "My KCHR."
6. Close and save the System file.
7. Open the Keyboard Control Panel. You should see your new
resource listed under the "Keyboard Layout" label. Selecting it
activates it immediately-you don't have to restart to see your
changes.
Hint ~

If you've made a new 'KCHR' resource and selected it in the
Keyboard Control Panel's Keyboard Layout list, further changes you
make might not take effect immediately. That's because you need to
tell the Mac that it needs to get a new copy of the resource. You can
do this in the Keyboard Control Panel by selecting the original
'KCHR' resource and then reselecting your new one.

..,_

Changing Shift-Period to a Period
and Shift-Comma to a Comma
Shift-period is usually a > character, and Shift-comma is u sually a <
character. If you're like most people, you don't use these characters very
often, and you might like not havin g to release the Shift key to type
periods within abbreviations like U.S.A., P.O., or D.C. Here's a simple
way to make better use of these keys.
Use ResEdit to open your System file (or a copy).
2. Open the 'KCHR' resource you created in the previous task,
"Making a New 'KCHR' Resource." You should see a window
similar to the one shown in Figure 9-4. (Table 1 won't be selected
until you press the Shift key.)
3. If the picture of the keyboard doesn' t look like your keyboard,
select the View As command from the 'KCHR' menu. If you have a
version of the System software later tha11 6.0.4, you'll see the names
of the keyboards, and you can pick the one you're using. If you're
using an earlier version of the System, use Figure 9-3 to help you
find the right keyboard.
4. Press the period key and notice where the period character is in the
character table (it's in the lower-left part of the character table).
1.
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5. Now press and hold the Shift key. While you hold the Shift key
down, drag the period from the character table and drop it on the
key on the keyboard d isplaying the right angle bracket character,
as shown in Figure 9-4.

,. •

File

Edi1 Resource Window

KCHR

Font

Size

Figure 9-4. Changing the > character t o a period.

You've now replaced the > character (Shift-Period) "vith a period, and
you can follow the sam e procedure to replace the < with a comma. Of
course, now you have no way to type the < and > characters. If you
think you might occasionally need these characters, you should m ap
them to some other key combination. A good place might be OptionShift-Period and Option-Shift-Comma since most fonts don' t use these
key combinations.
Now all you have to do is select your new 'KCHR' in the Keyboard
Control Panel to make your changes take effect. (If your new 'KCHR'
was already selected, don't forget to select the original 'KCHR' and then
reselect your new 'KCHR' .) If you worked on a copy of the System file,
you'll need to reinstall it as your current System file and restart.

.,.
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Making Curly Quotes Easy to Type
A documen t looks mo re professional if you use "real" curly quotes
instead of the normal "straigh t" quotes. These characters are always
available on the keyboard but aren' t very convenient. Normally, you can
use the curly quo tes by typing these key combinations:
•
•
•
•

Option-[ for open d ouble quote (")
Option-Shift-[ for close double quote (")
Option-] for open single quo te (')
Option-Shift-] for close single quote or apostrophe (')

If you're like most people, you probably don't use the square ([and ])
and curly ({ and }) bracket characters very often, so why not put the
curly quote characters there, w here you can easily get to them? Even if
your word processing program has an autom atic curly quote feature,
you might wish you could type them more easily in all you r applications. Since the quotes already use the Option-] and Option-[ keys, you
can just svvitch the quotes and the brackets, as shown in Table 9-1, and
you'll still have access to all the characters.
Table 9- 1. Suggested Charac te r to Key Assignme nts

Key

Cltnrncter

"

Option-[
Option-Shift-[
Option-]
Option -Shift-]
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You can accomplish this switch in the same way outlined earlier for
Shift-period-just hold down the modifier keys you want to use while
you d rag a character from the character table to the key on the keyboard .

..,

Using the Modifier Key Tables
So far we've talked about some simple changes you can make to your
keyboa rd . But what if you want to make more complex changes? Since
the 'KCHR' resource was design ed to ~uppor t the myriad differences
between languages and keyboards in different countries, chances are it
will support any change you want to make. For example, you might
want to m ake the punctuation characters (like ! and *) available for use
as Command-key equivalents. Or you might want to change the special
accent characters (generated by the so-called "dead keys" described
shortly) to get to extra characters in a font.
When you press the A key or the Option-A key, your Mac has to have
some way of deciding what character it should send to the application.
Since a keyboard has many modifier keys (Command, Option, Control,
Caps Lock, Shift, and so on), the transla tion from virtual keycode to
character is a complex process. (Remember, the keycode from the keyboard is translated into a virtual keycode using the 'KMAP' resource.)
The Macintosh performs the translation using the Modifier Key Table
that applies to the modifier keys held down when the key is pressed.
For example, when you press th e Option-A key, your Mac finds the
Modifier Key Table for the Option key and looks up the A virtual keycode. The character it finds in the table is the one it sends to your application. Every key on the keyboard has a spot in the table that contains
the character to be generated when that key is pressed. (To find the spot
in the table, just press the key.) The tables are kept in the 'KCHR'
resource and are displayed in the Modifier Key Tables section of the
'KCHR' editor window, shown in Figure 9-2.
The same table is often used for several key combinations, as you can
see in Table 9-2.

By the Way

llJ>

There's no way to find out w hich modifier key combinations have
been assigned to a particular table, other than pressing all combinations in turn and seeing w hich tables are selected.
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Table 9-2. Modifier Key Tables and Their Use in the U.S. 'KCHR'

Table Number

Modifier Kelf Combinations

Table 0

Command, Command-Shift, Command-Shift-Caps Lock,
or none
Shift, or Shift-Caps Lock
Caps Lock, or Command-Caps Lock
Option
Option-Shift, Command-Option-Shift, Option-Shift-Caps
Lock, or Command-Option-Shift-Caps Lock
Option-Caps Lock, or Command-Option-Caps Lock
Command-Option
Control plus any other modifier key(s)

Table 1
Table 2
Table 3
Table 4
Table 5
Table 6
Table 7

These tables can be confusing to u se, but they're worth the small extra
effort it takes to understand them. Remember, the selected table is the
active table for the modifier keys you've pressed. You can' t select a table
to see w hat it contains; if you click a table, you'll reassign it. For example, in the U.S. 'KCHR' resource, if you press the Option key, Table 3 is
selected. If you click Table 4 w hile still pressing the Option key, you'll
reassign the Option key to use Table 4 instead of Table 3. The virtual
keycode table area of the window shows the contents of the current
modifier key table, as shown in Figure 9-2. (In the figure, no modifier
keys are pressed.)
Now that you understand something about how the modifier key
tables work, you can safely change them a bit.

.,._

Making the Punctuation Characters Available for
Menu Commands
Adding extra Command-key equivalents to your menus is often convenient (see Chapter 8 for details about how to do this), but you may
quickly nm out of meaningful characters. When this happens, you can
start using Command-Option characters like I or f, but w ill you really
remember how to type these characters? The problem w ith such charac-
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ters is that pulling down the menu doesn't help remind you of the
shortcut becau se it doesn ' t indicate which keys to type, anyway! To
solve this problem, yo u can u se the number keys, but som etim es the
pw1ctuation characters (such as ! and *) might b e easier to remember.
You can't u se Command-Shift numbers because they're already d efined
to be FKeys (su ch as print screen) by the System, but you can make
these characters available from Command-Option number. Here's an
example of how it would work. To type the @ you would s till press
Shift-2, but to use@ as a keyboard shortcut you would press CommandOption-2. Option-2 would still produce the TM character; you would
h ave changed only what Command-Option-2 produces.
1. Use ResEdit to op en your System file (or a copy).
2. Open the 'KCHR' resource you created earlier. (Use the Duplicate
command to make a copy of the 'KCHR' resource, if you haven' t
alread y.) You should see a window similar to the one shown in
Figure 9-4, except that Table 0 will be selected.
3. If the picture of the keyboard doesn't look like the keyboard you're
u sing, set the correct keyboard from the View As item on the
'KCHR' menu.
4. Press the Command and Option keys and choose Duplicate Table
from the 'KCHR' m enu. This m akes a duplicate of Table 6 (since it
was selected) and names it Table 8. If you want to duplicate a
different table, hold d own the set of modifier keys tha t selects that
table before choosing Duplicate Table from the 'KCHR' menu.
5. Now h old down the Command and Option keys (which cause
Table 6 to be selected) and click the new table in the table list. An
alert appears asking if you're sure you want to switch tables. Click
the OK button.
6. You now h ave a n ew table, but the behavior is exactly the sam e as
the old one since it's a duplicate table. Hold down the Command
and O ption keys and drag the punctuation characters from the
char acter table to the corresponding number keys on the picture of
the keyboard. The standard characters are: !, @, #, $, %, 11., &, *, (,
and).
Hint II>

You can loca te the characters in the Character Table by h olding
down the Shift key and pressing the appropriate key on the
keyboard. For example, hold down Shift-I and you see that the!
character is in the upper left part of the Character Table.
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7. Close and save the System file.
8. Activate your new 'KCHR' by selecting it in the Keyboard Control
Panel. (If you worked on a copy of the System file, install the copy
in your System folder and restart your Mac.)

...,

Changing Dead Keys
Even on a U.S. Macintosh you can use many accented characters, such
as e or a. You enter these characters by pressing two keys in succession:
The first key tells your Mac w hat accent you want and the second key
tells it what character to accent. So, for example, to type the e character
you type Option-e followed by e. The first key (Option-e in this example) is called a dead key because it doesn' t produce any character by
itself, but instead modifies the character genera ted by the nex t key
typed. In general, there's one dead key for each accent mark. Dead keys
are indicated by a dark outline in both the virtual keycode table and the
keyboard picture (the gray outlines indicate the modifier keys). The U.S.
'KCHR' resource uses the Option key for all the d ead keys, as shown in
Figure 9-5. 'KCHR' resources for other countries may use other modifier
key combinations to access the dead keys.
Your Mac needs some way of knowing w hat the final, accented character should be. It finds out by looking in a dead key table. Each dead
key has its own table that indicates w hich characters can have the indicated accent. To see a dead key's table, just press the dead key or click it
in the picture of the keyboard. A window similar to the one shown in
Figure 9-6 appears to let you ed it the dead key. You can also select the
dead key you're interes ted in from a list if you choose the Edit Dead
Key command from the 'KCHR' menu.
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Dead Key

Figure 9-5. Dead keys in the U.S. 'KC HR' resourc e.

The substitution character table contains the pairs of characters that
determine what character is p rodu ced by the dead key. For example, if
Option--, the dead key shown in Fig ure 9-6, is followed by a character
from the first column of the substitution character table, the result w ill
be the character shown in the second column. To chan ge either part of a
substilution pair, just drag a character from the character table to the
appropriate spot in the substitution character table. If you want to create
a new pair, just drag a character into one of the empty gray squares. If
you want to delete a pair, drag either character into the Trash.
If a dead key is followed by a character that's not found in the substitution character table, the No Match character is used instead . This character is shown in the upper-right part of the dead key window and can
be chan ged by dragging a new character over the existing one.

Ill>
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No Match Character

Character
Number

Trash
Can

Character Table

Substitution Character Table

Fig ure 9-6. The d ead key ed itor w indow for Option--.
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Summary
This chapter explains how the 'KCHR' resource is used to translate a key
typed on your keyboard into a character that appears in your application. We explain the parts of the 'KCHR' editor window and show you
how to make some commonly used characters easier to type by m odifying the 'KCHR' resource in your System file. Next, we explain the modifier key tables and show you how to make a new table so you ca n
use punctuation characters fo r m enu shortcuts . Finally, we discuss
dead keys-the keys that modify other keys so you can type accented
characters.
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Customizing Windows,
Dialogs, and Alerts

The ways that you can custorrtize w indows, dialogs, and alerts may not
rate as the flashiest, but they definitely rank among the most practical. If
you continually find yourself moving a cer tain w indow that always
opens in the same awkwa rd place on your screen, change its default
location and save yourself some time and annoyance. If you wish you
could see more file names in the standard file directory dialogs, you can
enlarge the dialog's Ust box so you'll spend less time scrolling. If you're
always using the m ouse to click the Yes button in a certain alert, change
the default to Yes so you can simply press Return. This chapter tells you
how you can d o all these things.
The editors for w indows, dialogs, and alerts are closely related, and
we su ggest you read about them in ord er because the discussion for
each successive editor builds upon the last. In other words, understanding how to edit windows, or 'WIN D' resources, helps you learn the
basics for editing dialogs ('DLOG'), which in turn helps you understand
how to work with alerts ('ALRT'). Dialogs and alerts get their contents
from a fourth resource type, called a dialog item list ('DlTL'), and this
chapter covers that editor, too. Some of these are no d ou bt more familiar
to you than others, so we'll start with some brief definitions.
• A window defines a rectangle's size and location on the screen, and
can include a bit of other associated informa tion, such as a title.
151
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• Dialogs appear when an application needs more information from
you in order to carry out a command . Dialogs may or may no t be
modal. A modal dialog is one you must respond to before you can
do anything else. Modeless dialogs behave pretty much like
document windows. A dialog consists of a rectangle that defines
the dialog's size and location, an optional title, and the ID of a
'DITL' (Dialog ITem List) resource.
• Applications use alerts, a special subset of dialogs, to report errors
or give warnings. They're always modal. Alerts contain only
buttons, some text, perhaps an icon, and sometimes a sound signal.
There are no fancy controls and no boxes or fields to fill in.
• A dialog item Jist is a collection of the various items a dialog or alert
contains, such as text, pictures, icons, buttons, check boxes, and
other controls. The 'DITL' specifies a size and window-relative
location for each item.
With these definitions to build upon, you're ready to dive in .

.,...

Windows
Windows are relatively simple resources, so there are only a few ways
you can customize them. Changing a window's default size and location are the two mos t useful changes you can make. (You can also
change a window's colors. See Chapter 19 if you're interested.) If you
have a large screen, you can change the window size in your favorite
applica tion so you ca n use all that space. If a certain window always
appears in the same awkward place, you can change where it appears.
As with m an y resources, you need to remember a few cavea ts.
Because the Macintosh provides applications w ith o ther, more convenient ways of drawing windows, many applica tions avail themselves of
those instead, and you ca n't customize those windows. Applications
that do use 'WIND' resources may already enlarge some windows automatically to take advantage of bigger screens. They may also keep track
of where you last left certain windows, in effect automatically resetting
the default. You can still make useful changes in many applications,
however, once you know how.

.,_

The 'WIND' Editor
The 'WIND' editor, shown in Figure 10-1, is pretty easy to understand.
Across the top of the editor window, under the title bar, you see a row of
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small pictures of windows. These window pictures are actually buttons

that allow you to choose from a variety of w indow types. Simply click a
different picture to choose that wjndow type. In most cases, however,
you' ll want to leave the window-type buttons alone, unless you're a
programmer. Choosing a new w indow type with a size box or a close
box won' t do you any good, anyway. You'll see the boxes, but they
won' t work unless the applica tion has been designed to support them.
The window radio bullon that's highlighted
shows you which type of window is selected

® De foult
0 Cu s tom
Size Handle

MiniScreen

Window's (
location
and size
(in pixels)

Top:

ID!:MI

l e ft: ~

~

lf4ill
~
Width: f1ii4l
L::......J

llelght:

~ lnltlo lly ulsible
~C lo se

boH

Fig ure 10-1 . The 'WIND' editor showing the 'WIND' resource for t he
Calculator DA, scaled for an SE screen.

By the Way.,.

The Calculator DAis an example of an application that keeps track
of where you left the window (by updating the 'WIND' resource).
Also, it's one that you should not change the size of, because the
contents (the calculator) won't fit right if you do. The only thing you
can customize is the window title.
Beneath the wind ow-type buttons on the right are the radio buttons
that allow you to control window colors. You can learn about them in
Chapter 19. Unless you' re a programmer, you'll want to stay away from
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the two check boxes in the bottom right. (For m ore information, see
Chapter 20.) Four fields in the bottom left corner of the editor w indow
allow you to set the size and locatio n of the content aren of the window.
(In other words, the space a title bar takes up is "extra.") Above these
four fields is tl1e MiniScreen, a miniature likeness of a Macintosh screen,
complete with menu bar. You can change the size and position of the
window on the MiniScreen in two ways. You can simply d rag it to its
new location and resize it by pulling on its size handle. As you do so,
the values in the size and location fields are updated. Alternatively, you
can type in new size and location values, and the window changes size
and jumps to the new spot.
Hint ~

If you want to use the size and location fields, it helps to understand
that the top left com er of the screen is defined as the origin (0,0), and
everything is measured from there in pixels. The menu bar covers
the first 20 pixels down from the top (in most Western languages), so
remember to position tops of windows at 21 or more pixels. Also
keep in mind that the values in these fields indicate the size and
location of the conte11t area of a window, so a title bar or other
window fra me needs extra space. (Title bars vary, but generally take
up about as much space as the menu bar.)
Keep in mind that if you change the position of the top of the
rectangle without also changing the position of the bottom, you can
inadvertently squash the window. If that particular window has
contents, they probably won' t fit properly anymore. You can avoid
squashing the wind ow if you choose Show Height & Width (instead
of Show Bottom & Right) from the 'WIND' menu. Or you can just
drag it to its new position.

This editor adds two menus to ResEdit's menu bar. You can set characteristics of the MiniScreen using the MiniScreen menu. The 'WIND'
menu lets you control a variety of d1aracteristics of the 'WIND' editor
and the resource you' re editing.
llJlo-

The MiniScreen Menu
ResEdit uses the same MiniScreen menu, shown in Figure 10-2, for the
'WIND', 'ALRT', and 'DLOG' editors. The MiniScreen defaults to an SE
screen, but you can change it to any of the standard Apple monitor sizes
listed . Their dimensions are shown in pixels. If you have a monitor
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that's not listed (or if you want to create a screen so you can see magnified details), choose Other from the MiniScreen menu. You see the dialog
shown in Figure 10-3, which allows you to set another screen size (in pixels), and even add it to the menu if you wish. The editor appropriately
scales the MiniScreen and the window it contains to whatever screen size
you select, as shown in Figure 10-4. When you set the MiniScreen size for
any one of the 'WJND', 'ALRT', or 'DLOG' editors, you set it for all of
them, because ResEdit saves your choice in its Preferences file.

Mini Screen
../5 12 K 342 -Moe SE
640 K 480 -Moe II
640 K 400 - Moe Portable
640 K 870 - Portrait
1152 H 870- Two page
Other •..

Figure 10-2. The MiniScreen menu lets you set the scaled screen size
displayed in the 'WIND', 'ALRT', and 'DLOG' editors.

MiniScreen Size

Height:

lfEllll

mid th:

1240 1

0
Cancel

Add to m enu

n

OK

D

Figure 10-3. This dialog, which is displayed when you choose Other
from the MiniScreen menu, allows you to set a custom screen size.
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Figure 10-4. The 'WIND' editor showing the 'WIND' resource for the
Calculator DA, scaled for a two-page screen. (Compare w ith Figure
10- 1.)
IIJI.

The 'WIND' Menu
The 'WIND' menu, shown in Figure 10-5, allows you to control certain
chara cteristics of 'WIND' resources and the 'WIND' editor. The first
item, Set 'WIND' Characteristics, causes the dialog shown in Figure 10-6
to be displayed. If you want to change the title of a window, perhaps
changing the "Calculator" DA to the "Abacus" DA, here's where you
make the change. Unless you're a programmer, you should leave the
other two editable fields alone.

IIJil>
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Set 'IV I NO' Characteristics ...
Preuiew at Full Size
Auto Position ...
../Neuer Use Custom 'IVDEF' for Drawing
../Show Height & Width
Show Bottom & Right
Use Color Picker

Figure 10-5. The 'WIND' menu helps you manipulate resources in the
'WIND' editor.

The Preview at Full Size command temporarily displays the 'WIND'
you're editing at full size and in the location specified. Clicking the
mouse or typing a key makes the preview disappear.

'WI NO' Characteristics

refCon: lo
L-_ _ _ __ J
ProciD:

Ia

'--------'

Cancel

t

OK

J)

Figure l 0-6. This dialog, which is displayed when you choose Set
'WIND' Characteristics, a llows you to edit the title of a window.

The Auto Position command displays the d ialog shown in Figure
10-7, and as indicated , this feature only works with System 7.0 or later.
The pop-up menu on the left in the dialog determines the positioning,
and the three choices in the pop-up menu on the right determine
whether the selected position is relative to the Main Screen, the Parent
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Window, or the Parent Window's Screen. If you choose Center, the
'WIN D' is centered both vertically and horizontally, rela tive to the
selected window or screen. Alert position is also centered left-to-right,
but higher. Stagger moves the 'WIN D' d own and to the right. Auto position overrides the default position set in the bottom left corner of the
editor, so if you're using System 7, experiment with this command to
reposition 'WIND's (also 'DLOG's and 'ALRT's) that annoy you.
The nex t command in th e menu, Never Use Cus tom 'WDEF' fo r
Drawing is a Programmers Only item. For more information, see Chapter 20. One of the nex t two item s o n the 'WIND' menu is always
checked-checking one unchecks the other. They let you choose how to
display the size of the 'WIND', either in terms of the location of its bo ttom and right sides, or in terms of its height and width. We d iscuss the
last command, Use Color Picker, in Pa rt 4.

Rutomatically Position the Window
(Worl<s only with System 7.0 or later.)

..- I

Main Screen

OK

D

Figure 10- 7. The two pop-up menus in the Auto Position dialog let
you tell System 7.0 (or later) how to automatically position a 'WIND' .

...,_

Changing Where a Window Appears
The d ocument window in MacWrite 5.0 automatically takes advantage
of a larger screen, but its Clipboard, H eader, and Footer windows don' t.
And they always appear in the same place, which might no t be exactly
where you'd like them. You might prefer to have the Footer and Clipboard v.rindows open at the bottom of yam screen-or somewhere else.
H ere's how to make that happen.

.,.
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1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of Mac Write 5.0, then open the 'WJND'
resource type.
2. You see four 'WIND' resources listed in the resource picker. The
resource with ID 303 is the Footer window, and ID 304 is the
Clipboard window. If you want to change the Header window,
it's ID 302. (There's not much you can do to the Untitled document
window, ID 301, because it already takes ad vantage of a larger
screen.) Open the 'WIND' you want to alter.
3. The 'WIND' editor opens, displaying the resource you selected.
Make sure the editor's MiniScreen matches your screen. Pull dow n
the MiniScreen menu and choose your screen size, if it isn' t already
checked.
4. Now you can drag the image of the window to where you'd like it
to appear. If you want to change the size, drag the size handle in
the lower right corner to reshape the window until it suits you. You
can also make adjustments by typing directly into the size and
location fields below the MiniScreen.
5. Quit ResEdit, saving your changes.
6. Launch your copy of MacWrite and test the new w indow size and
location. If it's not quite right, or if you'd like to customize another
window, simply repea t these steps. (You don't have to repeat
Step 3. ResEdit remembers your MiniScreen selection.)

..,.

Dialogs
When you see the 'DLOG' editor, you'll probably have a vague feeling
that you've seen it before, and actually you have. As you can see in Figure 10-8, this editor looks almost exactly like the 'WIND' editor. Add a
field in w hich to specify the ID of an associated 'DITL' resource, and
essentially you've got yourself a 'DLOG' editor, which makes sense,
because a 'DLOG' is basically a 'WJND' plus a 'DITL'.
Virtually everything you just learned for 'WIND' resources applies to
'DLOG' resources, too. Changing the window type for a dialog (using
the window-type buttons across the top of the editor) usually doesn't do
you any good. You can change the colors. (See Chapter 19 if you're
interested .) You shouldn't change the check boxes in the lower righ tcorner of this editor, either. The MiniScreen menu is the same, and the
'DLOG' menu is completely analogous to the 'WIND' menu.
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Figure 10- 8. The 'DLOG' editor c losely resembles the 'WIND' edito r.
(Compare w ith Figure 10 - 1.)
Hint IJI.

If you ch ange a dialog's location, but the new position d oesn' t seem
to "stick," it might be because the applica tion employs special
procedures for moving or centering its dia logs. In fact ResEd.it does
this, so d on't bo ther trying to reposition its dialogs. Any time you
open a 'WIND', 'DLOG', or 'ALRT' and find it jammed up in the top
left corner of the MiniScreen, you can bet that the application has its
own p rocedures for positioning the wind ow. You can go al1ead and
custom ize its contents, if any, but don't bother trying to tweak its
position.

One in1portant way the 'DLOG' editor differs in ap pearance from the
'WIND' editor is that the rectangle appearing on the MiniScreen usually
shows some items inside. Everything in a 'DLOG' is stored in an intimately associated resource called a d ialog item list, or 'DITL'. In other
words, the 'DITL' is the business part of the d ialog, and the 'DLOG' is
the box in which the 'DITL' is packaged . The main inference you can
draw from this apt analogy is that, unless you significantly change the
size of the prod uct (the 'DITL'), you don' t have to worry about changing
the package (the 'DLOG').
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Translating software for foreign markets gives an example of this relationship. When you want to change the text of a dialog, you do that in
the associated 'DITL'. Often text translated from English occupies more
space, however, so the text item has to becom e larger. To make room for
the translated text, you have to enlarge the text item in the 'DITL'. Then,
to m ake room .for the bigger text item in the 'DITL', you have to enlarge
the dialog's rectangle which you can d o either in the 'DLOG' editor or in
the 'DITL' editor. (For more information about translating software, see
Appendix E.) To understand how all this w orks, you have to understand how to edit the mea t of a dialog, its 'DITL'. We cover that in the
next section .

..,.

Dialog Item Lists
Manipulating dialog items in a 'DITL' is almost as easy as manipulating
files in the Finder or objects in a program like MacDraw. Before you can
d o anything to an item, you have to click it to select it. Once an item is
selected, you can drag it to reposition it. You can also select groups of
items by dragging out a rectangle that encloses the items you want to
select. (Any item even partly inside the selec tion rectangle becomes
selected.) Most kinds of items have size handles in their bottom right
corners that you can drag to resize the item . You see the size handle
only when a single item is selected because you can resize only one item
at a time.

Hint.,.

When an item, or group of items, is selected, each touch of one of the
arrow keys moves the selection by one pixel in the chosen direction.
Dialog item lists are made u p of collections of nine different kinds of
items (ten items in System 7) that can be arranged any number of ways
within the 'DLOG' or 'ALRT' window they're associated v.rith. Table 10-1
summarizes what you can and can't do when customizing dialog item
lists (without changing the application's cod e). The nex t sectio n
describes the 'DITL' editor and gives more details.
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Table 10-1. What You Can and Can't Do When Customizing 'DITL's
Snfe
•
•
•
•

You can reposition items in a 'DITL'.
You can change the size of items in a 'DITL'.
You can add or ch ange static items (static text, icons, pictures).
You can make some items invisible (by dragging them out of the
window).
• You can change the text in any item: buttons, radio buttons, static
text, and so on.

Dangerous
• Do not change item numbers in a 'DITL'.
• Do not remove items from a 'DITL'.
• Do not change item types; for instance, don't change a button to a
check box.
• Do not change pairs of characters such as AQ or /\1 (You may see
numerals 0 through 3). These markers tell the application where to
insert text, such as file names, error numbers, or text from string
resources ('STR' or 'STR#').

...

The 'DITL' Editor
You can open the 'DITL' editor in a few different ways. You can open it
from the 'DITL' picker if you know the ID of the 'DITL' you want to edit.
By convention, a 'DITL' resource should have the same ID number as
the 'DLOG' or 'ALRT' it's associa ted with. You can also open the 'DITL'
editor three ways from the 'DLOG' editor. You can choose Open 'DITL'
Editor from the Resource menu, you can double-click the picture of the
dialog on the MiniScreen, or you can press the Return or Enter key.
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Wha t you see w hen the DITL editor opens de pends on the 'DITL'
you' re editing. The size of the 'DLOG' or 'ALRT' rectangle determines
the window size of the associated 'DITL'. Figure 10-9 shows the 'DITL'
associated w ith the 'DLOG' you saw in Figure 10-8. Other 'DITL's contain d ifferent items. No matter what 'DITL' you edit, you should understand the additional menus, item palette, and item editor.

Floating palette

[8) Check Box
@ Radio Button
············································

§

Upon startup, automati cally open:

0
0 Opened
0 Ao Only

Applications and DAs

( cancel J

~mmm~~: m m:m

Control

T: Static Text

: fj:::~i~:~:!.~:~:t: : : : ·:

& Icon
1.. Picture
············································
ITill User Item

Figure l 0-9. The 'DITL' edito r shows all the Items In a dialog.
The 'DITL' Menu

The 'DITL' menu, shown in Figure 10-10, offers extensive options for
manipulating dialog item s. Many of the commands are useful only to
programmers, however, so they're not described here. (For more details,
see Chapter 20.) For instance, the first group of commands, (dov.rn to the
firs t separa tor line) are all concerned w ith item numbers. Since you
should never change item numbers wh en customizing a 'DITL', you
have no use for a11y of these commands.
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I

Renumber I tern s ...
Se i I tern Number .. .
Select I tern Number ...
Show I tem Numbers
Rlign To Grid
Grid Settings ...
Show Rll I terns
Use Item' s Rectangle
Uiew Rs...
Dalloon Help ...

Figure 10-10. The 'DITL' m enu helps you manipulat e d ialog items.

The next two commands can help tidy u p the appearance of a dialog
you're customizing by letting you align items to an invisible grid. Align
to Grid causes the u pper left corners of items to snap to the grid corners
w hen you move the items. Grid Settings d isplays a simple d ialog that
allows you to set the size (in pixels) of the grid. (Remember, screens
vary, but there are roughly 72 pixels per inch.)
The Show All Items command temporarily expands the 'DITL' window so you can see items that may be hidden outside the dialog's or
alert's rectangle. The next item, Use Item's Rectangle, applies only to
dialog items that are resources: icons, controls, and pictures ('ICON's,
'CNTL 's, a nd 'PICT's). This command cau ses the 'DITL' to use 'the
resource's rectangle instead of the rectangle set in the 'DITL'. This command comes in handy if you change pictw·es, streamlining the rectangle
for an automatic fit.
The View As command lets you see how the 'DITL' would look in
a differen t font or font size. Control Panel dialogs, for instance, use
9-point Geneva, so you might want to use that font when you edit the
'DITL' for a Control Panel dialog. (This command could also come in
handy if you change your System font, as described in Chapter 16.)
The Balloon Help command is useful only to programmers developing applications to run under System 7.
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The Alignment Menu

Making dialogs look nice is the whole point of the Alignment menu,
shown in Figure 10-11. All but the last two commands on this menu
apply to selections of two or more items, and the menu icons give you
good visual clues about what the commands do.
Alignment
~g Rlign left Sides

c: Rlign Right Sides

o!

co Rlign Top Edges
P.Q

Rlign Dottom Edges

£

Rlign Uerticol Centers

ee

Rlign Horizontal Centers

[:§!

Center Uertically in Window

~:-:~:-:i Center Horizontally in Window

Figure 10-11 . The Alignment menu helps line up dialog items.

The first four commands align items relative to each other. Choosing
Align Left Sides lines up the left sides of all selected items to the position of the leftmost item. Similarly, Align Top Edges aligns the tops of all
selected items so that they line up with the highest of the selected items.
The other commands work analogously.
The next command, Align Vertical Centers, shifts the selected items
horizontally so that their centers line up. ResEdit lines them up halfway
between the center of the leftmost item and the center of the rightmost
item. Align Horizontal Centers works analogously.
The last two commands work on single or multiple-item selections,
aligning the items relative to the window rather than to each other.
The Item Palette

The item palette, shown in Figure 10-12, is a floating window that you
can drag anywhere on your screen. To add a new item to a dialog, click
the appropriate item in the palette and drag it into position in the
'DITL'. When you're customizing an existing 'DITL', however, you can
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only add three kinds of items: icons, pictures, ru1d static text. For information about the other items, see Chapter 20.
8

Button

181

Check Box

@ Redio Button

§

Control

............................................
T: Stetic Text

:·[Jj):::r.~:;:t: !.~:~:t: : : : : :
1..

Picture

[]] User Item

Figure 10-1 2. You can drag items into a 'DITL' from the floating item
palette.

The Mac uses lots of kinds of icons, but if you' re thinking about
adding one to a 'DITL', you have to find (or crea te) ru1 'ICON' resource in
the same file. Adding pictures is similar, but the resource type is 'PICT'
and it's not limited to a certain size, as icons are. Static text items, as the
name suggests, are the text items that you see but can' t change w hen the
dialog is in use. (The name distinguishes them from edit text items,
which are fields that you can type into when the dialog is in use.)
Hint II>

If you're copying a picture from a paint or draw program, paste it
into the file's 'PICT' picker. Rem ember that w hen you send a
selection of bits to the clipboard, it's handled as a 'PICT'. If the file
doesn' t have any 'PICT's (and therefore doesn' t have a 'PICT'
picker), paste into the type picker.
Dragging an item into the 'DITL' from the item palette reserves a spot
for it, but you still need to set its individual characteristics. To set an
item's characteristics, double-click it to open the item editor. (You can
also select an item, then choose Open as Dialog Item from the Resource
menu.) The item editor is where you fill in the unique text of a static text
item, or the ID of the particular 'ICON' or 'PICT' you want to use.

~
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The Item Editor
The item editor, shown in Figure 10-13, is a pretty simple editor. The
current selection on the pop-up menu indicates the type of item you're
editing. The four fields in the lower right probably look familiar to you
because they're similar to the ones in the 'WIND', 'DLOG', and 'ALRT'
editors. These fields allow you to set the size and location of the dialog
item, but note that the origin for these measurements is the upper left
corner of the dialog (or alert) window, not the screen. You can choose
between showing the height and width or bottom and right of the item,
just as you've seen for other editors, using the two commands on the
Item menu. The Enabled check box is a Programmers Only item.

Edit Dill item #9 from Copy of Finder
TeHt:
Static TeHt

0

....

,

Enabled

IWolololidO!o&!l!lo! ooEI!I§Ii!i •@n

Top: 1._7_8---'

Height: ._11_6_

_,

Left: 1._1_7---'

Width: 1._2_39_

_,

Edit Dill item #2 from Copy of Finder
Resource I D:
Icon

0

Enabled

,. I
Top:
Left:

._ll_o_--'

._I3_2_

_J

Height:
Width:

._13_2_---J
._I3_2_

_J

Figure 10-13. Two views of the item editor showing different kinds of
items.
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You edit or typ e the text you want to see in the Text field. If you n m
across things like "AO," rem ember not to ch an ge them. These are the
place holders application s u se to figure out where to insert text tha t
varies. The Text field scrolls to accommod a te more lines of text (In fact,
it can h old 255 characters), but generally, if you hav e to scroll you' re
probably entering too much text. Remember, if your text item grows,
you can always enlarge and rep osition the static text item in the 'DITL'.
If necessary, you can also enlarge the 'DLOG' or 'ALRT', too. Finally, the
Resource ID field is w h ere you enter the ID of the 'ICON ' or 'PICT' you
want to see in the d ialog .

.,._

Enlarging the List Box in a Standard File
Directory Dialog
Do som e s tand ard file directory d ia logs seem cra mped to you? If you
would like to b e able to see m ore and lon ger file names, you can enlarge
the lis t boxes in these dialogs. This section d escribes how to modify one
of these resources in the Sys tem file. Some applica tions h ave their own
standard file lis t boxes that override those in the System file, so you m ay
want to change those, too.
If you need to revert a t som e point, rem ember tha t you're changin g
two resources-a 'DLOG' and a 'DITL'.
1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of your System file, then doub le-click
the 'DLOG' resource typ e.
2. Find ID -4000 in the 'DLOG' picker and double-click it. You see th e
Op en dialog, w hich should look som ething like the window shown
in Figure 10-14.
3. Make s ure the editor's MiniScreen m a tches you r screen. Pull down
the MiniScreen menu and choose your screen siz e, if it isn't already
checked.
4. Dou ble-click the dialog on the MiniScreen to open the 'DITL' editor.
5. Drag the size handle (the black squ are) on the 'DITL' window
down a nd to the right, as sh own in Figure 10-15. (You'll have to
m ove the item palette firs t.) Tha t m akes the associa ted 'DLOG'
rectan gle bigger so it can accommod a te a longer and wider list box.

..,..

Enlarging the List Box in a Standard File Directory Dialog
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Figu re 10-14. Many applications use this Open dialog from the
System file.

~D

Dill 10 = -4000 from Copy of System

Figure 10- 15. Dragging the 'DITL' editor's size handle down and t o t he
right makes the associated 'DLOG ' rectangle b igger.
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6. Now you can move and enlarge dialog items to take advantage of
the extra space you added on the bottom and right. Click the
smallest gray rectangle (this horizontal user item is where the disk
name goes) and drag it to the right (or use the right-arrow key) .
Select the four buttons a11d the separator line and drag them to the
right under the item you just moved, and down a bit. (The easiest
way to select these items is to drag the mouse pointer in a rectangle
that encloses all of them.) In a similar fashion, select the tall, skinny
gray rectangle (this is where the scroll bar goes) and drag it to the
right. Exact placement doesn't matter just yet. Your 'DITL' should
now look something like Figure 10-16.
§0

DITL ID

=
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Figure 10-16. Drag peripheral d ia log items into the space you
added .

7. You're ready to enlarge the list box. Click the large gray rectangle.
When it's selected, you'll notice a darker spot in the lower right
corner. Drag this size handle down and to the right, but don't
crowd the other items. Even though it looks like there's room,
don't reposition the list box upward. Your Mac needs the space
above for telling you which folder you're in.
8. Once you've got the list box sized and positioned, you can drag the
scroll bar user item back over. You need to make the scroll bar's
rectangle the same height as the list box, but don't change its
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width. You can change its size the sam e way you did for the list
box. Position it right next to the list box.
9. For cosmetic reasons, you might want to consider spreading out
the buttons a little. Simply click each one and drag it into position,
or u se the arrow keys. Remember, the Alignment menu and the
A lign To Grid command on the 'DITL' menu can help you tidy up
the items. Figure 10-17 shows one possible new look.

Figure 10-1 7. An enlarge d list box surrounded by appropriately
rearranged c ompanion dialog items.

10. Close all the windows, save your work, and quit ResEdit. When
you reinstall your System file, you' ll see your n ew enlarged list box
in any application that uses the System resource for its open dialog.
If you want to reposition something in the dialog, just repeat the
appropriate steps.

_.,

Alerts
Alerts are a special subset of dialogs, so if you've read the preced ing
sections you know a lot about them already. The same guidelines apply
for moving or changing the size of an alert's window and for editing the
'DITL's in w hich alerts store their contents. As you search through your
files for the alerts you want to customize, you should be aware that
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alerts aren't always stored in 'ALRT' resources. Dialogs can easily masquerade as alerts, and often do. Just because 'ALRT's offer a convenient
w ay of showing a modal dialog window doesn't mean a pplications
have to use them. Something else to be aware of is that many applications make their 'ALRT's do extra duty by substituting different text
strings, depending on the situation. For instance, Figure 10-18 shows a
'DITL' from an alert that the Finder can use as it pleases, and there's not
much you can do to change it.

DITL I D = 9217 from Copy of Finder

r··-----·---- ----------------------------------------------------1
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Figure 10-18. This 'DITL' from an 'ALRT' gives the Finder great flexibility
but offe rs users little possibility for customization.

N umerous alerts offer greater customization potential than this,
however, and you can make several useful changes to them.
llll>

The 'ALRT' Editor
The 'ALRT' editor, shown in Figure 10-19, resembles a streamlined
'DLOG' editor. The most conspicuous difference is the absence of the
window-type buttons across the top of the editor window because alerts
automatically and unchangeably have modal windows. The MiniScreen
menu works just as in the 'WIND' and 'DLOG' editors. You can edit
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associated 'DITL' resources just as you would for any dialog. To make
changes unique to alerts, you have to go to the 'ALRT' m enu.

Color:

DITLID:

® Default
0 Custom

It tOO

Height: lt 28
Left: Itt 0

Width: 1280

Figure 10-19. The 'ALRT' editor resembles the 'DLOG' editor.

..

'ALRT' Menu
The 'ALRT' menu, shown in Figure 10-20, is almost completely analogous to the 'WIND' and 'DLOG' menus. Choosing the first menu item,
Set 'ALRT' Stage Info, causes the dialog shown in Figure 10-21 to be displayed .

Set 'ALRT' Stage Info ...
Preuiew at Full Size
Auto Position ...
../Show Height & Width
Show Bottom & Right
Use Color Picker
Figure 10-20. The 'ALRT' menu .
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Figure 10 - 2 1. The 'ALRT' Stage Info dialog contains several useful
settings.

A glance at the 'ALRT' Stage Info dialog may give you ideas for a
variety of changes you can make to alerts. As you can see, an alert can
beep from zero to three times, and the alert box doesn't have to be visible. This dialog is also where you set an alert's default button, the darkbordered button you can activate by pressing Return or Enter.
You may be wondering what an alert stage is. Actually, you probably
already know, because anyone who has used a Macintosh for a while
knows on some level what alert stages are. Let's say you type a letter in
a field that can only accept numeric characters. The application assumes
you've simply made a mistake, so it beeps. Stage 1 settings are used for
the first occurrence of a problem. If you do it again, the application still
gives you the benefit of the doubt, and beeps again, using Stage 2 settings. If you try this three times, the Stage 3 settings assume you probably really don't understand the situation, so it's time to make an alert
visible that explains the problem. The Stage column in the dialog lists
the four possible Macintosh alert stages. An alert can do something different at each stage, but it doesn't have to.
To m ake an alert invisible, simply click the Visible check box to
uncheck it. However, if an alert contains any buttons besides an OK button, do not make it invisible! The only kind of alert that should be invisible is one that contains only an OK button. You can' t get into too much
trouble chang ing sounds. Simply click the number that represents the
number of beeps you want to hear.
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If the beeping of a certain alert annoys you, you can decrease the
number of beeps, or even turn the beep off. Open the offending
'ALRT' resource and choose Set 'ALRT' Stage Info from the 'ALRT'
menu. In the Sounds part of the dialog, click tl1e number of beeps
you want to hear.
An alert has to have a default button, but you can change which
button it is. The radio buttons in the Default button section of the dialog
are labeled OK and Cancel, w hich follows Apple's suggested human
interface guidelines for buttons in an alert. However, you m ight find it
easier to think about OK as Button 1 and Cancel as Button 2, since obviously the text in alert buttons can say anything. To find out which alert
button is Button 1, open the associated 'DITL' and press the Option key
to see the item numbers, as shown in Figure 10-22.
~D~ D JTL I D = 11 00 from Copy of ResEdit ~

Saue '"' before closing?

[

Yes

QJ

[

No

l$J

[

~

Con eel ~

m
Figure 10-22. Press the Option key to see the item numbers in the
'DITL'.

By the Way II>

You may have noticed that all buttons in a 'DITL' look the same,
causing you to wonder at what point the default button in an
alert acquires its dark outline. The Dialog Manager, one of the
Macintosh's user interface middlemen, takes care of it using the
infonnation set in the 'ALRT' Stage Info dialog. Because no su ch
setting exists for regular dialogs, applications have to resort to other
means for marking the default button.
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Changing the Default BuHon in an Alert
Do you frequently face an alert that seems like it has the wrong button
set as the default? For instance, some people get annoyed by the alert
shown in Figure 10-23, which you see if you use an existing name in a
Save As dialog. As the figure illustrates, you can change the default button, making it easier to overwrite existing files.

Rep loce enisling "Chap t er 10" 1
Yes

)

([

No

B

Replace eHistlng "Chapter I 0" ?
(

Yes

D [

No

Figure 10-23. If you are annoyed by having to use the mouse t o click
Yes in this alert, you can c hange the default button, which allows you
to quic kly press Return .

Follow these steps to make the change shown in the figure.
1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of your System file, then double-click
the 'ALRT' resource type.
2. Find ID -3996 in the 'ALRT' picker and double-click it. You see the
Replace existing ""0"? alert in the 'ALRT' editor.
3. Choose Set 'ALRT' Stage Info from the 'ALRT' menu. You see a
dialog similar to the one you saw in Figure 10-21.
4. Click all four radio buttons labeled Cancel, because the Yes button
is item number 2.
5. Close aJI the windows, save your work, and quit ResEdit. After you
reinstall your System file, you'll see your new alert in any application that uses the System resource.
If you decide you want to change things back, just repeat these steps,

except click the radio buttons labeled OK.
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Summary
This chapter covers four types of interrelated resources and how to edit
them: 'WIND's, 'DLOG's, 'ALRT's, and 'DITL's. Windows ('WIND')
define a rectangle having a specified size and location on the screen.
Their window frames can vary, and they can have an optional title.
Dialogs ('DLOG') and alerts ('ALRT'), which are a special subset of
dialogs, store their contents in dialog item lists ('DITL). Generally the
bulk of dialog customization takes place in the 'DITL' editor, where you
can add or change icons, pictures, and certain text items. You can also
reposition and resize dialog items. This chapter shows how to change
the size and location of a 'WIND' and how to enlarge the list box in standard file directory dialogs by changing the appropriate 'DLOG' and
'DITL'. The chapter concludes with alerts and shows you how to change
a default button in a System file 'ALRT' resource.

11

Changing Time, Date, and
Number Formats

Your Macintosh comes with resources that set the standard date, time,
and number formats for your country. Every application that displays a
date, time, or number should use these resources. If they don't, getting
the application to work in different countries becomes much more difficult. The Finder's text views, Microsoft Word's Glossary command,
FullWrite Professional's Variables command, Full Impact's da te and
time functions, and the SuperCiock shareware program all u se the 'itlO'
and 'itll' resources. In general, you can expect m ost major applications
and many smaller ones to follow the rules and use these resources. The
only way to find out for sure whether an application uses them is to
change the resources and see if the application changes. Each country
has its own 'itlO' and 'itll' resource, but the standard formats for your
country may not be exactly w hat you want. For example,
• In the U.S., the default date format includes the day of the week
(Saturday, June 29, 1991), which is often not desirable.
• The U.S. default time format is 12-hour, vvith AM and PM, but in
many cases (esp ecially for the military or when communicating
with o ther countries) a 24-hour format is desirable.
• If you do business with people in other countries, you may want
to use their currency symbol rather than yours in your communicatio ns.
179
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• In the U.S., nega tive numbers are placed within parentheses, but
you might want them preceded by a minus sign.

You can change any of these formats by modifying the 'itlO' and 'itll'
resources in your System file.
The 'itlO' resource contains the defaults for the format of numbers,
short dates (1/16/91), and time. Figure 11-1 shows the U.S. 'itlO'
resource. The numbers and times shown in a different font on the left
side of the window are examples of the current settings. As you make
changes, the examples change to show you w hat the new settings will
look like. You should not change the Cow1try Code field unless you are
actually creating a resource for a new country. You can type any character you want into the editable fields (for example, you could make your
decimal point be shown as "x" instead of ".").

0

itiO "US" ID

Numbers:

Decimal Point: -

0 from Copy of System

1

[8] leading Currency Symbol

!--

Thou sa nd s se parator: ,

1---

($ 1,234. 50)

list separator: ;

D

Minus sign for negatiue

[8] Trailing decimal zeros

1--

($0.5) , ($0.5)
Currency: $
[8] Leading integer zero
...................................................................................................~......................................................................................................
Short Date: Date separator:
D l eading 0 for day

Date Order:

I

D

M / D/Y

,... I

D
D

leading 0 for month

9/3/9 1
Include century
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Time:

[8] Leading 0 for seconds

Time separator:

12: 12:29 PM
12: 12:29 AM

Morning trailer:
Euening trailer:

24- hour trai ler:

1---

RM

1--

PM

I

[8] leading 0 for minutes

D leading 0 for hours
[8] 12- hour time cycle

Figure ll - l . The U.S. 'itiO' resource.

Manipulating this resource is as easy as filling in a dialog box. For
example, changing to 24-hour time is a simple matter of clicking the 12hour time cycle check box to turn it off. You may wonder what the side
effects of your changes mig ht be. For example, will the AM and PM
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indicators go away when you switch to 24-hour time? The examples on
the left side of the window show exactly what your new format will
look like.
The 'itll' resource shown in Figure 11-2 contail1s the defaults for the
long date format, including the names of the months and days and the
order of the month, day, and year. The date in the lower left corner in a
different font shows an example of the abbreviated and long date formats. These examples change as you enter new values. As with 'itlO',
you should not change the Country Code field unless you're making a
resource for a new country. The fields lined up across the middle of the
window represent the order of the parts of the date, and the separators
that should be used. The date has four parts (day, month, date, and
year), and they can appear in any order. Simply reset them using the
pop-up menus. You can also have any separator you want (up to three
or four characters, depending on the fieldt including spaces. For example, the separator between Day and Month in Figure 11-2 is a comma
and a space character.

January

itll "US" 10 0 from Copy of System
Names for months
Names for days
July
Sunday

~--~--------~

Monday

August

February

Tuesday

March

September

April

October

May

Nouember

Friday

June

December

Saturday

0 1 Day ..-[]1
Use

Month

~characters
Country Code:

I

Wednesday
Thursday

___,.._,1,[]1
..-101._Date

to abbreuiate names
00 - USA

..-1

Uersion:EJ
Tue, Sep 3, 1991
Tuesday, September 3, 1991

D
D

D
D
D

Year

..-10

Leading 0 in Date
Suppress Date
Suppress Day
Suppress Month
Suppress Year

Figure ll-2. The U.S. 'itll ' resource.

Again, as with the 'it!O' resource, making changes is simply a matter
of filling in a dialog box. For example, to show only the month, day, and
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year and not the day of the week, simply click the Suppress Day check
box in the lower right corner of the window. You can substitute anything you want in the Names for Months and Names for Days fields.
For example, if you type "banana" in place of Wednesday, every time
you would norma lly see the word Wednesday, you'll see the word
"banana" instead. Substituting for foreign languages is just as easy. Figure 11-3 shows the French 'itll ' resource.
D
Janllier

itll "France" ID 1 from Copy of System
Names for days
Names for months
Juillet
Oimanche
Lundi

Hwrier

Mardi

Mars

Mercredi

Avril

Jeudi

Mai

bre

Uendredi

Juin

01
Use

Samedi
Day

..-101

Date

~characters
Country Code:

I

..-101

Month

..-101

to abbreviate names
0 I - France

Mar 3 Sep 1991
Mardi 3 Septembre 199 1

..-1

Uersion:O

Year

..-10

D Leading 0 in Date
D Suppress Date
D Suppress Day

D Suppress Month
D Suppress Year

Figure 11 -3. The Frenc h 'itl1 ' resource .

..,..

Reordering Your Date
Here's an example of how you could change your date format from
Sunday, February 10, 1991 to 10 February 1991 (with no day name).
1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of your System file.
2. Open the 'itll' resource with ID 0.
3. Across the middle of the w indow is a row of four pop-up menu s
and fi ve editable fields that define the date format (as shov.rn in
Figure 11-2 and Figure 11-3). Change the second pop-up menu
from the left to Date instead of Month.

_.,
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4. Change the thjrd pop-up menu to Month instead of Date. You have
now switched the date and month parts of the date format.
5. Click the Suppress Day check box to remove the day of the week
from your date.
6. Remove the comma between the month and year. You don't need
to worry about the comma between the day of the week and datesince you're not using a day of the week, the System knows not to
use the comma.
7. That's it! Close and save the file, reinstall it in your System Folder,
restart your Mac, and you should see your new date format .

...,.

Saving a Couple of Different Formats
If you only occasiona lly need to change the format of the date or time,
you can create alternate versions of the 'it!O' and 'itll' resources that you
keep in your System file. When you wan t to switch, simply install your
alternate resource.
1. Use ResEdit to open the System file. (It's OK to edit the System file

2.
3.
4.
5.

directly this time since you won't be changing any resources it's
currently using.)
Open the 'itlO' or 'it11 ' picker.
Use the Duplicate command on the Edit menu to get a spare
version of the resource.
Open your new spare resource and make whatever changes you
will occasionally want to use.
Close and save the System file.

You can use the 'itlb' resource to tell the System to use your new 'it!O'
or 'itll' resource. Just follow these steps.
1. Open the System file with ResEdit.

2. Open the 'itlb' picker.
3. Open the 'itlb' resource with ID of 0. (If you're using a System
software version before 7.0, you may see an alert warning you that
the template needs more data. Just click OK.) You should see a
window similar to the one shown in Figure 11-4.
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itiO id
number
itll id
number
itl2 id
number
flags word
itl4 id
number

1- 1
lo
lo

I
I

17
lo

Figure 11-4. Change the 'itiO' and 'itl1 ' numbers for your new
resources.

4. The first two fields (itlO id number and itll id number) contain the
resource IDs of the 'itlO' and 'itll' resources used by the System.
Change one or both fields to contain the resource IDs of your new
resources.
5. Close and save the System file and restart your Mac.
When you want to change back, just restore the original resource ID
mm1bers in your 'itlb' resource.
Hint ~

You can use a different approach if you want to use your special
format only in certain applications. Make a copy of the application
and use ResEdit to install your custom 'itlO' ru1d 'itll' resources with
ID 0 right into the copy. In most applications (including HyperCard,
Microsoft Excel, and MacProject JJ), the new formatting will be used
the next time you use the copy of the application. This allows you,
for example, to keep your Macintosh in French but use a U.S. copy
of Microsoft Excel.

.,..

Using the International Control Panel
lf you have the International Control Panel that Apple includes with all
systems shipped outside the United States, you can switch between

..,.
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resources much more easily. The International Control Panel shown in
Figure 11-5 displays a list of the names of all 'itlO' resources fow1d in the
System file. If you create a custom 'itlO' or 'itll ', just give it a unique
name (with the Get Resource Info command), and you can use the Control Panel to activate your special formatting. Keep in mind, though,
that the International Control Panel only lists 'itlO' resources, even
though it switches both 'itlO' and 'itll ' resources. If you only want to
change your 'itll' resource, you'll need to duplicate your original 'itlO'
resource and give it a unique name and ID that's the same as your new
'itll' resource. (The International Control Panel's Sorting Order list lets
you pick the way your Mac sorts text strings. It lists the 'itl2' resources
in your System file. These are code resources that you can' t edit.)
Control Panel
Datt> 1 Timt> 1 and Numbt>r Formats
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Summary
In this chapter we show you ways you can customize your time, date,
and number formats. The 'itlO' resource lets you change your number,
short date, and time format. The 'itll' resource lets you change your
long date format. These resources are intended to allow your Macintosh
to be localized for other countries, but you can use them to make sure
your times, dates, and numbers are formatted just the way you want
them.

12

Fiddling with Fonts

The variety of fonts and text styles available on the Macintosh has
certainly contributed to its popularity. Despite this embarrassment of
riches, at times you may have wished you could d1ange some letters in
your favorite fonts, or add a few special characters or symbols. Maybe
you'd like to add a fraction or a mini-icon, or put a slash through the
zero in a certain font so you can distinguish it from an uppercase 0.
Whole books have been written about fonts and typography, so obviously a thorough treatment of the topic goes beyond the scope of this
chapter. That's why we skip the terminology distinctions between typefaces and fonts, and don't mention kerning, proportional fonts, or fractional character w idths. (Well, OK, we just mentioned them, but that
was it.) ResEdit's 'FONT' editor is a good tool, but if you' re interested in
heavy-duty font projects, you should look into the various font editing
software packages available. ResEdit can help you adjust many fonts,
but no t all of them. There are two general kinds of Mac fonts, and you
need to understand the difference before you can figure out which fonts
you can attempt to restyle with ResEdit. Knowing a few basics about
fonts will not only help you figure out which fonts you can modify, it
will help you understand ResEdit's 'FONT' editor. Our goal here is simply to give you a basic understanding you can apply w hen tinkering
with your fonts.
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Two Ways to Draw Text
It may sound strange, but the Mac can do so much with text partly
because it doesn't have what's called a text mode on more primitive
computers. The Mac treats everything, including text, as graphics.
QuickDraw, the graphics wizard residing in ROM, controls what your
Mac draws on the screen, as well as what some printers, such as the
ImageWriter, print. When QuickDraw sends a character to a screen or a
printer, it sends a bitmap of the character. Such fonts are often called
bitmap fonts or screen fonts.
There's another way to draw fonts. Some fonts are made up of mathematical descriptions of characters rather than bitmaps. Such fonts are
often called outline fonts or laser fonts. (The misleading term laser font
probably arose partly because PostScript, a standard page description
language for drawing outline fonts, is included in the ROM in some
laser printers.) For our purposes in this chapter, all you need to know
about outline fonts is that you can not edit them with ResEdit. You may
be able to edit their corresponding screen fonts, however, which are
bitmap fonts. Just remember that such changes won't affect the printer's
output.
In fact, if you have Adobe Type Manager or Apple's TrueType you
can probably skip this chapter. Both of these products solve the
schizophrenia of screen versus printer fonts because they use outline
fonts to create both. As a result, you can't do any useful editing with
ResEdit.

By the Way .,..

.,..

If you need to edit outline fonts, look for applications specifically
developed to do just that. Fontographer (Altsys Corporation) is one
such program .

Bitmap Fonts
Having dispensed with outline fonts, let's focus on bitmap fonts. There
are two types of bitmap font resources: 'FONT' and 'NFNT' (New
FoNT), which came along with the 128K ROM. This resource type has
the same format as the 'FONT' type but can accommodate many more
fonts. (You can find out about 'NFNT' resources in the "Font Manager"
chapters of Inside Macintosh, Volume IV, Chapter 5, and Volume V, Chapter 9.) Although you can open 'NFNT' resources in ResEdit's 'FONT'
editor and browse through them, you can't seriously edit them. (You

.,..
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can alter the characters somewhat, but you can' t change their sizes at
all.) Commercial 'NFNT' editors are available if you really need to edit
'NFNT' fonts.
Lest you should feel you' re left with typographical dregs, rest assured
that many of the most familiar Mac fonts-including all the "city name"
fonts such as New York, Athens, San Francisco and Cairo-are stored in
'FONT' resources. After a few more font basics, the rest of this chapter is
devoted to these and other 'FONT' resources and what you can do with
them.
~

Font Basics
When you're deciding how to d isplay text, you choose the font by its
name, such as New York or Chicago, and you choose a size. The font
size, as shown in Figure 12-1, is the distance between the ascent line (the
height of the tallest characters) and the descent line (the lowest point that
the "tails" of letters like g and y toud1). Depending on the font, individual characters may vary in width.

By the Way

IJlto

Font size is measured in points, a typographer's term that roughly
equals 1/72 of an inch. But two fonts with the same font size may
not actually be the same size on the screen or when printed. Font
sizes tend to be most useful for distinguishing between sizes within
the same font.

8-------b-------------- :::::~~ne
---- __ t::;ll_ ---- ------

Font~i~~-!------

-__ _ _ _ _ _ - -_ _ - - - - - - _Y~ - -

Descent Hne

Figure 12-1. The size of a font is the distance between the tops of the
tallest c haracters (the ascent line) and the botto ms of the lowest
c haracters (the descent line).

Althoug h you keep track of fonts by their names, your Mac keeps
track of font numbers. All the different sizes of a font belong to the same
font family, w hich has a unique font number. The resource ID for a font
family is calculated from its font number. Each size of a font is stored
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as a separate resource, as you can see in Figure 12-2, which shows a
'FONT' picker. Because every size of a font is a separate resource, you
have to remember to modify each size you use. The figure also shows
that the ID of a 'FONT' resource is always equal to the font famHy's
resource ID plus the point size. We'll explain more about font munbering later.

FONTs from Cop

12
364
393
394
396
39B
402
404
406
51 2
521
524

2942
0
2594
2226
3206
3606
4666
5696
7626
0
2466
2496

Chicago 12
Font Fami 1y: Geneva
Geneva 9
Geneva 10
Geneva 12
Geneva 14
Geneva 16
Geneva 20
Geneva 24
Font Fami 1y: Monaco
Monaco 9
Monaco 12

Figure 12-2. The 'FONT' picker shows that each size of a font is a
separate resource.

You may also choose a s tyle, such as italic or bold, when you're
deciding how to display text. You can get styled text two ways. Font
families may include styled fonts as separate resources, such as an italic
Athens. If styled fonts aren't available, your Mac can apply the style,
achieving italics, for u1stance, by slanting the characters. The important
thing to remember is that you can't edit styled text unless it's a separate
font resource.
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Remember that to get the best results with your ImageWriter you
need an installed font twice as large as the size you want. This is
because the ImageWriter prints 144 dots p er inch, which is twice the
typical screen resolution of 72 pixels per inch. (The ImageWriter LQ
needs a font three times as large, and other printers m ay h ave other
requirem ents.) For example, if you want 9-point text to look as good
as possible in Best mode, you should have an 18-p oint font installed.
So if you edit the 9-point resource, you should also edit the 18-point
resource if you want to see your results on the printer and the
screen .

Hint..,

A font can contain 255 unique characters, but every character need
no t be defined. (All the font sizes in a font family d on' t have to contain
exactly the same set of characters, either.) The standard Macintosh characters and their ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) numbers are shown in Figure 12-3. As you might expect, certain
fonts made up of symbols or pictures correspond only minimally with
the ASCII chart. Every font contains a missing symbol (an empty rectangle character) in addition to the maximum 255 distinct characters. The
Mac draw s the missing symbol if you type a character that's missing
from the font.
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Fig ure 12-3. To find the ASCII number of a c ha racter in the standard
Mac intosh c haracter set , ad d the c haracter's colum n number to its
row numbe r. (Fo r example : R = 80 + 2 = 82.)
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Another thing to remember is that, depending on which Mac you
have, some fonts may reside in ROM. (Appendix D lists the resources
stored in ROM.) Although some fonts and some sizes may be duplicated in the System file (for the sake of older, smaller ROMs), editing
these System file font resources would usually be pointless because
ROM fonts override them. However, even though you can't edit
resources in ROM, you can make your Mac ignore them. A section later
in this chapter shows you how to override ROM 'FONT' resources and
suggests a couple of fun changes you can make in the System font-the
font used for window titles, the menu bar, and most dialog and alert
boxes. If you want to use an entirely different 'FONT' resource for the
System font, you can find instructions in Chapter 13.

Ill-

The 'FONT' Editor
As you can see in Figure 12-4, the 'FONT' editor has three panels and a
fairly standard tool palette. The sample text panel displays text in the
font and size you're editing. If the character you're working on isn't represented in the sample, simply click the panel and type some new text.
The text sample gets updated as you edit, so you can always see your
changes in the context of surrounding characters.
Character

The quick brown fox jumps over
the lazy dog.

Sample
Text Panel

:

• •
••==••
••
••

···-·•••

•••

B

Character
Selecllon
Panel

Tool
Palet1e

Figure 12-4. The 'FONT' editor has three panels and a standard tool
palette.
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The character selection panel shows a three-character section of the
list of characters in a font. (They're listed in ASCII order.) The selected
character occupies the middle position and has a box arow1d it. The box
is drawn with solid lines to indicate when this panel is active, otherwise
the box is dotted. When this is the active panel, you ca n select a character simply by typing it, using whatever key combination is necessary.
You can also scroll through the character list by clicking the end characters. To scroll quickly, click one of the end characters and drag the poin ter outside the selection panel.
The character editing panel s hows a fatbits enlargement of the
selected character. The three black triangles along the left edge of the
w indow mark the ascent line, the baseline, and the descent line, as
described in Figure 12-1. You can move the ascent or descent lines by
dragging them, but doing so alters the font size for the entire font, not
just the character you're editing. Any bits you click ou tside these limits
are ignored, which can be a little confusing since the bits do appear. The
two black triangles along the bottom mark the left and right limits of the
character, and the distance between them is the character width. We rec- ommend that you avoid changing character widths, because doing so
affects how the characters look when flanked by other characters. If you
want to see how a character is spaced relative to one of these five limit
lines, click and hold the appropriate triangle marker to make a dotted
limit line appear across the editing panel.
Hint ...

This editor doesn't have all the features of the other fatbits editors,
and some things work a bit differently. The differences are minor, so
you might not notice at all, but then again you might have an unsettling, slightly confused feeling. Since knowledge is the best
weapo11 to fight confusion, here's a list of a few of the differences.
• In the other fatbits editors, the eraser can knock ou t up to four
bits at a time. The 'FONT' editor's eraser can only erase one bit at
a time. (You'll quickly figure out which comer is the important
one.) When in use it looks different, too, so you have a visual
reminder.
• There's no hand pointer. When you want to move a selection, you
get the arrow pointer.
• The 'FONT' editor doesn't have the tool palette mouse shortcuts
described for the other editors in Chapter 5 (such as doubleclicking the eraser to clear the editing panel).
• You can't use the arrow keys to nudge a selection.
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Information about the current character is listed across the bottom of
the panel. Its ASCII number is on the left, followed by the offset, w hich
is the distance (in pixels) from the left limit to the first pixel of the cha racter. The character width and its location in the font data are also listed.
As you edit, your changes are reflected in the sample text and the char acter selection panel-as long as your m onitor is set to show ju s t black
and white. ResEdit alerts you if your monitor is set to display more than
two colors, explaining that you won't get to see the results of your
ch anges.
Now you're ready to start improving your fonts.

If you don't see your changes reflected in the sample text, it's
probably b ecause the System is u sing a ROM version o f the sam e
font. You can find out how to override ROM fonts later in this
chapter.

Hint .,..

.,..

Editing a Character
In many fonts (Chicago and Monaco, for example) you can't te ll the
difference between a zero and an uppercase 0. Sometimes th ere's a similar problem with lowercase land uppercase I. Context doesn't always
help you out, a nd even if it does, the momentary confusion slows you
dow n. Besides, why should you h ave to resort to context? Why not put
a slash through the zero so you 'll always know which character you're
looking at? You probably have Chicago 12 in your ROM, so you can't
ch ange its zero unless you override the ROM font wi th th e System file
font, as described later in this chapter. The same holds true for Monaco
9, so for now, let's fix Monaco 12. Of course you can fix other fonts, too,
and the s teps are the sam e.
As always, the safest course is to work on a cop y of the resource. If
you have your fonts installed with a program like Suitcase II, you can
just copy the file that has Monaco in it. If you've installed your fonts
with Font/ DA Mover, you can work on a copy of your System file. Once
you becom e familiar with ResEdit and the 'FONT' editor, you probably
don't have to work on a copy, if you ' re m a king a simple ch ange like
this, and if you're very careful.
1. Use ResEdit to open the font file you copied. Op en the 'FONT' type
to get to the 'FONT' picker.

..,.
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2. Open the 'FONT' resource that's named "Monaco 12." (More than
likely~ it will have ID 524.)
3. The font resource opens in the 'FONT' editor, with the letter A
selected. To move to zero, type a zero.
4. Click the pencil tool if it's not already selected and add the
diagonal slash to the zero, as shown in Figure 12-5. If you w ant to
try out your new zero, click the sample text panel and type in
something appropriate.
5. Save your changes and quit ResEdit.

Which movie won IB Oscars?

•••
••• ••••
•••• ••
•••••••

ASCII

Offs•t

Width

l ocation

48

1

7

64

Figure 12-5. Adding a slash to a zero helps you distinguish it from an
uppercase 0.

After you reinstall your altered font file, you'll be able to distinguish
zeros from uppercase Os in Monaco 12. If you work on a font having
multiple sizes, remember you have to individually edit each size.
IJll-

Adding a Character to a Font
Adding a special character to a font can be almost as easy as editing an
existing one. You can crea te the character right in the font, or you can
copy the bits from another font or even from a paint or draw program.
You just have to do a little preparation first to figure out where in the
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font to add it. In this example, we' ll add the Command key symbol(~),
to New York 12. Make a copy of the appropriate font file(s) before you
start.
I. Open the Key Caps desk accessory and look at the font you want to

change. You're looking for easy-to-remember key combinations
that aren't already taken. Control or Option-Shift often have lots of
openings. Make a mental or written note of the available spot(s)
you want to use. You may also want to verify that you know the
location of the character you want to copy. You can find the
Command-key symbol at Con trol-q in Chicago. As it turns out,
Control-q is ava ilable in New York too, which is easy to remember.
(The Control key is usually available because it's reserved for
terminal emulation and other software. If you use the Control key
for terminal emulation or any other purposes, maybe you should
stick with Option-Shift. Also, if you have a Mac Plus, your
keyboard doesn't have a Control key, so you should definitely stick
with Option-Shift.)
By the Way Ill>

You can also look for likely key combinations using the 'KCHR'
editor, if you're familiar with it. Just be sure to switch to the
particular font you're interested h1. For more information, see
Chapter 9.
2. Use ResEdit to open (a copy of) the file containing Chicago. Open
the 'FONT' resource type, a11d then open Chicago 12. (Most likely,
it will have 10 12.)
3. When Chicago opens in the 'FONT' editor, scroll to the Command
key symbol by dragging the box in the character selection panel, or
simply type Control-q, to select it. (If you have a Mac Plus, you
can' t type Control-q, so you have to scroll. The ASCII number
you're heading for is 17.)
4. Click the selection tool, drag the marquee around the characte1~
and copy it. Close the Chicago 'FONT' resource.
5. Now open a copy of the font you want to add to, New York 12.
Type the key combination you're adding the character to, in this
case Control-g.
6. Paste the copied character and, if necessary, position it by
dragging.
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7. The new character has a character width of 0, which means it will
appear right on top of the surrounding characters. (You can test
this by typing in some sample text.) The left and right character
limits (indicated by the black triangles) are stacked on top of each
o ther in the bottom center of the editing panel. To give the character width, just drag one triangle to the left and the other to the
right. Leaving an extra one-bit space on each side is nice, but it's
up to you.
8. If you want to do any final positioning, simply drag the selection
marquee arotmd the character, then drag the selection where you
want it, keeping an eye on the sample text.
9. When you're satisfied w ith your work, save the file and quit
ResEdit.
You can add the symbol to all the other sizes of New York following
this same procedure. For larger sizes, you'll need to redraw the symbol
to enlarge it so it won't look dwarfed by surrounding characters. (You
could scale the character by pasting it into a larger or smaller selection
rectangle, but you'll probably have to touch it up anyway.) You can also
try adding fra ctions, scientific or mathema tical symbols, mini-icons, or
your monogram. You're limited only by your imagination and the space
vvith.in the font.
Many fonts have unusual characters that you can type by pressing
Option-Shift-tilde(-). Robots, hearts, flowers, Macs, apples, borders,
and various animals are just some of what you'll find . Different sizes
of the font may contaiJ1 different characters, but Key Caps only
shows you one font size. You can find all these "hidden'' characters,
and copy them if you wish, ushtg the 'FONT' edjtor.

Hint Ill>

.,..

Overriding Your ROM Font
The System font, usually Chicago 12, is the font used for wiJ1dow titles,
the menu bar, and most dialog and alert boxes. Because it's stored in
ROM, you can't change it. But several of its characters can be fLm or useful to modify, as you have seen. Fortunately, you can tell your Mac to
ignore the 'FONT' resource in ROM and use the one stored in the System file instead. Here's how to override your ROM font.
1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of your System file.
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2. Open the 'ROv#' picker (double-click the 'ROv#' resource type).
3. You should see a List of several 'ROv#' resources. Each resource
specifies the ROM overrides for a different version of the ROM.
Since you probably don' t know what version of the ROM you
have, you shouJd make your changes in every 'ROv#' resource.
Open the first resource. You should see a window similar to the
one shown in Figure 12-6.
ROu# I D = 11 7 from Copy of System
Uersion
NumTypes
1)

*****

TYPE

I DRUR

RES ID
2)

*****

TYPE

I MDH

RES ID

lo

3)

*****

Figure 12-6. A ROM override resource from the System file.

4. Click the last row of asterisks (*****) in the window and select
Insert New Fields from the Resource menu. (This is a template
resource. For information abou t working with templates, see
Chapter 14.)
5. Fill in the two new fields with the 'FONT' resource type and the
resource ID of the System fon t (12 for 12-point Chicago). Your
window shouJd now look like the one shown in Figure 12-7.

IJl>
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Uersion
Nu mType s

2

1) ...........

TYPE

loRun

RES ID

12

2)

"'*"'**

TYPE

I M DH

RES I D

lo

3)

"'"'*"'*

TYPE

l roNT

RES ID

112

4)

***"'*

Figure 12-7. Add an override for the 'FONT' resource with ID 12.

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for every 'ROv#' resource in your System file.
7. Close and save the file, and quit ResEdit.
8. Install your modified System file, and restart your Macintosh. You
won't see any difference after you restart, but you will be using the
System 'FONT' from the System file rather than the ROM. You can
now edit the Chicago 12 'FONT' in your System file and see your
changes in the m enu bar, in w indow title bars, and in most dialog
boxes.
Now that you're not using the ROM font anymore, w hat changes can
you make? As with every other font, you can change any of the characters to look any way you like. For instance, we already showed you how
to make the zero and the uppercase 0 look different. Maybe you'd also
like to fix the uppercase I and lowercase I that look exactly alike. Even
better, why not substitute your initials for the apple character that's
used for the title of the Apple menu? You can also change the ~ character that menus use to show Command-key equivalents to a a character
since both symbols are on the key cap anyway. These last two changes
are illustrated in Figure 12-8.
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Edit
Open

Uiew

Special

aN
co

Pr in t
Close
Get Info
Duplicate
Put Away
Page Setup ...
Print Directory ...

Figure 12-8. Why not use your initials instead of the apple in the
Apple me nu title, and apples inst ead of the 3€ ?
If you open Chicago 12 in the 'FONT' editor, you can find the e5
character by typing Control-t and the ~ character by typing Control-g.
Simply copy the e5 character to Control-q, then go back and substitute (or
create) yam monogram in place of the apple at Control-t. Remember, you'll
lose the ~ character forever Lulless you first copy it to an empty spot in the
font, or keep a copy of the Chicago 'FONT' resource.
Warning ..,.

Remember, w hen you change Chicago for your menus, you change
it for every thing else, too-you're changing the font itself. So that
means if you ever use Chicago in documents, and if you use these
d1ar acters, you'll have to type Control-q instead of Control-t to get
the apple. If you type Control-t, you get your monogram. But if you
then take your documents to another Mac, you won't get the apple,
you 'll get the 3€ character instead. You can still get all the characters
you need, but they're in different places. Obviously, keeping track of
what's where can make your head spin, so you should consider the
ramifications before you make your changes.

..,..
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The 'FOND' Resource
For most of what you'll do with the 'FONT' editor the only resource
type you need to know about is the 'FONT'. Some projects, however,
may involve another resource, too. If you add a new font resource to a
font family or create a new font (both potentially major tmdertakings!),
you need to update or create an associated 'FOND', which is sort of a
font bookkeeping resource.
One 'FOND' resource is associa ted w ith each font family, and it can
store a grea t deal of information about the 'FONT' (or 'NFNT') resources
it "owns." You can edit this inform ation in a 'FOND' template. (For
more information about using templates, see Chapter 14.) Each 'FOND'
has a unique ID, which is the same as the font number your Mac uses to
keep track of fonts. Table 12-1 shows the standard font numbers for
some common fonts. The resource IDs of 'FONT' and 'FOND' resources
in a family are related. The ID of the parent 'FON D' multiplied by 128
gives you the Font Family resource ID; add the point size of a 'FONT' to
determine tha t 'FONT' resource's ID. (Font number x 128 + point size =
'FONT' resource ID. For Geneva 10: 3 x 128 + 10 = 394)
Because of the way 'FONT' resource IDs are calcula ted , 'FOND'
resources can have IDs only from 0 (Chicago, the default System font)
through 255. Only half those numbers are available for third-party font
families, however, beca use Apple reserves IDs 0 through 127. Because
the number of existing bitmap fonts exceeds the number of IDs available, conflicts are unavoidable. When you move fonts around with the
Font/DA Mover, it changes font numbers to make sure no two fonts
have the same number. ('NFNT' resources avoid this problem. The IDs
of 'NFNT's are no t calc ulated fro m the resource IDs of their parent
'FOND's, so more IDs are available for both 'NFNT's and 'FOND's.)
We'll touch on o nly a few of the fields in the 'FOND' template. Many
of the fields are optional. For more information, see the "Font Manager"
chapters of Inside Macintosh, Volwnes IV and V.

...,

Creating or Updating a 'FOND'
We don't encourage you to try to create a w hole new font using ResEdit.
At best it's a long, tedious process, and as we mentioned early in this
chapter, other software packages are better sui ted to the task. Still, you
may want to keep a small collection of characters or symbols handy all
in one place. If you ga ther them together into a 'FONT' resource, you'll
be able to use the Key Caps desk accessory to jog your memory about
which characters are available and where.
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Table 12-1. Standard font numbers for some common fonts.

Font number
0

1

2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
11

12
13
14

15
16
18

20
21
22
23
33
34
Hint .,.

Font Name
System font (Chicago)
Default application font (usually Geneva)
New York
Geneva
Monaco
Venice
London
Athens
San Francisco
Toronto
Cairo
Los Angeles
Zapf Dingbats
Bookman
N Helvetica Narrow
Palatine
Za pf Chancery
Times
Helvetica
Courier
Symbol
Avant Garde
New Century Schlbk

Remember, the font you create will eventually be listed in your Font
menu, so the name matters a little. Normally the menu font is
Chicago, but with some utilities, such as Suitcase II, you can make
the fonts write their own names. For cosmetic reasons, you might
make a point of creating the characters that allow the font to spell its
own name. That way you won't see the missing symbol rectangles
on your font menu!

1. As always, the safest first step is to make a copy of the file to which

you'll add your new 'FONT'.
2. Use ResEdit to open the file, and create a new 'FONT' resource.

.,
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(Choose Create New Resource from the Resource m enu.)
Remember, you can do this from the type picker or from the
'FONT' picker. You see the alert shown in Figure 12-9. Click OK.

Adding a font requires that a
corresponding entry be made in the
FOND resource. Update the FOND and
saue the file before editing the new
FONT.

Cancel

OK

D

Figure 12-9. If you create a 'FONT' , you have to update (or create)
the associated 'FOND' resource, as this alert box reminds you.

3. Next you see the dialog shown in Figure 12-10. Fill in the new
name and point size, then click OK. ResEdit then opens the 'FONT'
editor.

Auant Garde
B Aachen Bold

m::::·

1£
~

Family Name

~1 112~.~:::~~:
1

Cooper Black:
!i!!!i
Copperplate31 ab mm
Courier
m!!!

~r:~~~:~~~:i No~ ~" "(; ; ; ; ; ;O; ; ;K;; ; ; ; ; ; ;D;~

(

Cancel )

Figure 12-10. You name your new font family in this dialog.
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4. You can create and edit your new characters now or later, or you
can divide the work into several sessions. Before you can experiment w ith your new font outside the editor, you've got to create a
new 'FOND' resource. Close the 'FONT' editor and go back to the
'FONT' picker.
5. In the 'FONT' picker you can see that, in addition to your new
'FONT' resource, ResEdit automatically created the Font Family
resource (which has a size of 0) and is required for a font to be
recognized. Make a note of both ID numbers. You have to enter the
'FONT' resource ID into the 'FOND' you're about to create, and you
need the Font Family resource ID to calculate what the ID of the
'FOND' should be.
6. Go back to the type picker, open the 'FOND' picker, and create a
new 'FOND' resource. (Choose Create New Resource from the
Resource menu.)
7. Choose Get Resource Info from the Resource menu. Type the name
of your new font in the Name field. (If you need a refresher, see the
end of Chapter 3.) Divide the Font Family resource ID (you made a
note of it in Step 5) by 128 and enter the result in the ID field. Close
the Resource Info window.
8. Now you're ready to fill in a few fields in the 'FOND' template.
Figure 12-11 shows the first part of a fairly typical 'FOND'
template. In the Family ID field, enter the resource ID of the
'FOND'. You can enter $4000 (for a monospaced font) or $6000 (for
a proportional font) in the Flag word field, or you can just leave
these and the other fields blank.
9. Scroll to the bottom of the template and click the row of five
asterisks you see just above the field called "The Tables." Choose
Insert New Field(s) from the Resource menu, and the three fields
shown in Figure 12-12 are inserted. Fill in the appropriate values
for Font Size, Font Style (generally 0 for plain, unstyled characters),
and Resource ID (you made a note of it in Step 5).
10. Save your changes, quit ResEdit, and install the font file you've
altered. When you restart, you should see your new font on the
font menu!
If you add a new 'FONT' resource to an existing font family, you have
to update the associated 'FOND' to make sure your Mac can find your
new 'FONT'. Just open the existing 'FOND' and follow Steps 9 and 10.

.,.
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FOND "Monaco" I D = 4 from Copy of System

§0

Flog word
Family ID

4

First Char

$0000

lost Char

$00 00

Rscent

0

Descent

0

leading

0

WidMoH

0

Offset to
width tables

$00000000

Figure 12-11. The first few fields of a typical 'FOND' resource.

0§

FOND "Mansfield" ID

#of Font
entries
1)

=

26 from Copy of System

~

Q

0

***"'*

Font Size
Font Style

jo

Res 10

13340

2)

"'***"'

The Tables

$1

I

I

~------------------------~

Figure 12- 12. You have to add this set of three fields (Font Size, Font
Style, and Resource ID) to the corresponding 'FOND' any time you
c reate a new 'FONT'.
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Summary
This chapter describes some basic information abou t fonts to give you
enough background to successfully tinker with your fonts in the 'FONT'
editor. You can edit only bitmap fonts with ResEdit, and because each
size of a font is stored in a separa te resource, you have to edit each size
individually. We describe how to edit an existing character, how to add a
character or symbol to a font, and how you ca n override fonts in ROM.
We also explain how to create a new fon t. Crea ting new 'FONT'
resources requires that you create or update the corresponding 'FOND',
so we explain how to do that, too. Now you're ready to have fun fixing
fonts.

13

Tips and Tricks

This chapter contains a collection of unrelated projects to help you get
the most from your Macintosh. Most other chapters also contain projects
related to their topics, so be sure to scan the Table of Contents for the
tips that interest you.
~

Using Other Paint Programs With MacPaint Files
The MacPaint file format has become a standard on the Macintosh. Most
clip art comes as MacPaint files, and taking a picture of the screen w ith
Command-Sh ift-3 creates a MacPaint file. If you own MacPaint and li ke
to use it as your main painting program, this isn' t a problem (and you
can skip this tip). If you use one of the other popular paint programs,
however, this gets annoying pretty quickly. Instead of simply doubleclicking a file to open it, you have to find your paint program, open
it and then open the file. H ere's a way around the problem. (The next
tip shows you how to make Command-Shift-3 create a fi le in other
forma ts.)
1. Make a copy of your paint application.

2. Start ResEdit and choose Get File/Folder Info from the File menu.
3. Select the copy of your paint program and click the Get Info
button. You'll see a window similar to the one in Figure 13-1.
207
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4. Write down the four-character Creator type you see on the right
side of the window (you'll need this if you want to restore your
application later). For example, Figure 13-1 shows that
SuperPaint's Creator type is 'SPNT'.
5. Change the creator to 'MPNT' for MacPaint (be sure to type it in
capital letters).
6. Save and quit ResEdit.
7. From the Finder, open the folder that contains the copy of your
application. If the folder is already open, close and reopen it. This
forces the Finder to notice your change.

Info for SuperPaint 2.0
File

I SuperPaint

Type I RPPL

2.0

I

D

System
D lnuisible
D On Desk
18] I nited
D Shared
D No I nits
D Rlways sw itch launch

Creator

~~~

Color: l

Black

D Resource map is read only

D

,..I

18] Bundle

D File

Protect

Printer driuer is MultiFinder compatible D File Busy

Created
Modified
Size

5/24/89 12:00:00 PM

D File Locked

1/9/91 1 :57 :34 PM
526393 bytes in resource fork
data fork

o byte s in

Figure 13-1. Change the Creator field to 'MPNT'.

Now when you double-click a screen shot created with CommandShift-3 or any other MacPaint file, your paint program starts instead of
MacPaint. The only problem with this approach is that if you want to
op en a file created with your paint program, it'll no longer work
because the Finder now thinks your program is MacPaint. One way to
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get around this problem if you have a h ard disk with enough spare
room is to keep both the old and new versions of your application.
When you edit a MacPaint document your Mac uses your n ew, modified copy, and when you edit a normal document your Mac uses your
original application. Be sure to g ive your modified copy a name (like
SuperPaint-MPNT) that lets you dis ting uis h b etween your original
application and your modified copy.
This approach won't work if you have a copy of MacPaint on your
disk, but then, if you did, you wouldn' t have to worry about any of this.

~

Reading Screen Shots into Your Paint Program
If you ever m ake screen shots to includ e in your documents and you
don't u se MacPaint, you've probably been frustrated b y the fact that
you can' t double-click the screen shot file to start your paint program. A
way to solve this problem for any MacPaint file is detailed above. This
approach has the problem tha t you n eed to keep two copies of your
paint program. If you're only worried about screen shots, here's a better
approach.

1. Start ResEdit and choose Get File/Folder Info from the File m enu.
2. In the standard file directory dialog tha t appears, select your p~int
program (the one you want to op en when you double-click a screen
shot).
3. Write down the four characters shown in the Creator field on the
right side of the window. (For example, as shown in Figure 13-1,
SuperPaint's crea tor is 'SPNT'.)
4. Use ResEdit to open a copy of your System file.
5. Open the 'FKEY' resource with ID 3 (this is the Command-Shift-3
screen shot 'FKEY'). The 'FKEY' resource open s in the hexadecima l
editor. Appenctix C explains how to use the hex editor, but we'll give
you the basics h ere.
6. Choose Find ASCII from the Find m enu.
7. Enter 'MPNT' (be sure to type it in capital letters) and click the Find
Next button.
8. Click the window tha t's showing your 'FKEY' . You'll see 'MPNT'
highlighted in the lower right part of the window, as sh own in
Figure 13-2.
9. Change 'MPNT' to the four characters you fotmd in the Creator field
of your paint program ('SPNT' for SuperPaint). You can do this by
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typing your new characters over the selected characters in the
right part of the window. Copy the characters (uppercase or
lowercase) exactly. Be sure not to make any other changes in this
window. (If you accidentally change something else, choose
Revert This Resource from the Resource menu and try again.)
10. Close and save the file.
11. Install your modified System file and restart.

I

Copy of System
Ty

FKEYs from Copy of System

I

FKEY I D = 3 from Copy of System
At
A

m
bo

Ct
Cll

cc

cc
ci
cl
cl

en

B::::

000148
000150
000158
000150
000168
000170
000178
000180
000 188
000190
000 198
OOOIAO
OOOIA8
000190

0000
7000
0500
5C04
0106
6166
3006
5341
303C
FFFC
FFFC
51C9
5522
0020

0008
224C
5002
7407
51CB
5558
323C
5020
0023
4 1EE
244F
FFFO
2 17C
217C

5004
0111
0590
5288
FFE8
SICC
0200
41EE
4258
FFBO
5 13A
204F
504E

538C
5704
5342
02F8
244F
FFCO
9240
FFBO
SICS
2048
652C
AOOC
5447

~050 4E5~

D

DDDDmDSII
pD .. LDDgD
D- ' DDeSB
I DtDRawD
DDQADD$0
affXQi!!OC.
OD2< 0- j@
SAm ADD•
O<DIIBXQ.,
DDADOoo- H
DD$0a: f ,
Q... DD OtO
f .. ! IPNTG

D ! lllmJ

Change ASCI I

Find ASCII:

IMPNT

I

Change To:

I

I

~ Find NeHt

l

(Change, Then Find) ( Change ) (Change All)

Figure 13-2. Use the Find d ialog t o find 'MPNT'.

Now \vhen you use Command-Shift-3 to take a screen shot, you can
double-click the resulting file and your paint application will be
launched. If you use a desk accessory such as Camera or a different
'FKEY', you sho uld still be able to use this trick. If you use a desk accessory, you can use the follovving steps to find the characters you need to
change.
1. Find the Creator of your paint application, as described previously.
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2. Use ResEdit to open the suitcase file containing the DA you want
to modify.
3. Open the 'DRVR' type picker.
4. Choose the Open Using Hex Editor command on the Resource
menu to open the 'DRVR' resource you want to change. The
resource's name should be the same as the name of the desk
accessory.
5. Find and change 'MPNT' to your paint application's Crea tor ty pe,
as p reviously described .

...,.

Changing Graphical Elements in HyperCard
HyperCard contains many special icons and pointers you might want to
fiddle with, but they aren' t stored where you would expect. If you want
to change, say, the hand pointer, in most applications you would look
for a 'CURS' resource, but in HyperCard you must look in a 'FONT' resource. H yperCard keeps all its graphical elements in a 'FONT' resource.
Like Cairo and Zapf Dingbats, the characters in the H yp erCard font display pictures instead of the usual alphabetic characters. For example,
typing an A displays a picture of a padlock. The contents of the 'FONT'
for HyperCard version 1.2 are shown in Figure 13-3.

Figure 13-3. Graphics in the HyperCard font.
By the Way .,_

Hyp erCard 2.0 uses an 'NFNT' resource instead of a 'FONT resource. As you m ay remember from Chapter 12, you can use the
'FONT' editor to change the characters in an 'NFNT' resource, as
long as you don' t change their sizes.
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Before we tell you how to find and change the item you're looking for,
you need a bit more information about editing this particular font. From
ResEdit's point of view, this is a very strange font. Not only is it not part
of a normal font family, but it doesn't even have a font family recordthe resource with a len gth of zero that contains the name of the font
family. Because of this, when you open this font the 'FONT' editor won't
show you any of the special characters on the right side of the w indow
in the list or example text as illustrate d in Figure 13-4. Don't worry
about this-the changes you make w ill still show up in the font. Instructions at the end of this section d escribe how to make a few changes so
ResEdit can correctly display tl1e examples.

Text dlspleyed I s not shown In the
font being edited.

ASCII

Offset

65

9

\(idth

IS

Location

93

Fig ure 13-4. HyperCard's font contains graphics instead of
c haracters.

Note that this section shows you only how to change HyperCard.
If you want more d etails about h ow to modify fonts, p lease refer to
Ch apter 12.
Also n ote that by following these instructions you'll be changing the
pictures HyperCard uses. Except for the brush sh apes, h owever, you
can't change tl1e actions HyperCard performs w hen it uses the pictures.
Ch an ging this font is really only useful if you want to ch ange one or
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more of the available brush shapes, if one of the pointers doesn' t suit
you, or if you just like to fiddle with your applications.
First, let's open up a copy of HyperCard and look at what's in the
font.
1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of HyperCard.
2. Open the 'FONT' picker.
3. You should see one 'FONT' resource with resource ID -16500. Open
this font.
You can browse through the font to see which pictures it contains.
Remember, to get a different character to appear in the fatbits area of the
window, you can either click a different character in the list in the middle of the right part of the window or press the key w hose corresponding symbol you want shown. If you press the Z key, for example, the
picture that's in the spot normally occupied by Z appears. If you want
to move quickly through the list, just click the right or left character in
the list and, while still holding down the mouse button, drag the pointer
out of the list rectangle.
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Figure 13-5. Graphics and their corresponding normal characters in
the HyperC ard font .
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The top of Figure 13-5 shows the pictures in the font, and the bottom part shows their corresponding normal characters. For example, to
move to the spray can, find the spray can in the top part of Figure 13-5;
notice that it's in the row labeled 64. Now look down the page to the
row labeled 64 in the table of normal characters at the bottom of the figme, and you'll see that you should lype a f. The numbers on the left side
of Figure 13-5 are the ASCII numbers of the first picture in each row.
The selected character's ASCII number appears in the lower left corner
of the 'FONT' editor window.
Now you know how to get to all these pictures-but where are they
used?
The pictures in Figure 13-6 are used in the small dialog that appears
when you choose the Polygon Sides command from the Options menu.

600000
Figure 13-6. HyperCard polygon sides.

Figure 13-7 shows the picture that's displayed on the menu bar when
the current stack is locked.

i
Figure 13-7. HyperCard's locked stack symbol.

Figure 13-8 shows the pictures used in the Tools menu. The gray filled
shapes are used when you choose Draw Filled from the Options menu.

~oli2illPr:J
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mooooc::?waa

A tJ "-O o

00

Figure 13-8. The HyperCard Tools menu.

Figure 13-9 shows the graphics used in the Brush Shape d ialog. By
changing these items, you can actually change the shapes HyperCard
uses. For example, if you change one of the circles to an X shape, you'll
be able to draw with an X-shaped pen.
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Figure 13-9. HyperCard brush shapes.

Figure 13-10 shows the pointers HyperCard uses. The all-black shapes
are the pointers' masks (see Chapter 6 for an explanation of masks and
pointers). Changing these pictures in the font changes them in all your
stacks, whereas changing them in a HyperCard script with Set Cursor
only changes them temporarily. When you ch ange these p ointers,
remember that since HyperCard doesn't use a 'CURS' resource, you
can't change the hot spot. (The hot spot is the place on the pointer, such
as the tip of the finger or the point of the pencil, tha t actua lly determines
what's selected.) No matter wha t you d o to the pointer, the hot spot
'"'on't move. Keep this in mind w hen you design your new pointers
so the ho t spot remains in a logical place rela tive to the new pointer
symbol.

-f- t1 I

D

Figure 13- 10. HyperCard 's pointers .
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Changing the Font
Now let's look at an example of how to change one of the pictures in the
font. If you want to change a different one, just follow these steps, substituting the picture you wa nt to change. We'll look at how to change
the pointing hand pointer.
1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of HyperCard.
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2. Open the 'FONT' resource, as d escribed previously.
3. Type 6 to move to the pointing hand. (Press Option ' - Optionback quote-followed by o.)
4. Modify the cursor any way you like.
5. Click the next character in the list, the 8.
6. Change this mask to be a filled-in copy of your new p ointer. You
can do this by copying your new pointer, pasting it into the mask,
and filling it in. (Selecting the e ntire editing area before you copy
assures tha t the selection is aligned properly w hen you paste.)
7. Close and save the file.
From now on, when you u se your new copy of HyperCard, you'll see
your new pointer ins tead of the normal h and .

..,

Making the HyperCard Font into a Normal Font
It's much easier to understand the contents of the HyperCard font if you
can see what you're editing. All you need to do is temporarily change
the resource ID of the font to some reasonable positive value so ResEdit
can treat it like a normal font. Let's go through w ha t you need to do step
by step.
1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of HyperCard. Working on a copy is
very important, because you m ay need to go back to your original
to recover the font.
2. Open the 'FONT' picker.
3. Write down the resource ID of the font.
4. Select the 'FONT' resource and choose Get Resource Info from the
Resource m enu.
5. Change the resource ID to 3212.
6. Close the Resou rce Info w indow.
7. Open the 'FONT' resource-you should now see the graphical
ch aracters in both the selection list and the example text as shown
in Figure J 3-11.
8. Make your ch anges to the font.
9. Close the 'FONT' editor.
10. Once again, select the 'FONT' resource and choose Get Resource
Info from the Resource menu .

...
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11. Change the resource ID back to its original value so that
HyperCard can find it.
12. Close and save the fil e.

I~

D
ASC II

Offs•t

Width

Location

65

6

15

93

Figure 13-ll . The HyperCard 'FONT' resource as it should look in the
'FONT' editor after assigning it a valid resource ID.

Any time you want to make changes to the font you'll need to follow
these step s to be able to see the results of your changes. Before you use
this version of HyperCard, be sure to change the ID of the font back to
what it was originally. If you don't, you'll get some interesting resultsinstead of familiar pictures on the Tool menu, you'll see letters. The letters will work the same as tools, but you won't know which "tool" d oes
what!
~

Displaying a Color Picture at Startup
If you have a Mac II, you can display just about any picture you want
w hile your Mac is starting up-including one in full color. All you have
to do is create a file in your System Folder that contains a 'PICT' resource with ID 0. This is a neat idea but has a couple of drawbacks. The
biggest problem is that many inits (startup documents that the System
loads) clear the screen when they're loaded . If you have any inits that
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do this, enjoyment of your startup picture might be limited to a couple of
seconds. Even if an init doesn't clear your picture, your normal desktop
replaces it anyway as soon as startup is completed. A better approach is
to use an init such as ColorDesk that displays a picture for your desktop
instead of the normal pattern. But, if you don't have ColorDesk and
you'd like to see your company logo or your spouse's face when you
start your Mac, you can follow these instructions.
1. Start your favorite paint progra m and copy the picture (or part of a

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

picture) that you want to use for your startup screen.
Start ResEdit, and create a file in your System Folder called
"Startu pScreen."
Paste in the 'PICT' resource that you copied in your paint program.
Double-click the 'PICT' resource type to open the 'PICT' picker and
select the resource you just pasted.
Select Get Resource Info from the Resource menu.
Change the resource's 10 to 0.
Close and save the file.

Next time you restart your Mac you'll see your picture during the
startup process.
By the Way .._

..,

Even if you don' t have a Mac II, you can still have a startup screen
displayed when you start your Mac. Unfortunately, you can't use
ResEdit to create the startup screen because the picture isn't stored
in a resource. (It's stored in the data fork.) All is not lost, however,
because many paint programs (including MacPaint and SuperPaint)
let you save a picture as a startup screen. Just make sure you save
the picture in a file called StartupScreen in your System Folder.

Changing Your Printer's Default Number of Copies
When you ask an application to print, you always see the same print
dialog, with the number of copies set to 1. But if you routinely print
duplicates, or some other number of copies, you may want to change
this default. If you have a LaserWriter or IrnageWriter, here's how you
can change your printer's default number of copies.
1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of the LaserWriter or ImageWriter file

.,.
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in your System Folder. Open the 'DITL' resource type, and then
open resource ro -8191. You'll see a window that looks almost
exactly like your print dialog.
2. Double-click the field to the right of the word "copies." Another
window opens in w hich the default copy number is already
selected . Simply type the number you want to change it to.
3. Close all ResEdit's windows, save your changes, and quit ResEdit.
You can throw away the original printer file, but you might want to
leave both versions in your System Folder. They'll both show up in the
Chooser, so if you know you'll be doing a lo t of printing requiring one
of these preset nwnbers of copies, you can just choose the appropriate
printer file. If you keep more than one version, rename alternates appropriately. Put the distinguishing fea ture early in the name, because the
Chooser doesn't have room to show you more characters at the end .

.,_

Reordering Your Apple Menu
Have you ever wished you could move your favori te desk accessories to
the top of the Apple menu? How about putting the ones you hardly
ever use near the bottom? Or how about grouping your desk accessories
by function so you can find the one you w ant out of that long lis t?
Maybe you'd just like to make some of the names more meaningful for
you. Any of these changes are possible (and even easy), but you can't
use the 'MENU' editor to change the Apple menu. The Apple menu is a
special menu the System constructs when you start your Macintosh. It's
built from the names of all the desk accessories you've installed in your
System file (or opened with Suitcase II or a similar program).
The Apple menu lists the names of desk accessories in alphabetical
order, so you can put the desk accessories in any order you want by
changing their names. Adding a punctuation character or a space to the
front of the name moves it to the top of the list. Adding a z or a •
(Option-S) in front of the name moves it to the end of the list. With this
technique, you can set up your Apple menu in any order you want.
If you use the Font/ DA Mover to install desk accessories in your System file, it's safest to use the Font/DA Mover to copy the desk accessory
into a separate suitcase file before you make any changes. When you're
done changing the nam e, you can use the Font/DA Mover to reinstall
your edited desk accessory. If you use a program like Suitcase II or
Font/ DA Juggler Plus, you can change the name in the suitcase file and
then reopen it with Suitcase II or Font/DA Juggler Plus.
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You can follow these steps to change the name of a desk accessory.
1. Using ResEdit, open the file containing the desk accessory whose

name you want to change. Be sure to keep a backup copy of the file
before you modify it. If your desk accessories are installed in your
System file, open the System file. If you use Suitcase II or a siinilar
program, open the suitcase file containing the desk accessory.
2. Open the 'DRVR' picker (double-click the 'DRVR' resource type).
3. Select the 'DRVR' resource with the name that's the same as the
name of the desk accessory you're looking for.
4. Select the Get Resource Info command from the Resource menu.
You should see a window similar to the one shown in Figure 13-12.

§0

0

Info for DRUR 19 from Copy of System
Driuer @Desk ace.

10:

119

Size:

9652

I
Owner type

Attributes:
D System Heap
[8] Purgeable

D Locked
D Protected

D Preload
D Compressed

Figure 13-12. Change the names of desk accessories to move them
to the top of the Apple menu.

5. Change the name to anything you like. Try a space or + (Control-s)
to move the desk accessory to the top of the menu. Try • (OptionS), 0 (Option-Shift-v) or (Option-Shift-k) to move it to the end of
the list. Be sure to leave the other fields in the Resource Info
window alone.

~
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6. Close and save the file. If you modified the System file, you'll need
to restart your computer to see the effect of your changes. (If you're
using the Finder, instead of MultiFinder, simply exiting ResEdit is
enough to update the Apple menu.) If you use a program like
Suitcase II, just use that program to close and reopen the suitcase .

...,.

Adding Version Information to Documents
Many times, it's useful to keep some information about a document in
the comment area of the Finder's Get Info window. The problem with
this comment is that it's easily lost. For example, when you rebuild your
Desktop file you lose all your Get Info comments. Don' t worry, there's a
better way! Every application has a 'vers' resource that contains, among
other things, a string that the Finder displays in the Get Info window.
You can use ResEdit to add 'vers' resources to your documents to keep
track of a version number or just to record some information about the
fil e. (For more information about 'vers' resources, see Chapter 22.)
Here's how to add a 'vers' resource to your document.
1. Use ResEdit to open your document.

Hint.._

Many document files don't have a resource fork, so you'll need to
add one to store a 'vers' resource. When you open a file that doesn't
have a resource fork, ResEdit displays a dialog asking you if you
want to create one. All you have to do is click the OK button and
then proceed with the steps outlined.
2. Choose Create New Resource from the Resource menu.
3. A dialog appears to let you select the resource type for the resource
you're creating. Enter 'vers' and press the OK button.
4. You should see a window like the one shown in Figure 13-13. The
last field labeled Long version string is the one you're interested in.
You can leave the rest of the fields blank. Enter an y string you want
for the Long version string. There's room for at most two lines of
text. You can separate the lines by pressing the Return key if you
like.
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uers I 0 = 1 from Letter Stationery

Uersion number:
Release:!

IIIII . [I] . [I]

Final

,..I

Non-release:

~

l

country Code:._l_o_o_-_
us_n____. . . . .
Short uersion string:

Long uersion string (uisible in Get Info):
FuiiWrite Stationery for business letters.

Figure 13- 13. The editor window for a 'vers' resource.

5. After you've entered your string, dose the editor window. In the
resource picker, select the resource you just created, a nd choose
Get Resource [nfo from the Resource menu. In the Resource Info
window, change the resource ID to 1. While you're there, check the
Purgeable check box so the resource will be removed from memory
w hen the Finder 's done with it.
6. Close and save th e file. From the Finder, select the file and select
Get Info from the File menu. You shou ld see a window like the one
shown in Figure 13-14.
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Info

"~

locked

D

LeHer Siationery

Kind: FullWriie Professional™ 1 .1
Size : 3 1 91 3 by ies used 1 BK on disk
Yhere: Yowza 1 SCSI 0

Created: Sai 1 Mar 3 1 1990 1 11 :42 AM
Modified: Sai 1 Jun 22 1 1991 1 10:01 PM
Version: FullWriie Siaiionery for bus iness
leiters.

Figure 13-14. The Finder's Get Info window with a custom version
string .
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Creating a Debugger 'FKEY'
If you're a programmer or just like poking around inside your Macintosh, you 've probably spent some of your time u sing MacsBug
Apple's low-level debugger. In this tip, we show you how to add an
'FKEY' to your System file that causes you to enter MacsBug. An 'FKEY'
is more convenient than trying to find the programmer's switch on your
Mac (especially if you accidentally press the wrong button as often as
most people do).
As you probably know, th e Macintosh trea ts Command-Shift-0
through Command-Shift-9 in a special way. When you press one of
these key combinations, the Mac looks for an 'FKEY' resource in the System file with the same lD as the number you pressed . Your Ma c comes
with a couple of 'FKEY' resources built in tha t you' re probably familiar
with. For example, Command-Shift-3 takes a snapshot of your screen
1
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and saves it to a file, and Command-Shift-4 prints a snap shot of your
screen on a printer (as long as the printer is an ImageWriter).lf you look
in your System file, you see two 'FKEY' resources, one with 10 3 and
one with 10 4, that corresp ond to the Save Screen and Print Screen commands. (Comn1and-Shift-1 and Command-Shift-2 eject disks from floppy disk drive one or h.vo, but these don't use 'FKEY' resources.) You can
follow these s teps to make Command-Shift-6 break into MacsBug.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Use ResEdit to op en your System file (or a copy).
Open the 'FKEY' picker (double-click the 'FKEY' type).
Select Create New Resource from the Resource m enu.
You s hould see a window similar to the one shown in Figure 13-15.
Type "A9FF4E75". Don' t press Return or put in any spaces. (This is
just a Debugger trap followed b y an RTS instruction.)

D
000000
000008
000010
000018
000020
000028
000030
000038
000040
000048
000050
000058
000050
000058

FKEY 10

6 from System

A9FF 4E75

I

Sl DNu

Figure 13- 15. Fill in an 'FKEY' resource with these values to break into
MacsBug.

5. Select Get Resource Info from the Resource m enu. Change the
resource ID of your n ew 'FKEY' to 6 (or an y other unused number
between 0 and 9) . Also check the Purgeable check box to h elp with
the System's m emory management.
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6. Close and save the System file. Now, when you press ConunandShift-6, you will immediately enter MacsBug (or see a bomb
displayed if you don' t have MacsBug installed) .

.,..

Changing the Names of Fonts
You might want to change the names of some of your screen fonts for
several reasons. You might want to group your fonts so you can easily
find the particular font you're looking for. For example, you might want
a ll your text fonts a t the top of the me nu, followed by your dis play
fonts. Or you might not want to list the bold and italic versions of the
fonts in your Font menu. Or, maybe you just don't like the name the
manufacturer gave the font. Whatever the reason, it's easy to change
the name of a ny font. If you use PostScript fonts w ith a LaserWriter
printer, you don't need to worry about confusing the LaserWriter. No
matter w hat name the screen font h as, the LaserWriter still knows it b y
its original name.

Warning IJo

Before you dive into changing the names of all your fonts, you
should know that you'll have to set the fonts again in all your
documents because applications keep track of fonts by their names.
For example, if you change the Los Angeles font to "Siberia," you'll
have to change every document that used Los Angeles to use Siberia
instead. Also, if you've ch anged the names of your fonts, your
document won't look the way you expect when you take it to
someone else's Macintosh. We recommend that you don' t change
the names of the standard fonts.
Here are the steps you should follow to change the n ame of a font.
1. Use ResEdit to open the System file (or a cop y) or the suitcase file
tha t contains the font you want to change.
2. Open the 'FONT' picker (double-click the 'FONT type). You should
see a w indow similar to the one sh own in Figure 13-16.
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4236
4238
4242
4248
1792
1802
1804
1806
181 0
1816
28 16
2825
2826

3 168
3 610
5702
9330
0
2602
3272
3912
581 2
9078
0
2654
3026

Avant Garde
Avant Garde
Avant Garde
Avant Garde
Font Family:
Bookman 10
Bookman 12
Bookman 14
Bookman 18
Bookm an 24
Font Fami 1y:
Couri er 9
Courier· 10

12
14
18
24
Bookman

Courier

Figure 13-16. The 'FO NT' pic ker shows fonts and font family resources
(view by 'FONT') .

3. Select the item in the list that starts with Font Family: followed by
the name of the font you want to change. For example, to change
the name of the Avant Garde font, select the first item in the w indow shown in Figure 13-16. Choose Get Resource Info from the
Resource menu.
4. In the Resource Info window, change the name to anything you
like.
5. Close the Resource Info window and the 'FONT' window.
6. Open the 'FOND' picker (double-click the 'FOND' type).
7. Select the 'FOND' resource w ith the name of the 'FONT' you want
to change, and then choose Get Resource Info from the Resource
menu.
8. Change the name of the 'FOND' to be exactly the same as the new
name you specified for the 'FONT' in step 4.
9. Close and save the file. (Reinstall the System file if you modified a
copy.) The next time you pull down a11 application's Font menu,
you should see your new font name.

~
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If you use MultiFinder, be sme you don't have any applications
open when you use ResEdit to change the names of your fonts. If an
application is using a font when you change its name, you might be
in for trouble.

Hiding Styled Fonts
If you have styled versions of some of your screen fonts, you 've

probably been annoyed that the font and all its styles appear in the font
menu. For example, if you have an Apple LaserWriter, you might have
screen fonts called Helvetica, B Helvetica Bold, BI Helvetica Bold Oblique, and I Helvetica Oblique. Good news: If you insert a period as the
first character of the stylistic variations of the font name, those names
are hidden. Whether the font is hidden or not, the Macintosh uses the
appropriate styled version of the font when it needs to draw a character.
A few applications use their own methods for displaying the Font menu
and d isplay the styled fonts even if you m ake them invisible. In most
cases, however, you'll no longer have to wade through all the fonts and
their styles just to find the font you want. Follow the steps outlined in
the previous sectio n to add a period to the s tart of your fonts' names .

.._

Changing the Creation Dote of a File
Have you ever been really annoyed w hen you d iscover that your Mac's
clock has been set to the year 1999 for the last three months? You cringe,
realizing you have dozens of files with weird creation and last modified
dates. Now there's something you can do about it. ResEdit lets you
change the creation date and last modified dates for your files to anything you want. Of course, you may have other reasons to change the
dates. For example, Apple always sets the time part of both the creation
date and the last modified da te to exactly 12:00 PM on the day a product
is released. Whatever the reason, here's wha t to do.
1. Start ResEdit, and select the Get File/Folder Info command from

the File menu.
2. Choose the file whose date you want to change from the standard
file directory dialog that appears.
3. A w indow similar to the one shown in Figure 13-17 should appear.
You can enter any dates you want in the Created and Modified
fields. Be careful to enter the dates in exactly the format you see in
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the window. No matter what language you're using, you must
enter the dates as month/ day /year hour:minute:second PM (or
AM). All the numbers must be one- or two-digit numbers. You can
find further details about the File Info "vindow in Chapter 23.

Info for Copy of System
File

ICopy of System

Type

lzsvs

I

D

System
D I nuisible
[8] On Desk
[8] I nited
D Shared
D No I nit s
D Always switch launch

D
D

I

Color: ! Black
[8] Bundle

Resource map is read only
Printer driver is MultiFinder compatible

Created
Modified
Size

I
I

Creator MACS

3/7/90 12:00:00 PM

D File Protect
D File Busy
D File locked

6/22/9~ 11:14:24 PM

5 00760 byte s in resource fori<
760 bytes in data fori<

Figure 13- 17. Change the C reated and Modified dates to anything
you want.
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Making a File's Name Unchangeable
Let's say an office bu sybody changed the name of that important
document you've been slaving over for weeks. Not only did you lose
precious time trying to find it, but once you set to work, you realized
the macros you set up didn' t work. Now you've got to go back to the
Finder to change the file nam e back. When you got home, you discovered that your kids thought "MacPaint" lacked originality, so they
renamed it "Blotzo," then moved it to a different folder. Not even Find
File can help you now! Why no t prevent such problems? Locking files

.,
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using the Finder's Get Info command may foil your kids, but determined name changers can easily unlock the file. There's another, more
foolproof way. Follow these steps to use the mechanism that makes the
System file's name unchangeable.
1. As long as you have a backup (just in case there's a power failure

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

or other disaster), you don't have to make a copy of the file you
want to pro tect. Just be careful to follow these instructions exactly
and don't do anything else to the file.
Make sure the file you want to change is in a folder, not on the
desktop.
Start ResEdit and choose Get File/Folder Info from the File menu.
Find your file in the standard file directory dialog that appears,
and click the Get Info button. You see a File Info window similar to
the one in Figure 13-17.
Click the first check box in the top left, labeled System. This sets
the System bit, which tells the Finder not to let the file's name
change.
Quit ResEdit, saving your changes.

You can follow these steps for any file whose name you want to
protect. Note tl1at if you duplicate the file in the Finder, the copy won' t
have the System bit set. Also, even though people can't change the file's
name, they can still throw it out. With the next tip, you can go one step
further to protect your files .

..._

Making Files or Folders Invisible
The previous tip showed you how to foil the office bu sybody w ho
changed the names of your files-but what if someone took it one step
further and deleted some files from your System Folder? Or, what if you
have a Mac that kids use, and they keep throwing away important files?
Either w ay, wouldn't it be g reat to make your important files and folders invisible? Just follow the steps outlined in the preceding tip, checking the Invisible check box (the first check box in the second column)
rather than the System check box. One of the most useful changes you
can make to protect your Mac is to make the entire System folder invisible. If you're using MultiFinder and the file or folder is on the desktop,
you'll need to restart your Maci ntosh before the file will disappear. If
the file or folder is in an open Finder window, you'll have to close and
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reopen the folder before it will disappear. (Now all you have to do is
keep this trick a secret from your coworkers and kids!)

...,

Sharing an Application
Have you ever wished you could put one copy of an application onto a
file server and have several users share it? This is especially useful if
your Macs don't have hard disks but are connected to a network. You
can keep your data on a floppy disk and run the applica tion over the
network. (Since HyperCard is provided free with each Macintosh, it's a
perfect candidate for sharing.)
Before we d ivulge the secret to sharing an application, we need to
pass on a few reminders and warnings. First, remember that you still
need to purchase a copy of the application for each user. Sharing an
application when you've only paid for one copy is stealing from the
manufacturer. If a large number of people will be sharing an application, contact the manufacturer about obtaining a site license. You should
also be aware that an applica tion shared over a network will run more
slowly than if it were on a hard disk (unless you have a fast network,
such as EtherNet). Last but not least, keep in mind that some applications may not work in a shared environment. The safest approach is to
contact the application's manufactmer and ask whether the application
can be shared.
Now that you've been properly informed, we ca n tell you how to
share your applications. All that's necessary is to check the Shared check
box in the File Info window, like the one shown in Figure 13-17. Follow
the steps ou tlined previously in "Making a File's Name Unchangeable,"
except check the Shared check box rather than the System check box.
After you've checked the Shared check box, just put a copy of the application on your file server. Anyone connected to the fil e server can then
start the application just as if it were located on a floppy or hard d isk.

...,

Playing Sounds
Sounds are one of the most fun aspects of the Mac. You've undoubtedly
run across them--one example is the beep you hear w hen an alert is displayed (you set this in the Sound Control Panel). You may have also
encountered sounds in HyperCard and many other applications and
accessories (many of them available as shareware from user groups and
bulletin boards). Apple has defi ned the 'snd ' resource to contain all

.,..
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kinds of sound information, but some applications use their own sound
resource formats .

..,.

Sounding Off
ResEdit's 'snd 'picker has a 'snd' menu that lets you try out a sound in
three different ways. The first command, Try Sound, just plays the 'snd '
resource. The second command, Try as HyperCard Sound, adjusts the
sow1d to middle C before it's played. This is what HyperCard does if a
specific note isn't specified in the PLAY comm and. You'll notice that
some 'snd 's sound the same when played normally and as a HyperCard
sound. Sounds don't have to be adjusted if they were recorded with a
base note of middle C. The last command, Try Scale With Sound, plays
the sound adjus ted to the notes of a major scale. This comma11d can produce some pretty humorous results when a sampled sound (such as a
grunt or a dog barking) is played with a scale.

By the Way II>

..,.

Some sampled sounds (sounds that have been digitally recorded
for use with the Mac) won't work with the Try Scale With Sound
command. If you try a sound with the scale and get only silence for
your trouble, you 'll know the sound can't be adjusted to be played
with different notes.

Adding Beep Sounds to Your System
It's easy to add sounds to the list that appears in the Sound Control
Panel-all you have to do is add the sound to your System file! The
hardest part is finding good sounds to use. If you don't own MacRecorder from Farallon Computing (which lets you record any sound
you want), you'll need to find a file that contains some fun sounds. Bulletin boards and user groups often have files of sounds available for
free. Once you've found some sounds, follow these steps to make them
available from the list in the Sound Control Panel.
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Sound resources can be very large, so you have to be careful not to
run out of memory in ResEdit. If you use MultiFinder, are going to
be copying lots of 'snd ' resources, and have more than one megabyte of memory in your Macintosh, the first thing to do is increase
the memory available to ResEdit. You can do this from the Finder by
selecting ResEdit and then selecting the Get Info command from th e
File menu . Put a larger number into the Application Memory Size
field at the bottom of the Get Info window. Changing the size to
750K sh ould be enough, but no matter how much memory you give
ResEdit, it might still run out if you copy a lot of large resources.
Resources you paste into a file remain in memory until you save the
file, so if you paste lots of big 'snd 's, they'll take up lots of room in
memory. The solution to this problem is easy, though. Just save the
file occasionally.

Use ResEdit to open the file containing the sounds.
Open the Snd picker.
Use ResEd.it to open the System file (or a copy).
Select aJ1d copy the sounds from the first file. You can play them
first u sing the 'snd ' menu to see w hich ones you want to copy.
5. Paste them into the System file.
6. Close and save the System file. (If you modified a copy, you'll have
to install it and restart.)
7. Open the Control Panel desk accessory, and select the Sound
Control Panel.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1

1

Your new sounds should be in the list of sow1ds you find there.
IJiJ.

Adding Sounds to HyperCard
If you wan t to use a new sound in HyperCard, all you have to do is
copy the Snd resource into HyperCard or a stack. If you want to use
the sow1d only in one stack, just add it to the stack itself. If, on the other
1

I

hand, you want to be able to play the so1.md from any stack, you might
want to add it to the Home stack. Either way, you can follow the steps
outlined in the previous tip, substituting Horne or your stack for the
System file.

..,.
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When you use ResEdit to open a HyperCard stack, you might see an
alert warning you that the file doesn't contain a resource fork. This
simply means that you haven't added any special functionality to
your stack yet. It's OK to let ResEclit add a resource fork.

IJll>

File Verification's Hidden Diagnostic Window
If you press the Option key while choosing Verify File from the File
menu or while open ing a file (if you have file verification turned on in
ResEdit's Preferences dialog), a diagnostic window appears that shows
the details of the resource verification operation. Although this feature
probably won't help most users, some technical support engineers and
developers might find it useful. Progress through the verification procedure is indicated by a series of status and error messages. A diagnostic
window for a damaged file is shown in Figure 13-18.
7/8/91

2: 19:09 PM

Checking resource file begun.

opening resource fork
reading header
verifying header
### Error detected : bad file l eng th
reading map
### Error de tected: bad map offset

K

OK

J)

Fig ure 13-18. A hidden w indow that g ives you details about the
health of your files .
IJll>

Copying Files in the Background
Yes, if you use M ultiFinder, it really is possible to make the Finder copy
files while you do something else in a different application! Don't get
too excited yet, though. You're limited in what you can do while the
Finder is copying files and, since the Finder is pretty busy, your Mac's
responsiveness to the mouse and keyboard is reduced. This isn't to say
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it's not useful, however. Even if you can only read a document, it's still
better than staring at the Finder's thermometer dialog until it's done
copying files.
Before we tell you how to work this miracle, a few warnings are in
order. Th e Finder isn't designed to copy files in the background, which
means it won' t be quite as diligent in its effort to keep you out of trouble. Using common sense should keep you away from danger, however.
When files are being copied in the background, don't mess with them in
another a pplication. If the Finder is copying a file and you're saving it at
the same time, the results are bound to surprise you. Don't quit from an
application. If you do, you'll be stuck waiting for the Finder to finish.
It's best to avoid opening and closing files.
Enough of what you can't do. The most effective way to use this tip is
to start an applica tion and open a file you want to browse, then switch
back to the Finder a11d start your copy. Before you start the copy, make
sure a w indow of your application is visible. Once the Finder is copying
files, you won't be able to use the menu bar to switch to your application-you'll have to click one of its windows. Once your application
is the front window, you'll be able to browse your document. You'll
occasiona lly notice some long delays between when you do something
(like click the mouse or type a character) and when your Mac follows
through on your action. Because the Finder is busy copying the files it
doesn' t give yom application any time to pay attention to you.
Follow these steps to allow you to work while the Finder copies files.
1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of your Finder.

2. Open the 'DLOG' picker.
3. Open the 'DLOG' resom ce that contains the copy files thermometer. It's 'DLOG' ID 10241 in version 6.1.5 of the Finder (version
6.0.5 of the System). The window should look like the one shown
in Figure 13-19.

~
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DLOG 10

Copying Files in the Background

= 10241
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from Copy of Finder

Color:

@ Default
0 Custom

DITL 10: 110241
Height:
Left: IL--9_9_
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I7_7_....J
~_

Width: 1314

[8] Initially ui sible

D Close

boH

Fig ure 13-1 9. The Finde r' s file copy dialog can be c hanged to allow
copying in the background .

4. At the top of the editor window, click any of the miniature windows that includes a close box. MultiFinder decides whether it's
OK to switch to another window based on the window type of the
frontmost window. By changing the dialog to a window type that
includes a close box, you fool MultiFinder into believing it's OK to
let you switch to another application. The w indow doesn't actually
have to have a close box. It just has to be a \Vindow type that allows
a close box. You can prevent a close box from appearing by making
sure the Close Box check box isn't checked in the 'DLOG' editor
window, as shown in Figure 13-19.
6. Close and save the copy of the Finder.
7. Install your new Finder and restart your Mac. The next time you
copy a file, the Finder's dialog should look similar to the one
shown i11 Figure 13-20.
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Files/Folders remaining to be copied:
Reading:

1771

Tetris
( Cancel )

Figure 13-20. The Finder's new copy dialog .

..,.

Summary
In this chapter we show you a variety of tips and tricks to personalize
your Mac. On the silly side, you saw how to customize the graphical
elements HyperCard uses, how to display a color picture w hen your
Mac starts up, and how to play and move sound resources. On a more
serious note, we describe how to protect or hide files and folders, how
to reorder your Apple and Font menus, and how to share applications
on a network. This chapter contains just a few examples of the zillion
customizations you can make with ResEdit. You'll find more projects in
Chapter 16, and you'll discover even more as you use ResEdit to explore
your Macintosh.

PART THREE

~

Templates: Keys to Dozens
of Resources

14

Using Templates

Although ResEdit has built-in special editors for many resource types,
there are numerous others you might want to edit. ResEdit allows you
to edit a variety of resource types in dialog box-like windo\VS called templates. ResEdit comes with over 60 templates, each allowing you to edit
a different resource type. Some of these resource types are obscure, and
you'll probably never need to edit them. Others, however, affect a variety of fun or useful Macintosh characteristics. For example, Chapter 6
has already shown you how to use the 'acur' resource to change animated cursors. Other resources edi ted with templates include 'PREC'
resources, w hich define the defaults for your print dialogs; 'FON D'
resources, which contain information abou t your fonts; and 'STR · and
'STR#' resources, w hich contain text strings that can be fun to change.
The template editor uses the templates stored within ResEdit to set up
the window differently for each resource type. These windows can contain a variety of editable fields and radio buttons. Even though you can
modify numerous different resource types with the template ed itor, you
use the same editing techniques for all of them .
This chapter begins w ith an overview of w hat templates are and a list
of the resource types that you can edit with templates, and finishes up
with details of how the various template fields wor k. If you're interested in creating your own templates, Chapter 24 leads you through the
necessary steps.
239
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What Is a Template ?
Let's start with an exa mple using a h ypo thetical desk resource type
('DESK'). A simple 'DESK' template would contain fields for d efining
four legs, a top, and some d rawers-the parts that define a desk. The
templa tes for other furniture resource types would contain d ifferent
fields. But a 'DESK' template isn' t a desk. Only when the fields contain
valid values is a 'DESK' resource specified ('DESK' ID 128, for example).
The same 'DESK' template allows you to see or enter values that specify
o ther desk resources, too.
More realistically, a template stores a list of instructions that define
what fields a window should contain to edit a particular resource type.
As illustrated in Figure 14-1, the template editor resembles a sp ecial
decoder that employs a variety of templates to let you see and edit existing resources or create new ones.
'STR#' Editing Window

'STR#' Resource

Template
Editor

II ' "''
l b •th ll\!f

ll·····
l llt l lrklt

-~-

..,.....

(MMIM U II

l..,..c lnlnhlll

tll•••n••

jM&& Inlttb 'U )U

Th•thll l

(MII Ir.IOtll'""

11·····

""
'""''
·) ·····

IH..:IIIIIIl ll

l b•llf~

,. .....

j MMMI Ubll

1h t h ll11

'"""""'' '" 1110

Figure 14-1. The template editor is like a spec ial dec oder that uses
templates to let you edit resources.

A template displays the contents of a resource as a list of fields. Each
field is identified by a label on the left and has a way of changing the
field's contents on the right, perhaps an editable field or a pair of rad io
buttons. For example, the w indow shown in Figure 14-2 contains a
resource displayed using a simple template m ade u p of fields called
Value and Title.
To edit this resource, you could enter a number into the Va lue field
and a string of characters into the Title field. Fields that contain d ifferen t
kinds of data are described later in this chapter. The kind of d ata you' re
expected to enter is usually obvious, but even if you enter the wrong
kind of da ta (for example, text where a number is required ), ResEdit
tells you w hat you've done wrong when you try to close the window.

Available Templates

lill>

10
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Tes t 10 • 128 from Eucmple s
g

Uolue

110
!Templa t es or e ue rso lile l

Till e \

\

Label

g

\\

l2l

Editable field

Figure 14-2. A window showing a resource displayed using a simple
template .
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Available Templates
ResEdit com es w ith built- in te mpla tes for e diting m a n y diffe re nt
resource types, as show n in Table 14-1. A ppe ndix B contains a sh ort
expla n a tion o f these a nd o ther resource types.

Table 14- 1. ResEdit's Built-in Templates
actb
a cur
ALRT
APPL
BN DL
cctb
clut
CMDK
cmnu
CMNU
CNTL
CTY#
dctb
DITL
DLOG
DRVR
FBTN
FCMT
fctb
FDIR
finf
fld#
FOND
FONT

FREF
FRSV
fva l
FWID
GN RL
hwin
icmt
inbb
indm
in fa
infs
inpk
inra
insc
itlb
itlc
itlk
LAYO
MACS
MBAR
mcky
mctb
MENU
minf

nrct
PAPA
PICK
PICT
pitt
POST
ppa t
PRCO
PRC3
PSAP
qrsc
resf
RMAP
ROv#
RVEW
scm
SIGN
SIZE
STR
STR#
TEXT
TMPL
TOOL
wctr
WIN D
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Filling in Templates
First, let's look at an example of a 'CNTL' resource. The template for this
resource type is one of the simplest you'll find. 'CNTL' resources are
used to define controls, such as buttons and scroll bars, that can appear
in windows. The template contains all the information necessary to
define a 'CNTL' resource.
The window shown in Figure 14-3 contains a template that looks and
acts like a normal dialog box, except for a couple of differences. Unlike many dialogs boxes, templates windows aren' t modal, so you can
switch to o ther w ind ows and use the menus while the template wind ow
is open . Also, notice that there's a scroll bar and a size box on the right
side of the w indow. Because many (i n fact, most) templates are much
larger than the w indow in which they're displayed, you'll need to scroll
to see all the information contained in the resource.
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Fig ure 14-3. A 'CNTL' resource d isp layed b y the template ed itor.
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Moving from Field to Field
The Tab key allows you to move between editable fields w hile skipping
other field types, such as radio buttons. Shift-Tab performs a similar
function in reverse, moving to the previous field (it'll move from the
first field to the last field) .

...,.

Number Fields
You can enter either decimal or hexadecimal values (see Appendix C for
details about hexadecimal numbers) into a numeric field . To enter a
number in hexadecimal, simply precede it with a $ character. The length
of the field tells you how big a number you can enter. Figure 14-4 shows
the different field lengths and the maximum numbers they can contain.
The smallest field can contain numbers between 0 and 255, the middlesized field between -32,768 and 32,767, and the biggest field between 2,147,483,648 and 2,147,483,647.
Small#
Digger#

132767

Diggest #

12147483647

Figure 14-4. Number fields and the biggest numbers they can
contain .

...,.

String Fields
String fields contaii1 simple strings of characters or numbers, as shown
in Figure 14-5. They're often used for titles or text that might change
w hen the application is translated to a different language. Strings can
have different maximum lengths: Some strings are limited to 255 characters, while others allow up to 32,767. You u sually only need to type
a few characters, but w hen you need to enter a long string, the field
grows, adding lines as necessary.
Teut string

This field can grow as you type
and can hold uery long strings.

Figure 14-5. A typical string field.
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True/False Fields
A true /false field consists of a pair of radio buttons, as shown in Figure
14-6. Click the one you want to set.

This is fun.

@True

0

False

Figure 14-6. A true/false field .

..,.

Bit Fields
Bit fields-which always come in multiples of eight- allow you to set a
series of on or off values. As shown in Figure 14-7, there's a pair of radio
buttons for each bit that can be set to either 0 (off) or 1 (on). Since all
eight bits mus t always be defined in the template but aren't always
needed by the resource, you'll often see labels like "Undefined 1" or
"Reserved 1" for some of the bits. It's usually safest to leave these undefined bits set to 0 for compatibility with future versions of the resource.

First bit:

oo

@1

Second bit:

@0

01
@1
@1

Fourth bit:

oo
oo

Fifth bit:

@0

SiHth bit:

oo

01
@1

@0
@0

01
01

Third bit:

Seuenth bit :
Eighth bit:

Fig ure 14-7. Each pair of radio buttons represents one bit of a byte .
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Resource Type Fields
In many cases a resource needs to know the resource type of another
resource so they can work together. This informatio n is stored in a
resource type field, as shown in Figure 14-8. For example, the 'ROv#'

~
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(ROM override) resource contains the resource ty p e of the resource
being overridden. (Remember, resource types are always four characters
long.)

Type name

l•coN

Figure 14-8. A resource type field .

..,.

Rectangle Fields
The rectangle is a special field in a template usually used to define the
size and location (in pixels) of screen elements, such as dialogs and their
contents. It consists of four small, editable fields containing the coordinates of the rectangle. (For example, in the 'CNTL' template in Figure
14-3, you can set the rectangle that defines the location of the control.)
The first two fields contain the values for the top and left comers of the
rectangle, and the last two fields contain the bottom and right values, as
shown in Figure 14-9.

BoundsRect
Figure 14-9. A rectangle field.

Using the Set Button With Rectangle Fields

The Set button lets you drag an outline of the rectangle you want to
define . When you click the Set button, it becom es highlig hted until
you're done defining the new rectangle. Clicking the Set button again
can cels the opera tion. After you click the Set button you can click and
drag anywhere on the screen to draw a gray outline rectangle, and the
values in the fields are updated, as shown in Figure 14-10. Since the
rectangle you drag is relative to the entire screen, not to the window
containing the template, the (0,0) location is in the upper left corner of
the screen.
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Fig ure 14-10. Using the Set b utton to define a rectang le.

Using the Set Butto n With Multi Finder

When you wan t to use the Set button to defi11e a rectangle, all you have
to do is click and dtag. Simple, rig ht? But what if you' re using Mu ltiFinder and the place you want to click happens to be over a w indow of
another application? You guessed it: M ultiFinder switches you to that
other application instead of letting you define your rectangle. There are
two ways around this problem. One way is to simply restart withou t
MultiFinder; if you're using a System before version 7.0, you can do this
by holding down the Command key while you restart. The second way
is to move the template window so that it covers the location where you
want to start your rectangle.
Restar ting w ithout MultiFinder isn' t possible if you're using System 7.
However, the System 7 Finder contains a Show Ap plication Only command on the Finder menu (the small icon at the right end of the men u
bar) that lets you hide the w indows of o ther applications. With other
windows out of the way, you'll be able to start your rectangle anywhere
you like, except over an icon on your desktop.
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Hexadecimal Fields
There are two kinds of hexadecimal (or hex) fields; fixed-length and
variable-length. Both kinds have a $ character outside the field to indicate that da ta entered or displayed in the fields is always in hex format.
(Remember that hexad ecimal is base 16. You can find more d etails in
Appendix C.) The numbers are formatted in pairs, with a space between
each pair. Each pair of numbers represen ts one byte in the resource
(since FF hex is 255 decimal and is the largest number that fits in a byte).
Since the numbers are forma tted only when you open the wi ndow,
things get pretty m essy as you enter new numbers. No matter how you
format the numbers you enter, ResEdit assumes that each pair of hex
digits represents a byte and ignores all spaces. A fixed-length field like
the one in Figure 14-11 can appear anywhere in a template and is trunca ted if you enter too many digits.

10 Bytes

$101 23 45 67

89 AB CD EF

01 23
Figure 14-11 . A fixed-length hex field.

Variable-leng th hex fields app ear only at the ends of resources and
contain all the rest of the data in the resource, as shov.rn in Figure 14-12.
In many cases, a resource contains some infonnation at the beginning
that you might want to modify and a lot of other information at the end
that you should not modify. The data at the bottom is simply shown as a
large hex field. If you do need to add to such a field, it grows as you
en ter more digits.

All the rest

$ 01 23 45 6 7
01234567
01234567

89 AB CD EF
89 AB CD EF
89 AB CD EF

Figure 14-12. A variable-length hex field.

As you're modifying a hex field, it might look something like Figure
14-13, but after you close and reopen the wi ndow, ResEdit formats it, as
shown in Figure 14-12.
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Rll the rest $ 01 23456789obcdef
01 23456789obcdef
01 23456789obcdef
Figure 14-13. A hex field that you just filled in .

.,.

Repeating Lists
Most resources contain a few general fields at the beginning followed by
a variable-length list of information. For example, an animated cursor
resource ('acur') contains two n umeric fields followed by a list of cursor
IDs. When a new 'acur' is crea ted , it contains only the two numeric
fi elds, as shov.rn in Figure 14-14.
a cur I D = 128 from EHamples
Number of
"frames"
(cursors)
Used a
"frame"
counter
1)

*****

Figure 14-14. A new empty 'acur' resource.

To add a cursor to the list, select the row of asterisks by clicking them,
then choose Insert New Field(s) from the Resource menu . This command adds one set of fields, as shown in Figure 14-15. You can repeat
this process as many times as necessary to get the number of fields you
need.

_.,
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a cur I D - 128 from EHampl es

Number of
"frames"
(cursors)
Used a
"frame"
counter
1)

It
lo

*****

'CURS'
Re source ld
2)

~

1128

~

*****

Figure 14-1 5. An 'a cur' with one c ursor ID.

By convention, the label used to ind icate the start of a list is a row of
five asterisks, but you might encounter other characters. Thoug h lists
may contain other lists, each nested lis t is indented, so you can see
where it starts. For example, Figure 14-16 con tains a list within a list:
one id entified by the***** label and one identified by the ----- label.

A numb er
Count on e
I ) •••••

R fi el d
Count two

2

I ) -----

Inner fiel d

1_0_ _ __.

.
I _

2) -----

1nn er field

o_ __---'

'-1

3 ) - ---2) ..........

Figure 14- 16. A t e mplate w ith two nest ed lists.
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There' s also usually a field just above a list that indicates how many
sets of fields are contained in that list. Depending on the kind of list, this
count can start at zero or one, or no t be present at all. If the count is -1
before you add any fields to the resource, you'll know it starts with zero
instead of one. You can always tell how many sets are in the list by looking at the number in front of the last list separator (usually a "*****"
label). The number of sets is one less than this last number. For example,
the last number in the list in Figure 14-17 is nine, so the list repeats eight
times.

D

acur 10

0 f r om Copy of Finder

Res ource ld

6) *****
'CURS'
Res ource ld
7)

*****

'CURS'
Res ource ld
8)

1262

*****

'CURS'
Resource ld
9)

126 1

1263

*****

Figure 14-17. An 'ac ur' resource c ontaining eight cursors.
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Add ing a nd Removing Fields
The Insert New Fi eld(s) command on the Resource menu is used to
insert a new set of fields before the selected list separator. Selecting a
separator selects all the fields between that and the next separator. The
Edit menu commands work on these selected fields. For example, you
could move a set of fields vvithin a list by selecting the separator just
above the fields, cutting the fields, selecting the separator just above
where you wa nt them to be moved, and pasting. Removing a set of
fields is as easy as selecting a list separator and choosing Cut from the
Edit menu or pressing the Delete key.
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Using Templates When There's a Custom Editor
There are a few cases w here you'll want to use a template rather than
the custom editor for a resource. For example, the 'PICT' editor simply
shows the 'PICT' resource at full size, w hereas the 'PICT' template lets
you chan ge the rectangle that defines the location and size of the 'PICT'.
You can follow these steps to edit a 'PICT' reso urce w ith a templa te
instead of with the custom editor.
1. Choose Open Using Template from the Resource menu or hold

down both the Option and Command keys w hile you d o uble-click
the resource.
2. You see the dialog shown in Figure 14-18. Since 'PICT' is already
filled in, just click the OK bu tton. (If you wanted to use a different
template, you could select it from the list or ty pe it into the fi eld.)
3. A w indow appears containing the 'PICT' resource in the specified
template.

""

•

File

Edit

Re source

Window

Uiew

EHamples
Ty

Al
cl

PI CTs from EHamples
~ -- -

-

-Select Template

c
H
K
Ll

Q 1&!1 (\)

1

l.............................................

actb
a cur

fHI
ALRT
APPL

€

OK

B

BNDL
cctb

( Cancel )

Figure 14- 18. This d ia log lets you select w hich template you w ant to
use.
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Summary
This chapter describes how ResEdit uses templates to let you edit over
60 different resource types. You use templates by filling in a scrollable
list of editable fields and radio buttons. The window for each resource
type presents a different set of fields. We describe each possible field
type and show you how to add and remove sets of fields from variable
length field lists. In Chapter 24 we show you how to design your own
templates.

15

Customizing the Finder's
Layout

The Finder contains a 'LAYO' resource that controls a surprising number
of opera tions. By changing certain settings in this resou rce you can customize the way the Finder draws files, folders, text, and icons. (You
won't find this resource in Finder versions 7.0 or later, but you can make
man y of the same changes from the Finder itself.) You may be familiar
with the Layout a pplication (available as shareware from many user
groups and bulletin boards), w hich also allows you to cus tomize the
Finder 's layout. Layout is more convenient for some asp ects of customizing the Finder because it gives you an idea of w hat your changes
will look like, but it doesn't let you change other useful settings. An
advantage of u sing ResEdit is that it lets you set the layout by specifying
numerical values for loca tions and offsets. If you write these numbers
down (or, better yet, keep a copy of your 'LAYO' resource in a separate
file), you can use them each time you upgrade to a new Finder or crea te
a new startup disk.
Remember, you can' t edit the Finder directly if you're using MultiFinder. As always, the most conservative approach is to edit a copy of
the Finder and ins ta ll it only after you ' re throu gh making changes.
However, since you're probably going to repeatedly make changes, try
them out, and make more changes, you might want to edit your Find er
directly. If you're ca reful to change only the fields we talk about, and
enter only valid values, you shouldn' t have any problems, especially if
you keep a copy of your original Find er just in case. (You should have
253
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the rescue disk discussed in Chapter 4 available for starting up your
Mac in an emergency.) To turn off MultiFinder, use the Set Startup command on the Finder's Special menu, and then restart your Mac. Conveniently, when you quit from ResEdit, the Finder will restart using your
new 'LAYO' resource, so you ca n immediately see the results of the
changes you've made.
Even if you don' t decide to edit your Finder directly, we strongly recommend that you save a copy of the Finder's original 'LAYO' resource
by duplicating it before you modify it. If you don't like some of your
changes, you can always look in tl1is backup copy to find out what the
fields originally contained.
The 'LAYO' resource is pretty big, so we'll show you the basics of how
to find the resource, and then go through the fields and w hat they're
used for.
1. Use ResEdit to open the Finder or a copy.
2. Open the 'LAYO' type picker.
3. Select the 'LAYO' resource you find. There should be only one and
its resource ID should be 128.
4. Choose Duplicate from the Edit menu. This makes a duplicate of
the resource so you can refer to it later to find out what the original
va lues were.
5. Open the original 'LAYO' resource with resource 10 128 which
should look something like Figure 15-1.
6. Follow the instructions provided later in this chapter to make your
changes.
7. Close and save the file.
8. Quit from ResEdit.
9. If you opened a copy of the Finder, install it in your System Folder
and restart your computer. If you opened the Finder directly, your
changes are already in effect.
10. Repeat steps 5 through 9 until you have the layout the way you
want it.

Now for the interesting part: What do all the fields of the 'LAYO'
resource do for you?

.._

Changing the Finder's Font
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LAYO I D = 1 28 from Finder
Font ID
Font Size
Screen Hdr
Hgt
Top line
breal<

1-21

Bottom line
breal<
Printing hdr
hgt
Printing
footer hgt

Figure 15-1. The Finder's 'LAYO' resource .
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Changing the Finder's Font
The Font ID and Font Size fields of the 'LAYO' resource tell the Finder
which font to use whenever it draws text. This includes:
• Names under icons, both in fold ers and on the desktop
• File names and information shown in name, date, size, and kind
views of folders
• Text in the heading area of w indows (where the name, size, kind,
and last modified headings are drawn)
• Text in the Finder's Get Info w indows
• Text printed when you select the Print Directory command from
the File m enu
The Finder normally uses 9-point Geneva, but you can change it to any
font you have installed in your System file. Changing the Finder's font
doesn' t affect any other application's font. Unfortunately, you ca n' t
select the font and size from menus. Instead, you have to type in the
font nwnber along with its point size. If you inadvertently enter a font
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number or size that doesn't exist in your System file, the normal default
font (usually Geneva) or size (u sually 9 point) w ill be u sed. Table 15-1
can help you determine the munber to put into the Font ID field.
By the Way Ill-

The Find er expects the font it's using to contain certain characters,
such as the ellipsis(. .. ). If you pkk a font that doesn't contain these
characters, you may want to add them. See C hapter 12 for more
informa tion a bout changing fonts.

Table 15-l. Some Common Font Numbers

Font Number
0
1
2

3
4
5
6

7

8
9
11

12

13
14
15
16
18

20
21

22
23
33
34

Font Name
System font (Chicago)
Default application font (usually Geneva)
New York
Geneva
Monaco
Venice
London
Athens
San Francisco
Toronto
Ca iro
Los Angeles
Zapf Dingbats
Bookman
N Helvetica Narrow
Palatino
Za pf Chancery
Times
Helvetica
Courier
Symbol
Avan t Garde
New Century Schlbk

.,.

Using a Large Font with the Finder

Warning ..,.

Before setting your Finder's font to somethin g fun like Cairo, Zapf
Dingbats, or Symbol, be sure to plan ahead for how you' re going
to restore the font so it's readable. Identifying the Finder in your
System Folder is difficttlt when its name looks like +*•**D!

Warning ..,.

The font numbers shown in Table 15-1 are only the standard numbers. When you move fonts around with the Font/DA Mover, it
may change the font nwnbers to make sure no two fonts have the
same number. The safest way to determine the number of the font
you want to use is to follow these steps.
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1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of your System file.
2. Open the 'FONT' picker.
3. Find the 'FONT' resource that has a name of Font Family:
followed by the name of the font you want to use (for example,
Font Family: New York). This resource will have a size of zero.
4. Divide the resource number of this 'FONT' resource by 128.
5. This is the font nwnber you should use.
For example, the Times font normally has a resource ID of 2560.
Dividing this by 128 gives you a font number of 20, which is the
same as the number found in Table 15-1.

~

Using a Large Font with the Finder
It's sometimes useful to set up your Finder to use a large point size for
the text it draws. You might be giving a presentation and want to make
sure everyone can see what's on yo ur screen, or you might just be
slightly farsighted. Whatever the reason, you can make such changes in
the 'LAYO' resource. Using a large point size involves a few more steps
than just changing the font the Finder uses. You also need to allow more
room for the headings and more room for each row in the list of files.
You can follow these steps to change your Finder's font to Athens 18. (If
you don' t like Athens, just substitute the font of your choice.) Most of
the fields you'll be changing are shown in Figure 15-1, and the Find er's
new look is shown in Figure 15-2.
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1. Open the 'LAYO' resource, as described previously.
2. Change the font to Athens by setting the value in the Fon t ID field
to 7.
3. Change the point size to 18 by setting the value in the Font Size
field to 18.
4. Change the value in the Screen Hdr Hgt field to 26 to make sure
there's room for the window heading (the area just below the title
bar where the number of items a11d disk usage is shown in icon
view).
5. Change the value in the Bottom Line Break field to 23 to move the
double line that separates the heading from the file information to
the appropria te place.
6. Change the value in the Printing Hdr Hgt field to 48 and the value
in the Printing Footer Hgt field to 38 to make sure your printed
directories look OK.
7. Change the value in the Line Spacing field to 23 to make sure each
line has enough room for the bigger characters. You have to scroll
(or Tab) down in the template to find this field.
8. Add 20 to the values in the Tab stop 3 through Tab stop 7 fields to
make sure you have enough room for the names of your files.
(You'll learn more details about these fields later.)

r

•

File

Edit

,

Ulew

-- folder
-- folder
-- folder

Wed, nov .. .
Wed , nov .. .
Thu, Jan .. .
Wed, nov .. .
Wed, nov .. .
Thu, Jan .. .

Figure 15-2. The d esktop using Athens 18.
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Changing the View Used for New Disks
If you like to use a view other than by Icon in your Finder windows,
you're probably pretty tired of changing the view every time you initialize a disk. You can easily make any view the default by changing the
Default view field of the 'LAYO' resource (it's about halfway down
the template). Find the appropriate number in Table 15-2, put it into the
template, close and save the Finder, and the next time you initialize a
disk, the view will be the way you like it.
Table 15-2. Numbers to Use to Change the Default View

...,.

IfYou Want

Use

by Small Icon

0

by Icon

1

by Name

2

by Date

3

by Size

4

by Kind

5

Changing the Size and Location of New Windows
Now that your new windows have the view set to w hat you want, why
not make them appear where you want on the screen and in the right
size? The 'LAYO' resource contains a rectangle defining the size and
location of new windows the Finder creates. Look for the rectangle (a
set of four fields and a Set button all on the same line) named Window
Rect. The first two fields of the rectangle determine the location of the
window's top left corner, and the last two fields determine its bottom
right corner.
There are a few things to keep in mind when you're changing these
fields. When you set the location of the top of the window (the first
field), rem ember you're setting the top of the content part of the window, not the top of the title bar. If you want your window to appear just
under the menu bar, set the Top value to 39 (allowing 20 for the menu
bar and 19 for the w indow's title bar). If you inadvertently create a window that has its close box under the menu bar or someplace equally
invisible, don't forget you can always choose Close from the File menu
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to close the window. Setting the left side (the second field) is more
s traightforward. To make the w indow appear a t the left side of the
screen, simply set the Left value to 0. If you want the window to start
partially off the screen, use a negative number in the Left field.
To set the size of the window, just add the height and width you want
to the values alread y set for the top and left. For example, if you want
your window to be 100 pixels tall, 200 pixels wide (remember, there's
usually about 72 pixels per inch), and appear in the upper left corner of
the screen, you should set your rectangle to 39, 0, 139,200.
Setting up your w indow is an ideal time to use the Set butto n.
Remember, all you have to do is click the button then drag out the
rectangle in the location and size you want for your window. Another
reminder: When you use the Set button, you need to start lower than
you mig ht think, because the w indow's title bar isn't included in the
rectangle. If you start with a top value of 39 or more, the top of your
window v.rill be \risible .

..,.

Changing the Layout of Text Views
You can change a number of different aspects of th e Finder's text
views. You might want to make changes simply to suit your style, or
because you're using a larger font and can't see all the information you
need. Any changes you make w iii affect all four text views (by Name,
by Date, by Size, and by Kind). Probably the most useful change is to
scrunch things together a bit so you can see more useful information in
a smaller window. To complement this change, you might also want to
use a more abbreviated format for the date. We'll show you an example
below, but don't hesita te to fiddle w ith the numbers until you get
exactly the layout you want .

.._

The Text View Date Field
The Finder uses the Text View Date field to decide what format to use
when it draws a file's last modified date. It normally uses the abbreviated long date format (something like Fri, Jan 25, 1991 in the United
States), but you can change it to display either more or less detail. The
field can contain three values: 0 for the short da te format (something
like 1/ 25 /91); $0100 for the long date format (something like Friday,
January 25, 1991) and $0200 for the abbreviated lon g date format .
(Remember to include the $ character in front of the number to indicate
that it's hexadecimal.) You can find all the details of how you can m ake
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these date formats look any way you want (almost) in Chapter 11,
which discusses the 'itlO' and 'itll' resources .

...,.

The Tab Stop Fields
The Finder uses the Tab stop fields, shown in Figure 15-3, to determine
where to draw the various kinds of information shown in text views.
The Finder's normal default values are shown in the figure. Each Tab
stop indicates the number of pixels from the left edge of the '\-vindow to
one of the parts of the text view.

Window
Rect

162

line spacing

16

Tab stop 1

20

Tab stop 2

144

Tab stop 3

184

Tab stop 4

280

Tab stop 5

376

Tab stop 6

424

Tab stop 7

456

11 14

11214

11 288

I CillJ

$02
J ustificati on

Figure 15-3. The Tab stop fields in the Finder's 'LAYO' resource.

As you can see from Figure 15-4, Tab stop 1 locates the start of the
Name field, Tab stop 2 loca tes the Size field, and Tab stop 3 locates the
Kind field. Tab stops 4 and 5 indicate the date and time the file was last
modified. Tab stop 6 indicates the end of the information.
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Tab 1

Tab2

I

.\flame
D.,Applications
D Book
D Carolyn
D Examples
D Games
D Sy stem Folder

"

Tab 3

Tab 4

Tab 5

Tab 6

I

I

\

\

t!l

Inspiration

""''

~\J<ind
-- .,.folder

---

folder

---

folder
fo lder

folder

-- fo lder

.11
~\
.,. Wed , Nov8, 1989 -,3:26PM~
I.J Last Modifi ed

Sat, Jan 27 , 1990
Wed, Nov 8, 1989

12:38 AM
3:37PM

Thu, J an 25 , 1990

11 :14 PM

\•led, Nov 8, 1989

3:41PM
5:09 PM

Sat, Jan 27, 1990

K:l l

Q

I
0

To '2l

Figure 15-4. Tab stop locations in a Finder window.
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Changing the Text Views: An Example
So, let's change the text views to make more informa tion visible in a
smaller window. To do this, we'll change the Tab stops tha t control
where the Finder puts information and change the date to a more compact format.
1. Ope n the Finder's 'LAYO' resource, as d escribed previo usly.
2. Scroll the template until the Text View Date field is visible (it's
slightly more than halfway d own the template) . For our p urposes,
we'll use the short date forma t, so enter zero into the Text View
Date field.
3. Scroll the template until you can see all seven Tab stop fields, as
shown in Figure 15-3.
4. Since the idea is to pack more information into a smaller window,
the first job is to make the space available for the name smaller. -If
you regularl y use names 27- to 30-characters long, you might want
to skip this step. If you're using Geneva 9 (the standard Finder
font), normal characters are no more than eight pixels wide. (You
can find out the width of characters in other fonts with ResEdit's
'FONT' editor. The character width is shown in the lower left part
of the window. For more information, see Chapter 12.) So, if you
w ant to allow three fewer eight-bit-wide characters (like W) or four
fewer six-bit-wide characters (like numbers) to show, you ca11
subtract 24 from Tab stops 2 through 7.
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5. You can also reduce Tab stops 4 through 7 if you can get by with
less room for the file's type (there's normally room for about 17 or
18 characters). You don't want to lose too much information here,
so just subtract 15 pixels.
6. Finally, since you set up a shorter date format in Step 1, you can
move in Tab stops 5, 6, and 7 by subtracting 30 from each one. If
you started with the default values shown in Figure 15-3, your nevv
Tab stop values should be those shown in Table 15-3.
7. That's it. Now close and save your Finder and see if you like the
new layout. It should look like Figure 15-5.

Table 15-3. New Tab Stop Values

Tab Stop

Location

1

20

2

120

3

160

4

241

5

337

6

355

7

387

D
Name

0
0
0
0
0
0

t!]

Inspiration
Size Kind

Book

---

Applications

Last Mod ...

folder

11 /8/89

3:26PM

folder

1/27/90

12:38 AM

Carolyn

--

folder

11/8/89

3:37PM

Examples

--

fol der

1/25/90

I I :14PM

Games

--

folder

11 /8/89

3:4 1PM

System Folder

--

folder

1 /27/90

5:09PM

lQL
Figure 15-5. The same information in a lot less space.
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Changing the View Indication
Have you ever wondered w hy one of the headings in the Finder's text
views is underlined? Tha t's the Finder's way of letting you know which
Sort m ethod it used for the window. II the Kind heading is underlined ,
you know you've chosen b y Kind from the Finder's View m enu. II the
underline is a bit too subtle for you, here's a way to make the h eading
really s tand out.
1. Ope n the Finder's 'LAYO' resource.
2. Scroll down until you find the Sort Style field (it's about 3/4 of the
way down the template).
3. This field contains the text style u sed for the heading. Each of the
first seven bits of the field identifies a different style. If you want,
you can use several styles in combina tion to make the h eading
really stand ou t. Be careful, though: Some styles (su ch as outline
and shadow) can make the heading take up more room , and it
might no longer fit in th e space allotted. (An earlier example
showed you how to rnake more room for the heading by ch anging
the loca tion of the Tab s top s.)
4. You can u se Table 15-4 to figure out what value to enter into the
field. To add a single style, simply enter the number specified
(enter 1 for bold, for example). If you want to combine several
styles, just add up the numbers for each style you want to use. For
example, if you want to combine bold and s hadow you would add
16 and 1 and enter 17 into the style field. Figure 15-6 sh ows an
example of the m ess you can make if you combine all the styles.

Table 15-4. Style Values t o Use in the Sort Style Fie ld
Style

bold
italic
w1derline
outline
shadow
condense
expanded

Value
1

2
4
8
16
32
64
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D
D
D
D
D
D

0

I nspirotion
Size Kind

Last Mod...

Applications

--

fo lder

1 1/8/89

3:26PM

Book

--

folder

1/27/90

12:38 AM

Carolyn

-----

folder

11/8/89

3:37PM

folder

1/25/90

11 :14PM

Examples
Games
System Folder
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folder

11/8/89

3 :41PM

folder

1 /27/90

5:09PM
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Figure 15-6. A heading that really stands out .
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Turning Off the Zoom Rectangles
When the Finder opens or closes a window, it draws a series of "zoom"
rectangles to show where the window is coming from or going to. If
you'd like your windows to open a little faster, you can turn these rectangles off. Ju st look in the Finder's 'LAYO' resource for a pair of radio
buttons labeled Use Zoom Rects (it's near the middle of the template).
Click the 0 button to turn off the zoom rectangles; click the 1 button to
turn them back on .

..,.

Lining Up Your Icons with a Grid
Some people like icons to stay exactly where they put them, and other
people always use the Clean Up Window command to make sure their
windows look neatly organized . If you fall into th e latter category,
there's a field in the 'LAYO' resource that will make you very happy. By
changing this field, you can make sure the Finder always lines up your
icons v,rith an invisible set of grid lines-the same grid lines the Clean
Up Window command uses. The next two sections show you how to
change the loca tion of these grid lines. To turn this feature on, open the
'LAYO' resource, find the Always Grid Drags field (near the middle of
the template), and click the 1 radio button. Once you've turned this feature on, whenever you let go of an icon after dragging it, the Finder
automagically moves it to the nearest grid line. This even happens with
icons you've p laced outside a window, directly on the desktop.
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Changing the Placement of Your Small Icons
If you use the small icon view for your folders but also use long file
names, you may have been aru1oyed that the file name often overlaps
the next small icon. The 'LAYO' resource contains a couple of fields that
let you change the invisible grid used by the Clean Up Window command. Open the 'LAYO' resource and find the Sm Icon Horiz field (near
the middle of the template). The contents of this field tell the Finder
how far apart to put the small icons. The default is to place them 96 pixels apart. If you want more space, try adding 10 or 15 and see how it
looks. If you want to add more space verticaiJy between the icons, find
the Sm Icon Vert field . This field tells the Finder how far apart vertically
to place the small icons. Remember, after you've changed these fields
and saved the Finder, you'll need to choose the Clean Up Window command from the Finder's Special menu to see the results of your changes.

..,_

Changing the Placement of Your Normal Icons
As with small icons, the 'LAYO' resource allows you to change the
spac-ing of your normal icons by changing the Icon Horiz spacing and
Icon Vert spacing fields. Icons have two problems-their names are often
so long they overlap, and the icons themselves are so big you can't see
very many in a reasonably sized window. The Finder lets you specify
what's called a vertical phase to help solve both these problems. After
you've set the vertical phase, clea ning up alternates the icons, as shown
in Figure 15-7.
System Folder
32 items

n

~

System

1 ,a1 OK available

17 ,209K in disk

n

~

n

~

Finder

General

Key Layout

m

Startup Device

1•::;:·:·;:"-";.;;:il
Key board

!J

Pyro!""'

~)~
Sound

......,

OJ

Mouse

•
Map

Figure 15-7. A Finder w indow with the vertical phase set to 15.
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The vertical distance between the tops of adjacent icons is the vertical
phase. Since the icons are offset from each other, you can also move
them closer together horizontally without worrying that their titles will
overlap. You can change your vertical phase by changing the Icon Vert
phase field in the 'LAYO' resource. The layout shown in Figure 15-7
used a horizontal spacing of 60, a vertical sp acing of 62, and a vertical
phase of 15. If you have short file names, you may w ant to reduce the
horizontal spacing even further. You can try these values or adjust them
to whatever suits you . The standard default settings are 64 for both horizontal and vertical spacing, and 0 for vertical phase. These settings
affect icons anywhere the Finder draws them, including the desktop . As
w ith small icons described previously, you'll have to use the Clean Up
Window command on a w indow before it will reflect your new spacing.
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Using the Title Click Fie ld
The Finder has an interesting hidden feature you can enable by clicking
the 1 radio button next to the Title Click label. You'll find the Title Click
field near the bo ttom of the 'LAYO' template. Once enabled, this causes
the Finder to open the current folder's parent folder (the folder containing a folder is its parent folder) whenever you d ouble-click the title bar
of a window. For example, in Figure 15-8, double-clicking the System
Folder window's title bar would cause Inspiration, its parent folder window, to m ove to the front. If the parent folder window wasn' t already
open, it would be opened and brought to the front.

Fig ure 15-8 . With Title Click turned o n, double-c licking the title bar
brings the parent window to the front.
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Showing Which Drive Your Floppy Disk Is in
Setting the Use Phys Icon (use physical icon) radio button (found near
the bottom of the 'LAYO' template) to 1 causes the Finder to use a new
kind of icon for floppy disks. Instead of the normal picture of a floppy
disk, the Finder \1\rill use a picture of a Macintosh with an arrow indicating which drive contains the disk, as shown in Figure 15-9. If you have
two floppy disk drives, and a disk in each drive, this icon reminds you
which disk is in which drive.
r

•

File

Edit

Ulew

Special

CJ

.,

Gamts

Corol\ln

CJ CJ CJ
Book

Applic•tfons

Ex.,..pl•s

Figure 15-9. The floppy disk icon indicates which drive contains
the disk .

...,.

Changing the Maximum Number of Windows the
Finder Can Open
If you have a hard disk that contains lots of folders, you've probably

seen the Finder's "No more windows can be opened" alert. Increasing
this limit is easy, as long as you have enough memory. The 'LAYO'
resource has a Max# of windows field at the bottom of the template that
contains a number one greater than the number of windows the Finder
can open. This field normally contains 13, but you can increase it as
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much as you'd like. Increasing it to around 25 w ill probably be enough
to let you open all the windows you'll ever need. Keep in mind, however, the m ore windows you allow the Finder to open, the more memory it
uses. Eve n if you don't open the maximum number of windows, the
Finder still u ses about 200 bytes m ore for each extra window that it
cou ld open. For example, if you increase the maximum windows to 25,
the Finder will use about 2500 more bytes even w hen no windows are
open. Of course, if you really open 25 w indows, the Finder w ill use
much more memory. If you use MultiFinder and increase the Max # of
windows, it would be a good idea to increase the amount of memory
available to the Finder. You can do this by using the Finder's Get Info
command to increase the Finder's Application Memory Size field. If you
have enough memory available, increasing the Find er's memory to
350K should take ca re of the additional memory requirements.

..,

A Few Other Fields
The 'LAYO' resource contains a few other fields you can change. These
fields are useful in certain special circumstances and are described only
briefly here .

..,.

Skip Trash Warnings
When you throw away an application or System file, the ever-vigilant
Finder politely asks if that's really what you meant to do. Many people
find this annoying since you just told the Finder you did, indeed, want
to throw the file away. Even though it may seem tempting, we recommend against turning off these warnings. You would only have to throw
away a valu able appli cation once to make you wish you had put up
with the warnings all those other times. An d, besides, if you know for
sure that it's OK to throw away a file, just hold down the Option key
while you drag the file to the Trash and you won't be warned.
If you insist on turning off the warnings and know you never ever
accidentally toss files you want to keep (possibly buried in a folder you
thought you didn't need), you can follow these instructions. Just look in
the 'LAYO' resource for the Skip Trash Warnings field (near the middle
of the template) and click the 1 radio button. You can turn the warnings
back on by clicking the 0 button.
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Column Justification
Each field of the file informa tion shown in any of the text views can be
either right or left jus tified. There isn ' t much advantage to changing
this, but the point of customization is to make your M ac work the way
that feels good for you . So, if you want your fields justified differently,
here's how to do it. Open the Finder's 'LAYO' resomce as described previously. Scroll to the Column Justification field (about a third of the way
down the template). This field contains a number that tells the Finder
what justification to use. Table 15-5 lists the numbers you need to calculate a new jus tification.

Table 15-5. Numbers to Use in the Column Justification Field
Column

Nu mber

Name

1

Size

2

Kind

4

Da te

8

Time

16

To set up your new justification, jus t add up the numbers from the
table for each field you want right justified a nd enter it into the Column
Justification field of the template. For example, if you want to m ake the
name and size fields right jus tified , enter 3 into the template .

.,..

Watch Thresh
The watch threshold field sp ecifies the number of ticks (60ths of a
second) the Finder waits before displaying the watch cursor when it's
p erforming a tiiTte-consuming operation, such as copying files .

.,..

Copy Inherit and New Fold Inherit
If you u se an AppleTalk server network, the Copy Inherit and New Fold
Inherit fields might be useful. If New Fold Inherit is set to 1, whenever

you create a n ew folder on a server, the access privileges will be copied
from the parent folder (the one that contains the new folder) to the new
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folder. Copy Inherit behaves similarly w hen you duplicate an existing
folder.

.,..

Icon-Text Gap
All text the Finder draws moves down by the amount specified in this
fi eld. The Finder applies this to all vi.ews (yes, even the text views, such
as by Size). As you ca n imagine, this looks pretty ugly in most cases.
The headings dra\"m at the top of the windows also move down, so they
don't fit in the allocated space.

.,..

Color Style
The Color Style field determines how the Finder applies the color specified in the Color menu. By default, Color Style contains 0, and the Finder
draws icons w ith a colored frame and a white interior. When an icon is
selected, the frame is white and the interior is drawn in the color selected
from the Color menu . You can change this to more vividly identify files
that aren't open. If you change Color Style to 1, the Finder w ill draw
icons with a black border and filled with the color. Selected icons wiJJ be
framed with the color and filled w ith black. As you can imagine, your icons will really stand out if they're fiJled with a bright color
instead of white.
The Finder uses a 'clut' resource to determine which colors should
be on its Color menu. When you change the Color Style field of the
'LAYO' resource to 1, you had better also chan ge the black color in
the Finder's 'clut' resource to white. If you don't, all of the icons
that haven't been assigned a color will appear black-not a very
appealing result. You can find out more about 'clut' resources and
changing the Finder's colors in Chap ter 17.

Hint .,.

~

Summary
This chapter shows you a number of ways to spruce up your desktop by
changing the Finder' s 'LAYO' resource. Detailed instruction s are included to help you change everything from the font used in the Finder 's
windows to the maximum number of windows the Finder can open. In
the next chapter, we' ll show you severa l changes you can make using
other templates included with ResEdit.

Template Projects

16

This chapter contains a collection of changes you can make using the
template editor.

..,_

Writing PostScript Code to a File
Have you ever wondered what PostScript-the page description language LaserWriters use- really looks like? Have you ever needed a
PostScript file to take to your typesetting service? If so, you may already
know that you can m ake the LaserWriter driver write the PostScript
code to a file instead of to the LaserWriter by pressing Command-F just
after you OK the Print dialog. (Hold down Command-K instead if you
want to also include Apple's PostScript dictionary from the Laser Prep
file.) The problem with this technique is that many applications intercept Command keys before they get to the LaserWriter driver, and it
doesn't work at all under MultiFinder.
Fortunately, the authors of the LaserWriter driver have given you a
way out of this dilemma. In LaserWriter versions between 5.2 and 7.0
there's a secret check box that causes the driver to write the PostScript
to a file instead of the printer. Here's how to make the check box accessible. On the LaserWriter driver that comes with System 7, the Print dialog already contains radio buttons to allow the PostScript to be sent to a
file. )
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1. Make a copy of your LaserWriter driver (a file named LaserWriter

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

in your System Folder) and g ive it a ne'"' name such as LWToDisk
or whatever makes sense to you. Leave the copy in the System
Folder so you can use it later.
Use ResEdit to open the copy of your LaserWriter driver.
Open the 'DITL' picker so you see the list of 'DITL's in the d river.
Select 'DITL' ID -81 91.
Choose Open Using Template from the Resource menu.
Click the OK button to say you want to use the 'DITL' templa te.
Scroll until item number 22 is visible. You should see a window
similar to the one shown in Figure 16-1.

-D

DITL 10 - -B 19 1 from LoserWriter
Item info

IPaper Cossette

I

2 1) ..........
Di spl ay rect
Item type
Item info

IManual Feed

22) ...........
Disp l ay rect
Item type
Item info

D DD DlliD
Is I
IDisI< File

23) ............

Figure 16-1. C hange the Display rect field to make the Disk File
c heck box visible.

8. You want to make the check box named Disk File visible (note that
its Display rect[angle] is all zeros), so change the Display rect fields
to 49, 315, 65, 390.
9. Close and save the file.
10. Now open the Chooser desk accessory and choose your modified
LaserWriter driver (it must be in the System Folder for this to
work). Since the Chooser shows you bo th the original LaserWriter
driver and your modified version, you can easily switch between
them.
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From now on, when you print you' ll see a dialog similar to the one
shown in Figure 16-2. (If you're using LaserWriter version 6.0, you'll see
a slightly different dialog.) If you check the Disk File check box the
PostScrip t code will be sent to a file called PostScriptO (or 1 or 2, up
to 9), whkh you can open with any word processing application. You
can find the PostScript file in your System Folder or, if you're using
MultiFinder, in the folder called Spool Folder in your System Folder.
PostScript files can get pretty big, so don't forget to throw them away
when you're finished with them.
LoserWriter "Carolyn's Lo ser"
Copies:jiMj
Couer Poge:

Poges:@ Rll
@No

0

First Poge

Poper Source: @ Poper Cossette

n OK B
0 From: D To: D
[ Con eel )
5.2

0
0

Lost Poge

0

Disk: File

Help

Monuol Feed

Figure 16-2. A new Print dialog with a Disk File check box .

.., Speeding up Your Mouse
If you have a large screen monitor, you may have noticed how slowly
the pointer seems to move when you have a long way to go, for instance, all the way between the Trash and the menu bar. Relief is at
hand! With a fevl quick changes to a template, you can change any of
the speed settings for the mouse Control Panel.
There are five 'mcky' mo1.1se resources in your System fi le corresponding to the five possible mouse speeds in the Control Panel. The resource
with ID 0 controls the speed of the Very Slow or Tablet setting, the
resource with ID 4 controls the Fast setting, and the resources with IDs 1
to 3 control the speeds in between.
This is another time when you might want to edit the System file
directly. If you just change the 'mcky' mouse resources and are careful
not to touch any other resources, you shouldn't have any problems.
Of course, it would be safer to work on a copy of the System file, but
you'll see shortly why you might want to work on the original. If you
do work on the active System file, be sure to make a backup copy first,
just in case.
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Making a "Fast " Mouse into a "Very Fast " Mouse
1. Use ResEdit to open your System file.
2. Open the 'mcky' resource type.
3. Open 'mcky' ID 4. You'll see a window similar to the one shown in
Figure 16-3.
4. Change the 8 Threshold fields to those shown in Figure 16-4.
5. Choose Save from the File menu to save your changes.
6. Choose the Control Panel from the Apple menu and select the
Mouse icon.
7. Switch the speed from Fast to any other setting and then back to
Fast (this activa tes your changes).
Move the mouse pointer about your screen . Is it moving too fast? Not
fast enough? If it's moving too fast, you might try 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 13, 255.
If it's moving too slowly, lay off the coffee for a few hours and check it
again. If it's still too slow, try reducing some of the numbers a little.
Small changes can have a big effect on your mouse speed so try subtracting 1 from each threshold value. Keep changing the numbers until
you get a speed you like. It's generally a good idea to keep the smallest
number in Threshold J and have the numbers increase to Threshold 8.
Remember that after each change you must save the file and reset the
speed in the Mouse Control Panel before you'll see the effect of your
changes.
If you don' t want to change your System file directly, trying out your
changes will take a bit more work. Instead of saving the file and changing the setting in the Mouse Control Panel, you'll need to install your
new copy of the System and restart your Macintosh. Each time you
want to try a new set of values, you'll need to restart your computer.
After you try this a few times, you'll understand why we recommend
you take a deep breath and carefully edit your active System file.
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How Mouse Tracking Works
The easiest way to set the mouse speed is to use trial and error, but it
may help to understand how the System uses each of the Threshold
numbers. If the System moved the pointer one pixel for every pixelequivalent you moved the mouse, you'd be surprised how slow that
would seem. (The Tablet setting in the Mouse Control Panel roughly
approximates such a one-to-one correspondence.) The Threshold values
control acceleration of the pointer as you move the mouse faster and
faster. (Remember, you move the mouse, the System moves the pointer
on the screen.) Every sixtieth of a second (or tick of the System clock)
the System checks the location of the mouse. The distance it has moved
is compared w ith the values stored in the 'mcky' resource. Threshold 1
is checked first, followed by Threshold 2, up to Threshold 8. When a
Threshold valu e is found tha t's greater than the distance moved (in
pixel-equivalents), the distance is multiplied by the Threshold number
(1 to 8) to determine how far the pointer moves.
An example will help you understand hm·v the Thresholds work.
Let's assLUne you've set your mouse to the Thresholds shown in Figure
16-3. With these settings, Table 16-1 shows how far the pointer moves
for each movement of the mouse.
Table 16-1. Po inter Movement Based on Mouse Movement and
Threshold Values
Mouse Moves*
1

2-4
5-7
8-10
11-13

14-15
16
>16

Threshold Vnl11e*

Threshold Used

1
4

1

7
10
13
15
16

255
*Distances are measured

Pointer Moves*
1

2

2 x Distance moved
3 x Distance moved
3
4
4 x Distance moved
5 x Distance moved
5
6
6 x Distance moved
7 x Distance moved (16)
7
8 x Distance moved
8
in pixels or pixel-equivalents.

From the table, you can see that the smaller you make the Threshold
values, the sooner the mouse accelerates. The slowest possible speed
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(the default for the Tablet setting) has all the Threshold values set to 255.
This effectively elimina tes any acceleration becau se you could never
move the mouse that far in a 60th of a second so there's never any multiplication factor. The fastest mouse you could accurately pos ition
would use Threshold values something like 1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3 (the absolute fastest would use Threshold values of 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 and would
cause every mouse movement to be multiplied by 8).
~

Changing the lmageWriter's Paper Size
Most of the time, you probably use the ImageWriter's standard paper
sizes, but wouldn't it be convenient to set up your own paper size for
those occasions when you want to print on a different size paper? Maybe you'd like to print your own birthday card, use a preprinted form, an
index card, or your own stationery. All of these would require careful
planning unless you set up your own custom paper sizes. If you have an
Apple ImageWriter, Ima geWriter LQ, o r LaserWriter IISC, you can
change the paper size settings available in the Page Setup dialog.
Every printer driver contains a set of 'PREC' (Printer RECord) resources that control the behavior of the printer. The 'PREC' resource
with ID 3 specifies the paper sizes displayed in the Page Setup dialog.
You can specify up to six different paper sizes that correspond to the six
possible radio buttons in the Page Setup dialog. Even better, you can
override 'PREC' ID 3 by including a new 'PREC' resource with an ID
of 4. In this way, you don't have to change your original resource, and
you can easily restore it any time you want by deleting your custom
resource.

Hint
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Some applications come with their own 'PREC' resource that
contains what the manufacturer believes to be the best paper sizes
for that application. These resources are ignored on version 2.7 of
the ImageWriter driver that comes with System software version
6.0.5, but were u sed to override the defaults on earlier versions of
the System. This is fine until you want to make your own custom
paper sizes and the resource in the application overrides your
custom resource. If your changes don't show up in one of your
applications, check to see if it contains a 'PREC' resource with an ID
of 4. If so, you'll have to either change its resource ID (so that it
doesn' t get used) or add your custom changes to it, also. Among the
applications that contain their own 'PREC' resource are FileMaker II,
Microsoft Word 4.0, and Microsoft Works 2.0.
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How to Add Custom Paper Sizes
Here's how you can add custom paper sizes to your ImageWriter or
LaserWriter IISC Page Setup dialog.
1. Make a copy of the printer driver file called IrnageWriter (or
AppleTalk IrnageWriter, LQ AppleTalk IrnageWriter, LQ
Image Writer, or LaserWriter USC, depending on which type of
printer you're using). Save this copy as a backup in case something
goes wrong later on.
2. Use ResEdit to open your printer driver file (the file you made a
copy of in Step 1).
3. Double-click the 'PREC' resource type to open the 'PREC' picker.
4. Select 'PREC' ID 3.
5. Choose the Duplicate command from the File menu.
6. Select the new resource (Duplicate probably gave it a resource ID
of 128).
7. Choose the Get Resource Info command from the Resource menu.
8. Change the resource ID to 4 and close the Resource Info window.
9. Double-click the new resource to open an editing window like the
one shown in Figure 16-5.
10. The first field (Number of Btns) contains a number between 1 and 6
that indicates how many radio buttons should appear in the Page
Setup dialog. If you're going to add a paper size, be sure to update
this field.
11. The next twelve fields contain the height and width for each of the
six possible paper sizes. The height and width are specified in 1/ J2oinch increments. For example, if you want to add an 8-inch-wide
paper size, put 8 times 120, or 960, into the width field.
12. The next six fields contain the names to be displayed with the radio
buttons. Change the field corresponding to the sizes you changed
in Step 11. Be careful not to change the contents of the Data field at
the end of the resource.
13. That's it. Now close and save the file, and select Page Setup from
the File menu to see your changes. (If you don't see the results of
your changes, check the Chooser desk accessory to make sure the
correct printer is selected.) Fig ure 16-6 shows the ImageWriter 's
Page Setup dialog with three new paper sizes added.

~
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PREC 10 = 4 from lmageWriter
Number of
Btns
Btn 1 Height

1320

Btn 1 Width

1020

Btn 2 Height

1400

Btn 2 Width

990

Btn 3 Height

1680

Btn 3 Width

1020

Btn 4 Height

1440

Btn 4 Width

990

Btn 5 Height

1320

Btn 5 Width

1680

Btn 6 Height

495

Btn 6 Width

1020

Btn 1 Name

US Letter

Btn 2 Name

A4 Letter

Btn 3 Name

US Legal

Btn 4 Name

International Fanfold

Btn 5 Name

Computer Paper

Btn 6 Name

l.

Data

$

Figure 16-5. The 'PREC' resourc e from the lmageWriter file.
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Orientation
Specio l Effects: D Tall Rdjusted
D 50 '7o Reduction
D No Gops Between Pages

Figure 16-6. The lmageWriter's Page Setup dialog with a few new
paper sizes.
By the Way _.,
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Some applications may have problems with custom paper sizes,
especia lly small sizes like you might use for index cards. Applica,..
tions are generally tested only with the standard paper sizes, so,
although most major applications should work, it's possible you'll
find a few that don't (MacWrite 5.0 is the only one we know of that
doesn't). Unfortunately, there's nothing you can do about this.
Fortunately, you can still select the standard paper sizes from your
customjzed Page Setup dialog, so you can use your custom paper
sizes with other applications and use the standard sizes with these
uncooperative applications. Microsoft Word 4.0 has a slightly
different problem. Custom paper sizes only affect Word if you add
them to the 'PREC' resource with ID 3 in the printer driver file. Word
ignores 'PREC' resources with ID 4.

Fun with Strings
Most applications, including the Finder and the System file, contain lo ts
of text strings, w hich can be stored in either 'STR' or 'STR#' (string list)
resources. Unless you're localizing an application for another country,
it's usually not important to change a string resource. You can't make
your Mac behave in some neat new way by changing a word here and
there. You can, however, buck convention and make the messages you
see a lot more fun. We'll give you a few examples of strings to change,
but we encourage you to explore. It's unlikely you could cause damage
by changing a string, so just poke through your applications, the Finder,
and the System file and see what you can find. Before you race off to
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cu stomize w hat yo ur applica tions h ave to say to you , here are a
few tips.
• Don' t make a string a lo t longer than it was o riginally. If you do, it
may no longer fit in the space provided for it. (If you really want a
longer string in a dialog, you can find out how to change the size of
a dialog item in Chapter 10).
• Be sure to save a copy of the file so you'll have the original strings
to refer to later.
• Whatever you d o, don't remove a string from an 'STR#' resource.
Applications refer to strings by using an index into the list. If you
delete the fourth string, thus making the fifth string the fourth,
your messages will be very confused (you'll see the fifth string
w hen you should have seen the fourth string, and so forth).
• If you see /\0, /\1, /\2, or 1\3 in a string, that means the application
is going to insert some more text before it uses the string (a file's
name, for example). Even if you change the contents of the string,
you should leave the /\0 characters alone.
Remember, applications should keep almost every piece of text you
see on the screen in an 'STR ' or 'STR#' resource, so just look around for
interesting things to change.

..,.

Chang ing the Finder's Strings
Lots of strings in the Finder are fun to change. You'll find everything
from error messages to the column titles shm.vn when you view a folder
by nam e. Here's an example of some changes you can m ake in the
Finder (these strings are from version 6.1.5 of the Finder that came with
version 6.0.5 of the System software).
1. Make a copy of your Finder so you can restore the strings later if
you want.
2. Use ResEdit to open the copy of the Finder.
3. Open the 'STR#' picker.
4. Open resource 10 128. You'll find a lo t of interesting strings here.
Part of the resource is shown in Fig ure 16-7.
5. The third string contains the name g iven to new, empty folders
(usually Empty Folder). Try changing it to New or Emp ty (you
already know it's a folder).
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0

STR# ID
2)

*****

The string
3)

IClipboard

*****

The string

6)

IEmpty Folder

*****

The string
5)

loe sl<

*****

The string
4)

128 from Copy of Finder

!Trash

*****

The string

!unnamed#

Figure 16-7. Some strings from the Finder.

6. The fifth string conta ins the name displayed under the Trash can.
Try changing the name of your Tras h to Slop or Refuse.
7. String 38 contains the text that's added to a file's name when it's
duplica ted. It's normally "Copy of AO." Try d1anging it to "/\0
Copy" or "/\0 Clone" ins tead. This is the way System 7 names
duplicates, and it keeps a file and its duplicate together w hen you
view by name. Whatever you do, don't forget to leave the "/\0" in
the s tring, or the new name won' t include the old name.
8. Close resource ID 128.
9. Open resource ID 7168.
10. String number 3 contains the names of the programmers who
d esigned the Finder. These names are dis played in the About the
Finder dialog box, s hown in Figure 16-8. Since it's your M acintosh,
why not put your name in the lis t in add ition to, or instead of,
theirs?
11. Close resource ID 7168.
12. Open resource ID 129.
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About the Macintosh® FinderTM
Your name goes here!
t>Apple Computer, Inc. 1983-90

Finder: 6. 1.5
System: 6.0.5
Total Memory:

8,1 92K largest Unused Block :

6 ,878K

~ Find~r
~ Syst4?m

963K

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1

Figure 16-8. Add your name to the Finder's About box.

13. String number 3 in this resource contains the hated string, "the
application is busy or missing." You see this string any time you
try to open a file but you don't have the proper application. Why
not change this to something a little more friendly, like "I can't find
the application for that right now."
14. Close and save the Finder.
15. Keep your original Finder, install your new Finder, and restart
your Mac to see all of your new strings.

~

Changing the Frame for a 'PICT'
When you open ResEdit's 'PICT' picker, you see all the 'PICT' resources
in a file shrunk down to fit in equal-size cells. When you double-click a
'PICT', a window appears showing you the 'PICT' a t its normal size.
This is convenient if you want to see what 'PICT's are available in a file,
but not so convenient if you want to make changes to the 'PICT'. If you
want to change the contents of a 'PICT', you should use a graphics progra m like MacDraw II or SuperPaint. ResEdit is the place to look if
all you want to do is change the size or location of the 'PICT's frame.
Here's how.
1. Use ResEdit to open the file contai11ing the 'PICT' resource you

want to change.
2. Open the 'PICT' picker.
3. Select the 'PICT' you want to change.
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Select Template
actb
a cur
ALRT
APPL
BNDL
cctb
clut

~

I!RiiMI

I

[

llilli

OK

J

( Cancel )

0

Figure 16-9. The template dialog defaults to 'PICT'.

PICT ID

= 128 from Test

Size
Rect
Opcodes

$ 11 01 AO 00
01
DO
00
00
00
16
00
00
F7
OR

00 OA 00
02 40 98
00 00 C5
00 00 C5
00 00 C5
F7 00 02
OA 1F FC
1 F 80 00
00 02 01
1F FC 00

82 AO 00 BE
00 00 00 02
00 2C 00 00
01 60 00 00
01 5C 00 00
01 5C 00 01
01 FF 80 FE
00 1 c 70 70
FC FO 00 16
FF EO FE 00
1 c 70 70 00

Figure 16- 10. You can set the 'PICT' frame in the 'PICT' template .
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4. Select Open Using Template from the Resource menu (or hold
down the Command and Option keys w hile you d ouble-click the
'PICT').
5. You'll see a dialog like the one shown in Figure 16-9. Since the
'PICT' type is already selected, just click the OK button .
6. Next you should see a 'PICT' template like the one shown in Figure
16-10. You can change the Rect field to anything you like. Don't
change anything else in the template, or you' ll more than likely
ruin your 'PICT'.
7. Close the template window. You can see the effect of your changes
by opening the 'PICT' editor (double-click the 'PICT').
8. Once you're sa tisfied with your changes, close and save your file.
Changing the frame of a 'PICT' doesn't affect its contents in any way.
Changing the frame only changes which part of the contents you'll
see when th e 'PICT' is drawn. By making the fram e sm aller, you can
effectively hide parts of the 'PICT'. By making it larger, you can add
white space around the 'PICT' or control the positioning of the
'PICT' when it's drawn .

Hint II>

..,.

Changing Your System Font
Tired of using Chicago 12 for your System fon t? You can use any font
you want, but you have to be careful. Once you've made this change,
you won' t have access to Chicago 12 a t all- it w ill be as if the font
doesn' t exist anymore. (It still appears on your font menus but choosing
it actually picks your new System font, not Chicago.) Since Chicago contains some special characters (the check mark used in men us and the
apple used for the Apple menu, for example), you may need to make a
few changes to any other font you want to use as the System font. Chapter 12 gives you details about how to edit a font . Keep in mind that the
font you substitute will show u p in many different places. The System
font is u sed for m en u titles and m enu items, ''vindow titles, dialog
boxes, and the text in m any applications' windows. Because it's used in
so many different places, you should keep the font size approximately
the same as the size of Chicago 12. If you make the font bigger, the System w ill make the title bar of windows and the menu bar bigger to
accommodate the new font, but m ost applications' dialogs won't resize
themselves to hold the bigger characters. As you can see in Figure 16-11,
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a Finder window's title bar looks fine with a larger font. Figure 16-12
illustrates the problems you'll have with dialog boxes.
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Figure 16-11 . A Finder window using Times 24 for the System font.
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Figure 16- 12. The Finder's Page Setup dialog doesn't look quite so
good w ith Times 24.

Here's how to change your System font.
1. Using ResEdit, open a copy of your System file.

2. Open the 'FONT' picker.
3. Scan through the list of fonts until you find the 'FONT' you want to
use for your System font. Make a note of its resource ID.
4. Switch back to the type picker window and open the 'FOND'
picker.
5. Open the 'FOND' resource with ID 0.
6. Scroll to the bottom of the window (the Res ID field should be
visible, as shown in Figure 16-13).
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Figure 16-13. Change the Res ID field to the resource ID of any 'FONT'
you want to use as your System font.

7. Change the Res ID field to the resource ID of the font you found in
Step 3. For example, if you want to use Times 14 point, you can
enter 2574 for the resource ID. (Times 14 works well as a substitute
System font because it's approximately the same size as Chicago
12, althoug h it's too thin to be readable when dimmed in menus.)
8. Close and save the file.
9. Install your modified System file and restart your Macintosh.
~

Summary
This chapter shows you a number of projects you can do w ith
tem-pla tes. Some examples show you how to customize specific
resources . For instance, you can change the LaserWriter 's 'DITL'
resource to let you send PostScript data to a file instead of to a printer.
You can also speed up your mouse by customizing the 'mcky' resource
fow1d in your System file. We also explore general techniques for customizing string ('STR ' or 'STR#') resources found in almost every application and include a few specific examples of fun changes you can make
to the Finder's strings. The tips in this chapter are only a sampling of
the many changes you can make with the more than 60 templa tes
included w ith ResEdit.

PART FOUR

~

Color, Color Everywhere

Color on the Mac
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You've got a Macintosh II- a color Mac!-and you're just itching to customize with color. This chapter and the next two are for you . Those of
you with monochrom e monitors don' t have to pout and flip to another
chapter, because the grays your monitors display are "color," too. You
d on't need a color monitor to enjoy color resources. Whether you' re
w orking in color or grayscales, you'll complete your customization projects more sm oothly and enjoyably if you have an understanding of how
your Macintosh handles color. This chapter gives a brief overview of
Macintosh color principles and describes two important color resource
types that come into play. We also introduce fea tures conunon to several
color editors. The discussion of color resource editors assumes you're
alread y famHiar with ResEdit's fa tbits editors (see Chapter 5 if you need
a refresher). Similarly, the treatment of specific color resources assumes
you' re alread y familiar with the original black-and-white ones discussed in Part 2 .

..,..

Color Basics
The particular colors you see on your screen at a given moment result
from complex interactions between software and hardware. Prior to the
Mac II, you had no choice of displays. Mac screens were all black-andwhite, built-in, and the same size. But Macintosh Ils su pport a variety of
293
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stand-alone monitors, which commw1icate with the computer via video
cards. The number of possible colors a monitor can display is related to
the amount of memory available to store screen images. Since the Mac II
stores these images in memory chips (RAM) on the video card, the color
capability of your Mac depends not just on the monitor, but also on the
amount of memory on your video card.
To appreciate why memory is so important to color, you have to
understand the difference between bits and pixels. On an SE, or on a
Mac II set to the black-and-white mode, each dot on the screen, called a
pixel (for picture element), requires one bit of memory. So w hen you're
talking about black-and-white displays, bits and pixels amount to the
same thing. Allocating more bits per pixel provides more information,
allowing for shades of gray or various colors. The number of colors or
grays a pixel can display is limited by the number of bits of memory
dedicated to that pixel. The more bits per pixel an image or monitor has,
the deeper it is said to be.
By the Way~

You've heard people tossing around te1ms like two-bit color and
although you're not so naive as to assume they're referring to a
monetary value, sometimes you wonder w hat they really mean.
Here's the scoop. Two-bit color means you have enough memory
to accommodate two bits per pixel. Because there are 22 or 4 ways to
arrange those two bits per pixel (0,0; 0,1; 1,0; and 1,1), you can have
four colors or grays. Here are the standard arrangements:
•
•
•
•

1 bit per pixel allows only white (0) or black (1)
2 bits per pixel (2-bit color) allows 22 or 4 colors or grays
4 bits per pixel (4-bit color) allows 24 or 16 colors or grays
8 bits per pixel (8-bit color) allows 28 or 256 colo.r s or grays

You might also have 24-bit color, which works a little differently.
ResEdit wofiks just fine on 24-bit systems, but none of the resources
we discuss take full advantage of all the colors.

....

Colors by Numbers
You rarely get very far into a discussion about color on the Mac before
people s tart throwing numbers around, and some of those numbers
are impressively huge. You don' t have to memorize the numbers, bu t
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knowing w here they come from and how they're related will help you
understand w hat your Mac is d oing when you see colors or grays shifting on your screen as you switch between windows. This Wlderstanding w ill also help you create and edit color resources intelligently. (As a
side benefit, you can spout off some numbers yourself next time the
conversation turns to color on the Mac.) Capsulized, the problem your
Mac must solve is as follows: At a11y given moment it can display only a
tiny fraction of a tremendous rainbow of possible colors (unless it's a 24bit system, w hich can display them all) . How does it determine that
subset of colors?
Let's start with the monitor. Apple's RGB (red-green-blue) monitors
are capable of showing 28 colors for each of the three color beams-or
more than 16 million colors! (For math fans, that's (28)3 or 224, which is
16,777,216.) Bu t as we' ve already discussed, most video cards have only
enough memory to support 16 colors at a time, or 256 if you add the
memory exp ansion kit. Som ehow yo ur M ac has to tell the mo nito r
exactly w hich 256 colors to display.
Looking at the software side of the situation doesn't immediately solve
the problem. On the Macintosh, the red, green, and blue components of a
color are each specified by 16 bits, so each of the three components can
have values between 0 and 65,535. (That nw11ber may look familiar to
you if you've experimented w ith the stan dard Macintosh color picker.)
When all three RGB values are 0, none of the beams are turned on, so
you see black. When all three are set to the maximum, you see white.
Any time all three values are equal, you get shades of gray. (Of course,
on a mo nochrom e monitor you get shades of gray from variations in
intensity, not from mixing three colo r beams.) The number of possible
RGB settings is humongous, meaning Color ~uickDraw could theoretically suppor t the definition of as m an y as 2 8 colors (tha t's (216)3 or
65,5353)-more than 281 trillion! Because of lim itations w ithin Color
QuickDraw, however, it can actually display only 256 colors. Still, your
Mac has a problem. Out of the 281 trillion possible Color QuickDraw colors, and the 16 million possible monitor colors, how does the Mac determine which 256 colors you're going to get?
H ardware and software work together to d ecide which 256 (or which
16) colors to display. A streamlined descrip tion of the interaction follows. You d on' t have to remember the names of all the players, just the
end result. The application asks one of the Toolbox Managers or Color
QuickDraw for the colors it wants to use, choosing from the 281 trillion
possible Color QuickDraw colors. Color QuickDraw then asks the operating system's Color Manager for the colors that are actually available
on the monitor. For example, on a 16-color system, only 16 colors from
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the monitor's possible 16 million are available. The Color Manager figures out how to translate what Color QuickDraw wants into what the
monitor can actually provide, making the best match possible based on
the monitor, video card, and Control Panel settings. This matching process is called mapping. The Color Manager then communicates with the
monitor via the video card, which controls how the screen dots get
turned on.
So if you try to draw in. 256 colors or grays when your system is capable of displaying only 16, Color QuickDraw and the Color Manager
map each of the 256 requested colors to one of the 16 colors available.
(The frontrnost window determines which specific colors are available
on a monitor.) Exactly what's involved in color mapping is a complicated part of the Macintosh magic. For most purposes, you don't have
to worry about it. But you should know something about two important
resources that function as color collections your Mac can refer to when
juggling colors.
For best results with color, you should install32-Bit QuickDraw.
(This is an init that uses about lOOK of RAM.) It's an improvement
over Color QuickDraw, and also supports 24-bit color, which means
your RGB monitor can display its entire 16-rnillion-color repertoireif you have a special video card. You can find 32-Bit QuickDraw in
the Apple Color folder of System Software releases 6.0.5 and later.
Just drag it into your System Folder. (Although the Macintosh llci,
Ilfx, and up already have 32-Bit QuickDraw in their ROMs, we
recommend llci users install version 2.1 of 32-Bit QuickDraw anyway. The version in the llci ROM has a few bugs that version 2.1
fixes.) System 7 already includes 32-Bit QuickDraw.

Hint IJI.

~

Color Collections
When your Mac is figuring out how to map one color to another
it needs a frame of reference; it needs to know exactly what colors are
currently available. Similarly, when you create or edit a color resource,
ResEdit needs to know which colors to make available. Color collections
are stored in two types of resources. A 'clut' (Color Look-Up Table) is a
collection of specific colors, or RGB values. This color roster resembles a
list of recipes that tell the Mac exactly how to mix the red, green, and
blue color beams. Mac II ROMs contain default 'clut's that provide a
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standard set of colors for each of the three s tandard pixel depths (4, 16,
and 256 colors). ResEdit lets you choose these or other color collections,
including your own custom collection. We'll talk more about this later in
the chapter when we discu ss the Color menu.
If n ecessary, a 'clut' ca n easily be converted into the second type of
color collection, the 'pitt' (pal e tte). A 'pltt' is similar to a 'clut', but
includes additional color u sage information that tells the system how to
handle color conflicts. Another difference is that a 'pltt' can be associated v.rith a window, to make sure that the w indow always ha s a certain
specific set of colors available whenever it's active. In fact, that's why
'pitt's were invented. Windows v.rithout p alettes are drawn by mapping
the requested colors to whatever colors are currently available. But if a
'pitt' is a ssociated with a window, the colors in the 'pitt' take top priority
whenever the window is active. Using information in the 'pitt', your
Mac changes the color environment in wha tever way n ecessary to
ensure that the specified set of colors is available to that window.
By the Way

IJll>

You m ay sometimes notice a screen flash and colors or grays shifting
as you s witch b etween windows while you're editing various color
resources. Your Mac is simply sv.ritching from one subset of colors to
another amongst the m any it can display. Let's say you create a color
icon using the standard 256 colors, and a color pattern usin g 256
grays. To make sure you see your resource in the colors you u sed to
paint it, ResEdit associates a 'pitt' containing those colors wi th the
editor window. Your Mac has no choice but to sv.ritch the color
environment as you go from on e v.rindow to the oth er becau se it can
only display one set of 256 colors at a time.
Except for th e p eople who want to ch an ge the eight colors the Finder
offers on its Color m enu, mos t u sers won 't have much reason to edit
'clut's or 'pitt's. Programmers (and p eople interested in changing their
Finders' colors) can find out h ow to edit these resources a t the end of
this chapter.

.,...

Color Resources
ResEdit contains editors for numerou s color resources, and several of its
black-and-white resource editors allow you to colorize resource components. Table 17-1 lis ts the resource types that h ave their own editors.
We've a lread y introdu ced the firs t two resource types, 'clut' and 'pitt'.
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You edit the remaining resource types in fatbits (or more correctly, fa tpixels) editors. We discuss color icons in Ch apter 18 and color patterns
in Chapter 19.
Table 17-1. Color Resource Types Having Their Own Editors

Resource Type

Description

----~----------------------------------

'clut'

Color look-up table

'pitt'

Palette

'ppat'

Pixel pattern

'ppt#'

Pixel pa ttern list

'crsr'

Color cursor

'cicn'

Color icon

'icl4'

Icon large (32-by-32 pixels), 4-bit (16 colors), System 7

'icl8'

Icon large (32-by-32 pixels), 8-bit (256 colors), System 7

'ics4'

Icon small (16-by-16 pixels), 4-bit (16 colors), System 7

'ics8'

Icon small (16-by-16 pixels), 8-bit (256 colors), System 7

Table 17-2 lists color resources th at are created when you colorize a
black-and-w hite resource. You edit these color table resources via the
editor for the resource w ith which they' re associa ted. In other words,
the 'MENU' editor creates an 'mctb' w hen you add color to a 'MENU'
resource, an d you also edit those colors via th e 'MENU' editor. (You can
also edit them in templates.) In Chapter 19, we talk more about editing
these types of resources.
Ta ble 17-2. Color Resource Types Edited Via Associated Editors

Resource Type
'actb'
'dctb'

Description
Alert color table
Dialog color table

Editor
'ALRT'

'wctb'

Window color table

'WIND'

'mctb'

Menu color table

'MENU'

'cctb'

Control color table

'cctb' template

'DLOG'

IJll>

By the Way .,.
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There are two additional color resource types. We mention them
solely for the sake of completeness, because ResEdit doesn't have
editors for them: 'ictb' (color dialog item list) and 'ictb' (font color
table).

Using the Fatpixels Editors
ResEdit's color resource editors aren't mysterious. They work just like
comparable black-and-white editors, except they also have the ability to
handle color. Figure 17-1 shows one of the fatpixels editors. Because
color resources have common characteristics, the color resource editors
share several features. For instance, three types of color resources ('ppat',
'ppt#', and 'cicn') differ from their original black-and-white counterparts
in that they are not limited to a certain number of pixels; individual
resources of these types can have different sizes. Consequently, these editors provide a way to let you adjust the size of the resources. Most of the
fatpixels editors have a provision to include a black-and-white version.
You can create this optional black-and-white version as easily as you can
create a mask for an icon or pointer, by simply dragging the image to the
appropriate part of the editor.

••••
••••
•••••
••••
••••
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Figure 17- l . The 'cicn' e ditor is a prototypica l fatpixels editor.
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The fatpixels editors behave similarly to the black-and-white fatbits
editors introduced in Chapter 5, and they u se the sam e Transform
menu. You click the swatch under the tool palette to see a tear-off pattern palette, just as in the black-and-white editors. But now you can
change the colors of those patterns. Benea th the pattern swatch are two
new swatches that show the current colors.
~

Foreground and Background Colors
In the pair of color swatches, the swatch that's above and to the left, or
on top, shows the foreground color. The partially covered swatch shows
the background color. You set these colors independently. Click either
swa tch and ResEdit displays the pop-up color palette filled w ith the
colo r collection chosen from the Colors menu. (More on tha t in a
moment.) Like the pattern palette, you can tear off the color palette, but
only from the foreground color swatch. Working w ith the foreground
color is exactly like working with black bits in a black-and-white fa tbits
editor, and the background color acts just like white. For instance, clicking the pencil tool toggles pixels back and forth between the foreground
and background colors.
Let's say your foreground color is orange (or dark gray) and your
background color is yellow (or light gray). The first thing you might
notice, esp ecially if you' ve torn off the pattern palette, is that some patterns are now orange on yellow. (If you set your foreground and background colors to the same thing, you won' t be able to see some patterns
because you no longer have any contrast.) Most tools work only with
the foreground color. But the pencil, eraser, and selection tools bring the
background color into the picture. If you click the pencil once you place
an orange pixel, but if you click it again in the same place, you remove
the o range pixel and expose a yellow background pixel. The eraser
removes all colors of pixels and uncovers the background color-effectively painting in the background color. Similarly, if you make a selection then move or delete it, you reveal the background color.

~

The Eyedropper
The tool palette has an additional tool just below the eraser tha t's
indispensable for manipulating color- the eyedropper. When you position it over a fatpixel and click, it "sucks up" a color from your resource
and automatically sets that color in the foregrow1d color swatch. Imagine
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trying to match a particular shade in a 256-color palette without the aid
of the eyedropper!
Hint .,..

You can sometimes save yourself a trip to the tool and color palettes
when you're working with the drawing tools. Simply press the
Option key and the current tool (unless it's the eraser or one of the
selection tools) transmogrifies into the eyedropper. While still
pressing the Option key, use the eyedropper to dick a pixel in your
resource that's the color you want to switch to. When you release the
Option key, the eyedropper changes back into the drawing tool
that's now ready to draw in the new color.

Hint .,..

Here's another trick that can save you a lot of work-you can
change every occurrence of one color to another color. Let's say you
change your mind about a color you used in your resource. All the
other colors are fine, but you're having second thoughts about
chartreuse. You know that the paint bucket can change all the
contiguous occurrences of a color, but because you used the
chartreuse in a pattern, the paint bucket is no more useful than the
pencil. Here's how to change every pixel of chartreuse to hot pink.
Option-click a pixel of chartreuse to get the eyedropper to set that
color in the color swatch. Now press the Command key as you click
hot pink in the color palette. The color swatch momentarily shows
both colors, but as soon as you release the mouse button, every pixel
of chartreuse changes to hot pink

~

The Colo r Menu
All the color resource editors have a Color m enu, shown in Figure 17-2.
This menu allows you to control the color palette you see when you
click the color swa tches.
The first item, Apple Icon Colors, displays colors Apple recommends
for desktop icons. This color collection, which is a subset of the standard
256 and contains close matches to mos t of the s tandard 16 colors, is
stored in ResEdit. These are the colors used to design Apple's System 7
Finder icons.
The next item, Recent Colors, shows only the subset of colors used in
the resource plus the ones you've selected while editing. As you select
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your favorite colors from one of the available color collections, ResEdit
adds them to the color table that's part of the resource. Choosing Recent
Colors tells ResEdit to display those colors. When you close the editor
window after creating your color masterpiece, ResEdit deletes from the
resource's color table any colors you didn't actually use. Thus, w hen
you open an existing resource, the Recent Colors command displays
only the actual colors used in the resource. (Black and white are always
shown as recent colors even if you didn't use them. They're only saved
in the resource if actually used.)

Apple Icon Colors
Recent Colors
./Standard 256 Colors
Standard 16 Colors
Standard 16 Grays
Standard 4 Grays
Color Piclcer
Foreground<-> Background
Recolor Usin

Palette

Figure 17-2. The Color menu helps you manipulate the colors you use
in color resources.

The next four items on the Color menu allow you to choose standard
color collections. Three come from ROM and one is stored in ResEdit.
There's at least one coll ection for each of the three standard pixel
depths, and they all include black and w hite. The standard four grays
make up the two-bit collection, the standard 16 colors make up the fourbit collection, and the standard 256 make up the eight-bit collection.
An important advantage of using these ROM standards is that every
Mac II has these colors. The standard 16 grays are stored in ResEdit.
Figure 17-3 gives you a rough, black-and-white idea of wha t these standard palettes look like.
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The Standard 4 Colors

The Standard 16 Colors

The Standard 16 Grays

The Standard 256 Colors

;
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Figure 17-3. The Color menu offers four standard color palettes.
Although these monochrome renderin gs ca n't do them justice, they
give you an idea of the possibilities.
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Hint .,..

Each time you add a color to a resource, the resource's color table
gets six bytes larger. So, to keep your color resources compact, use
the eyedropper or choose from the Recent Colors palette when you
want to use the same color in two places. That way you can make
sure you use the same colors, instead of ones that are similar.
Also, keep in mind that any time adding a color causes your
resource to cross one of the "pixel-depth boundaries," it doubles in
size. For example, the pixels in a 32-by-32-pixel icon occupy 128
bytes in black and white, 256 bytes in four colors, 512 bytes in 16
colors, and 1024 bytes-1 K-in 256 colors. Adding one color to a
four-color icon doubles its size to 512 bytes (plus six more bytes for
the additional color table entry). SimilarlyJ a 17-color icon takes up
as much room as if it contained 256 colors.

By the Way .,..

The standard 256 colors don't include the standard 16 colors, and
only one of the standard four grays comes from one of these larger
collections. That's right-they're non-overlapping sets! Fortunately,
although exact color matches don't exist, the close approximations
are good enough for most purposes.
The last item in this section of the menu, Color Picker, provides a way
to add custom colors to a resource. When this item is selected, clicking
one of the color swatches displays the Macintosh Color Picker instead of
a color palette. However, you should generally stick \-Vith the standard
colors because spending hours and hours to get your colors "just right''
could be a waste of time. If you invest a lot of time chasing the perfect
hue you should have a very good reason, and a good understanding of
how color works on the Macintosh. The problem is that you can pick
any color you want while you're creating your resource, but if that color
isn' t available later in the window where the resource is displayed, your
Mac maps it to the closest available color. Fussing over subtle shadings
could be a waste of time because unless the window the resource is
going to be displayed in has an associated 'pltt' containing the custom
colors, they may all end up mapped to another color anyway. ('pitt'
resources are covered at the end of this chapter.) If you can stick with
the standard 4, 16, or 256 colors, they should always be available, m1less
an application specifically requests a different collection of colors.
Foreground <-> Background simply swaps the colors in the foreground and backgratmd color swatches. The last command, Recolor
Using Palette, lets you easily replace colors in your resource with those
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in the selected palette. If you choose the palette you want to use, then
choose this item, all the colors in the resource get mapped to the closest
match in the selected palette .

.,...

Guidelines for Using Color
Apple's intent w hen adding color to the Desktop Interface is to add
meaning, not just to jazz things up so they look spiffy. Of course, it's
your Mac, and we're not saying you have to follow their advice. If you
want your Mac to look like a video arcade game, that's your privilege.
But Apple's Human Interface people put a lot of effort into thinking
about how to u se color effectively, so it wouldn't hurt to at least be
aware of some of the principles involved. The principles may very well
apply differently if you have your own Mac, and you're customizing
resources just for yourself. Still, you might gain some insight into why
color applications use color the way they do.
When handled properly, color can convey additional information, but
if used carelessly, it can confuse and overwhelm. Generally, you should
design your resource in black and white, making color supplem entary.
If you want to avoid a garish look, try to use as few colors as possible. A
little bit of color goes a long way. Use light or subtle colors for large
areas and reserve bright, distracting colors for small areas or accents.
Keeping the outlines of color icons black can help prevent a fuzzy
appearance aild possible eyestrain.
Rem ember that colors often have associated effects and m eanings. For
instance, bright colors, such as reds and oranges are good at attracting
attention, but reds also connote "warning" or "danger." This can be a
tricky combination . For instance, if you color a '~dangerous" menu item
red, your eyes might be more attracted to it, and you might be more
likely to select the item by mistake.

By the Way Ill>

There are several general uses for color. You can use color to discriminate between areas on the screen, show functionally related
items, show relationships among things, and identify crucial features.
However, most people can effectively follow only four to seven color
assignments on a screen at once, so there's probably not much point
in getting carried away with complicated color relationship schemes.
For more inform ation, see Apple's Human Interface Gu idelines: The
Apple Desktop In terface (Addison-Wesley, 1987).
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The ·clut• and •pltf Editors
The 'clut' editor and the 'pltt' editor look and act exactly the same. The
only difference is that the 'pltt' editor provides a menu command that
lets you assign usage information to the colors. As the 'clut' editor in
Figure 17-4 illustrates, these editors can hold up to 256 colors. To select a
color, simply click it. To select more than one color, click the first color,
press the Shift key, and click the second color. All the colors in between
also become selected, and you can cut, copy, or perform other operations on them. (The editors don't allow discontinuous color selections.)
If you want to add colors to color collections having less than 256 colors,
just choose Insert New Color from the Resource menu. This command
adds one new color right in front of the currently selected color (or at
the end if nothing is selected). The new color is always black, but you
can change it just as you can any color.
§0

c lut "8Bit Monochrome" 10

= 2023

from Color resources

Gre e n: 1362371(;)
Blue: 1362371(;)

Figure 17-4. The 'clut' and 'pitt' editors, whic h are nearly identical.
allow you to edit collections of 2 to 256 colors.

You can change an individual color by double-clicking, which causes
the color picker to be displayed. You can also directly change the color
values in the fields in the lower left corner of the editor, just as you
would in the color picker. The small arrow control buttons increment or
decrement the color values by the amounts you specify in the fields to
the right.

lilJ>
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The New box in the lower right comer of the editor shows you a larger
swatch of the color you're experimenting with. The Old box shows you
the original color. Clicking the old box restores the original color.
To fully appreciate what these editors can d o with colors, you have to
look at the menus .

..,_

The Menus
The 'clut' and 'pitt' editors add three menus to the menu bar. The first
two menus are shown in Figure 17-5. The bottom half of the 'clut' or
'pltt' menu lists four standard color models, a11d the model you choose
determines your options on the Sort mehu. It also changes the color
value fields in the lower left corner of the editor window. (You're alread y familiar v.rith two of the models. The color picker uses RGB and
HSB.) The third menu, the Background menu, lets you choose the background against which the colors are displayed. Your choices are white,
gray, or black.
The Blend command works o n a selection of three or more colors,
blending them into a smooth color gradient. Obviously, the more colors
you blend, the smoother the gradient you get. The Complement command changes the selected color into its complement, which is the color
directly across the color wheel.
A good way to create new color collections is to load the standard colors from ROM (so you're using colors that are generally available), then
remove an y colors you don't need or want. The Load Colors command
and dialog help you with the first part of that process. The Load Colors
dialog, shown in Figure 17-6, displays a list of all the color collections
ResEdit can find in any file that's open. You can choose between 'clut's
and 'pitt's by clicking the radio buttons at the top of the window. The
selected color collection is d isplayed to give you a chance to look it over.
When you click OK, the color collection you just selected completely
replaces the colors in the editor.
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Blend
Complement
Load Colors .. .
./RGB Model
CMY Model -HSB Model
HLS Model --

''

''

Figure 17-5. The 'clut' and 'pitt' editors give you a different Sort menu,
depending on which color model you choose from the 'clut' (or 'p itt')
menu.
By the Way ._

If you compare a few 'pltt's nnd 'clut's in the Load Colors dialog, you

might notice that the first two colors in 'pitt's are always white and
black. That's just as it should be -something to remember when
you're creating your own 'pitt's. (In fact, ResEdit doesn't let you
change the first two colors.) Similarly, the first 16 entries in a 'pltt'
should generally be the colors you want used on 4-bit systems. This
way, the same 'pltt' can be used on 2-, 4-, and 8-bit systems. If you
create a 'pitt' with 16 shades of yellow at the beginning, you'll get
only those colors on a 16-color monitor-not a very useful
collection. The palette ResEdit uses for all its windows provides a
good example. The first two colors are black and white, the first four
are grays, the first 16 are the standard 16, and the remaining colors
come from the standard 256 color palette. (To see for yourself, open
a copy of ResEdit and open the 'pltt' with ID 0, named "ResEdit
Standard Colors.")

..,..
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Se l ect a 'pitt' or 'clut' to
rep l ace the current colors.

0
10:

'pi tt'

@ 'clut'

2200

From:
8BitStd
4BitStd

~~~~~d32

I

:~:::~~~:::

Standard 6-6-6 dithering
System 8 - bit
Can cel

f(

OK

I
mi!i

IQ

lJ

Figure 17-6. The Load Colors dialog lets you choose a color
collection to replace the 'clut' or 'pitt' you're editing.

Hint .,.

If you have a color collection that you use frequently, you should
add it to ResEdit's Preferences file so you can choose your own
collection from the Color menu. Give your 'clut' a short, obvious
name (with the Get Resource Info command) because that's how it
will be listed in the Color menu.

As we've already mentioned, 'pitt's are associated with windows to
provide color usage information to help the system deal with color conflicts. The 'pitt' editor 's Usage command on the 'pitt' menu lets you
determine usage parameters for selected colors, but setting color usage
can be a pretty esoteric project. For more information about color usage,
see the "Palette Manager" chapter of Inside Macintosh, Volume V.

31 0
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If you're creating a resource that has to look good in either 16 or 256
colors, create it using the Standard 16. You get better color matches
mapping from 16 to 256 colors than you do the other way arow1d .

.._

Changing the Finder's Colors
If you don't like the colors the Finder gives you on its Color menu, you

can change them. For insta11ce, you may have wondered why there are
two blues but no purple. You can change either the light or dark blue to
a medium blue, then change the remaining blue to purple. You can
change all eight colors if you're so inclined. (If you need a refresher on
how to edit the Finder, now would be a good time to flip back to Chapter 4.)
1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of your Finder. Open the 'clut' type.

2.

3.
4.
5.

.._

You should see one resource in the 'clut' picker; double-click it.
When the resource opens in the 'clut' editor, you should see the
Finder's familiar eight colors. Cha11ge them into the eight colors
you prefer.
Close the file and save it. Quit ResEdit.
Drag your Finder out of your System file onto your desktop, then
rename your copy of Finder to "Finder."
Restart, and you should see your own colors in the Finder's Color
menu .

Summary
This chapter briefly describes how Macintosh Us handle color. Your Mac
can display only a limited number of colors at a time. How many colors
it can show depends on the monitor, video card, and Control Panel settings. If an application asks the Mac for a color not available in the current color environment, the Mac maps the color to the nearest currently
available color. Color collections are stored in two resource types: 'clut'
(color look-up table) and 'pitt' (palette). Several standard 'clut's are
stored in ROM, and the advantage of using these standard colors is that
they're usually available. If you need to guarantee that certain custom
colors are available to a window, you can associate it with a 'pitt' containing the necessary colors.

..,.
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ResEdit's fatpixels editors work like their fatbits counterparts, except
they can handle color. This chapter describes features common to all the
fatpixels editors, such as the options on the Color menu, the foregrow1d
and background color swatches, and the eyedropper tool. Most users
w o n' t need to edit 'clut's or 'pitt's, bu t for programmers and people
interested in changing the colors on the Finder 's Color menu, the chapter concludes with a brief description of the 'clut' and 'pltt' ed itors.

18

Editing Color Icons

Although color has been available on the Mac for years now, people
have been slow to take advantage of it for coloring icons, and in fa ct,
many applications don' t have any color icons. This lack is probably due,
at least in part, to the fact that ResEdit didn't supply a way to create or
edit color icons until version 2.0. But if you have a color monitor, you
can use ResEdit to colorize icons to brighten up your working environment. (Remember, "color" includes gray tones.)
ResEdit has two color icon editors. One works on 'dcn' (Color ICoN)
resources, the color equivalent of 'ICON' resources. The other, the icon
family editor, handles System 7 icons, and we'll discuss it later in the
chapter.

..,

'cicn' Resources
Like 'ICON' resources, you can put 'cicn's in dialogs alerts and menus.
Although 'den's can act as color stand-ins for 'ICON's, they differ in a
few important ways.
• The size of a 'den' image is flexible. 'ICON' images are a defined
size (32-by-32 bits), whereas 'den's can have almost any size.
However, ResEdit only creates 'den's that vary from a lower limit
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of 8-by-8 pixels to an upper limit of 64-by-64 pixels. They don't
have to be square, either.
• An 'ICON' resource always occupies the same amount of storage
space. A 'cicn' resource can gobble a lot of space, depending on the
size of the image and how many colors it uses. (Remember, in
black ru1d white, one pixel takes up one bit. But a color pixel can
require two, fom~ or eight bits, depending on whether you have 4,
16, or 256 colors.)
• A 'cicn' resource includes a mask and an optional black-and-white
version of the icon; it's like a three-in-one package. An 'ICON'
resource contains only one image.
Now that you have an idea what kind of creatures 'den's are, you're
ready to learn how to create and edit them .

.,.

The 'cicn' Editor
With all the colors, tools, and patterns available, you can have a lot of
fun in the 'den' editor, even if you never come up with an icon you like.
Because so few applications have 'den's, you'll probably have to start
by creating the new resource type in your file. (From the type picker,
choose Create New Resource from the Resource menu. You have two
choices in the dialog that appears: You can scroll until you can doubleclick 'den' , or you can just type it.) ResEdit opens the 'cicn' picker,
(which, of course, is empty), and then the 'cicn' editor, which should
look something like Figure 18-1 (except empty, of course). By now, the
tool palette, pattern swatch, and color swatches probably look familiar
to you. (If not, you should review "Using the Fatbits Editors" in Chapter
5 and "Using the Fatpixels Editors" in Chapter 17.)
The right side of the window displays several actual-size views of the
icon. The three next to the editing panel are labeled "Color" (the color
version of the icon), "B&W" (the black-and-white version, if there is
one), and "Mask" (more on the mask in a moment). To switch between
views, simply click the one you want. A heavy box surrounds the
selected view, and its label is highlighted. The two views on the far right
show you the color and B&W icons combined with the mask and drawn
on one of several possible backgrounds.

Jlo
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Figure 18-1. The 'cicn' editor is a full-featured editor.

If you want to include a black-and-white version of your icon, it's
easiest to let ResEdit crea te it for you. Simply drag the Color view
straight down onto the B&W view. Depending on the colors or grays you
used in your color icon, you may want to touch up the B&W version,
because some parts of the image may disappear. When you drag the
Color icon onto the B&W one, your Macintosh has to map every color to
either black or white. Light colors may map to w hite and disappear.

""'

Creat ing and Editing the Mask
As you may remember from the section on 'ICN#' resources in Chapter
7, a mask d etermines how an icon is drawn (and therefore how it looks)
on various backgrounds. Although the general principle seems the same
for color icons, the implementation is not. The mask for a 'den' works
d ifferently. (And you thought you could skip this section.) An 'ICN#'
resource without a m ask would be crippled, but you would be able to
see the icon at least some of the time. A 'den' resource without a mask
would give you an in visible icon, because you can't see any given pixel
in a color icon unless there's a corresponding black pixel in the mask.
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The same general ru le for creating a mask applies to both types of icon
resources: The safest mask is a filled-in version of the icon.
When ResEdit crea tes a 'cicn' resource, it also creates a mask that completely fills the available area. You ca n keep that one if you want to, and
for many icons that's the best mask. Sometimes, however, you'll need a
more form-fitting mask so your icon can blend into the background.
Let's say your icon consists of an exquisite arrangement of attractively
patterned ovals, circles, and rounded rectangles. When such an icon is
di spl ayed on a non-white background, it will appear in a square of
white if you u se the original square mask. Wherever there's a black
pixel in the mask, the background is erased. Anywhere no colored pixels are drawn in, the white shows through . That's fiJte if that's the effect
you want; if not, you need a different mask. You can easily have ResEdit
make a more form-fitting mask. Simply click the Color icon view, then
drag it down onto the Mask view. Voila-an instant, shapely mask!
Creating the mask from the color icon is usually your best bet. You
can also use the B&W icon to create the mask, but depenclli1g on the
colors you've used, you may get a different mask. It all boils down
to color mapping. When you drag the Color icon to the B&W icon,
every color is mapped to either black or white. Some light colors
may map to white, and those parts of the icon disappear. If you then
use the B&W icon to make the mask, you won't see those light colors
in the color icon either, because the mask won't allow for them. But
when you drag the Color icon to the Mask, any non-white pixel is
treated as black before the mask is filled in, so you get a better mask.
U you create or edit a mask that doesn't work the way you want it
to, and you want to go back to the filled-in square, do it the easy
way. Click the Mask view and make sure you see solid black in the
pattern swatch. Then use the filled rectangle tool or paint bucket to
make a black rectangle the same size as the icon.

Hint .,_
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The 'cicn' Menu
The 'cicn' editor has a resource-specific menu with commands that help
you work with color icons and the 'cicn' editor. The first four items let
you choose the background upon w hlch the editor displays the icon.
You can choose white, gray, black, or your current desktop pattern. The
next command, Icon Size, displays the dialog shown in Figure 18-2. Res-

.,..
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Edit defaults to a 32-by-32 (pixel) size when it creates 'den's, but as we
mentioned previously, they can range from 8-by-8 to 64-by-64. Here is
where you change the size. ResEdit assumes you would usually choose
to scale an icon when changing its size, so the Scale to New Size check
box is automatically checked. When scaling, ResEdit adds or removes
pixels wherever necessary to stretch or shrink the icon image proportionally so it looks roug hly the sam e in its new dimensions . If you
shrink an icon without scaling, ResEdit simply truncates pixels from the
bottom and right side. Similarly, if you enlarge an icon without scaling,
ResEdit simply tacks on extra pixels, leaving them white. ResEdit also
shrinks or enlarges the actual-size view and adjusts the editing area (in
fact, the en tire editor window) accordingly. Figuring out how you want
to scale your icons may take some practice, so remember you can undo
or revert any unsettling changes.

Icon Size

Height:l~l
Width: ._13_2_

__,

[gJ Scale to New Size
( Cancel )

[

OK

n

Figure 18-2. This dialog, which appears when you choose Icon Size
from the 'cicn' menu, lets you c hange the icon's size.

Deleting the black-and-white version of the icon from your 'cicn'
resource saves space, so the Delete B&W Icon command lets you d o just
that. For example, if the application displaying the icon requires color, a
black-and-white icon would never be used. This item o nly becomes
available v,rhen the B&W icon is selected. If o ne d oesn't exist, ResEdit
fills the actual-size view of the black-and-white icon with a g ray pattern
so you'll know that it's non-existent, not merely empty.
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N ow tha t you know how to create and edit 'den's, you're ready to
start using them . You can substitute 'den's in most places where applications use 'ICON's .

...,

Customizing Dialog and Alert Boxes with
Color Icons
You can turn many of the sam e icons you altered in the 'ICON' section
of Chapter 7 into color icons. Figure 18-3 shows one possibility. Your
Macintos h automatically subs titutes color icons if they're present, so
you can h ave a red Stop alert icon, or a light gray or yellow Caution
alert icon. All you have to do is create a 'cicn' with the same resource ID
as the corresponding 'ICON', and you'll h ave colored icons in your
dialogs and alerts.

End of document reached

n

OK

D

Figure 18-3. With a few shades of gray, it becomes obvious that the
talking head in a lerts is tall, dark, but still inartic ulate.

1. Use ResEdit to op en a copy of your System file.
2. Open the 'ICON' type, find the icon you want to colorize, and jot
down its ID number. (The talking h ead's ID is 1.)
3. Copy the icon. You can' t copy from the picker. You have to open
the icon and copy its bits from within the editor. (Double-clicking
the selection rectangle automatically selects the whole image.)
4. Open the 'cicn' type picker. (If there aren't any 'cicn's in the file, u se
the Create Resource Type command on the Resource menu.
ResEdit creates a new 'cicn' and opens it in the editor for you, so
you can skip to Step 6.)
5. Create a new 'cicn' with the Create Resource command.
6. Paste to get a black-and-white start for your color icon.

..,.
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7. Colorize, modify, and otherwise edit your icon. (If you click the
paint bucket in the black pixels, you can change alJ contiguous
pixels to the selected color.)
8. Choose Get Resource Info from the Resource menu, and set the
resource ID to the number you noted in Step 2.
9. Close and save the file.
10. Reinstall your System file.
The next time a dialog or alert appears that uses your icon, it should
appear in color.
You can't necessarily stuff any size icon into dialogs and alert boxes,
so you may be better off staying with a 32-by-32 'den'. Your Mac
scales inappropriately sized icons, and the result might not be just
what you'd like. If you want to use odd-sized icons, you can change
the size of the icon item in the associated dialog item list ('DITL')
resource. See Chapter 10 for more details about resizing dialog items
so you can work around potential size constraints. Remember,
though, that alerts don't have icon items-the icons are inserted
automatically. So for alerts, you're stuck with a 32-by-32 icon size.

Hint II>
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Adding a Color Icon to a Menu
A 'cicn' can be substituted for an 'ICON' in a menu, too. In fact, you
can't just add a 'cicn'; you have to add an 'ICON' first, then substitute a
'cicn' that has the same ID number. See Chapter 8 to find out how to add
an 'ICON' to a menu . If you've already created the 'cicn' you want to
use, you can just copy the bits from the B&W version and use them to
create a new 'ICON'. Remember, icons in menus must have IDs between
257 and 511, so give both your 'ICON' and your 'den' the same appropriate ID.
You can substitute 'cicn's for 'SICN's, too, You still need to add a 32by-32 pixel 'cicn', which your Mac shrinks to 16 by 16.

By the Way II>

The System file has two 'den's you might want to play with . One is
the little striped apple you see above your Apple menu, and the
other is the abstract Macintosh you see w hen your Mac starts up.
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System 7 Icons
Part of the System 7 revolution is that it finally brings color icons to the
Desktop. To allow for standard screen depths, as well as large and small
icon sizes, five new icon resource types were created :
•
•
•
•
•

'icl8'-(ICon Large, 8-bit) A 32-by-32-pixel, 256-color icon
'ics8'-(ICon Small, 8-bit) A 16-by-16-pixel, 256-color icon
'icl4'-(ICon Large, 4-bit) A 32-by-32-pixel, 16-color icon
'ics4'- (ICon Small, 4-bit) A 16-by-1 6-pixel, 16-color icon
'ics#'-(ICon Small, list) A 16-by-16-bit, black-and-white icon, with
mask

Along with the familiar 'ICN#' resource type, these five new resource
types make up a Finder icon family. The 'ics#' resource is a small version
of the black-and-white Finder icon ('ICN#') resource you Learned about
in Chapter 7. When an 'ics#' is present, the Finder doesn't have to shrink
the 'ICN#' for a black-and-white small icon view, or for use as the MultiFinder icon. (Shrunken 'ICN#'s often look clogged or clumpy or both.)
The System 7 Finder chooses one of these six icons based on the number
of colors available on the screen and the size of icon it needs. You link
all six types of related icons by giving them the same resource ID, and
you can edit them all in the icon family editor.

..,.

The Icon Family Editor
The icon family editor, shown in Figure 18-4, lets you edit six related
resources all in the same place, essentially at the same time. The tool
palette, patterns swa tch, and color swatches on the left side of the window and the fatpixels editing area behave exactly the same as in the
'cicn' editor. To the right of the fatpixel editing area you see the actualsize views of the rela ted icon resource types and their masks. (All icons
of the same size share the same mask.) Simply click the icon type you
want to edit. Just as in the 'cicn' editor, the selected view has a dark outline arow1d it, and the label underneath is highlighted.

IJJ>

The Icon Family Editor
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Figure 18-4. The icon family editor lets you edit up to six related
resources at the same time.

On the right side of the window you see the icon you're editing as the
Finder would draw it in several different states. As the labels indicate,
the top views show the icon in its normal s tate (closed), the middle
views show it open, and the bottom views show it offline (ejected but
still motmted). In each case, the left side shows the icon unselected and
the right side shows it selected. For large icons, you see the shrunken
version of it underneath-even if the corresponding small resource type
exists, you still see the reduced version of the selected large icon. (For
small icons you see only the small icon .) You can change the background on which the samples are drawn with the aid of the Icons menu.
~

The Icons Menu
The Icons menu, shown in Figure 18-5, lets you do two things. You can
change the background color in the right side of the editor window between the four choices shown. The fourth choice, Desktop Background,
uses your current desktop pattern or color. The last item, Delete <type>
Resource, lets you delete the currently selected icon type, saving you a
trip to the corresponding picker. (Remember, selecting and deleting the
pixels empties the resource, but doesn' t get rid of it. You have to use this
command or go to the picker to delete.)
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White Background
./Gray Background
Black Background
Desktop Background
Delete 'icl8' Resource
Figure 18-5. The Icons menu lets you change sample backgrounds
and delete unwanted icon family members .

.,.

The Color Menu
We discussed the Color menu in the previous chapter, but we mention it
again because the icon family editor uses a slightly different version.
Your choice of color palettes is restricted to either a collection of standard colors or the Apple Icon Colors, the colors Apple recommends for
Finder icons. You can't fool arom1d with the colors the Finder uses for
these icons. The standard collection is the set of ROM colors that corresponds to the selected icon's pixel depth. So you get the standard 256
for 'icl8' and 'ics8', and you get the standard 16 for 'icl4' and 'ics4'.

By

the Way _.,

.,.

Unlike 'den's, System 7 icons occupy a fixed amount of memory
because they have fixed sizes and pixel depths. Even if you use only
four colors in an 'icl8', it takes up as much space as if you used the
full rainbow of 256 colors .

Creating New Icon Family Members
Creating new icon family members is as easy as creating a mask. Simply
drag one of the existing icons onto the type you want to create, and ResEdit automatically scales the icon and maps its colors to the nearest colors in the appropriate pixel depth. Because of the level of detail you'll
usually get better results if you make a small icon from a large one,
rather than the other way around. Creating icons this way gives you the
basic shape and a good start on the colors, but most likely you'll need or
want to fine tmle any icons you create by dragging. If you create black-
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and-white icons from color ones they ca n som etimes look odd or
ghostly, so you pretty much have to touch them up. You' re better off
going the other direction, creating System 7 icons from existing 'ICN#'
resources. We talk about that next.
By the Way .,

~

Apple recommends creating the black-and-white icon first, the 8-bit
icons next, and then the 4-bit icons. This is the top-to-bottom order
shown in the editor. To aid creation of 4-bit icons from 8-bit icons,
the color pattern palette contains a few dithered patterns you can
use to approximate commonly used colors in the Apple Icon Colors
palette (for example, fleshtone). Of course, you can create your own
dithered colors with patterns that use the foreground and background colors. For example, if the foreground is red and the background is blue, an every-other-pixel pattern looks purple.

Updating an Application's Icons to System 7
If you u se System 7 but your applications don't have the icons you want

or need, you might want to create some, starting with the 'ICN#' resources already present in the file. Remember, besides the application
icon, there might be several d ocument icons, so you need to repeat these
steps for each kind of icon.
1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of the application, then open the 'ICN#'

2.
3.

5.

6.

picker.
When the 'ICN#' picker opens, you'll see your application's blackand-white Finder icons. Double-dick the one you want to update.
The 'ICN#' opens in the icon family editor, and you're ready to
create other family members. Drag it to the 'icl4' or 'icl8' spot to
give yourself a black-and-white start for your new icon. Now you
can color and draw and fiddle to your heart's content.
If you think you're satisfied, go to the Icons menu and try out
different backgrounds with your icon. You may want to make a
new, more form-fi tting mask. (See "Creating and Editing the Mask"
in the 'cicn' section earlier in this chapter if you need more
information.)
When you're happy with your work, you can use this new icon to
crea te other new icon types. You might want to have an 'ics4' to go
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with an 'icl4'. Simply drag the 'icl4' to the 'ics4' spot, then touch up
the new icon to suit yourself.
7. After you're finished, quit ResEdit, saving your changes.
The Finder won' t use your new icons unless it knows they exist, so
you've got to update your Desktop. (See Chapter 7 for a refresher on
how the Finder keeps track of icons.) U nder System 7, the Finder stores
icons in a Desktop database, which doesn' t use resources-it's in th e
data fork of the file-so ResEdit can' t get to them. That means there's
only one way to rebuild your Desktop.
1. You don' t want to confuse the Finder with two copies of the same
file, so the easiest way to avoid that is to move the original version
of the file to a floppy.
2. Res tart your Mac w hile pressing the Command and Option keys.
This makes the Finder automatically rebuild its desktop databasewhich may take a while if you have a hard d isk storing lots of files.
3. When the Finder is done, you should see your new System 7 icons .

..,. Summary
The Ma cintosh uses several types o f color icons, and this chap ter
describes them and the two ed itors tha t work on them. The 'cicn' (Color
ICoN) resource type is the color equivalent of the 'ICON' resource ty pe;
it's used in dia logs, alert boxes, and menus. Unlike 'ICON's, 'cicn's can
vary in the amow1t of space they occupy because they can vary in num ber of pixels, and in number of colors, or pixel depth. More and more
applicatio ns are taking advantage of the 'cicn' resource type, but you
don' t have to wait-you can create your own. In d ialogs, alerts, and
menus your Mac automatically substitutes a 'cicn' for an 'ICON' having
the same resource ID.
Five new icon resource types came along with System 7, and together
with the 'JCN#' type, they make u p icon families. lcons in a family are
linked by their common resource ID, and you can ed it all six types in
the icon family ed itor.
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Color icons may be w ha t people think of first w hen they contemplate
adding color to their work environme nt, but the Macintosh offers several other opportunities to brighten up the user interface. Why not add
color to menus to help you find your way around ? If you frequently forge t Comma nd keys, you can make the m a brig ht color so you can
quickly find them to remind yourself. Windows, dialogs, and a lerts
mig ht also benefit from a touch of color. You decide. If you like color
desktop patterns, you may find the Control Panel's limitations frustrating. You can create yolU' own permanent repertoire of color desktop patterns once you know how to use ResEdit's color pattern editors .

...,.

Color Patterns
The two kinds of color pattern resources ('ppat' and 'ppt#') a re
analogous to the two black-and-white pattern resources ('PAT ' and
'PAT#') introduced in Chapter 5. (If you need a refresher, now would be
a good time to flip back.) The editors, shown in Figure 19-1, are quite
similar, too. In this section we focus mostly on the color aspects of the
'ppt#' editor, because if you understand it, you can understand the
'ppat' editor. You should already be familiar with the featlll'es shared
with the black-and-white editors. (For instance, just as in the 'PAT#' editor, when the scrollable list part of the 'ppt#' editor is active, you ca n
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drag individual patterns to move them in the list, and the Edit menu
commands work on selections of one or more patterns.)

...

.

• •
••••••••
•• • ••
••••••••
•• ••

8 & "'

Figure 19- 1. The color patte rn editors: 'ppat' (left) and 'ppt#' (rig ht).

Color patterns differ from their black-and-white counterparts in two
ways, so the color eclitors have to support these differences. First, color
patterns must include some sort of black-and-white version. They' re
really two-in-one resources. Second, w hereas black-and-white patterns
are defined as 8-by-8 bits, color patterns can vary in size (by p owers of
two), and they don't have to be square. However, ResEdit's pa ttern
editors cannot work on patterns smaller than 8-by-8 nor larger than
64-by-64.
Hint ~

Pressing the Option key w hen you create a color pattern (from the
'ppat' picker or the 'ppt#' editor) creates a relative pattern. Think of
relative patterns, tike the ones in ResEdit's pattern palette, as blackand-white pa tterns that can change color with the choice of
foreground and background colors. The black pixels take on the
foreground color, and the white pixels become the background color.
Keep this in mind if you want to add patterns to ResEclit's pattern
palette.
The black-and-white part of a color pattern exists even if you never
click any bits in it; it's just all white. It doesn't have to correspond in any
way to the color pattern, either. If you look at Figure 19-1 again, you

~
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notice that the patterns in the scrollable list box are split in half. The left
half shows the color version, and the right half shows the black-andwhite version. The bottom two patterns in the scrollable list have just
the standard gray desktop pattern for their black-and-white half. The
top patterns have matching black-and-white versions. To create a
matching black-and-white pattern, click the sample of the pattern
labeled "Color" and drag it straight down into the box labeled "B&W."
Any time you want to touch up the B&W pattern (some light colors or
grays may drop out when you drag to create the B&W version), simply
click it and it appears in the fatpixels editing panel.
If an 8-by-8 color pattern feels cramped, you can enla rge it. (The
black-and-white version must remain 8-by-8, however.) To adjust a pattern's size, you have to go to the editor's pattern menu. (The 'ppat' and
'ppt#' menus are essentially the same.)

..,

The 'ppat' and 'ppt#' Menus
The pattern editors' menus have only two item s, and the first is the
Pattern Size command, which displays the dialog shown in Figure 19-2.
The dialog shows the possible sizes for a pattern; simply click your
choice. ResEdit either repeats the pattern to make it larger or trunca tes it
(from the bottom and/ or right) to make it smaller. The pattern is not
scaled.

Hint ~

If you want to scale up a pattern (perhaps to add detail), it's easy.

Double-click the selection rectangle to select all the pixels in the
editing panel, then copy. Next, change the size in the pattern Size
dialog. Select aU, just as before, and paste. TI1e pattern is
automatically scaled to the new size.
If you want to see your new pattern fill a larger expanse, choose the
second and last item on the pattern editors' menus, Try Pattern. Just
as in the black-and-white pattern editors, this command temporarily
spreads your pattern over the entire desktop, and updates it as you
make changes.
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Pattern Size ...
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(Cancel )

nRe size )

Figure 19-2. The Pattern Size dialog lets you adjust the dimensions of
a pattern .

..._

Customizing ResEdit' s Pattern Palette
You might want to customize ResEdit's pattern palette for a variety of
reasons. You can remove patterns you never use, add custom patterns
you frequently use, or just change the ones already present. (If you
increase the number of patterns, the tear-off palette window grows to
accommodate them.) Before we list the steps, here are a few things to
keep in mind. For consistency, your black-and-white patterns ('PAT#')
should match your color ones ('ppt#'). Also, within your color patterns
the black-and white version of the pattern should match the color version. (Remember, you can press the Option key if you want to create a
relative pattern.)
1. Use ResEdit to open ResEdit. (You're just going to copy a resource,

so you don't need to work on a copy of the application.)

..,.
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2. Open the 'ppt#' resource type, then copy the pattern list containing
all the familiar pattern palette patterns. (The first several patterns
are relative patterns, so they appear black-and-white.)
3. Close ResEdit, then open the ResEdit Preferences file (it's in your
System Folder). Paste the 'ppt#' resource into the type picker.
4. Open the 'ppt#' resource you just pasted. Now you can add,
subtract, and modify patterns as you please.
5. When you're through, close the Preferences file. Now ResEdit will
use your custom patterns in its pattern palette.

..,.

Adding Color Desktop PaHerns to the
Control Panel
You can create snazzy new d esktop patterns in the Control Panel, but
you can' t switch between them. As soon as you switch to a new pattern,
your old original is lost, just as in the black-and-white case mentioned
in Chapter 5. The problem is somewhat more acute in the color case,
however, becau se the Control Panel includes so few color patternseven though color patterns give you a zillion more options. The bad
news is that the Control Panel can't accommoda te all the possibilities
the color pattern resources offer. It can only handle 8-by-8 patterns in no
more than eig ht colors. To protect you from the frustrating results of
giving the Control Panel larger patterns having the wrong number of
colors, ResEdit scans 'ppt#' resources w hen you open them. If all the
patterns are 8-by-8 with eight colors, ResEdit makes sure any patterns
you add follow suit.
1. Open a copy of your System file with ResEdit, and open the 'ppt#'

resource type.
2. Double-dick anywhere o n the patterns list (the bar of patterns) in
the 'ppt#' picker to open the 'ppt#' editor.
3. Scroll to the end of the pattern list, and choose Insert New Pattern
from the Resource menu.
4. Now you' re ready to create a new pattern by clicking fatpixels, or
touching up a pattern copied from somewhere else. Don't use more
than eight colors, and keep the pattern 8-by-8 pixels. Remember
that dragging a selection can create new patterns and visual effects.
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5. Once you're satisfied with your results, save the file, quit ResEdit,
and reinstall the copy of your System file .

..,.

Color Pointers
Another resource type added when the Mac II was introduced is the
'crsr' resource used to store color pointers (or cursors). Since there was
no editor available to crea te these resources until ResEdit 2.1 was
released, few applications use color pointers. Unfortunately, it's not possible to simply substitute a color pointer for a black-and-white pointer
as you can with color icons. For these reasons, you won't find many
color pointers to customize, and we can't pass on any fun tips.
The color pointer editor shown in Figure 19-3 should seem familiar to
you. It works almost the same as the black-and-white 'CURS' editor
described in Chapter 6. The only additions are the foreground and background color swatches and the eyedropper tool. The color aspects of
this editor work just as they do in other fatpixels editors.

..' ..,'
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Figure 19-3. The 'c rsr' editor lets you edit color pointers.
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Customizing Menus with Color
ResEdit gives you a variety of ways to add color to menus, which can
make them more effective and easier to use. Of course, if you take
advantage of every option on any one menu, you risk creating something jarringly garish. To avoid gaudy menus, try to have a plan or
design in mind. Try not to splash everything with color just because you
can. This section assumes you're familiar with the 'MENU' editor, which
we describe in Chapter 8. Here we discuss only the editor 's color fields.
When the 'MENU' editor opens, the title is automatically selected, and
you see the first three color options, two of which apply to the entire
menu. The first field allows you to set the color for that menu's title. The
second field lets you set the default color for all the menu item text. The
last field lets you set the menu's background color. In each case, simply
press the mouse button with the pointer in the field of your choice and a
standard palette pops down. (You get the standard palette that corresponds to your screen depth.) Release the mouse button to select the
color of your choice. Figure 19-4 shows this palette displayed. for the last
field.. As you make your selections, the 'MENU' editor applies the colors
appropriately in the editor window and. the test menu so you can see
how the menu will look.
Once you select one of the menu's items, you see the next three color
options. The first field lets you set the color for the selected item's text,
thus overriding the default color. The next field. lets you set the color for
the Command. key, which doesn' t have to match the item text. The last
field lets you set the color for any marks (such as checkmarks or d iamonds) a menu item might have.
The first time you click one of the color fields, ResEd.it alerts you that
it's about to create an 'mctb' (Menu Color TaBle). That's where the colors
you choose for your menu are stored., and. when you edit your menu's
colors, you're editing the 'mctb'. (A 'MENU' and. its 'mctb' have the same
resource 10. If you try to open an 'mctb', ResEd.it opens the 'MENU' editor and. the 'MENU' resource having the same 10.) If you copy or delete
the 'MENU' resource, remember that you have to do the same for the
associated 'mctb'. If you'd like all the menus in an application to have
the same overall appearance, you don't have to set the colors for each
one, which clutters up the file with duplicate 'mctb's. You can make one
default 'mctb' d o the job for all the menus in the file. We talk about that
next.
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Figure 19-4. To pick a color for any of the fields, simply click the field
and drag the mouse pointer onto the pop-up color palette that
appears.
~

Giving an Application's Menus a Uniform Color Scheme
You can set the default colors for the title, background, and item text for
one menu in an application, then make those color selections apply to
every other menu in the file. (You can't set default Command Key or
Mask colors, however. They use the item text color unless you specify
colors for them on individual menus.)
1. Use ResEdit to open a copy of the file. Open the 'MENU' type,
choose a menu to color, and double-click it. (It doesn' t matter
which menu you pick.)
2. When the menu opens in the 'MENU' editor, the title is selected
and the color fields apply to the whole menu- that's just what you
want. Make your color selections for the title, menu background,
and default item text.
3. Close the 'MENU' editor and 'MENU' picker and go back to the
type picker. Double-click the 'mctb' type. In the 'mctb' picker, you
should see an 'mctb' with the same ID and name as the 'MENU'
resource you just edited. (ResEdit uses the menu's title to give the

..,.
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'mctb' a name.) Click it, then choose Get Resource Info from the
Resource menu. In the dialog that appears, change the ID to 0.
Because the name is no longer accurate, you should change that,
too. "Default" might be a good name. Close the Resource Info
window.
4. Open the 'mctb'. You should see a template that looks something
like the one in Figure 19-5. (When the resource ID of an 'mctb'
doesn't match the ID of a 'MENU' resource in the file, it's opened in
a template. If you need information about using templates, see
Chapter 14.) Change the first two fields (Menu ID and Item No.)
to 0.
5. Now you have to swap the second and fourth set of RGB values,
which are expressed in hexadecimal. Copy the value in Red 2 to
Red 4, and vice versa . (You may need to jot down some notes.) Do
the same for Green 2 and Green 4, and Blue 2 and Blue 4. The
example in the figure shows values for grays, so the RGB values in
each set are the same. Yours may be different. (Hint: $0000 is black
and $FFFF is w hite.)
6. Close all the windows, save the file, and quit ResEdit. When you
start up your applica tion, all the menus should have the same
colors.
By the Way.,

Hint.,

You may be wondering why you had to swap values in the 'mctb'.
It's because you created the 'mctb' for one situation (for use with a
single menu), but you're using it in a different situation (for use with
many menus). Your Mac looks at 'mctb's differently in these two
situations-the second and fourth sets of RGB values are swappedso you have to put your color values where the Mac expects to see
them. (Otherwise, the color you chose for your menu background
shows up in your menu bar!)

If you want your menu color scheme to apply system -wide, instead

of just application-wide, copy the 'mctb' you just modified into your
System file, leavif\g the ID set to 0. After you restart, most applications will use your menu color scheme.
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Figure 19-5. An 'mctb' template .
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Colorizing Windows, Dialogs, and Alerts
If you read Chapter 10, you probably remember that window ('WIND'),
dialog ('DLOG'), and alert ('ALRT') resources are closely related. (If you
haven' t read Chapter 10, now might be a good time to do so. This section assumes you're alread y familiar with these editors, which are
described in that chapter.) So it probably comes as no surprise that
adding color works the same way for these three resources.
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You can add color to two parts of alerts, and five parts of windows
and dialogs. The first step is to click the Custom radio button beside the
Color: label in the upper right corner of these editors, which causes the
five color fields shown in Figure 19-6 to appear. Clicking the color fields
causes a standard color palette to appear, just as in the 'MENU' editor
discussed previously. As you make your selections, the editors apply
the colors appropriately to the sample resource in the MiniScreen so you
can see what they'll look like.

Color:

Content:

' - - - - - - - - - - - ---!

0

Title t e Ht:

0

Default
® Custom

[0

D

Frome:
Highlight:

I I

D

Sys tem

0Dn Desk

Top :~ Height:~
Left:~ Width:~

Figure 19-6. You can choose different colors for five areas of
windows and dialogs, and two areas of a lerts.

In the Content field, you set the background color for the area defined
by the resource's rectangle. You can make title text appear in a vibrant
hue by setting the Title text field. Of course, dialogs and v.rindows don't
always have title text, and alerts never d o. The Title bar field lets you set
the background color for the title bar. In the Frame field, you can choose
a color for the frame, the borderline that runs around the content area
and title bar. Finally, the Highlight field lets you set the color of the horizontal lines in the title bar. Because alerts have no title bars, you can colorize only their content areas and their frames .
The first time you click one of the color field s, ResEdit alerts you that
it's about to create an associated color table resource. (The resource
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types are 'actb', 'dctb', or 'wctb' for alert, dialog or window color table,
respectively.) That's where the colors you choose are stored; for example, when you edit an alert's colors, you're editing the 'actb'. If you copy
or delete one of these resources, remember that you have to do the same
for the associa ted color table resource.
By the Way ..,.

The Mac doesn't provide you with an easy way to make all the
dialogs or alerts in an application have the same color scl1eme. It's
possible to create a default 'wctb' that contains a set of colors you'd
like to see, and the Mac can refer to this color table resource for aIT
windows-which means document windows as well as dialogs and
alerts. Un.fortw1ately, the Mac can't faithfully apply all those "default" colors unless each dialog and alert has its own associated
color table resource that lets the Mac know it's supposed to use
color. (The frame and title bar text, highlight, and background
colors come through OK, but the content, or background, color gets
overridden.)
If you're an experienced ResEdit user and want to give it a try,
here's a brief set of instructions. Your results may vary greatly with
the application you try it on, so be sure to work on a copy. Create a
'WIND' resource; choose yoW' default color scheme in the 'WIND'
editor; delete the 'WIND'; and change the resource ID of the 'wctb' to
0. Now note the resource ID of each dialog or alert in which you'd
like to see this color scheme. From the type picker, create an 'actb' or
'dctb' (this automatically opens the 'ALRT' or 'DLOG' editor, which
you can just close), and make its resource ID match that of the dialog
or alert. (You don't have to change anything in the color table
template-in fact doing so would override the 'wctb'.)
Just for the record, if you really, really like the colors you chose
when you made your 'wctb', you can make them apply systemwide, rather than just application-¥.ride, by copying the 'wctb' you
created to your System file. Leave the ID set to 0. Your System file
already contains a 'wctb' V\rith ID 0, so you might want to renumber
it first, rather than override it. That way you can easily switch back
to black and white just by switchjng resource IDs. Remember, you
probably won't see your background color because you can't
possibly create color look-up tables for every dialog and alert.

As you sit back and gaze at your colorful dialog or alert, you may
think, "Wait. The text inside remains boring old black." Yup. Remember,
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the items inside d ialogs and alerts are stored in dialog item lists, or
'DITL' resources. Unfortunately, the 'DITL' editor in ResEdit 2.1 can't
help you wi th colorizing dialog items (althou gh a future version may).

By the Way _.,

...,

A freeware Control Panel device called Kolar also lets you set
System-wide menu and window colors. It uses the Macintosh color
picker instead of a standard color collection from ROM, so you may
pick colors you can't have (but they'll be mapped to colors that are
close). Kolor offers an advantage over ResEdit, however, because it
lets you add color to controls such as buttons, check boxes, and

Summary
You can add color to your Macintosh work environment in several
ways. This chapter begins by describing color pattern resources and
their editors. The color pattern resource types ('ppat' and 'ppt#') are
analogous to the black-and-white pattern resource types ('PAT ' and
'PAT#'), but you can make color patterns in sizes other than 8-by-8. You
can add color desktop patterns to the Control Panel by editing the System file's 'ppt#' resource. Menus can also appear in color. The title, background, item text, and Command keys can all appear in d ifferent colors.
You can choose default colors for a whole menu, or color items individually. You can also make all the menus in an application use the same
set of colors by n1aking a few simple modifications to an 'mctb' (Menu
Color TaBle) resource. Finally, you can add color to windows, dialogs,
and alerts by altering their frame and content colors. For windows and
dialogs, you can also color three aspects of the title bar: the title text, the
backgromtd color, and the highlight or horizontal lines.

PART FIVE
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Creating Windows, Dialogs,
and Alerts

When you're prototyping or implementing an application, one of your
primary uses for ResEdit will be to lay out the windows, dialogs, and
alerts that you'll use. Although not every application uses resources to
store its window information, it's hard to imagine how an application
could get by without dialog and alert resources. Dialogs and alerts are
especially important because they provide the means for you to communicate with your user. If you need to inform them of a problem, you use
an alert. If you need some information from them, only a dialog makes
sense. Since dialogs and alerts are so crucial to an application, it's
important to make them easy to use and understand. ResEdit provides
the tools you need to lay out your windows, dialogs, and alerts and see
what they'll look like on different size screens.
Windows, dialogs, and alerts are represented by eight resources and
four editors, as shown in Table 20-1. In this chapter we assume you have
a basic understanding of how the four editors ('WIND', 'DLOG', 'ALRT',
and 'DITL') work. If you need a refresher, refer to Chapter 10 for information about the editors and Chapter 19 for information about using
them with color.
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Table 20-1. Window, Dia log, and Alert Resource Types.

Resource hJ.e.e

Editor

Description

'WIND'
'wctb'
'DLOG'
'dctb'
'ALRT'
'actb'
'DITL'
'ictb'

'WIND'
'WIND'
'DLOG'
'DLOG'
'ALRT'
'ALRT'
'DITL'
None

Window resource
Window color table for 'WIND' resource
Dialog resource
Dialog color table for 'DLOG' resource
Alert resource
Alert color table for 'ALRT' resource
Dialog item list for 'DLOG's and 'ALRT's
Item color table used for 'DITL' resource

Since 'WIND' resources are very similar to 'DLOG' resources, we
won't discuss the 'WIND' editor in this chapter. If you want to create a
'WIND', just lodk at the discussion of the 'DLOG' editor and ignore the
parts about the associated 'DITL' resource.
~

The Dialog Editor
The dialog editor lets you create and edit 'DLOG' and 'dctb' resources.
Its basic use was described in Chapter 10 so we focus here on the parts
of interest only to someone writing an application. Figure 20-1 shows a
typical'DLOG' editor window.
In the lower right side of the window shown in the figure, you'll
notice two check boxes labeled Initially visible and Close box. These
two check boxes correspond to the visible and goAwayFlag boolean fields
in the DialogTemplate data structure. If the Initially visible check box
isn't checked, the dialog won't be drawn when it's initialized (it can be
drawn later by calling the ShowWindow Toolbox procedure). If
the Close box check box isn't checked, modeless dialog boxes are drawn
with no close box. "What," you might ask, "is a modeless dialog
box with no close box?" It's probably a dialog that lets you switch to
other windows, but that requires you to click a button when you're
done. (Of course, the application could treat it in a variety of different
ways. For example, MacWrite II uses this method to implement moveable modal dialogs.)

~

The Dialog Editor
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Figure 20- 1. A typical dialog editor window showing a 'DLOG' from
MacWrite .
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Picking a Window Definition ID
Across the top of th e 'DLOG' editor window you see pictures of
different kinds of windows. Jus t click the p icture of the type of window
you want to create. Table 20-2 shows each picture and the window definition ID it represents.

Table 20-2. Window Pic tures and Their Corresponding Window
Definitio n IDs

Picture

ID

Description

0

Standard document window

4

Document window without a size box
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Table 20-2. Window Pic tures and Their Corresponding Window
Definition IDs (continued)
Picture

ID

Description

l:C

8

Document window with both zoom and size boxes

12

Document window with zoom box but no size box

2

Plain box

3

Pla in box with a drop shadow

16

Rounded corner window with black title bar

1

Standard alert or modal d ialog box

u
D
D

u

D

[]
~

Available for custom window definition ID

Using Yo ur Own 'WDEF'
If you have your own window d efin ition p roced ure ('WDEF') tha t you
like to use for d ialogs, you' ll wan t to add it to the list of p ictures a t the
top of the w indow. You can d o this by double-clicking one o f the last
three pictures (the ones containing a "?" character). Figure 20-2 sh ows
the dialog tha t appears. You should e nter the window d efinition ID,
no t the 'WDEF' lD, into the dialog. You can calcula te the win dow d efinition ID by multiplying the 'WDEF' ID b y 16 and adding the va riation
cod e. (Va ria tion cod es are exp lained in Inside Maciutosh, Volume I.)
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Using this method of calculation, you'll notice that all the window definition IDs in Table 20-2 use the same 'WDEF' ID (with a resource JD of
0) except the rounded corner window. The different types of w indows
are just variations using the same basic 'WDEF'.

Custom Window Definition I D
('WDEF' ID

*

16 + uariation code)

1:

B

J32

2:

120481

12048

3:

D

II

Cancel

~

OK

~

Figure 20-2. This dialog lets you define c ustom window definition IDs.

Once you've defined your own window definition IDs, w hy not add a
mini-pictu re of the window? All you have to do is add a 'PICT' resource
to the ResEdit Preferences file, and ResEdit w ill use that 'PICT' instead
of just showing an empty rectangle with a number in the middle. Follow these steps to add your own 'PICT'.
1. Use ResEdit to open ResEdit (or a copy).

2. Open the 'PICT' picker and type 1808. (You can also use 1809 or
1810. These three 'PICT' resources correspond to the last three
choices in the 'DLOG' editor window.) This moves you to the
'PICT' resource w ith JD 1808, which should be an empty rectangle.
3. Copy this 'PICT' resource.
4. Close ResEdit but don't quit (unless you' re not using MultiFinder).
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5. Open your favorite paint or draw program and paste the 'PICT'
you copied. Make whatever changes you want inside the rectangle
to make it look like a miniature version of a window that your
'WDEF' would draw.
6. Select just the rectangle containing your mini-window and copy it.
7. Go back to ResEdit and o pen the ResEdit Preferences file (it's in the
System folder).
8. Paste the 'PICT you copied from your paint or draw program.
9. Open the 'PICT' picker and select your new 'PICT.
10. Choose the Get Resource Info command from the Resource menu.
Change the resource ID to 1808, (or 1809 or 1810, depending on
which of the three available w indow definition mini-pictures
you're using). Also set the Purgeable attribute for the resource.
11 . Close and save the Preferences fil e.

IJll>

Drawing with Your 'WDEF'
If you have a simple 'WDEF' that doesn't depend on any other part of
your application's data when it draws the window, you're probably
pretty happy with the way ResEdit handles custom 'WDEF's. If, on the
other hand, you have a 'WDEF' tha t needs information provided by
your application to correctly draw the w indow, you're probably no t
quite so happy. For 'WDEF's like these, having ResEdit use them to
draw the miniature v.rindow may cause the System to crash since ResEdit isn't providing the environment they were written to expect (normally provided by the application). Fortunately, it's easy to get around
this problem. Just choose the Never Use Custom 'WDEF' for Drawing
command from the 'DLOG' menu . Once this menu item is checked, ResEdit always uses one of the standard System 'WDEF's to draw the miniature picture of the window.

IJll>

Dialog C haracteristics
The Set 'DLOG' Characteristics command on the 'DLOG' menu displays
the dialog shown in Figure 20-3. The Window title field simply contains
the title that will be used in the title bar when the d ialog is displayed
(assuming there is a title bar for the specified ProciD). You probably
won't want to store anything in the refCon field. It's typically filled in
with a hand le to an important data structure when the dialog is about to

IJil.
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be used. This field can, however, contai n an ything you like, so if you
have four bytes of information you'd like to store there, go right ahead.
The ProciD field contains the window definition ID (or window
PROCedure ID). This is the same valu e that's specified by selecting
one of the mini-windows at the top of the main 'DLOG' window. This
field can, however, contain a value that's not available from the main
window. In this case, none of the mini-window pictures is highlighted.
Since this is a little confusing, it's best to add any special window definition IDs you'll be using to the main window. Of course, if you use more
than three custom 'WDEF's, you have to assign them here since you can
add only three to the main window.

'DLOG' Ch aracteristics

refCon: l._o_ _ _ __,
Proc 10 : 1
._4_ _ _ _-'
Cancel

n

OK

B

Figure 20-3. The 'DLOG' C haracteristics window for one of
MacWrite ll 's dialogs .

...,

The Alert Editor
The 'ALRT' editor is similar to the dialog editor because alerts are
similar to dialogs. In fact, alerts are really just sp ecial cases of d ialogs
that are used to give information to the user. As you can see in Figure
20-4, the alert editor doesn' t include the list of window types across the
top of the window since alerts are always modal. The Initially visible
and Close box check boxes found in the dialog editor's window are also
missing since they have no meaning for alerts.
Although alert resources use 'DITL' resources to specify their contents
just as dialogs d o, the 'DITL's for alerts sho uldn' t con tain fields for
entering data. In fact, alerts should only contain static text, 'ICON's,
'PICT's, and buttons. Alerts come in four varieties, explained in Table
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20-3.
Hint II>

You don't have to add the icons shown in Table 20-3 to your alerts.

In fact, you shouldn't. All you need to do is leave room in an alert's
'DITL' resource so the System can add the icon for you. The type of
icon added depends on the Toolbox procedure you call: StopAlert,
CautionAlert, NoteAlert, or just Alert.

Color: @ Default
0 Custom

DITLID:I1109
Height: 11 50
Left:

II00

Width:~

Figure 20-4. A typical alert editor window showing an 'ALRT' from
PowerPoint.

Table 20-3. The Four Kinds of A lerts.

Icon

Description

Stop alert. Used when a serious problem has occurred.
Contains one button, labeled OK.
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Caution alert. Usually contains a warning about an operation
that could have an undesirable side effect. Always provides a
way for the user to cancel the operation (such as with a Cancel
or No button).
Note alert. Contains information the user needs to know but
that isn' t critical to the performance of the application. For
example, the results of an operation could be displayed in a
note alert. Contains one button, labeled OK.
none
~

Plain alert. These are usually equivalent to Note alerts.

Standard Layout
Since alerts always have a similar layout, Apple has defined some
standards to make them as consistent as possible. Figure 20-5 shows a
typical "correct" alert. When deciding on the wording for your alerts, be
sure to phrase them so users know which button to press. It' s all too
easy to phrase a question in a Caution alert so users have to guess
which button does what they want. Make the question simple, and use
words in the buttons that really answer the question. "Yes" and "No"
are often be tter tha n "OK" and "Cancel." The book Human In terface
Guidelines: The Apple Desktop Intetface can give you more hints for creating clear and effective alerts.

You can put any teHt you want here. Be
sure to phrase it in such a way that the
user knows what each button will do.
( Cancel )

n

OK

D

Figure 20-5. An alert that follows Apple's guidelines for item
placement.
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Alert Stages
The Set 'ALRT' Stage Info command on the 'ALRT' menu lets you set up
the stages of your alert. Each stage of an alert represents an occurrence
of the problem that triggers the alert. For example, if the user makes an
invalid entry, a Stage 1 alert is triggered. If the user makes the same mistake again (without doing something else first), a Stage 2 alert occurs.
Choosing the Set 'ALRT' Stage Info command displays the dialog shown
in Figure 20-6. Most applications configure their alerts with all the
stages the same--usually visible, with one sound, as shown in the figure. Set the Default radio button to OK if button number 1 should be the
default (shown with a dark outline), and to Cancel if button number 2
should be the default. You can find more information about alert stages
in the "D ialog Manager" chapter of Inside Macintosh, Volume I.

'ALRT' Stages
Stage

Alert boH

18] Uisible
2

18] Uisible

3

18] Uisible

4

18] Uisible
Cancel

Default button

I®OK
I®OK
I®OK
I®OK

0
0
0
0

Sounds

Cance l

002 3

Cancel

002 3

Cancel

002 3

Cancel

002 3

n

OK

J

Figure 20-6. The 'ALRT' Stage dialog containing typical settings.
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The IDITLI Editor
When you're designing a dialog or alert, you'll spend most of your time
in the 'DITL' editor. This is where you' ll design the contents of your
dialogs or al erts, adding and arranging fields as necessary. Chapter 10
described how to use the 'DITL' editor to customize dialogs and alerts;
here we show you how to create your own 'DITL's.
You can create a new 'DITL' from the 'DLOG' or 'ALRT' editor by opening the 'DITL' using any of the methods described in Chapter 10 (press
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the Return key, for example). Of course, you can also create a 'DITL' from
the 'DITL' picker. Either way, you'll end up with a new window like the
one sho·w n in Figure 20-7. On the right side of the figure, you see the
floating item palette, which you can u se to add items to your new
'DITL' -just drag the type of item you'd like to add to w here you want it
to appear in the 'DITL' window. Repeat this process until you have
defined all the item fields you want.
The size of the 'DITL' editor window is determined by the size specified
for the associated 'DLOG' or 'ALRT'. You don' t have to go back to the
'DLOG' or 'ALRT' editor to change the size, however. Just grab the size
box in the lower right corner of the 'DITL' editor's window and change
the size to whatever you want. The size saved in the 'DLOG' or 'ALRT'
resource is changed to match the new size of your 'DITL' window.

Figure 20-7. You can add items to a 'DITL' by dragging them from the
floating palette.

~

The Dia log Item Editor
You can arrange dialog items right in the 'O[TL' editor w indow, but
sometimes you need to change characteristics of an ind ividual item. You
can do this by double-clicking an item to open a dialog item editor win-
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dow like the one shown in Figure 20-8. Dialog item editor w indows are
modeless w indows-you can have as many of them open as you like.
As you can see in the figure, there are four parts to the item editor window. You can use the pop-up menu to change an item to an y of the
other item types. The Enabled check box determines whether the item
will be active (w hether the user can interact with the item by clicking or
typing) w hen the 'DITL' is used . Remember, though, a disabled control
item can still be active-you must use the HiliteControl Toolbox procedure to m ake a control inactive. The editable field in the upper right
part of the window is used to specify the title for buttons, check boxes,
and radio buttons, the text for static text and edit text items, and the
resource ID for icons, controls, and pictures. Lastly, the four fields at the
bottom right of the w indow set the size and loca tion of the item. The
Item menu lets you choose between showing the Bottom and Right or
the Height and Width of the item. An y changes you make in the item
editor window (such as changing the item 's loca tion or title) are
reflected immediately in the 'DITL' editor window so you can see the
effect of your change.

TeHt:

Button

,.. I

l8J Enabled

Top: 12_9
'-- _
Left:

__,

l•n

Height: ._12_0_

_,

Width: 16_0
._ _

_,

Figure 20-8. A typical d ialog ite m ed itor window.

~

Dialog Item Tips
Most of the item types in the floating item palette are probably familiar
to you, so we won't go into much detail about them. A few, though, can
be a little tricky, so w e talk about them next. Complete details about dialog items can be found in the "Dialog Manager" chapters of Inside Macintosh, Volumes I and VI.

~
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Resource Items

As you no doubt know, you can include 'ICON', 'CNTL', and 'PICT'
resources as items in a 'DITL'. When you first drag a resource item off
the pale tte, it appears in the 'DITL' window looking like one of the
default resources shown in Table 20-4. To make the item show up using
the resources you want, you need to set the item's resource ID. You can
do this by double-clicking the item to open the dialog item editor, where
you can enter the resource ID. You should then see the resource in the
'DITL' editor window. If you still don' t see your resource, that means
ResEdit couldn' t find it, and you should go to the 'ICON', 'CNTL', or
'PICT' picker to verify the ID of the resource you want to use.

Tobie 20-4. The 'DITL' Editor 's Default Resource Items.

Resource Type

Default Appearance

Name in Palette

'ICON'

liCoNI

Icon

'CNTL'

K:J I

'PICT'

f··:..·:·.:·.::·p-ror.::·.:·.::-)
·:. ; . ;. ; ... .....

I~

Control
Picture

What the Rectangles Really Mean. For most item types, such as static
text and buttons, it's obvious what the item rectangle is used for-it
defines the size of the item. For the resource items, however, it's less
clear since the resources a lso either contain their own rectangles
('CNTL's and 'PICT's) or are a fixed size ('ICON's are always 32-by-32).
If the item rectangle for an 'ICON' or 'PICT' is different from the size of
the resource, the resource is scaled to fit the item rectangle. 'CNTL'
resources behave differently, however. The top and left coordinates of
the control are determined by the item rectangle, but the height and
width are determined by the rectangle stored in the 'CNTL' resource.
Whatever the item type, you' ll more than likely want to use the size
associated with the resource you're displaying. You can easily make the
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item rectangle the same as the resource's rectangle by selecting the item
and choosil1g Use Item's Rectangle from the 'DITL' menu. For controls,
this command will set only the height and width and won't change the
top a11d left coordinates.
Editing Resource Item. As with any of the other item types, doubleclicking a resource item opens an Item editor window. M any times,
however, you'll want to edit the resource itself and not the dialog item
using the resource. You can do this by u sing the two alternate Open
commands on the Resource menu or their shortcuts. After selecting a
resource item, the third item on the Resource menu changes to Open
'CNTL', Open 'ICON', or Open 'PICT', depending on the situation, and
opens the appropriate editor. You can also use the Open Using H ex
Editor item to open the resource using the hexadecimal editor. You can
use the Command-Option double-click shortcut to open the resource
editor and the Option double-click shortcut to edit the resource using
the hexadecimal editor.
By the Way

liJl..

You can susbstitute a color icon in a dialog by inducting in the file a
'den' with the same 10 as that of the 'ICON'. If the 'den' is not 32-by32 pixels, you can change the item rectangle to match. Note,
however, that the 'DITL' editor doesn't show 'cicn's. Also, opening
the editor for an 'ICON' item always opens the 'ICON' editor, even if
a 'den ' will be substituted when the dialog is displayed.

Adding Syste m 7 Balloon Help Items

One of the new features provided by System 7 is Balloon help. An
applica tion can specify text to appear in balloons as the user moves the
mouse over a document or menu . Each part of the screen-such as
windows, menus, menu items, and dialogs- can have its own set of
balloon messages. Several new resource types were introduced to
support these balloon messages ('hmnu', 'hdlg', 'hwin', and 'hrct'). These
resources aren't supported by ResEdit but are supported by a new
application available for developers from Apple. One aspect of balloon
help that ResEdit does support is the new balloon help dialog item that
can be included in a 'DITL' resource. All this new dialog iten1 d oes is
direct the Help Manager to the proper help resource. Figure 20-9 shows
the dialog displayed when you choose the Balloon Help command from
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the 'DITL' menu. You can enter the resource IDs of the associated help
resources. The pop-up menu lets you choose the type of the associated
resource. You normally won't need to use this feature since the application
provided by Apple automatically adds the dialog items for you.
Balloon Help
Resource 10: Modifier:

11111111 I

HMScanhrct

..-1

../ HMScanhdlg
HMScanhrct
HMScanAppendhdlg

(Cancel)

Figure 20-9. Adding help items to a 'DITL'.
What' s on top of What?

Usually each dialog item occupies its own area of the dialog, but
sometimes it's useful or necessary to have items that overlap. For example, you might want to put a user item over a button so you can draw a
dark frame to show tha t it's the default, or you may want a picture
in the background of the entire 'DITL'. In any case, you need to know the
order in which the dialog items are drawn so you can know which items
appear on top. You might expect that item 1 would be on the bottom and
the last item would be on the top but, unfortunately, the Dialog Manager
doesn't make it quite that easy. When drawing a 'DITL', the Dialog Manager first draws all buttons, check boxes, and radio buttons in reverse item
number order. It then draws the rest of the items, this time in ascending
order. You can never have a button, check box, or radio button on top of
an item of one of the other types. User items are a little different since
they're transparent-when they're on top of another item, you can still
see through to the o ther item. You can tell that a user item is on top of
another item if the entire user item is filled with gray (otherwise, you'll
see the other item drawn across the user item). Because the 'DITL' editor
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uses the Dialog Manager to draw its ·w indow, the items are drawn in
exactly the order they'll appear when you use the 'DITL'.

....

The 'DITL' Menu
The 'DITL' menu contains items to help you design your 'DITL' and set
up the 'DITL' editor the way you like to work. Except for the first group
of commands, which pertains to item numbering, this menu's commands are discussed in Chapter 10.
Renumber Items

When you choose the Renumber Items command, the editor
temporarily turns on the Show Item N umbers command (described
shortly) and every item in the 'DITL' is displayed w ith its current item
number. Then, as the small floa ting dialog window that appears tells
you, all you have to do is press the Shift key while you select the items
in the order you want them renumbered. As you Shift-click, a white-onblack number appears for each item you've renumbered. Figure 20-10
shows how all this looks. U you're sa tisfied with your new numbering
scheme, click the Renumber button. (Shift-click also deselects an item
already selected for renw11bering. If you want to deselect all of them
and start over, just click once without pressing the Shift key.)
0

DITLID

= 20 1

fro m Fulllmpoct'"'

1Naml•3111

1711

Q;!J

!Object Number :
10 Transparent 1a1
10 Opaque
191

IMorginsi• sl
IHorizontij• GI 11rr====;=;:l,:;:u'llllnchel•al

S

BuUon

!8J

Check Box

®

Radio BuUon

[;) Control
T: Static Text

Jl2lll lncheJl 91 : D&E~~:~:!.~:~~~~~
luerticol 111111
Icon
lo FiHed Size Qgj
I.
Picture
1Rotatiol2ol IO Normo l
121 IO go• Countercloclcwi j41 --·--·--·-···---·-·-·-·-·
!ill]
U3er Item
IO Upside Dowi•l IO go• Clockwise
131

~ ........ .~.~.....~

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .:

:~·.·.·.·.·.·.·~·.:..·.·~·.·~·.·~·.·~ ·..••• <'6.·.:,:
•

u

lliil.:;

Use Shifl-eliek to select the items in the
order you want them \o be renumbered.

Concel

[Renumber]

Figure 20-10. A 'DITL' in the process of being renumbered.
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Set Item Number
The Set Item Number command lets you set the item number for a
single item. (Other items are renumbered to avoid duplicate numbers .)
Using this command is simpler than u sing the renumber command if
you only want to change one item or you want to change the number of
an item that's hiding behind another item.
Select Item Number
The Select Item Number corrunand lets you. specify the number of an
item to be selected. This is especially useful for items that aren't visible
(because they're outside the dialog's rectangle) or are under another
item. Once the item is selected, you can use the Open as Dialog Item
command on the Resource menu to open an Item editor w indow (even
if the item isn't visible).
Show Item Numbers
Choose Show Item Numbers when you want to see the item numbers of
all the items. A black-on-white numeral appears in the upper right corner of each item. This can be invaluable w hen you're designing a new
dialog. Figure 20-10 shows a 'DITL' w ith the item numbers d isplayed .
Holding down the Option key is a shortcut for choosing the Show
Item Numbers command. If Show Item N umbers is off, pressing the
Option key displays the item numbers until you release the key. If
Show Item N umbers is on, pressing the Option key turns the
numbers off until you release the key.

Hint .,.

IJll>

The Alignment Menu
The Alignment menu contains commands that h elp you arrange the
items in your dialog. The action performed by these corru11ands is usually obvious from the name of the command. Chapter 10 has more
details.
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Summary
In this chapter we cover details of the 'DLOG', 'ALRT', and 'DITL'
editors. We show you how to design dialogs and alerts from scratch,
including using your own window definition procedures ('WDEF's). We
also show you how to set up the various kinds of alerts and the alert
stages. Finally, w e show you how to use the 'DITL' editor to create the
contents for both alerts and dialogs. More information about all these
editors can be found in Chapter 10.

21

Creating Menus

One of the editors you'll find most useful as you create an application is
the 'MENU' editor. In Chapter 8 we showed you how to use the 'MENU'
editor for updating an existing menu . This chapter fills in the remaining
details about the 'MENU' editor by providing information that's useful
only if you're writing the application that will use the menu. If you're
not familiar with the 'MENU' editor, be sure to review Chapter 8 since
we cover only new information here .

..,..

The Basics
When you create a new 'MENU' resource, you see a window similar to
the one shown in Figure 21-1. The menu initially has no items, and its
title is simply "Title." The first change you'll want to make is to enter
the menu's title. Selecting the Apple radio button is equivalent to entering the
character into the Title field. The Enabled check box in the
upper right corner of the \<Vindow determines \•v hether the entire menu
is enabled or disa bled when it's insta lled on the menu bar. ResEdit
assumes the m enu should be enabled and automatically checks the
Enabled check box for you when you crea te a new m enu.

'*
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MENU I D = 128 from EKamples

f8l Enabled

Entire Menu:

Title:

®

0 •

(Rpple menu)
Color

I I
Item TeHt Default: I
I
Title :

Menu Background:

D

Figure 21-1 . The 'MENU' editor showing a new resource.

....

Adding New 'MENU' Items
Once you've entered the title, you're ready to start adding new menu
items. As with many other operations in ResEdit, there's a menu command and a shortcut to add new items. You can choose the Create N ew
Item command from the Resource menu or simply press the Return key.
Either way, a new item is added at the end of the menu. (In a menu that
already has items, pressing the Return key moves to the next item. If the
last item is selected, Return creates a new item.) After you've added
your first item, the window looks like the one shown in Figure 21-2.
Notice that several new fields appear to let you set the characteristics of
your new item. We'll talk more about the has Submenu and Mark fields
later in this chapter. The Enabled check box in the upper right corner of
the window indicates w hether the selected item is enabled. If you want
the item to appear as a gray separator line, just click the Separator line
radio button (or type a hyphen into the Text field). You can continue
pressing Return and entering item information until you've filled out
your menu .

..,

Rearranging 'MENU' Items
Before you're finished with your menu, you'll probably want to move
some items armmd, insert an item or two you forgot, or get rid of an
item you don't really need. Most of these operations work just as you'd
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expect. You can cut, copy, paste, clear, or duplicate a m enu item simply
by selecting it and choosing the a ppropriate command from the Edit
menu (or typing the Command-key equivalent). H ere are a few things
to keep in mind w hen using the Edit menu with 'MENU' resources.
0

MENU I D - 128 from EHamples

lfrUitl

Banana

Sele cted I tern:
iU
TeHt :

[g) Enabled

@IBanana
0

I

······-··· (separator line)
Color

0

ha s Submenu

TeHt:
Cmd-Key:

0

Mark:

I

None

~-~

DI I

... Ill

Figure 21 -2. When you add a menu item, new fields appear in the
'MENU' editor window.

• If you want the Edit menu commands to affect an entire item, make
sure the item is selected with a solid selection. A hollow selection
in the list indicates that one of the text fields on the right side of the
window is selected instead of the entire menu item.
• Since you can select only one item at a time, you can only copy and
paste items one at a time.
• When you copy an item, all the information about that item
(Command key, Mark, and so on), except the color information, is
also copied. You' ll have to reset any colors tha t you had set for the
item you copied .
• Paste adds the new item after the currently selected item . If you
want a new item to be at the top of the menu, you'll have to drag it
there. (Dragging menu items is explained next.)
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If you need to create a menu that includes all the items in another
menu, h ere's a shortcut. In the 'MENU' picker, select and cut or copy
the menu whose items you want to include as part of another menu.
Now open the other menu, select the item after which you want to
add the new items, and paste. The entire merm you copied (except
the title) will be inserted into your menu.

Hint .,.

..,_

Moving Items
You can move an item in a menu by selecting it and dragging it to a new
location. You don't actually drag an item when you're moving it. Instead, the item remains in its original location (still selected) and you
drag a black line which indicates the place where the menu item will
end up when you release the mouse button, as shown in Figure 21-3.
MENU 10
~B-o_
nLa_
n_
o

____________~~

Papaya
Orange
~
Appl e
Tangerine

128 from EHampl es

i

Selected Item:

!

TeHt: @ IL_r_a_ng=-e_r_in_e__________...J

~

i
i

1:83 Enabied

0 ........... (separator l ine)

I!

Color

I D has Submenu
I

I

Marl<:

TeHt: I

I

DI

I

... I I

I

Cmd - Key :

I

None

Figure 21-3. You can drag a menu item to a new location in the
menu .
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Creating Hierarchical Menus
Creating hierarchical menus is as easy as clicking the has Submenu
check box. When you check the check box, the Cmd-Key and Mark
fields disappear and an ID field appears. You can enter the resource ID
of the submenu in the ID field. Double-clicking an item with a submenu (or selecting Open Submenu from the Resource menu) opens the

..,.
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'MENU' resource specified in the ID field. The 'MENU' resource is created for you if it doesn't exist. Submenus are not shown in the test menu
to the right on the menubar.

...,

Using the Mark Menu
The Mark pop-up menu is easy enough to use if you like one of the
marks on the menu-just select the mark. If the default set of marks
doesn't fit your needs, however, you can add any character you want to
the Mark menu. When you choose the Other item on the Mark menu,
you see the dialog shown in Figure 21-4. Any character you enter in the
dialog appears in the Mark menu. If you check the Remember in Preferences check box, the new mark is saved in ResEdit's Preferences file and
appears on your Mark pop-up menu every time you use the 'MENU'
editor.

Please enter the new mark
character for this menu item:

181 Remember in
( Cancel J

Preferences

n

OK

n

Figure 21-4. The 'MENU' editor's New Mark dialog.

_..

Removing Marks from the Mark Menu
You've added a few marks to your Mark menu that you don't need
anymore-how do you get rid of them? Just follow these steps.
1. Use ResEdit to open the ResEdit Preferences file in your System

folder.
2. Open the 'MENU' picker.
3. Find the 'MENU' resource with ID 1652 (it's probably the only
'MENU' in the file).
4. If you want to go back to the default Mark menu, just delete this
resource.
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5. If you w ant to remove one or more marks, open the resource in the
'MENU' editor and delete the items you no longer need.
6. Close and save the Preferences file.

....

Changing the 'MENU' and 'MDEF' IDs
If your application includes a tool palette or tear-off menu, you'll need

to write your own menu definition procedure ('MOEF'), and then set up
a menu to use your 'MDEF' instead of the normal System 'MOEF'. You
can set up a menu to use any 'MOEF' by selecting the Edit Menu &
'MDEF' IO command from the 'MENU' menu. The dialog that appears is
shown in Figure 21-5. Put the resource IO of your 'MOEF' into the
MOEF 10 field.
In the same dialog shown in the figure, you'll see a field labeled
"Menu ID." This field is a little confusing since it doesn' t necessarily
contain the resource 10 of the 'MENU' resource being edited. Instead, it
contains the number the Menu Manager returns to your application
when you call the MenuSelect or MenuKey Toolbox procedures. By
convention, this number should alw ays be the same as the resource IO
of the 'MENU' resource (although you can set it to any number you
want). When you change the 10 of the 'MENU' (with the Get Resource
Info command on the Resource menu), ResEdit asks if you want to
update this other, hidden 'MENU' 10 as well.

Please enter the Menu I D and
th e r esource ID of the MDEF to
be used below.
M enuiD:j-

j

MD EF I 0: .l._o_ ____,
( Cancel )

Fig ure 2 1-5 . You can c hange the interna l 'MENU' ID and the 'MDEF' ID
w ith this d ialog.

IJJi.
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Summary
In this chapter we show you how to create and update menus for your
applications. We show you how to add items to m enus, as well as how
to move existing items. We also give you some tips on how to use marks
and a custom 'MDEF'. Many other important parts of the 'MENU' editor
are described in Chapter 8.

Editing ·sNoL·, ·vers·, and
·TEXT. Resources

22

In this chapter we describe the editors for several different resource types.
These resources aren't related, but aren't complex enough to warrant
chapters of their own. Every application has a 'BNDL' resource that tells
the Finder what icons to use for the application and its document files.
Most applications also have 'vers' resources. These resources provide the
version information the Finder displays in its Get Info window. Last, but
not least, w e discuss the 'TEXT' resource and its associa ted 'styl' resource.
These provide the ability to store styled text for use in your application .

._

Editing 'BNDL' Resources
You may have heard about (or experienced) horror stories involving
'BNDL' resources, but ResEdit's 'BNDL' editor should quickly change the
'BNDL' resource's reputation. Every application needs a 'BNDL' resource
if it's to display a custom icon for itself or its docum ent files. The 'BNDL'
resource describes a bundle of other resources. It associates a signature
resource with file reference resources ('FREF's) and Finder icons ('ICN#',
'ics#', and so on) by using something ca lled local IDs. With ResEdit's
'BNDL' editor you don't have to worry about any of these peripheral
resources or the local IDs-they're all created for you. Figure 22-1 shows a
typical 'BNDL' editor window.
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~0§ BNDL 10 = 128 from Ball

Signature: I BS22

Type

& Stick

~

I

Finder I cons

PICT
APPl
TEHT

ATOM

Figure 22-1. A typicai 'BNDL' from Ball & Stick.

The right side of the 'BNDL' editor window shows the icons the
Finder uses for the application's files with the file Types listed on the left
side of the window. The 'APPL' Type associates an icon with the application itself. (If you need to refresh your memory, file Types and Creators are discussed in Chapter 7.) The o ther file Types can be anythi11g
you like. At the top of the window is a field to enter the application's
signature resource. The signature is the same as the Creator for the
application and its documents, and is used by the Finder to find a document's Creator. You can use the Create New File Type command on the
Resource menu to add new file Types to the end of the list.
As you move the pointer across the window you'll notice that it can
assume three shapes: the normal arrow, the 1-beam, and the plus symbol. This changing pointer indicates that clicking the mouse selects differen t parts of the 'BNDL'. You see the arrow both when the pointer is
over the icons and when it's in those parts of the window where there's
nothing to select. You can double-click the icons to edit them. You see
the 1-beam w hen the pointer is over the signature field or one of the
Type fields. When you see the plus symbol, clicking selects the entire
row. Once a row is selected, you can cut, copy, clear, or duplicate it.

~
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Bundles of Icons
The right part of the 'BNDL' editor window shows the icons associated
with the file Types shown on the left side of the window, but you may
be wondering why there are so many icons. The first icon is the familiar
'ICN#' resource the Finder has always used to represent documents and
applications. The other five icons are used by System 7 to give yo u
more flexibility w hen creating your icons. These five icon types are (in
order from left to right): 'icl4', 'id8', 'ics#', 'ics4', and 'ics8'. The Finder
uses the appropriate icon based on the number of colors available on
the screen and the size of icon it needs. If one of the icons hasn't been
defined, it's shown as a gray square. U a Type already has associated
icons, you can edit them simply by double-clicking any of the icons.
You can edit all of them in one editor-the icon family editor, shown in
Figure 22-2. This editor is described in Chapter 18.

Figure 22-2. The icon family editor lets you create a ll the icons the
Finder needs.

If no icons are associated with a file Type, d ouble-clicking the gray
squares displays the Choose Icon d ialog, shown in Figure 22-3. If you
already have an icon but you'd like to pick a different one, you can
select Choose Icon from the 'BNDL' menu to see the same dialog. This
dialog shows you all the 'ICN#' resources in the file being edited. You
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can select one of these icons or you can click the New button to create a
new icon from scratch. If you like one of the icons but want to change it
a little before you add it to your 'BNDL', you can select the icon and
click the Edit button. (Editing the icon changes its appearance every
place it's used, not just in the 'BNDL'.)
Choose an icon for the type RTOM:

128

New ) (

131

Edit

~
129

) ( Ca ncel ) [

OK

~

Figure 22-3. You can use the Choose Icon dialog to c hoose an icon
to add to your 'BNDL'.
Hint .._

Once you've changed the icon for a11 application, you'll probably
want the Finder to use the new icon when it displays the application
or document files. Unfortunately, the Finder stores the icons in its
Desktop file and there's no easy way to tell the Finder that it should
look for a new icon. The most straightforward way to force it to use
your new icon is to rebuild the Desktop file from scratch. You can do
this by holding down the Command and Option keys when you
restart your Mac. If you make use of the Get Info comments that the
Finder saves for you, you won' t want to rebuild your Desktop since
you' ll lose all the Get Info comments. Chapter 7 discusses another,
more complex way to update your Desktop file that saves your Get
Info comm ents if you're using System software before System 7.

1)11>
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If you've just created a 'BNDL' in a new application, don't forget to
set the bundle attribute to let the Finder know it should look in the
file for a 'BNDL' resource. Just check the Bundle check box in the
file's File Info window (choose Get FHe/Folder Info from the File
menu).

By the Way ~

...,

Five of the six icons are used only with System 7. If your application
might be used with System 7, you should think about including at
least some of the extra icons. At the least, you should include an
'ics#' resource so the Finder won't have to shrink your 'ICN#' to use
for the MultiFinder icon in the upper right comer of the screen. Of
course, your application will still work with System 7 even if you
only include an 'ICN#' .

The Extended View
If you miss the days when you had to figure out your own local IDs and
set up your own 'BNDL' resource, the Extended View command on the
'BNDL' menu is for you. Selecting this command changes the display to
look like Figure 22-4. If you really need to use this view of the 'BNDL',
you can find details about the extra fields in Inside Macintosh, Volume III
and in Macintosh Technical Note number 48.

Hint~

In versions of the Finder before version 6.1, the text shown in the
extended view's String field was displayed in the Finder's Get Info
window. More recent versions of the Finder, use a file's 'vers'
resource (described next) instead if one's present. If your application
might be used with very old versions of the System software, you
might want to include a copyright string in the 'BNDL's String field.
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Figure 22-4. The extended vie w of a 'BNDL' resource.
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Editing 'vers' Resources
In version 6.1 of the Finder, the 'vers' resource ty pe was introduced to
hold an application's version information. The Finder uses this version
information in its Get Info window. This method has several advantages
over the older m ethod of storing a version string inside the 'BNDL'
resource.
• It stores more information, including a numeric form of the version
number, rather than just a string of unformatted text.
• The 'vers' resource type can be used in any file, not just applications
containing 'BNDL' resources.
• Applica tions can include two 'vers' resources: one to indicate the
version number of the file itself, and one for the version number of
a set of files that work together (for example, System files can have
their own version number yet still indicate the System release they
belong to).
• The structure of the 'vers' resource typ e helps standardize the
release numbering scheme applica tions use. This helps users

IJll>
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understand how different versions of the sam e application are
related.
The 'vers' resource editor is shown in Figure 22-5. Most of the information in the window is pretty standard and doesn't need much explanation. The most important information in this window is contained in
the Long version string field since that text is displayed by the Finder in
its Get Info w indow, as shown in Figure 22-6. As you can see in the figures, The Get Info window contains room for only one line of text from
resource ID 2, and two lines from ID 1.

IJers ID = 2 from Ball & Stick
Uersion number:

1• 1. [D . II]

Release: ! Final
Country Code:l 00 -

Non-release:

~

us

~--------------~

Short IJers ion string: ._l2_._2_r_4_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____,
Long IJersion string (IJisible in Get Info):
Ball & Stick package 2.2r4
Copyright © 1988, 89 N.Muller & A.Falk

Figure 22-5. The 'vers' e ditor lets you set the information displayed in
the Finder's Get Info w indow.

The version number displayed in three fields across the top of the
'vers' editor window is stored in the resou rce in BCD (Binary Coded
Decimal) format and can be accessed for comparison purposes by utility
a pplications. By conve ntion the first fi eld con ta ins the major release
number. For examp le, the first version of a product to ship would have
a 1 in this field. The second number contains the minor revision nurn-
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ber. The second version of an application that contains a few enhancements but no really significant changes might have a 1 in the second
field. If the release was made strictly to fix a few bugs but had no other
feature changes, it would increment the third field. Table 22-1 shows a
few examples of this scheme.

D

Info

0

Locked
Ball & Stick
String from 'vers'
Ball & Stick package 2.2r4 ~
""'-+resource with ID 2
Kind: application
Size : 2 15 ,657 bytes used, 2 13K on disk
'w'here: Yowza, SCSI 0

Created : Mon, Apr 10 , 1989, 1 :00 AM
Modified : Sun , J u1 29, 1990, 5 :31 PM
String from 'vers'
Vers ion: 2.2r 4' Copyright © 1988 ,89 .....,
ll:--t- resource with ID 1
N.MUller & A.Falk

S uggested Memory Size (K) : 640
Application Memory Size (K) :

~

Figure 22-6. The Finder's Get Info window uses the strings from two
'vers' resources.
Ta ble 22- 1. Recommended Use of Ve rsion Number Fields

Version

Men 11i11g

1.0.0

The first release
The first bug fix release of the file
The first minor update of the file
The second release

1.0.1
1.1.0
2.0.0

.,.
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Remember, you can put a 'vers' resource in any file. This is a better
w ay to add comments to a file than by adding a Get Info comment
since it won' t be lost if you need to rebuild your Desktop file. See
Chapter 13 for more d etails .

.,.

Editing 'TEXT' and 'styl' Resources
When the Mac II and the SE w ere introd uced, the Mac's built-in text
ed iting capa bilities were enhanced to include s tyled text. This styled
text is stored in two resources. The 'TEXT' resource contains the characters, and the 'sty!' resource contains the associated style information.
Few applications have taken advantage of styled text because there was
no way to create the resources. Now you can edit this styled text in the
ed itor shown in Figure 22-7. As you can see, this is one of the simp lest
editors you' re likely to encounter. You can use it like any other word
processing application, although its capabilities are limited. You can
enter up to 32,000 characters and change the font, size, or style as often
as you like.

*******************
A ~ ea a "'d a ~y i"' a fl ~ e
W e.-e imp.- iso"'e d, so w ha t co~ l d they d o?
Said the ~y1 "Let ~s fiee l"

Sai d t lhe. fie.at "L e.t

S o they flew t hl"o'1@h

tA S

f~y1"

a. fl aw il'\ +he.

f'lde.

*******************
Figure 22-7. The 'TEXT' and 'styl' editor is a simple t ext editor.
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.,.. Summary
In this chapter we summarize the use of three editors that you'll find
useful when you're programming ¥tith the Mac. The 'BNDL' editor lets
you associate icons with yow- application and its documents. The 'vers'
editor lets you enter the version information the Finder displays in its
Get Info window. Finally, the 'TEXT' and 'styl' editor lets you save styled
text for use by your application.

23

File, Folder, and Resource
Info Windows

Files, folders, and resources all have various characteristics that control
their use by the System and Finder. You can change these characteristics
(or in some cases just observe them) in ResEdit's info windows. For
example, by changing these characteristics you can modify the color of a
folder, the last modified date of a file, or the ID of a resource. You can
make a file or folder invisible, or change the Type and Creator of a file
or the name of a resource. In this chapter we show you what each of the
characteristics is used for and how to change it.

..,

The File Info Window
The File Info v.rindow lets you change file characteristics important to
both the Finder and the operatin g system . When you choose the Get
File/Folder Info command from the File menu, the dialog shown in Figure 23-1 is displayed. This dialog is slightly different from most other
standard file directory dialogs because it allows you to select either a
file or a folder. The only way to see the contents of a folder is to doubleclick the folder. Pressing the Return or Enter key when a folder is
selected displays the Folder Info window (rather than showing the contents of the folder). Just remember: Double-click to open a folder and
show its contents in the standard file directory dialog, click the Get Info
button to show a file's or folder's info w indow. Of course, double377
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clicking a file is equivalent to clicking the Get Info button with the file
selected.

Ia

System Folder

I

D PopChar

<=> Yowza

D PortableHelper Datafile
Preuiew
~ PrintMonitor

D
D
D
D

Public Folder 1.0
Pyro!'M
Ouici<Maii.Help
ResEdit Preferences

n Get Info
(

Cancel

D
)

Figure 23-1. The standard file directory dialog for the Get File/ Folder
Info command.

After you've selected a file and clicked the Get Info button, you see a
w indow similar to the one shown in Figure 23-2. The top half of the
window contains the file name, Type, and Creator as well as a set of
check boxes that let you change characteristics used by the Finder. The
botto m half of the window contains some file system characteristics, the
creation date, and last mod ified date of the file, and the size of its data
fork a11d resource fork. Table 23-1 lists the use for each field in the File
Info window. A few of the fields are too complex (or interesting) to capsulize in the table, so they're described in more detail after the table.
These fields are marked with an asterisk in the table.

.,..
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I

jzsvs

Creator MRCS

D System
D I nuisible
[gj On Desk
[gj lnited
D Shared
D No I nits
D Always switch launch

Color:._
l _R_e_d_ ___.
[gj Bundle

D Resource map is read only
D File Protect
D Printer driuer is Multifinder compatible D File Busy
D File locked
Created 3/7/ 90 12:00:00 PM
Modified
Size

6/ 29/ 91 1 0:09:00 PM
500760 bytes in resource fork
760 bytes in data fork

Figure 23-2. A File Info window.
Hint ...

Sometimes after you change a file's characteristics, you won' t see
the change take effect right away. Usually closing and reopening the
folder containing the file makes the change take effect. For example,
if you make a file invisible by setting the Invisible cl1aracteristic,
you need to close and reopen the folder containing the file before its
icon disappears.
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Table 23- 1. Fields of a File Info Window
Field Name

Description

File

The name of the file. You can enter any name up to 30 characters
long.
Type*
A file's Type ('APPL' for applications, for example).
Creator*
A fi le's Crea tor. An application and its associated docume nts all
have the same Creator.
Checked if the file's name can't be changed from the Finder.
System*
On Desk
C hecked if the file is on the desktop, not in a folder (Pre-System 7).
Shared*
Checked if a file can be op ened more than once.
Always switch launch*
When this is checked, the System and Finder on a disk containing an
application become active when the application is started.
Invisible*
Checked if the file's icon is invisible in the Finder. You can always
see invisible files in ResEdit's standard file directory dialogs.
Inited
The Finder checks this the first time it notices a file. The Finder saves
certain information (such as the file's icon) when the file is inited.
No Inits
Checked if the file d oesn't contain any 'INIT' resources. (Actually, the
file can still contain '!NIT's, but they're ignored.)
Color
A pop-up menu containing the color the Finder uses when it
displays the file's icon. This is the same color selected from the
Finder's Color menu (the Label menu under System 7).
Bundle
Checked if the file contains a 'BNDL' resource. Any application that
has its own desktop icon or opens document files must contain a
'BNDL' resource. Chapter 22 explains the use of 'BNDL' resources.
Resource map is read only
Checked if changes can't be made to the file's resources. You ca11' t
change this characteristic with ResEdit.
Printer driver is MultiFinder compa tible
Checked if the file is a printer driver that can be used w hen
Mu ltiFinder is in use (in other words, if the printer driver can be
shared by several applications at once).
File Protect
Checked if the Finder can't copy the file. File Protect can' t be
changed by ResEdit.
File Busy
Checked if the file is open (either the resource fork or data fork is
open by ResEdit or another application). File Busy can't be changed
by ResEdit.
Checked if the file is locked and can't be thrown into the Trash. File
File Locked
Locked is the same as the locked check box in the Finder's Get Info
w indow.
Created*
The time and date the file was crea ted.
Modified*
The time and date the file was most recently modified.
* indicates characteristics with more detailed explanations following this table.

IJil>
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Type and Creator
Every file has a Type field and a Crea tor field which the Finder uses to
establish the relationship between a document and the application that
created it. The Type and Creator are bo th four characters long (just like a
resource type). The Creator field of a document file is the same as the
Creator of the applica tion that crea ted it. Applica tions must have
wtique Creators so the Finder will know w hich document files belong
to which application. The Ty pe field of a document file distinguishes
between different document types of the same application. The Type
field of an application is always set to 'APPL' so the Finder will know
it's an application. Types and Creators are explained in more detail in
Chapter 7.
Sometimes the Type and Creator fields may contain non-printing
characters. For example, you might see a Type field that looks like
it's empty but, in fact, contains four null (0) characters. When you
close the File Info window, ResEdit uses the first four characters it
finds in the Type and Creator fields. If there are four null characters
at the beginning of the field (which you can't see) and you enter four
new characters, ResEdit blithely throws away your new characters,
leaving the nulls. To avoid this problem, press the Backspace key
four times before entering your new Type or Creator.

Hint II>

..._

System and Invisible
If other people use your computer and you want to pro tect yourself
from their careless mistakes, you can turn on the System or Invisible
characteristics for important files. For fi les whose names you don't want
changed, just check the System characteristic. If you're worried that
someone might inadvertently delete o ne of your important files, just
make it invisible. You can even make your applications invisible, as long
as you h ave a document to double-click w hen you wan t to start the
application. (See Chapter 13 if you want step-by-step instructions.)
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The System won't look for 'INIT' resources (code resources that are
installed when the Mac starts up) in invisible files, so be careful not
to make files in your System Folder invisible. Making your entire
System folder invisible should be OK, though, and is a good way to
keep other p eople from tampering with your System.

Shared
If you have a site-licensed application and a network, you can let a group
of people share one copy of the application by checking its Shared characteristic. For example, you could put a copy of HyperCard into a locked
folder on a server (be sure to lock it so the H ome stack won' t be
changed), and everyone connected to the server could use it.
The Shared characteristic should only be checked for applications that
several people share. Don't check the Shared characteristic for a file that
you write to, though. With Shared checked you could, for example, use
ResEdit to edit an application while it's running. This would more than
likely result in a System crash and could possibly destroy your application. If you want to share an application, it's best to contact the application's developers and get their assurance that the application works
properly in a shared environment.

..,.

Always Switch Launch
Normally your Mac continues to use the System file and Finder on the
disk you started up from until you start up from a different disk. Sometimes, however, switching to a System on a different disk is useful.
Maybe you want to switch language script systems (everybody needs to
use Kanji or Arabic occasionally, don't they?) or you have a hard disk
but occasionally start your Mac from a floppy and are tired of having to
constantly switch floppy disks. In any case, checking the Always Switch
Launch characteristic for an application causes the System and Finder on
the disk containing the application to become active when the application is started. Unfortunately, this won' t work if you use MultiFinder (or
System 7).

The File Info Window
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Setting a File's Created and Last Modified Date
When you set a file's creation date or last modified date, you must enter
the date and time in a very specific format. Both the date and time must
be present and must be in the "month/date/year hour:minute:second
AM" format. Month, date, and year should be one- or two-digit numbers. The time must be in the 12-hour format followed by AM or PM. If
you type a new date and time in exactly the same format that you see in
the field w hen you open the w indow, you should get the results you
expect.

.,..

System 7 Additions
When System software version 7.0 or later is in use, a few more check
boxes appear in the File Info dialog. Figure 23-3 shows the new File Info
window, and Table 23-2 tells you what each new check box is used for.
Notice also that the Color pop-up menu no longer sp ecifies specific colors. This is because in System 7 you can change the set of available colors.
§0

Info for System copy

I i§ullj,j!J!
Type lzsvs
File

I

Creator MACS

Four new
check boxes

l8J System

D lnuisible
DOn Desk:
l8J I nited
D Shared
D No I nits
D Always switch l aunch

Use cus tom icon

D Resource map is read only

D File Protect

D Printer driuer i s MultiFinder compatib le D File Busy
Created

5/3 / 90 12:00:00 PM

Modified

5/21 / 90 6:55:23 PM

Size

D File locked

1323410 bytes in resource fork
778 bytes in data fork:

Figure 23-3. A File Info window gains a few more check boxes under
System 7.
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Table 23-2. New File Info Check Boxes for System 7

Field Name
Alias
Use custom icon

Letter
Stationery

~

Description
Checked if the file is an alias to another file.
Checked if the file contains a custom icon that the
Finder should use in place of the default icon
provided by the application that created the file.
Checked if the file contains mail. Reserved for use
with future electronic mail software.
Checked if the file is a stationery file. Stationery files
are copied before they are opened, so the original is
never changed.

The Folder Info Window
The Folder Info window is used to set the characteristics for a folder,
and is shown in Figure 23-4. Characteristics for a folder are just a subset
of the characteristics for a file, and are explained in Table 23-1.

Folder

D System D
D On Desk 18]

I nuisible
1nited

Color:! Black

Figure 23-4. A Folder Info window .
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System 7 Additions
If you're using System 7 or later, you'll see the slightly different Folder
Info w indow shown in Figure 23-5. The only differences are that a Use
custom icon check box has been added and the Color pop-up menu has
been changed to no longer specify the nam es of the colors.

..,
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Folder

D

D

System
On Desk

D

I nuisible
[g) I nited

Color:! Color 8
D Use custom icon

Figure 23-5. A Folder Info window under System 7.
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The Resource Info Window
Selecting the Get Resource Info command from the Resource m enu
(when a resource picker or ed itor is the frontmost window) opens a
Resource Info "vindow like the one shown in Figure 23-6. The Resource
Info window lets you change characteristics that control how the System treats the resource. Two fields at the top of the window let you
change the resource's ID and name. These two fields control how a n
appli ca tion finds the resource it's looking for. It's usually not a good
idea to change the resource ID of an existing resource since most applications locate their resources by looking up the resource ID. It's usually
safe to add a name to a resource that doesn't have one. Just be careful
not to use a name already taken by another resource of the same type.
When you're crea ting a new resource, you should be sure to follow
Apple's guidelines for allocating resource IDs. The guidelines are summarized in Ta ble 23-3. Other restrictions may apply for some resource
types. For example, icons used in menus must have IDs between 257
and 511.
Table 23-3. Guidelines for Allocating Resource IDs

Resource ID Range
-32,768 to -16,385
-16,384 to -1
0 to 127
128 to 32,767

Use
Reserved by Apple
Reserved for owned resources (explained shortly)
Used for System resources
Available for applications to use
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§0
Type:

Info for snd 4 from Copy of System
snd

Size:

2208

10:
Name:

Monkey
~--------------------------~

Owner type

Attributes:
0 Sy stem Heap
1Z1 Purgeable

0
0

Locked
Protected

0
0

Preload
Compressed

Figure 23-6. A typica l Resource Info window .
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Resource Attributes
A resource's attributes control where it's loaded into memory and w hat
happens to it after it's loaded. Whenever you create a new resource, it's
important to make sure you set its attributes properly. The resource
attributes are explained in Table 23-4.

H int ~

Wh enever possible, be sure to check the Purgeable attribute. This
helps avoid memory shortages by allowing the Memory Manager to
remove the resource when memory starts getting full . However,
don' t set rhe Purgeable attribute unless you 're sure the application
can recover if the resource is purged from m emory. For example, the
Menu Manager doesn' t recover purged 'MENU' resources.

.._
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Table 23-4. Resource Attributes

Resource Attribute
System Heap

Purgeable
Locked

Protected
Preload
Compressed

Hint

Description
Checked if the resource should always be loaded into
the System heap. Use this only for resources that need
to be shared by multiple applications. This should
generally not be checked for an application's
resources.
Checked if it's OK for the Memory Manager to
remove the resource from memory if more space is
needed.
Checked if the resource can't be moved in memory.
The Locked attribute overrides the Purgeable
attribute.
Checked if the resource and its ID and name can't be
modified or deleted by an application.
Checked if the resource should be loaded when the
file is opened.
Checked if the resource is compressed. You'll
probably only find this checked in ResEdit itself and
in some System 7 files. You can't change this attribute.

Be very cautious when you check the Locked attribute. A locked
resource can't be moved when the Memory Manager needs to make
room for new information. You can end up with plenty of unused
memory but no way to make use of it because you have a locked
resource right in the middle of the memory you need. If you need to
use a locked resource, it's a good idea to also check the Preload
attribute. This ensures that the resource is loaded into memory
before any other memory is allocated, and keeps the resource out of
the Memory Manager's way.

IJJ>
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Owned Resources
Since the System file is a collection of lots of resources (fonts and desk
accessories, for instance) from many different places, there needs to be a
way to determine which groups of resources belong together. This is especially important when a resource copying program (such as Font/ DA
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Mover or the Finder in System 7) tries to install a group of resources and
the System file already contains resources w ith the same resource IDs.
Font/ D A Mover has to be able to renumber one of the groups of
resources, w hich it can only do if it can fig ure out which resources
belong together.
So, how does this work? It works by convention. Apple has reserved
certain ranges of ID numbers for resource types that are likely to "own"
other resource types. The System file can contain 64 resources of each of
these special owner types before it runs out of unique resource IDs.
Each owner can own up to 32 resources of any other type. Table 23-5
lists each possible owner type and the range of resource IDs it can own.
The resource ID of the owning resource must be between 0 and 63 or it
won't be recognized as a possible owner of other resources. Note that,
because only certain resource IDs are valid for owned resources, some
resource types having restricted ID ranges (such as 'FONT' an d 'WDEF')
can' t be owned.
Table 23-5. Owned Resource ID Ranges

Owner Type

lD Range of Owned Resources

'DRVR'

-16,384 to -14,337

'WDEF'

-14,336 to -12,289

'MDEF'

-12,288 to -10,241

'CDEF'

-10,240 to -8193

'PDEF'

-8192 to -6145

'PACK'

-6144 to -4097

Reserved 1 (RSVl)

-4096 to -2049

Reserved 2 (RSV2)

-2048 to -1

In the middle of the Resource Info "'rindow are two fields and a list to
help you figure out the correct resource ID for an o·w ned resource. As
you fill these in, ResEdit automatically calculates the proper resomce ID
for you. Figme 23-7 shows a Resource Info window for an owned 'DLOG'
resource. The Owner ID field contains the resource ID of the owning
resom ce. The Sub ID field contains a number to uniquely identify each
resource of the same type owned by a given resource. For example, if a
resource owns two 'DLOG' resources, the first one could have a Sub ID
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of 0 and the second one could have a Sub ID of 1. You can follow these
steps to set up the resource ID of an owned resource.
1. In the Owner Type list, click the typ e of resource that will own
your new resource.
2. Enter the resource ID of the owning resource in the Owner ID field
(remember, it must be between 0 and 63).
3. Enter the Sub JD number. If this is the first resource of this type to
be owned by this owner, enter 0. Otherwise enter the n umber equal
to the cotmt of all resources of the same type owned by the same
ow ner. Sub ID numbers must be between 0 and 31, inclusive.

§0§ Info for DLOG - 15901 f r om Copy of System ~
Type:

Si z e:

DLOG

21

ID:
Name:

Owner ID:

15

Sub I D:

3

Attribu t es:

D System Heap D
[:8:1 Purgeabl e

D

Locked
Protected

D
D

Preload
Compressed

Figure 23-7. A Resource Info window using the Owner ID
a nd Sub 10 fie lds.
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Desk Accessories and Drivers
You may be w ondering w hy desk accessories aren' t among the resource
types that can own o ther resources. In fact, they are. 'DRVR' resources
can include bo th drivers (such as printer and network drivers) and desk
accessories. The resource ID for a 'DRVR' resource that con tains a desk
accessory must be between 12 and 31 inclusive. The System uses the
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first character of a 'DRVR' resource's name to d etermine whether it's
a desk accessory or a driver. For drivers the first character must be a period (.)and for desk accessories it must be a null (0). ResEdit helps make
sure the name starts with the correct character by providing a pair of
radio buttons in 'DRVR' Resource Info windows. A Resource Info window for a 'DRVR' is shown in Figure 23-8. When the resource info is
saved, ResEdit sets the first character to the proper value depending on
the state of the radio buttons.

§0

0

Info for DRIJR 18 from Copy of System
Driuer @ Desk occ.

Size:

5918

10:
Nome:

Control Panel
Owner type

Owner 10:
Sub 10:
Rttributes:
System Heap
[8] Purgeoble

D

D Locked
D Protected

D
0

Preload
Compressed

Figure 23-8. The Resource Info window for a 'DRVR' resource has two
radio buttons at the top .
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Summary
This chapter begins with an introduction to the File Info window and all
the interesting information it tells you about a file. You see how to
change various characteristics the Finder stores for each file. You also
see how the Finder uses a file's Type and Creator. Next, we explore the
Folder Info window and its smaller set of Finder characteristics. We finish the chapter w ith a discussion of the Resource Info window. You see
how to change various attributes of a resource as well as how to set up a
resource ID for an ovvned resource.

24

Creating Templates for Your
Resources

In Chapter 14 you learned how to use templates to edit a variety of
resource types. But wouldn't it be nice if you could create custom templates for resource types you've defined? ResEdit's template editor lets
you do just that. This chapter gives you all the inionnation and examples you need to create templates for your own resomces.
A template allows you to display in a dialog, a field for every field
that occurs in your resource. Although templates can represent most
types of d ata you' re likely to have in your resomce, a few constructs are
just too complex. Understanding the limitations of templates before you
design your resource's data structures helps assure that you can define
your resource in such a way that you can create a suitable template.
ResEdit stores its templates in 'TMPL' resources. The name of the
'TMPL' resource d etermines which resource type it's used with. For
example, the 'TMPL' resource named "CNTL" is used to define a window layout to edit 'CNTL' resources. One of the templates that comes
w ith ResEdit is for the 'TMPL' resource, so you use the template editor
itself to create your templates! If you're not familiar with the procedure
for filling in templates (especially repeating lis ts), be sure to review
Chapter 14.
The 'TMPL' resource contains a list of labels and field types that correspond to the data contained in you r resource and to fields in a window
when the template is used. Each field in the template tells ResEdit how
to treat a certain part of your resomce. One field may say to display the
391
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next two bytes as a decimal word, while the next field may say to skip
four bytes.
Let's begin by taking a look at a simple template. The 'CNTL' template is shown in use in Figure 24-1.

D

CNTL ID

BoundsRect

lo ll o
I•o

Ualue

128 from EHamples

0

11 100

Uisible

@True

MaH

100

Min

10

ProciD

10

RefCon

0

Title

CNTL Template

11 150

llliD

False

Figure 24-1 . The 'CNTL' template is one of the simplest templates
you'll see.

The 'TMPL' resource named "CNTL" that defines the window layout
used to edit 'CNTL' resources is shown in Figure 24-2. Each label/ type
pair shown in Figure 24-2 corresponds to a label and field in Figure 24-1.
As you can see in Figure 24-2, the template is made up of a long list of
labels and types . The types tell ResEdit how to format the data for a
field. For exa mple, the first field contains a rectangle (RECT) called
"BoundsRect," while the second field contains a decimal word (DWRD).
You can interpret the rest of the fields similarly.
ResEdit recognizes about 40 different field types. When you use these
types, remember to enter them exactly as they're shown below. All the
types must be entered in uppercase, and they're all four characters long.
The types can be broken down into two groups: those that define single
fields and those that define lists. We'll describe the single field types
next, followed by a few examples, then we' ll describe the list types.
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TMPL "CNTL" 10 = 208 fro m TestEdit

§0
1)

*****

Label
Type
2)

**'"**

Label

j ualue

Type

jowno

3)

** '"**

Label

juisible

Type

joooL

4)

>!<>f<>!<>!<>f<

Label
Type
5)

jowno

*****

Label
Type
6)

*****

, Label
Type
7)

**'"* *

jowno

lPro c 10
jowno

Label

lRefCon

Type

jDLNG

8)

*****

Label
Type
9)

jTitle

~====~--------------~

l'-P_ST_R_

____,

*****

Figure 24-2. The d efinition of the 'CNTL' template.
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Numeric Field Types
AWRD,ALNG

Align to word (AWRD) and align to long (ALNG) act like spacers and
d on' t show up when ResEdit displays the template- they just make
sure the templa te editor looks in the right place in the resource for the
da ta. For example, you could have the following da ta structure in a Pascal module:
animal : RECORD
i sHuman : BOOLEAN ;
numberOfLegs : INTEGER ;
END ;

The boolean occupies only one byte, but the integer must start on an
even-word boundary, so Pascal puts an empty byte in between the tw o
fields. The template for this data structure would contain:
DBYT
AWRD
DWRD

For the one-byte boolean field
To skip the next byte
For the decimal word

You need to use an AWRD field any time you have a single byte followed by a multi-byte field. Keep in mind, though, that compilers are
smart enough to avoid adding spare by tes if you have two one-by te
field s in a row. For example, if you changed your d ata structure to
animal : RECORD
is Human : BOOLEAN ;
hasHa i r : BOOLEAN;
numberOf Legs : I NTEGE R;
END;

you w ouldn' t need to include an AWRD field because the two booleans
would occupy one word.
When you use an AWRD or ALNG field, you can leave the label field
blank or add a label that will help you tmderstand the template the next
time you look a t it. Anyone using the templa te never sees the label.
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DBYT, DWRD, DLNG

Decimal fields come in three sizes, shown in Figure 24-3. The numbers
shown in the fields in the figure are the largest numbers you can enter.

Small#
Bigger#

132767

Biggest#

12147483647

Figure 24-3. Dec imal fields.

FBYT, FWRD, FLNG

Adding FBYT, FWRD, or FLNG to your template definition causes the
byte, word, or long alw ays to be filled with zero. The field acts like a
spacer and does no t appear when the template is used-the template
user doesn' t even k now the field exists. These types are useful if you
have unused or reserved fields you might want to use later. If you fill
them w ith zero now, you can u se them later and not worry that old versions of the resource might contain unkn own values.
HBYT, HWRD, HLNG

HBYT, HWRD, and H LNG are hex versions of the decimal fields. The
only real difference is that the numbers are formatted in hex ($1F02, for
example) when the window opens .

..,.

Pascal String Field Types
PSTR

A Pascal string field contains one by te co ntaining the length of the
string, followed by the text of the string, as shown in Figure 24-4. For
example, if you have a field of type STR255 in your data structure, you
could use this template type if you wa nt to save only the number of
characters that are actually used in your string. That is, this type represents a variable am ount of data in the resource- from on e byte (an
empty string) to 256 bytes.
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TeHt string

IThi s field can grow as you type.

Figure 24-4. All the string field types look like t his.

WSTR
WSTR is similar to PSTR, except the length occupies a word (two bytes).

LSTR
LSTR is similar to PSTR, except the length occupies a long word (four
bytes).

ESTR
ESTR is the same as PSTR, except the total length (includ ing the length
byte) must always be even. If the user enters an even number of characters (w hich, with the leng th byte would give the string an odd length),
ResEdit adds a byte filled with zero to the end. For example, if the string
contained the character a, the resource would contain $01 (length byte),
$61 (a). If the string contained ab, the resource would contain $02 (length
byte), $61, $62 (ab), $00 (a null pad byte) to make the total leng th even
(four).

OSTR
OSTR is the same as ESTR except padded to an odd length. For example,
a w ill be $01, $61, $00 (null pad byte) and
ab will be $02,$61, $62.
POnn

POnn represents a Pascal fixed-leng th string. You should replace the
"nn" w ith a hex number representing the maximum length of the string
(not including the length byte). Since this is a Pascal string, it starts with
a byte for the length and is limited to a maximum length of 255 char acters (POFF is the largest allowable string). The length byte indicates how
much of the fixed-length string is actu ally being u sed. For example,
POl Owould represent a 16-byte string with a one-byte length.
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This is the most commonly used of the fixed-length string types. For
example, if you have an STR64 field in your Pascal data structure, you
could include a P040 in your template. This way, you wouldn' t have a
variable-length field in your resource as you would if you used a PSTR
field to only save the part of the STR64 that was actually used.
IJilll-

C String Field Types
CSTR
CSTR is similar to PSTR, except it's used for C strings which have no
length byte and end with a null ($00) byte.

ECST
ECST is similar to ESTR, except it's used for C strings. For example,
a will be $61, $00 (null termination byte) and
ab will be $61,$62,$00 (null termination byte), $00 (pad byte).

OCST
OCST is similar to OSTR, except it's used for C strings. For example,
a will be $61, $00 (null termination byte), $00 (pad byte) and
ab will be $61, $62, $00 (null termination byte).

Cnnn
Cnnn represents a C fi xed-length s tring. You should replace the
"nnn"with a hex number indicating the maximum size of the field.
There's no length byte involved as there is for POnn, so the length can be
up to $FFF (4095 decimal). Since it's a C string, the characters are displayed up to the first null (0) byte. Unlike Pascal strings, no extra byte is
added for C strings. For example, COlO would represen t a 15-byte string
plus a null byte. Don' t forget to leave room for the extra byte used by
the null terminator.
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Hex Dump Field Types
Hnnn

Hnnn represents a fixed-length hex list. Unlike the Cnnn and POnn
fields all "nnn" bytes in an Hnnn field are always shown. The length
can be up to $FFF (4095 decimal) bytes. This type is especially useful if
you have some stmctured data which doesn't match any of the other
template types. For example, if you have a black-and-white pattern
( Pattern =PACKED ARRAY [ 0 .. 7 ]
of 0 .. 255)inyourdata
structure, you could use an H008 template field to display it.
HEXD

HEXD represents a hexadecimal dump field . This type may be specified
only as the last type in a template and displays the rest of the resource
in a hex field. Many resources contain formatted information at the
beginning that can be modified and constant, or complex information at
the end that won't be modified. This situation is perfect for a HEXD
field .

..,..

Miscellaneous Fie ld Types
BOOL

BOOL represents a two-byte boolean value as shown in Figure 24-5. It's
displayed as a pair of radio buttons. A 0 value is interpreted as false and
a 1 is true. Note the warning with the BBIT definition below.

This is fun

@True

0

False

Figure 24-5. True is 1 and false is 0 for boolean fields.

By the Way

IJil>

This field type is not nearly as usefu.l as you might think. You can't
use this type for C or Pascal booleans since they only take up one
byte.
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BBIT
A BBIT field represents one bit of a byte as a pair of radio buttons. BBIT
fields must come in sets of eight. If you're only using one bit of a byte,
you must still include the other seven bits (you can label them as "Unused"). The first BBIT field represents the high-order bit of a byte. A few
BBIT fields are shoY<.rn in Figure 24-6.
Warning ""'

Be cautious in your use of these fields. If you have a lot of BBIT or
BOOL fields (for example, if you use them in a repeating list),
scrolling can become painfully slow.

First bit:

oo

@1

Second bit:

@0

01

Third bit:

oo

@1

Unused bit:

@0

01

Figure 24-6. Each pair of radio buttons represents one bit of a byte.

CHAR

CHAR fields are used for a single character (one byte).
RECT

RECT represents a rectangle made up of four words. As shown in
Figure 24-7, it also includes a Set button used to set the values in the
RECT fields. See Chapter 14 for more information about the Set button.
Top

BoundsRect

Left

Bottom

Right

66~~@]

Figure 24-7 . RECT fields can be filled in using the Set b utton.
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TNAM

A TNAM field, like the one in Figure 24-8, contains a four-character type
name. For example, the BNDL template uses a TNAM field for the application's signature resource, and the installer script templates use it to tell
the installer which resources to install.

Type name
Figure 24-8. TNAM fields c an contain resource types .

...,.

A Few Examples
That's all the different types of fields, so let's take a look at a few examples.
Defining a 'CNTL' template

Table 24-1 shows the definition of a 'CNTL' resource and the template
types tha t would be used to make a 'CNTL' template. As you can see,
for a simple data structure like this there's an easy one-to-one mapping
between the Pascal data type and the template field type. This is a case
where the BOOL type can be used because the visible field is not really
saved as a Pascal boolean.
Table 24-l. Template Types for a 'CNTL' Resource

'CNTL' Field

Pascal Data Type

Template Field Type

boundsRect
value
visible
max

Rectangle
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Longlnt
Str255

RECT

min

procld
refCon
title

DWRD
BOOL

DWRD
DWRD
DWRD
DLNG
PSTR

..,.
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Defining a 'ppat' Template

Now let's look at a slightly more complex example. The 'ppat' resource
contains a pixel pattern that can vary in size and can contain up to 256
colors. As you can imagine, this is a complex data structure. The first
part of the resource directly corresponds to the memory-resident data
types PixPat and PixMap. This part of the resource contains lots of useful information, such as the size of the pattern and the bits per pixel
(number of colors). The last part of the resource contains the pixel data
itself and the table of colors that goes aJong with it. This last part of the
resource wouJd be much too difficult to edit in an w1structured way.
(People have done it, but few survived unscathed.) Table 24-2 shows a
way that a 'ppat' template could be design ed.
Tab le 24-2. Designing a Template for a 'ppat' Resource.
'ppat ' Field

Pascal Data
Type

Template
Field Type

Integer
PixMapHandle
Handle
Handle
Integer
Handle
Pattern

DWRD
DLNG
DLNG
FLNG
FWRD
FLNG
HOOS

Type of pattern
Offset to PixMap
Offset to p ixel d ata
0

Ptr
Integer
Rect
Integer
Integer
Longlnt
Fixed
Fixed
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Long lnt
CTabHandle
Long lnt

FLNG
HWRD
RECf
DWRD
DWRD
DLNG
I-! LNG
I !LNG
DWRD
DWRD
DWRD
DWRD
DLNG
DLNG
FLNG
H EXD

0
Offset to next line
Boundary of image
Version number
Packing format
Length of pixel data
Horizontal resolu tion
Vertica l r esolution
Pixel type
Number of bits in pixel
Number o f comp onents in pixel
Number o f bits per component
Offset to next p lane
Offset to color table
0
Data for pattern
Datn for color table

Description

Pix Pat
patType
patMap
pat Data
patXDa ta
pntXVa lid
pntXMap
pall Data
PixMnp
bnscAddr
row Bytes
bounds
pmVersion
packType
packSize
hRcs
vR~!S

pixelTyp e
pixeiSize
cmpCount
cmpSize
plane Bytes
p mTnble
pm l~eserved

pixel dntn
color data

-1

0
Old-style pattern
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There are several things to note in this table.
• Since the resource's format is the same as the data structure in
RAM, several fields in the resource are not used (they're mostly
reser ved for handles used when the p attern is loaded into RAM).
These fields are represented by one of the fill ty pes, so the user
doesn' t have to worry about them at all.
• The old-style pattern is re presented by an 8-byte hex field since it's
eight bytes of unformatted data.
• The last part of the resource is structured data that can' t be edited
using a template, so it's just listed in hex with the hex dump type .

..._

Using Lists in Templates
Now let's move on to some more complex resource types. Many resources contain a standard element repea ted a variable number of times.
For example, the 'FOND' resource contains a bunch of fixed information
about a 'FONT' followed by the style and 'FONT' resource 10 for every
available size of the font. Since the resource has a variable number of
fields, you can' t use the field types described previously without some
additional constructs. For this situation, ResEdit lets you define several
kinds of repeating sequences. Any of the normal field ty pes can appear
within a repeating list (including other repeating lists).
By convention, the label for list-start and list-end fields is fi ve asterisk
(*) characters. Always using the same label makes it easy for users to
know w hen they' re editing a repea ting list. Whenever you create a list,
remember to include an LSTE field to mark the end of the list.

...

LSTZ, LSTE
List zero, list end . These lists repeat until the first byte of the list entry
contains zero. You probably won' t find much use for this kind of list,
but ResEdit uses it for both 'MENU' and 'cmnu' templates. The menu
template definition is shown in Table 24-3. The fields between the*****
labels are repeated until the first byte of the "Menultem" string contains
a zero. This is especially convenient for 'MENU' resources since the zero
would also indicate the Menultem was a zero-length string.
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Table 24-3. The 'MENU' Template

...

Label

Template Field Type

MenuiD
Width
Height
PradO
Filler
EnableFlgs
Title
*****
Menultem
Icon#
Key equiv
Mark Char
Style
*****

DWRD
FWRD
FWRD
DWRD
FWRD
HLNG
PSTR
LSTZ
PSTR
DBYT
CHAR
CHAR
HBYT
LSTE

ZCNl LSTC, LSTE
Zero count, list count, list end. These lists are preceded by a zero-based
count of the number of entries in the list. A ZCNT field must always be
followed immediately by an LSTC field. This count occupies two bytes
and contains -1 if there are no items in the list. The user can't modify the
count field but sees it as a constant number maintained by ResEdit. For
example, a 'clut' template is shown in Figure 24-9. The CtSize field shows
how many colors (minus one, since the count is zero-based) are in the
table and it can only be changed by adding or removing colors.
The 'clu t' template definition is shown in Table 24-4. The fields
between the ***** labels are repeated the number of times indicated by
the ZCNT field, plus one. Note that the ZCNT field has a label and
appears in the template but is not part of the list, as shown in Figure
24-9.
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Fig ure 24-9. This 'c lut' resource c o ntains e ig ht colors.

Table 24-4. The 'c lut' Template Definition.
Lnbel

Template Field Type

CtSeed
CtFiags
CtSize

HLNG
DWRD
ZCNT
LSTC
DWRD
HWRD
HWRD
HWRD
LSTE

*****

Pixel Value
Red
Green
Blue
*****

...

OCNT, LSTC, LSTE
One count, list count, lis t end. This typ e of list is identical to the ZCNT,
LSTC, LSTE lis t jus t described , except the count tha t precedes the list is
one-based ra ther than z ero-based.

IJJ>
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LSTB, LSTE
Lis t begin, lis t end. This list repeats until it reaches the end of the resource. For example, the 'pitt' template defined in Table 24-5 contains
some information about the palette followed by a list of the colors making u p the palette. Notice in this template that although there's a count of
the number of palette entries, it's not immediately preceding the list, so
an OCNT, LSTC, LSTE type of list can' t be used. Using a template to edit
'pitt' resources would have been much more convenient if an OCNT,
LSTC, LSTE list could have been used because the count would have
been automatically updated w hen a color was added or removed. Try to
avoid this kind of mistake when you design your data structures.
Table 24-5. The 'pitt' Template Definition
Label

Template Field Type

Color table count
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved

DWRD
FLNG
FWRD
FLNG
FLNG
LSTB
HWRD
HWRD
HWRD
DWRD
DWRD
HWRD
FLNG
LSTB

*****
Red
Green
Blue
Color usage
Tolerance value
Private flags
Private
*****

....

Creating Complex Templates
Now let's look at an example of crea ting a template for a more complex
resource. This example illustrates techniques you can use to create ternpia tes for your own resource types.
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When you add files to ResEdit's Open Special menu, your selections
are stored in a resource of type 'FILE' in ~he ResEdit Preferences file. The
data structure it uses contains some general information followed by a
list of files.
FileListitem

FileListRec

RECORD
volName:
diriD :
cmdKey :
dupName :
name :
END ;
RECORD
count :
unused :
ve r sion :
theF iles :
END ;

STR64 ;
LONGIN'l' ;
CHAR ;
BOOLEAN ;
STR64;

INTEGER ;
INTEGER ;
INTEGE R;
ARRAY 11 .. 5] OF FileListit em ;

Here's an outline of what you could do to convert this data structure
into a template so you could look at the Open Special menu data stored
in the Preferences file.
• The first and third fields of the FileListRec are simple integer fields
that can be represented by DWRD fields in the template.
• You can use an FWRD field for the unused integer.
• The rest of the resource contains an array of file information that
ends at the end of the resource. Since there's no count field, you can
use an LSTB, LSTE list to represent the array.
• The first field in the array is a 64-character Pascal string. Since all 64
bytes are saved in the resource, and not just the number of characters used in the string, a POnn field can be used in the template. The
"nn" in POnn is the number of characters in the string repre-sented
in hexadecimal. The number 64 decimal is 40 hexadecimal, so you
can use a P040 field .
• The length of the string is odd (64 characters plus the length byte),
so an AWRD field is needed to make sure the next field starts on a
word boundary.
• The diriD field is a long integer and can be represented by a DLNG
template field .

~
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• Since this is not a packed data structure, the Command key
occupies two bytes. Characters always fit in a single byte, so the
first byte has no meaning and ca n be represented by an FBYT field.
The Command key itself can be a CHAR field.
• The dupName boolean onJy uses one byte, so you can't use a
BOOL field ty pe. Instead, use a DBYT field (a zero represents false
and a one represents true).
• Since the boolean was only one byte, another AWRD field is
needed to keep things lined up properly.
• The last field is another STR64 and can once again be re presented
by a P040 field followed by another AWRD. The last AWRD is
important to keep the next set of field s in the list in the right place.
• Finally, use an LSTE to mark the end of the list.
The finished template is shown in Table 24-6. If you want to give this a
try, just create a templnte with the fields shown in the table. Use the Get
Info Command on the Resource menu to give the template a name of
"FILE". Now you ca n open the 'FILE' resource in the ResEdit Preferences file, and you'll see the contents of your Open Special menu, as
shown in Figure 24-10.
Table 24-6. A Template for ResEdit's 'FILE' Resource Type

Label

Template Field Type

Count
Unused
Version
*****
Vol name
(none)

DWRD

DiriD

(none)
CMDKey
Duplicate?
(none)
Name
(none)
*****

FWRD
DWRD
LSTB
P040
AWRD
DLNG
FBYT
CHAR
DBYT
AWRD
P040
AWRD
LSTE

408
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~D~ FILE "File list" 10 = 128 from ResEdit Preferences ~

~

Count
Uersion
I)

"'"'"'*"'

Uol name

IYowza

Dir ID

13009

CMD Key

D

Duplicate?

lo

Name

IEHamples

2) "'"'"'"'"'

Uol name

l vowza

Dir ID

13 009

CMD Key

D

Duplicate?
Name

lo

IColor resources

3) "'"'"'"'"'

Figure 24- 10. The 'FILE' t emp late in use.

~

What You Can't Do with Templates
As you have seen, you can create templa tes for m ost data structures
you're likely to use in your resources. H owever, you could easily create a
data structure that couldn't be edited w ith a template. The 'ictb' resource
type (dialog item color table) is a good example of a resource type that
can' t be edited using a template. This resource type is used to set colors
and styles for items in dialogs and alerts. Unfortw1ately, to make sense of
the 'ictb', you have to simultan eously look in the correspond ing 'DITL'
(dialog item list) resource. For example, the 'ictb' resomce starts with an
array that contains two words for each item in the dialog, but there's no

.,.
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way of knowing how many items are in the dialog without looking in
the 'DITL' resource.
Another technique that strikes terror into the hearts of template designers is the inclusion of pointers or offsets within a resource. The 'ppat'
resource contains several offsets, including one to the color table, which
is stored at the end of the resource. It would be useful to edit the color
table, but there's no way to let the template know where the colors start.
If the color table data had been stored before the pixel data at the end of
the resource, and a count of the number of colors had been added, the
table could have been edited.
The third bane of template designers is variable-length blocks of data.
The 'cicn' resource contains several variable-length fields for things like
the mask data and the color table. Since there's no way to know the size
of these in advance (the size of these fields must be computed from other
fields in the resource), there's no way to create a template to edit them.
The 'snd ' resource provides an example of another technique that's
sure to ruin your template-designing dreams. Depending on the value in
the first word of the resource, the structure of the rest of the resource
changes! Making a template to d eal with this situation isn't possible .

.,..
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Name Your Templates
Be sure to give your template a name that's exactly the same as the
resource type you designed it to edit. For example, if you want to edit
an 'ABCD' resource, you need a 'TMPL' resource named "ABCD".

IJJ.-

Where to Keep Your Templates
ResEdit looks in all open files when it needs to find a template. If you'll
only need to use your template with one file, you could put it into that
file. This would guarantee it would always be available when you were
using that file.
If you want to use your template on several files, the best place to put
it is in the ResEdit Preferences file. ResEdit automatically opens this file,
which is in your System Folder, and can use any template you put there.

4 10
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Make Them Purgeable
Don' t forget to make your 'TMPL' resources purgeable. If you don' t,
memory will be w asted on resources you're no longer u sing. H ere's
how to d o it.
·
1.
2.
3.
4.

~

Open your 'TMPL' resource.
Choose Get Resource Info from the Resource menu.
Check the Purgeable check box.
Close the info window and save the file.

Template Limitations
Tem plates have a few limitations, bu t you shouldn't have to worry
about running into them. In fac t, if you even get close to these limits,
you should think about writing your own editor (see Chapter 28) instead of using a template. For example, the 'pltt' template w orks only
for very small palettes. Since the typical palette contains 256 entries and
each entry contains six fields, a template would contain over 1500 data
fields! You wouldn' t want to wade through 1500 data fields to find the
color you want to change.
Each field of a template can contain no more than 32,000 characters
(this is a limit of the TextEdit routines in the Macintosh Toolbox). For
fields containing just text, this limitation is straightforward. However,
for fi elds that d isplay the information in hex (such as HEXD), one character in the resource can translate into several characters in the field . For
hex fields, you can display about 8770 bytes before you hit the 32,000character limit.
There can be no more than 2048 total fi elds in a template. Needless to
say, templates this big get a bit unw ield y. This field limitation is imposed by the Macintosh's Dialog Man age1~ so it includes all fields-not
just data fields, as you might expect. Calculating the number of fields
you're using can be tricky, but here is a formula that should work.

1. Cotmt the number of fields outside of repeating lists and multiply
by 2 (one for the data and one for the label) . We'll call this number
"Constant" in our formula.
2. Count the n umber of times your lists repeat. We'll call this
"ListCount."

~
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3. Cotmt the number of fields inside one instance of your list. Call
this "Fields."
Now, using these names, our formula would be:
Tota!Fields = Constant + (ListCount + 1) + (ListCount * Fields* 2)
In the formula, the (ListCount + 1) item accounts for the ***** labels
and the (ListCount * Fields * 2) accounts for the labels and data fields
inside the lists.
Here's an example. A 'pltt' resource has one visible field of constant
information and six field s for each palette entry. If we have a 'pitt'
resource with 157 palette entries, we can use the formula to fig ure out
that:
2 + (157 + 1) + (157 * 6 * 2) = 2044 fields.
So, this resource could just barely be displayed. Adding one more palette entry would put it over the limit.
~

Adding an Icon for Your Resource Type to ResEdit
When you select View by Icon from a type picker's View menu, you see
a custom icon for each resource type that ResEdi t can edit-except
yours. This problem is easy to fix, however. All you have to do is add an
'ICON' resource and an 'icl4' resource (if you want to have a color icon)
to your ResEdit Preferences file. The resource 10 you use doesn't matter,
just make sure the name of each resource is the sam e as the resource
type it represents. For example, if you want to add an icon for the
'FOOB' resource type, just add an 'ICON' and an 'icl4' named "FOOB."
On a color screen, ResEdit first looks for an 'icl4' but if it doesn't find
one, it uses the 'ICON'.

~

Data Type Reference
This section contains a partial list of Pascal and C data types and their
corresponding templa te field types. Table 24-7 lists common Pascal
types, and Table 24-8 lists C types. If you need to use a data type no t in
the list, just find out how many bytes it occupies and look for a template
type that's the same size.
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Remember, you need to use the AWRD type after a boolean or evenle ng th s tring fi eld (unless the data s tructure wa s not declared as
PACKED in Pascal).
Table 24-7. Pascal Data Types and Their Corresponding Template
Field Types.
Ontn Type

Size

Template Field Type

boolean

1 byte

DBYf

Signed Byte

1 byte

DBYf

Byte

2 bytes

FBYf + DBYT, FBYT + HBYT

Char

2 bytes

FBYT +CHAR

Integer

2 bytes

DWRD

Longint

4 bytes

DLNG

Ptr

4 bytes

1-ILNG

Hand le

4 bytes

HLNG

Real, Single

4 bytes

HLNG, H004

Double

8 bytes

H008

Comp

8 bytes

1-1008

Ex tended

10 bytes

HOOA

ResTy pe

4 bytes

TNAM

Rect

8 bytes

REcr

String[nn]

n+1 bytes

POnn

STR255

256 bytes

POFF

..,.
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Table 24-8. C Data Types and Their Corresponding Template
Types
Data Type

Size

Template Field Type

boolean

1 byte

DBYT

unsigned char

1 byte

DBYT, HBYT

char

1 byte

DBYT,CHAR

short

2 bytes

DWRD

unsigned s hort

2 bytes

DWRD,HWRD

int

4 bytes

DLNG

unsigned int

4 bytes

DLNG,HLNG

long

4 bytes

DLNG

en urn

1-4 bytes

DBYT, DWRD, DLNG

Ptr

4 bytes

HLNG

Handle

4 by tes

HLNG

floa t, s ingle

4 bytes

HLNG, H004

d ouble

8 bytes

H008

comp

8 bytes

H008

extended

10 bytes

HOOA

long double

10 bytes

HOOA

ResType

4 bytes

TNAM

Reel

8 bytes

RECT

STR255

256 bytes

POFF
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Template Field Type Summary

~

Numeric Field Types
AWRD,ALNG
DBYT, DWRD, DLNG
FBYT, FWRD, FLNG
HBYT, HWRD, HLNG

~

Align to word, align to long
Decimal byte, decimal word, decimal long
Fill byte, fill word, fill long with zero
Hex byte, hex word, hex long

String Field Types
Pascal string types
PSTR
WSTR
LSTR
ESTR
OSTR
POnn

Pascal string starting with length byte
Pascal string starting with leng th word
Pascal string starting with length long word
Even-padded PSTR
Odd-padded PSTR
Fixed-length Pascal s tring "nn" characters long

C string types
CSTR
ECST
OCST
Cnnn
~

Hex Dump Field Types
Hnnn
HEXD

~

C s tring terminated by a null (0) byte
Even-padded CSTR
Odd-padded CSTR
Fixed-length C string "nnn" characters long

H ex dump of "nnn" bytes
Hex dump of the rest of the resource

Miscellaneous Field Types
BOOL
BBIT
CHAR
RECT
TNAM

Two-by te boolean
Binary bit-mus t use in sets of eight
One-byte character
Rectangle made up of four words
Four-character type name

~
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List Field Types
LSTB,LSTE
LSTZ, LSTE
OCNT, LSTC, LSTE
ZCNT, LSTC, LSTE

Repeat list to end of resource
Repeat list until first byte of list is zero
List starts with a one-based count
Lbt starts with a zero-based counl

..,. Summary
This chapter contains all the information you need to create your own
templates. The d etailed description of each field type will help you
decide which types to use. We include several real-life examples of creating templates from scratch. A set of tips and su ggestions finishes off
the how-to part of the chapter. The chapter concludes with some reference tables that w ill be indispensable when you start creating your ow n
templates. Now that you have all the infom1ation you need, the next
step is up to you- go forth and create templates!
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Mapping Resources

Occasionally you'll find that a resource type you've defined looks exactly like one that already has a template or editor in ResEdit (though it
may even serve a very differe nt purpose). There's a special type of
resource you can crea te to tell ResEdit to pretend that a resource of one
type is really a different type. This 'RMAP' resource must be located
either in ResEdit itself or in the ResEdit Preferences file (located in your
System Folder). For example, ResEdit uses an 'RMAP' resource to make
sure the 'MENU' editor is started when an 'mctb' (menu color table)
resource is opened. When you create a new 'RMAP', you fill out a template that tells ResEdit which two resource types to consider equivalent.
Warning II>

...

Be very careful when you create 'RMAP' resources. Most editors
simply won' t work if you ask them to edit a resource containing
data that's different from wha t they expect. Make sure the structure
of the two resource types really is the same before you create an
'RMAP'.

An 'RMAP' Example
Suppose you've defined a new resource type, 'ABCD', that has a structure jus t like the standard 'STR#' resource type. Instead of creating a
417

418
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new template, you can follow these steps to add an 'RMAP' to ResEdit's
Preferences file.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Open the ResEdit Preferences file found in your System Folder.
Open the 'RMAP' resou rce type and create a new resource.
Type 'STR#' in the MapTo field of the window that appears.
Put a 0 in the Editor only field.
Choose Get Resource Info from the Resource menu.
Change the name of the resource to "ABCD," and click the
Purgeable check box.
7. Close the Resource Info window. The window should now look
like Figure 25-1.
8. Close and save the Preferences file.

~D

RMAP "ABCD" 10

MapTo
Editor only?
EHception
count
1)

=

128 from ResEdit Preferences

1~1

jo

~

I

0

*****

~
121
Figure 25- l . A n 'RMAP' for 'ABCD' resources.

Now w hen you open an 'ABCD' resource, you'll see it displayed
using the normal ResEdit 'STR#' template.

...,

Mapping by Resource ID
Sometimes it's convenient or desirable to have resources with d ifferen t
resource IDs, but the same resource type, contain different types of data .
For example, the old 'INTL' ir1ternational resource type always contained
two resources. The 'INTL' resource vvith ID 0 contained the format for
numbers, short dates, and times, w hile the 'INTL' resource with ID 1 con-
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tained the long date format. Because of the limitations of the template
editor, it would be impossible to create an 'INTL' templa te that would
satisfy the needs of both these data structures.
Creating an 'RMAP' resource to map individual resource IDs to different editors or templates solves this problem. For example, the 'RMAP' for
the 'INTL' resource maps resources with ID 0 to the 'itlO' editor, and those
with ID 1 to the 'itll' editor, as you can see in Figure 25-2.

-o

RMRP "INTL" 10

Maplo
Editor only?
EHception
count
1)

204 from ResEdit

Q

1~1

lo

I

2

"'"'*"'"'

10

lo

Map to

IitiO

Editor only?

11

2) "'"'"'"'"'

10

11

Map to

1itl1

Editor only?

11

3)

"'"'*"'"'

~

Figure 25-2 . An 'RMAP' can map each resource ID to a different
editor or t emplate.

A ll resource IDs that aren't sp ecified in the exception list w ill be
mapped to the resource type specified in the MapTo field at the top of
the 'RMAP' te mplate. For example, in Figure 25-2, an 'INTL' resource
with ID 6 would be edited as an 'INTL' resource-in other words, not
mapped at all.
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What Does "Editor Only" Mean?
Set the Editor only field to true (1) if you're mapping a resource to an
editor, and false (0) if you're mapping it to a template. For example, in
Figure 25-2, the 'INTL' resource is being mapped to the 'itlO' and 'itll' editors, so Editor only is true. However, when the 'FCMT' (Finder con1ment)
resource is mapped to the 'STR#' resource, Editor only is false because
the resource is being mapped to a template.
Here are the sordid details behind this obscure mechanism. One of the
most important jobs of the 'RMAP' resource is to map resources (such as
'mctb's) to editors (such as the 'MENU' editor) that can understand more
than one resource type. The problem arises when an editor decides that it
can' t really edit the resource for some reason (for example, the 'mctb'
doesn't have an associated 'MENU' resource, so the 'MENU' editor can' t
edjt it) . When an editor detects tills situation, it tells ResEdit to start up
the template editor for the resource (for example, launch the template
ed itor with the 'mctb' resource). The template editor looks through the
'RMAP' resources and sees that the resource should be mapped ('mctb' is
mapped to 'MENU'). It then uses the template for the mapped to resource
to open the mapped resource (for example, it opens the 'mctb' resource
using the 'MENU' template), giving you really screwy results since the
resource won' t match the template. So, to prevent such a mess, if the
template editor is looking for a template, it w ill not use the 'RMAP'
resource if Editor only is true .

.,..

Summary
Thjs chapter shows you how to set up an 'RMAP' resource to allow more
than one resource type to be edited by the same editor. Thjs can be useful
if ResEdit alread y contains an editor or template for a resource type
that's just like lhe one you're creating. Use this feature with caution,
however- make sure the resource types really are identical before you
proceed .

PART SIX

~

Customizing ResEdit

Overview for Writing Pickers
and Editors

26

If you' ve created your own resource type for you r application, wouldn't
it be nice to be able to edit it in your own cus tom ed itor? Or maybe
you' ve created a gra phical resource ty pe, and you have a hard time
telling the resources apart just using ResEd it's built-in picker. A resource picker that draws the resources and le ts you select the one you
w ant might be just what you need . Thi s chapter can help you decide
whe ther it ma kes sense to go to all the effort required to write your own
editor or picker. It also gives you an overview of w ha t yo u need to
know before you start crunching out cod e. Chap ters 27 through 29 give
you more explicit d etails about crea ting editors and pickers .

..._

Writing Your Own Picker or Editor
Writing your own editor or picker doesn' t have to be a big deal. In most
cases, writing your own picker is quite straigh tforward . In fact, if you
use the exa mple code that com es w ith ResEdit, you probably won't
have to d o much more than p rovide a procedure to dra w you r resource.
Writing your own editor is usually more complex, bu t if you have a simple resou rce an d you wan t to do only simple editing, your job won't be
too hard. lf, on the other hand, you have a complex resou rce, it may
take you significantly longer to \-'l rite an editor. In a ny case, ResEdit provides lots of help.
423
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Writing a Picker
Most of the time, you won't need to bother creating your own picker
since ResEdit's built-in pickers are usually sufficient. There are, however, a few cases where you could make your life as a developer significantly easier by spending a day setting up your own picker.
Why Write a Picker?

Here are some situations where you mig ht want to write your own
picker.
• If you have a graphical resource type and you want to draw it in
the picker window, you can add a new list definition procedure.
Most of the pickers in ResEdit were implemented solely to display
resources in the a ppropriate format. (For example, the 'ICON'
picker draws 'ICON' resources.)
• If you want to initialize a new resource with certain default values,
you can mod ify the example code and simply intercept the Create
command.
• If you want to perform an operation on a set of resources, you'll
need your own picker. For example, the 'snd' picker allows 'snd '
resources to be played .
• If you want to display additional information about your
resources, you can customize the list definition procedure. The
'DRVR' picker does this to include "Driver:" or "Desk Ace:" in
front of the resource's name.
• If you want to sort your resources in a special way, you can do
this in your picker. The 'FONT picker does this to group fonts by
family.
• If you want to do something special when one of your resources is
cut, copied, pasted, cleared, or reverted, you can add your own
event-processing code. The 'FONT' picker uses this technique to
add and remove font family resources.
• If you w ant to let your users pick from a list of possibilities when a
new resource is created, you can intercept the Create command
and add your own dialog. Again, the 'FONT' picker does this to
allow users to pick from a list of fonts already installed in their
System fi le.

IJI>
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Writing an Editor
If you've defined a new resource type and need to create lots of different
resources of that type, you may want to w rite an editor. Writing an
editor can be difficult, but the payoff can also be large. If possible, you
should try to define your resource type so you can u se a template
instead of writing your own editor, because you would surely rather
spend your time working on your application than writing an editor for
your resources. Chapter 24 contains details about creating templates
and the pitfalls to watch out for when defining the structure of your resources.

Why Write an Editor?

Here are some situations where you might want to write your own
editor.
• If you have a graphical resource type, you'll probably want to write

your own editor so you can conveniently edit it. Imagine trying to
create an 'ICON' using the hexadecimal editor!
• If you have a structured resource type with fields that can only take
certain values, you may want to write an editor. Resources such as
'MENU's could be edited with a template, but it would be tedious
(as you already know if you used ResEdit before version 2.0).
• If you have a set of interrelated resource types, you'll probably
want to write an editor that will help maintain the proper
relationships. Before ResEdit included a 'BNDL' editor, people had
trouble creating the set of resources that make up the bund le
because of the difficulty of getting that many resources to work
together properly.
• If you have a resource that contains a fixed number of fields, you
may want to write an editor that simply displays a dialog box. The
'itlO' and 'itll' resources could be edited with a template, but editing
them is much easier in a dialog box that doesn't have to scroll and
that contains useful fields such as pop-up menus and check boxes.

liJilo

How Pickers and Editors Work
Pickers and editors are stored within ResEdit in 'RSSC' (named for Rony
Sebok and Steve Capps, the creators of the first ResEdit) and 'PICK'
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resources. The names of these resources tell ResEdit what each 'RSSC' or
'PICK' resource should be used for. 'PICK' resources are used to create
simple pickers that don't need to do any of their own event processing.
There are three categories of 'RSSC' resources: editors, pickers, and
subeditors (we'll explain subeditors shortly). The format of the name
d istinguishes these types of resources. If the name of an 'RSSC' resource
is the sam e as a resource type, then the 'RSSC' resource contains a picker
for that resource type. If the name of the 'RSSC' resource starts with an
@character, it's an editor. If the name starts with a dollar sign character
($), it's a subeditor. Table 26-1 illustrates this relationship . To see more
examples, use ResEdit to open itself, open the 'RSSC' resource picker,
and you' ll see all the editors and p ickers that come with ResEdit.
Table 26-l. 'RSSC' Resource Name Form ats.
'RSSC' Na111e

What It Does

FONT
®FONT
@KCHR
$KCHR

Pickerfor'FO~' reso urces

Editor for 'FONT' resources
Editor for 'KCI-IR' resources
Subeditor for 'KCHR' resources

When ResEdit needs to find a picker, editor, or subeditor for a particular resource type, it adds the appropriate character (nothing,@, or$)
to the type of the resource it's looking for, then tries to find an 'RSSC'
resource with that name inside ResEdit. If it's looking for a picker, it first
checks for a 'PICK' resource before it looks for an 'RSSC'. If it doesn't
find either a 'PICK' or an 'RSSC', it uses the general picker (stored in a
'PICK' resource named "GN RL") w hich d isplays a text list of the
resources. If it's looking for an editor and doesn' t find one, it uses the
general editor (an 'RSSC' resource named "GNRL") which is the template editor. The template editor looks in all open files for a template
('TMPL' resource) with a resource name the same as the type of the
resource to be edited. If it doesn't find a template, the template editor
starts the hexadecimal editor (an 'RSSC' named "HEXA") which can edit
resources of any type.
We've mentioned subeditors several times, so we had better let you
know what they are and how they're used. A subeditor is just a part of
another editor. It allows the editor to open non-modal windows to edit
parts of a resource. For example, the 'DITL' editor uses a subeditor to
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edit the characteristics of individual dialog items and the 'KCHR' editor
uses a subeditor to edit dead keys (dead keys are explained in Chapter
9). Subeditors are particularly convenient when your resource type contains a variable number of similar components (such as dialog items in
the 'DITL' resource type). An editor can have only one subeditor.

.,..

Using the Example Code
ResEdit comes with a set of code examples that can help you write your
own pickers and editors. In fact, you can u sually just make a few
changes and have your own picker or editor up and running in no time.
Before you can use the example code, however, you need to understand
how the files are organized and how you can build the examples.
The examples are set up to use Apple's Macintosh Programmer 's
Workshop (MPW) development environment (version 3.2 or later),
which is available from APDA (Apple's mail-order source for programming tools). We highly recommend that you use MPW, since we don't
know of anyone who has successfully created an editor or picker in a
different development environment. (It may be possible, we just don't
know of anyone who has done it.)
A sample resource picker, editor, and 'LDEF' (List DEFinition procedure used with pickers) are included with the examples. All of the
examples are provided in both Pascal and C- you can pick your poison.
A few assembly language modules that you won't need to modify are
also included . You'll need to assemble them and use them when you
link together your files.
A picker is made up of two parts: a list definition procedure stored in
an 'LDEF' resource and either picker code stored in an 'RSSC' resource
or a picker definition stored in a 'PICK' resource. The example picker
code displays 'ICON' resources, but you may not need to use the picker
code at all. You might be able to get by with creating a 'PICK' resource.
We'll talk more about 'PICK' resources in the next chapter. Whether you
write a picker or use a 'PICK' resource, you' ll need to implement an
'LDEF' to draw the picture or text for each resource. You don' t need to
know too much about the List Manager, but reviewing Chapter 30 of
Inside Macintosh, Volume IV before you make changes to the 'LDEF'
would be a good idea.
The example editor displays a window and inverts its contents. This
doesn' t sound like much, but it d oes handle quite a bit of the overhead
for you. You won't have to worry about decoding events or setting up
your window. Of course, since only you know the details of ed iting
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your resource, it's up to you to fill in the code necessary to make this
into a real editor.
~

The Example Files
The Examples folder contains several o ther folders that help organize
the example code. The layout of the folders is shown in Figure 26-1 . The
Examples folder contains a file with some basic instructions and three
folders-one for C examples, one for Pascal examples, and one for the
assembly language libraries you'll need to link with. The C and Pascal
fold ers contain the same set of files, so we'll describe the files generically here instead of giving specific d e tails for each language.
EHomples
4 i tems

126 ,405K in di sk 3 1,535K av ai l<

00 Instructions

!H!Hi CEx amp les
L) PEx amp les
L) Librari l's

-

-

CEHomples
126 ,405K in disk 3 1 ,535K av ail al

8 itl'ms

I

L)Obj

1111111111111111

00 BuildEditor
00 BuildPi cker
00 BuildLDEF

00 MakeEditor
00 MakePi ckl'r

D

Source

4 items

00MakeLDEF

0

126 ,405K i n di sk 3 1,535K ava

00 XXXX.Edit .c
00 ICON.Pick.c
00 ICON .LDEF.c

00 RE:>sEd .h

K:J I
Figure 26-1. The files in the Examp les folder.
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Files Includ ed in the CExamp les and PExamples Fo lders

BuildEditor, BuildPicker, BuildLDEF. These files contain MPW scripts
that compile, link, and install the ed itor, picker, or 'LDEF' example.
Build Picker builds both the picker and the 'LDEF' code and should be
used if you're writing picker code. If you're using a 'PICK' resource, all
you need is the 'LDEF', so you can use the BuildLDEF script. In the next
section, we describe how to use these files to build the examples.
MakeEditor, MakePicker, MakeLDEF. These are the Make files used
by the build scripts. They con tain the dependencies tha t determine
when the fil es are compiled and lin ked.
Files Included in the Source Folde r

ResEd.h or ResEd.p. This is the interface file for the procedures in
ResEdit that pickers and editors can use. The contents of this file are
discussed in detail in Chapter 29.
XXXX.Edit.c or XXXX.Edit.p. This file contains the code to implement a
simple editor for resources of type 'XXXX'. This is the file that wi ll be the
starting point for your editor. Chapter 28 analyzes this code in detail.
ICON.Pick.c or ICON.Pick.p. This file contains an 'ICON' picker. You
ca n use this code as the starting point for creating your own picker. The
details of the code are expla ined in the next chap ter.
ICON.LDEF.c or ICON.LDEF.p. This file contains the list definition
procedure the 'ICON' picker uses. The next chap ter includes a detailed
description of this code.
Files Inc luded in the Lib raries Folder

ResDisp.a. This is the file that "hooks" ed itors and pickers to the ma in
part of ResEdit. Each of the procedures defined in the ResEd interface
file has an entry point here (thus the name RESource DISPatch). You
won' t n eed to chan ge this file, but you 'll need to link it wi th your
editors, p ickers, and 'LDEF's.
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RSSC.a. This file is similar to the ResDisp file, except that it provides
the hooks for the main part of ResEdit to call your editor or picker. Each
editor or picker must contain a few specific procedures (for initialization
and event processing) that the m ain part of ResEdit can call. These
procedures are described later in this chapter. You won't need to change
this file either, but you must include it in your editor and picker links
(but not your 'LDEF' link, since the Toolbox, not ResEdit, calls your
'LDEF').

LDEF.a. This file allows you to write your 'LDEF' in a high level language instead of assembly language. You won't need to change this file,
but you should link it with your 'LDEF'.
IJJl.

Building the Examples
The build scripts are already set up to build the examples for you. The
scripts assume copies of ResEdit and the Examples folder are located in
a folder named ResEdit at the root level of your boot volume. Before
you can run the script, you need to set the directory to the Examples
folder. You can do that with this MPW command
Direc tory {Boot}ResEdit :Examples :CExampl es :

for the C examples or
Directory {Boot}ResEdi t :Examples : PExamples :

for the Pascal examples. After setting the directory, just run the BuildEditor, BuildPicker, or BuildLDEF script.
The scripts will use the example Make files to build the examples and
install them directly into ResEdit. After the scripts have successfully finished, just start up ResEdit and check out what you've built. It will be
hard to tell that the picker example is installed since ResEdit normally
uses a 'PICK' resource to implement the 'ICON' picker. (You can delete
the 'PICK' resource named 'ICON' from ResEdit to try out your picker.)
We'll talk more about 'PICK' resources in the next chapter. The example
editor is a little easier to test. Just create a resource of type 'XXXX' and
you should see a small window filled with black. That's all the 'XXXX'
editor does-it's up to you to fill the window with something useful.
Don't forget to keep a backup copy of ResEdit just in case something
goes wrong with the build. You should always have a spare copy to go
back to if you need to start over.
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The Global Data Structures
Since pickers and editors aren't linked with the main part of ResEdit,
they don' t have access to global data. Instead of using globa l va riables, they must store all their data in a handle which they allocate and
save in the window's refCon field (this field is found in every window
record and is available for use by applications). All pickers and editors use a variation of the PnrentRec data type to hold their data. Every
picker and editor will have different information in its PnrentRec, but the
first few fields must always be the same. Even though each ed itor and
picker has its own version of the PnrentRec data structure, we'll refer to
them by the generic name ParentRec (or PnrentHandle) unless we're referring to a specific type of ParentRec. The main part of ResEdit uses the first
part of the ParentRec to get information about the editor or picker that
owns a window. The version of the ParentRec used by pickers has a few
additional required fields and is called a PickRec. Figure 26-2 illustrates
the way ParentRecs and windows are linked together.

By the Way

IJll-

The name ParentRec is a little misleading. Each editor's or picker's
ParentRec contains its own data, not its parent's data .
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Figure 26-2. A linked list of parent records and their windows.
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The ParentRec Data Type
The ParentRec data structure (accessed via a ParentHandle) defined in the
ResEd interface file defines only those fields that are required by ResEdit. When you define your own version of this structure, you'll add
other fields to the bottom. Here's the definition of the fields of a ParentRec that all editors and pickers must include.
typedef struct ParentRec
ParentHandle
father ;
name ;
Str255
ltiindov.rPeek
wind;
rebuild ;
Boolean
res'liasntLoaded;
Boolean
\.,i ndovtrype;
unsigned char
ResType
t heResType;
short
t heResFile ;
short
codeResiD;
Handle
t heResToEdit ;
/* Editor or picker specific f ields start here . * /
ParentRec ;
typedef
ParentRec
*ParentPtr ;
typedef
ParentPtr
*ParentHa ndle ;

Each of the fields is explained in the following list.

• father-When a new window is opened, the new window's
ParentRec is initialized to contain a hand le to the ParentRec of the
window that opened it. This field forms a linked list of ParentHandles so that ResEdit can find the w indows in the order they
were opened. For example, when a resource picker window is
closed, ResEdit uses the linked List of ParentHandles to m ake sure
that all the editors for that resource type are also closed.
• name-The second field contains a unique name for this instance of
the ParentRec. For pickers, this field should contain the complete
pathname of the picker's file. For editors, it contains the window
nam e. More details about the nanling conventions can be found in
the Tips section at the end of this chapter. ResEdit normally sets the
strings up for you so you won' t have to worry about creating them
yourself.
• wind-The wind field contains a pointer to the window that owns
the PnrentRec. This field allows ResEdit to traverse the linked list of
ParentHand/es and still fiJld the associated w indows. Conversely,
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ResEdit can traverse the linked list of windows and find the
associated ParentHa11dles since the ¥.'indow record's refCon field
contains a handle to the ParentRec associated v.rith the window.
• rebuild-rebuild indicates whether the window con tents should be
recalculated. This flag is usually set by a window opened by the
w indow that owns the PnrentRec. For example, '"'hen the 'ICON'
editor changes an 'ICON', it sets the rebuild fla g in the 'ICON'
picker 's ParentRec to let the 'ICON' picker know that it should
rebuild its list of 'ICON's. As another example, the 'DLOG' editor
sets the rebuild fl ag of the 'dctb' picker when a 'dctb' resource is
added or removed ('dctb' resources add color to 'DLOG's). If it
d idn't set the flag, the 'dctb' picker's list wouldn't be accurate.
Every picker (and any editor that can start ano ther editor) should
check the rebuild flag whenever an activate event is received.
• resWasntLoaded-The resWasntLoaded flag is only used by editors
(it's replaced by a spare field in the PickRec definitio n). It's used to
indicate whether the editor sho uld release the resource that it's
editing when its window is closed. It's important to avoid releasing
a resource that's being used by someone else! Use of this field is
described in more detail in Chapter 28.
Warning

~

This isn't a fail-safe method of determining whether the resource is
in use or not. For example, if some other part of ResEdit starts using
the resource after the editor has been opened, the editor will release
the resource w hen its window is closed, causing possible problems
for the other user of the resource.

• windowType-The windowType field is used to tell ResEdit w hat
type of window owns the Pare11tRec. The possible values are
typePickerWindow, resourcePicker Window, folder Info Window,
filel nfo Window, resourcelnfo Wi11dow, editor Window, and
floating Window.
• theResType-The tlteResType field contains the resource type of the
resource being edited or picked.
• theResFile-The file number of the file that contains the resource
being edited or picked is kept in theResFile.
• codeResiD- The codeResiD field holds the resource ID of the 'RSSC'
resource containing the picker or editor. (The ResEdiD procedure
is used to fill in this field.)
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• theResToEdit-A handle to the resource being edited is kept in
theResToEdit. This field is used only by editors. It's replaced by a
spare field in the PickRec structure .

.._

The PickRec Data Type
All pickers use the PickRec data type shown below, which is a superset
of the ParentRec data structure.
typedef struct PickRec
ParentHandle
facher ;
Scr255
fName ;
\'lindoVIPtr
wind ;
Boolean
rebuild ;
sparel ;
Bool ean
VIi ndo11trype ;
unsigned char
theRes'I}'pe ;
Res'I}'pe
short
theResFile ;
short
codeResiD;
Handle
spare2 ;
r'I}'pe ;
Res'l'ype
long
rSlze ;
short
minWindo11Miclth ;
minWinclowHeight ;
short
inscances ;
ListHandle
short
ninsts ;
viewBy ;
short
Boolean
shm"J.I.t tributes ;
ldef'l'ype;
Res Type
theVie111t-1enu ;
NenuHandle
long
viewt~enul'lask ;
Cell
cellSize ;
STR255
optionCreateScr ;
PickRec ;
typedef PickRec
*PickPtr ;
typedef PickPtr
*PickHandle ;

As you can see, the first ten fields are the same as those in the ParentRec (except for a couple of fields that are called "spare" since they aren't
used by pickers). The rest of the field s are used only by pickers. Here's a
description of the additional fields.
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• rType-rType is the resource type the picker is displaying. rType
usually contains the same value as the theResType field . It might be
different from theResType if an ed itor is also a picker. For example,
the 'DLOG' editor pretends to be a picker when it opens the
associated 'DITL' resource. It always keeps 'DLOG' in the
theResType field, bu t when it's pretending to be a picker, it puts
'DITL' into the rType field so it can open the 'DITL' editor.
• rSize- rSize holds the size of a new empty resource. When the user
creates a new resource, ResEdit automatically allocates a handle
with rSize bytes.
• miHWindowWidth and minWindowHeight- T hese hvo fields contain
the minimum window size allowed when the user changes the size
of the picker window.
• instances-instances is the handle to the List Manager list that
contains the resources being displayed.
• nlnsts-nl nsts is the number of resources being displayed in the
picker's list.
• viewBy-The current checked item on the picker 's View menu is
saved in the viewBy field. If you create a picker that shows
resources in some new way (graphically, for example), you should
initialize the viewBy field to viewBySpecial so the View by <type>
item on the View menu w ill be enabled. Users will still be able to
use the general picker to view by name, ID, size, or order, but if
they pick View by <type>, your 'LDEF is used .
• sllowAttributes-If showAttributes is true, the resource attributes are
displayed when viewBy is set to any type except viewBySpecial. You
should never set this field since its value is saved in the ResEdit
Preferences file.
• ldefType- ldefType is the name of the 'LDEF' resource used to control
the picker's list. Normally, ldefType is the sam e as rType, but sometimes one 'LDEF can be used for several resource types (for example, the 'ICN#' picker uses the 'ICON ' 'LDEF').
• theViewMenu-theVie-UJMen u is a handle to the picker's View menu .
• viewMenuMask- viewM enuMask determines w hich items are
enabled on the View menu. It can contain the values viewNoSpecial,
viewNoAttributes, or viewAll.
• cei/Size-cellSize determines the size of each cell in the list. This
field is only used when View by Special is checked on the View
menu.
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• optionCreateStr-optionCreateStr replaces the normal CreateNew
Resource text on the Resource menu when the Option key is
pressed. The 'ppat' picker uses this string so the user will know that
a relative pattern will be created if the Option key is pressed when
a new pattern is created.

...

Creating Your Own ParentRec
Your editor or picker w ill need to d efine its ow n equivalent of the
ParentRec data structure. You'll call it something else, but remember to
make the first few field s the same as the Paren tRec or PickRec. For example, an editor that has its own menu might define the following ParentRec equivalent record.
typede E struct r~BCDRec
ParentHandle
Str255
WindowPeek
Boolean
Boolean
unsigned char
Res'Type
short
short
Handle
HenuHandle
rABCDRec ;

father ;
name ;
wi nd ;
rebuild ;
res~~a sn t Loaded;
wi ndovtrype ;
theRes'Iype ;
t heResFile ;
codeResiD;
theResToEdit ;
myMenu ;

This editor has added only o ne new field: a handle to keep track of its
menu. In a real editor, there would probably be many more fields including the undo state, preference values, selection information, and
other data needed to ed it the resource .

..,

How Editors and Pickers Communicate with
Res Edit
Since editors and pickers are separate resources, you may be wondering
how they communicate w ith the main part of ResEdit. You have to
worry about communication both from your editor or picker to ResEdit
and vice versa. We'll explain how ResEdit communicates with your editor or picker shortly. The only communication necessary in the other
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direction is ·w hen you want to use a procedure provid ed by the main
part of ResEdit. You can do this by calling one of the 90 or so procedures
that ResEdit pro vides (th ese are defined in the ResEd interface
file) . You 'll link with a sm all assembly language dispatch module
(ResDisp.a) that makes sure your call gets to the right procedure in
ResEdit. The details of ho'"' to use each procedure can be found in
Chapter 29 .

..,..

Entry Points for Editors and Pickers
Every picker (unless it's implemented using a 'PICK' resource) and editor must contain six procedures. These procedures provid e the means
for ResEdit to communicate with your editor or picker. The proced ures
are the same for both editors and pickers.
EditBirth
pascal void EditBirth (Handl e cheResour ce, ParentHand le dad )

EditBirth is the entry point for initializing editors. After locating and
loading the appropriate 'RSSC' resource, ResEdit calls the EditBirth procedure w ith a handle to the resource to be edited. The ParentHandle of
the window that's opening the editor (usually a picker) is passed in so it
can be stored in the father field of the new editor's ParentRec to form a
linked list of Pare11tHandles. All the initialization the editor needs to perform should be done in this procedure. The editor should allocate its
own ParentRec data structure and fill it in. A window should be allocated and made visible (don't draw the contents of the window-wait
for an update event). Other data structures tha t will be needed later
should be initialized and menus should be loaded.
PickBirth
pascal voi d PickBirth( ResType wnichType , ParentHa ndle dad )

PickBirth is the entry point for initializing pickers. You usually won't
need to do much in this procedure because ResEdit takes care of most of
the housekeeping for you. You'll need to allocate a PickRec and initialize
any other data structures you may need later. The dad parameter is the
PnrentHnndle of the window that's opening the picker (usually the type
picker) and should be stored in the father field of the picker's PickRec to
form a linked list. The whichType parameter indicates the resource type
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the picker should display in its window. (Most pickers know how to
display only one type, but the general picker displays whatever type is
specified by the wltichType parameter.)

DoMenu
pascal void Dol1enu(short menu , short item, ParentHandle dad)

ResEdit calls DoMenu whenever the user chooses a menu command
that affects a picker's or editor's window. The ParentHandle data structure that was allocated in PickBirth or EditBirth is passed in to allow
access to global data. This routine needs to handle menu commands
only as they apply to its window-other windows will handle the commands themselves, if necessary. Some commands (such as Save and
Close) should be passed on by calling ResEdit's PassMenu procedure.
This allows windows opened by this editor or picker to get a chance to
act on the command. Other commands (Like Cut and Open Editor) can
be handled by this editor or picker and won't affect other windows.

DoEvent
pascal void DoEvent (EventRecord *evt , ParentHandl e dad)

DoEvent is similar to DoMenu except that it handles all events other
than menu commands. This routine is called only when there's an event
waiting that affects its window. Don't try to detect the double-click
shortcut since ResEdit automatically converts double clicks into Open
commands, which are passed to the DoMenu procedure.

DolnfoUpdate
pascal void DoinfoUpdate(short oldiD , short newiD ,
ParentHandl e dad)

DoinfoUpdate is called whenever an info window has changed something (like the resource ID) that might affect an editor's or picker's window. All data structures should be updated to reflect the new resource
attributes, name, and 10. Don't forget to update the window title and
the name that's kept in the ParentRec.
IsThisYours
pascal Boolean IsThisYours(Handle thing, ParentHandle dad)
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IsThisYours is ca lled when ResEdit needs to know if a resource is in
use. Pickers shouJd aJways return false since they don't need exclusive
access to any resources. Editors should check to see if the resource in
question is the one they're editing and return true if so .

.,..

Tips for Writing Pickers and Editors
Here is a collection of ideas to keep in mind when you w rite your picker
or editor.

..,.

No Globals!
Pickers and editors don' t have access to normal global variables (except,
of course, the low memory globals available to every Mac application)
since they're not linked as part of the main program (which mea ns register AS isn' t set up properly). All d ata you wouJd normally save as
global data (anything you need to save between calls to one of the entry
points to your Picker or Editor) should be kept in your PnrentRec. The
ResEdit routine GetQuickDrawVars returns a pointer to the QuickDraw globals (thePort, patterns, etc.) if you need to access them . For
example, if you want to fill a rectangle with a 50% gray pattern, you
could use the following code:
qdGlobals = GetQuickDra~tiVars ( ) ;
FillRect (aRect , qdGlobals->gray) ;

..,.

Double Clicks
You never have to worry about double clicks that are shortcuts for the
Open command. When a double click is detected, ResEdit turns it into
an Open command on the Resource menu (Open Picker, Open Resource
Editor, and so on). Keep in mind tha t your code won't know a bout
double clicks unJess the Open item on the Resource menu is enabled. If
ResEdit d etects a d ouble click and finds that the Open item on the
Resource menu is disabled, it assumes that your editor or picker can' t
hand le Open commands. ResEdit also won't convert double clicks to
Open command s if the user double-clicks a control in the window.
(That's so double-clicking a button or scroll bar won' t open something).
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If double clicks make sense in only part of your window, you can use
the NoDoubleClicksHere procedure to disable them where they don't
make sense. When your editor gets a mouse down event where double
clicks aren't all owed, call NoDoubleClicksHere. For example, the
'DLOG' editor uses this technique to make sure that only double clicks
insid e the MiniScreen area of the window open the 'DITL' editor.
IJJI>

The ResEdit Preferences File Is A lways the Current
Resource File
The ResEdit Preferences file is always the current resource file--not the
file being edited . This is to avoid accidentally using resources from the
file being edited. For example, if you were editing a different version of
the System than the one you started your Mac with, you wouldn't want
to accidentally use some of the possibly incompatible code resources
from the file you're editing. You should always make sure you keep the
current file set to the Preferences file. You can avoid bunches of bugs by
always keeping this in mind. In fact, you rarely need to switch the current file to the file being edited. If you need information about the file
being edited, use one of ResEdit's extended Resource Manager calls. For
example, if you want to know how many resources of a particular type
are in the file, use RECountlResources. The only time you might want
to set the current resource file to the file being edited is when you call a
Toolbox procedure that uses GetResource to load a resource or that has
the side effect of loading other resources. Toolbox procedures to watch
out for include GetFontName, GetPattem, Get Cursor, GetNewDialog
and NewDialog.

IJJI>

Use REGetl ResourceSpecial
Whenever you need to get a resource from the file that's being edited,
be sure to use REGetlResourceSpecial. This procedure is similar to the
toolbox procedure GetlResource (and ResEdit's equiva lent REGenResource), except that it also indicates whether the resource was in use
before you loaded it. This information allows you to properly dispose of
the resource when your window is dosed. Normally, when you're done
with a resource, you should use ReleaseResource to free the memory it
occupied. If the resource was already in use, however, you should leave
it just as you found it.

..,.
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Never Use GetResource
This is rea lly a corollary to the last two tips. The problem with the
GetResource Toolbox procedure is tha t it looks throug h all open resource files starting at the current file until it finds a resource with the
specified resource ID. When you use this procedure, you don't know
what file the resource will be found in, and you could unknowingly
edit resources from several different files! You should always u se
REGetlResourceSpecial so you know exactly w hich file you'll get the
resource from. The one time when it's OK (and even necessary) to use
GetResource is when you're looking for a resource that's stored in ResEdit itself. To get a resource (such as a 'MENU' or 'DLOG') from ResEdit,
you need to use GetResource so that the Resource Manager looks in the
ResEdit Preferences file first before looking in ResEdit itself.

_.,.

Activate and Deactivate Events
Keep in mind that when pickers and editors are s tarted, they don' t
always get an activate event before they get a deactivate event! If the
user opens several windows at once, it's possible for a window to be initialized a nd receive update and deactivate events even though it was
never ac tivated . This means you should never clean up anything in
your deactivate event processing code that you have done only in your
activate event code. You must take care of all initialization in the EditBirth or PickBirth procedures.

_.,.

Window-Naming Conventions
It's important to make sure your windows follow the proper naming
conventions. The window names in ResEdit aren' t u sed just to give
information abou t what the windows contain. When the user opens
a picker or editor, ResEdit looks at the window title and the name field
of the Paren tRec of each w indow that's alrea dy open to make sure
it doesn' t open the same window twice. If you don't set up your wind ows with the proper names, ResEdit won't be able to detect that
your window is already open. Needless to say, two editors editing the
same resource can make quite a m ess! H ere's a recap of w hat the names
should be for each w indow type.
The title of a type picker window should be the nam e of the file being
edited. The name in the ParentRec should be the complete path of the file
(such as Inspiratio n:Neat Applications:ResEdit). A resource picker 's
window title is of the form <resource type> from <file name> (ALRTs
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fTom Copy of System, for example). The PnrentRec name is the same as
for type pickers: the full patlmame of the fil e.
Editors are a bit funnier. They have a w indow title like, <resource
type> "<resource name>" ID = <resource ID> from <file name> (for
example, MENU "File" ID = 2 fro m ResEdit). The Pa rentRec nam e
should be the same as the window title.
~

You're Nothing Without a Window
An editor or picker only exists beca use it has a window. The window
contains two pieces of information that tell ResEdit everything it needs
to know to communicate witl1 the editor or picker. The first is the windowKind field (available in every window record), which contains the
resource ID of the editor or picker. This ID is what ResEdit uses when it
sends events to tl1e editor or picker. The second is the refCon field, w hich
contains a handle to the editor's or picker's ParentRec data structure.
This stmcture contains the information that ResEdit needs to manage its
windows p roperly. So, when it's time for your editor or picker to call it
quits (or an error occurs during initializa tion), all you have to d o is
delete the window and the editor or picker disappears.

~

Remember to Pass on Menu Commands
Usually, it's sufficient for your editor or picker to process its own events
and not worry about o ther w indows at all. Sometimes, however, it's
necessary to pass a menu command on to other windows. The only w ind ows you need to worry abo ut are those the edito r or picker h as
opened. For pickers, these could be other picker windows, editor wind ows, or info windows. For editors, these could be other editors, subeditors, or info windows. From the standard menus, only Close and Save
need this special treatment. If you have your own menus, you may have
other commands that need to be passed on. "So," you're asking, "when
should I d o it?" Any time the command itself, or the changes you make
as a result of the command, will affect windows you've opened, you
should pass on the command. The Save command needs to be processed by every window to make sure all open resources are ready to be
saved to the fil e. When a window processes a Close command, it must
make sure that any w indows it opened (editors, pickers, subeditors, or
in fo w indows) are also closed . If the Close command isn' t passed on,
the linked list of PnrentHa ndles is broken, and ResEdit becomes very
confused. You can pass a Close command on like this:

..,.
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Passt-lenu ( fi l e Henu , close! tern , myParentHandle) ;

Rem ember, PassMenu only passes the m enu command to w indows
opened by the window doing the passing.

.,..

Resource IDs for Editors, Pickers, and Their Resources
When you create your eclitor or picker, you'll have to pick a resource ID
for your 'RSSC', 'PICK', and 'LDEF' resources, as well as any other
resources (such as 'DLOG's and 'MENU's) used by your editor or picker.
Apple has established some informal guidelines to help avoid resource
conflicts. In ResEdit, Apple has reserved the resource IDs from 0 to 2,500
and from 3,000 to 10,000 for ed itors and pickers provided by Apple.
This leaves the ranges from 2,500 to 3,000 and above 10,000 for use by
people writing ResEdit extensions. To help minimize conflicts, pick a
number between 2,500 and 3,000 for your editor's or picker 's 'RSSC',
'PICK' and 'LDEF' resources, and use a range of up to ten resource IDs
starting with a number ten times your editor's or picker's number for
your other resources. For example, you might pick 2,550 for your editor,
and 25,500 to 25,510 for your dialogs and menus .

.,..

How to Set Up the Menus
When your editor or picker receives an activate even t, you' ll have to
make sure all the menus are set up properly. For example, an editor
should usually make sure the Open commands on the Resource menu
and the Select Changed command on the Edit menu are dimmed. You
may also want to change the text on the Edit and Resource menus to
better reflect the actions the commands will invoke. To d o this in the
most efficient way you need to know w hat you have to change and
what ResEdit takes care of for you . ResEd it guarantees the following
when an editor or picker receives an activate even t.

• File menu-All menu items ar e enabled.
• Edit menu-The text of all menu items except Select All and Select
Changed is set to the default strings. (Select All and Select Changed
usually aren't changed.) If a picker window is being activated, all
menu items are enabled. If an eclitor or floating palette window is
being activated, all items except Duplicate, Select A ll, and Select
Changed are enabled.
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• Resource menu-The text of all menu items except Get Resource Info
is set to the default strings (Get Resource Info usually isn' t
changed). If a picker window is being activated, all items are
enabled. If an editor or floating window is being activated, only
Revert and Get Resource Info are enabled.

~

When Is a ParentHandle Really a Parent?
Usually w hen a picker or editor calls a ResEdit procedure requiring a
ParentHandle parameter, the w indow's own ParentHandle should be
passed. Sometimes though, it's OK to pass the ParentHandle of the window's parent window (the same as the dad parameter of EditBirth and
PickBirth). You can pass the parent windmv's ParentHandle to AlreadyOpen, EditorWindSetup, GetWindowTitle, PickerWindSetup, CallInfoUpdate, and WindOrigin.

_.. Summary
This chapter gives you an introduction to the process of extending ResEdit by writing your own pickers and editors. We introduce the basic
concepts, explain the example code and the build process, detail the
main data structures, show you the proced ures that are required, and
show you several tips to make writing your editor or picker as easy as
possible. In the next few chapters you can find more detailed information about writing pickers and editors, and a reference to the many procedures that ResEdit provides to simplify the process.
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Writing a Picker

This cha pter shows you how to write your own custom picker for ResEdit. We' ll talk about the general requirements for a picker, explain how
to use a 'PICK' resource for a simple picket~ and consider the changes
you might want to make for a more sophistica ted picker. Be sure you' re
familiar w ith the overview presented in the previous cha pter before yo u
dive into this chapter.

..,.

What Is a Picker?
A p icker is just code that displays in a w indow all the resources of a
particular type from a single file. For very simple pickers, ResEdit takes
care of all the event processing- all you have to provide is a 'PICK'
resource to describe the picker and an 'LDEF' to draw the resources. If
you look inside ResEdit, you'll see that most of the pickers are implemented using 'PICK' resources. A few ('snd ', 'FONT', and 'MENU') use
'RSSC' resources. Chances are good that you' ll be able to simply create a
'PICK' resource and an 'LDEF' to implem ent your picker.
If a special picker doesn't exist for a resource type, ResEdit uses the
built-in general picker. The general picker d isplays the resource ID, size,
and nam e, and su pports the View menu to allow the resources to be
sorted by ID, size, name, and order in file. Even if you implement a special picker, the View m enu w ill s till allow the user to d isplay your
445
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resources in various ways using the general picker. Your picker w ill
only be invoked when View By <Type> is chosen from the View menu .

..,..

Using 'PICK' Resources
A 'PICK' resource contains the data that tells ResEdit how to create a
picker window and how that window should behave. Since ResEdit
can't know how to draw your resource type, you also have to provide
an 'LDEF' to draw the resources in the picker's wi11dow. We'll explain
the example 'LDEF' in the next section. You can use a 'PICK' resource
any time your goal is to provide a picker that draws the contents of its
window in some appropriate way. In other words, if your picker
doesn't need to provide any non-standard actions in response to events,
'PICK' resources will work for you. To give you an idea of what kinds of
requirements keep you from using a 'PICK' resource, you can look at
the few pickers in ResEdit that don't use them. For example, the 'snd '
picker adds a menu to the menu bar, and the 'MENU' picker makes sure
the resource ID of a menu is the same as the ID stored inside the menu.

Which type
Use color?
Picker type

2

Uiew by

4

U cell size

66

H cell size

56

LDEF type

ICON

I

I
I

Option
String

Figure 27-1. The template w indow for the 'PICK' resource used for the
'ICON' picker.

Figure 27-1 shows the template window for a 'PICK' resource. Notice
that the resource contail1s fields similar to those stored in the PickRec.
All ResEdit does is read the resource, initialize a PickRec, and allocate a
window. As events are received that affect the picker's window, they're

~
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processed in the standard way. You can use the 'PICK' template to create
and fill in new 'PICK' resources.
Here's what the fields of the 'PICK' resource mean.
• Which type-Which type is the resource type the picker will pick.
• Use color-Use color Jets ResEdit know what kind of window to
create. It should be noColor (0) for a standard black-and-white
window, canColor (1) for a color window that will work properly
if only black-and-white is available, and requiresColor (2) for a window that requires color.
• Picker type-ResEdit needs to know what kind of picker to create.
Picker type can contain any of the values from the PickerType type
defined in the ResEd file. Valid values are textOnlyPicker, graphicallDPicker, or graphicn/2DPicker (0, 1, or 2). For example, ResEdit's
standard picker that lists resources by name and 10 is a
textOnlyPicker. The 'SICN' and 'PAT#' pickers are
graphicallDPickers. All of the pickers that Jist more than one
resource in a row (such as the 'ICON' and 'PAT' pickers) are
graphica/2DPickers.
• View by-When a picker window is opened, the initial view is
specified by View by. Valid values are the same as d efined in the
viewTypes type from the ResEd file. The view is saved in the ResEdit Preferences file so this default is only used the first time a
resource of this type is opened.
• V cell size and H cell size-The size of the cell allocated in the
picker's list is determined by V cell size and H cell size. If 0 is
specified in either of these fields, a default cell size is used.
• LDEF type-It's sometimes useful for several pickers to use the
same 'LDEF'. To facilitate this, you can specify a different type here
than was specified in the Which type field. For example, in ResEdit
the 'ICON' and 'ICN#' pickers share the 'ICON ' 'LDEF'.
• Option string-The string found in the Option string field is used
to replace the text of the Create New Resource item on the Resource
menu when the Option key is pressed. The 'ppat' picker uses this
field to indicate that a relative pattern is created if the Option key is
held down when a new pattern is created.
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What Is an 'LDEF'?
Pickers use lists m anaged by the List Ma nager to display a ll th e
reso urces of a particular type. (See Inside Macintosh, Volume IV for
details about the List Manager.) The List Manager uses a list definition
procedure to draw and highlight the items in the list. List definition procedures are stored in 'LDEF' resources and are loaded and called by the
List Manager Package. List definition procedures are usually w ritten in
assembly language, but ResEdit includes a small assembly language
module (LOEF.a) that allows you to write your 'LDEF' in C or Pasca l.
To write your 'LDEF' in C or Pascal, you mus t include a procedure
named DrawCell in you r C o r Pascal m odule and link it with th e
LDEF.a file. Inside Macintosh, Volume IV, Chapter 30 describes how to
use list definition procedures. Fortu nately, ResEdit provides a procedure
(DrawLDEF) that takes care of most of the work for you, as you'll see in
the next section .
All of ResEdit's pickers set up their lists to provide the information
needed by 'LDEF's in a consistent way. Each picker stores a handle to its
PickRec d ata structure in the list's refCon field. This allows the 'LDEF' to
access an y of the values stored in the picker 's PickRec. 'LDEF's also need
to know th.e resource 10 of the resource referenced by each cell. Pickers
provide this information by setting the data for each cell to the resource
ID of the resource referenced by that cell. When it comes time to draw
the list, all the 'LDEF' has to do is look into the list to get the ID of the
resource to d raw. The next section shows you how easy it is to w rite an
'LDEF' for ResEdit.

~

The LDEF Code
This section describes the details of the 'LDEF' used by the example
'ICON' picker. This 'LDEF' is also used by the 'ICN#' picker and illustrates how 'LDEF's can be shared by several pickers that display sinu lar
resources.
#defi n e IconSize 128

JconSize specifies the size, in bytes, of the resource. This value is used
to make sure the resource is valid before it's d rawn.
pascal void Drawicon (Rect *lRect, Handle t h ereon ) {
i f (SizeResource ( tempH) >= Icon Size )
~lo t icon ( lRect , theicon ) ;

IJil>
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The Drawlcon procedure draws the resource in the specified rectangle. In your 'LDEF', this procedure might need to perform more sophisticated drawing operations. For 'ICON's and 'ICN#'s, Plotlcon does all
the work for you. If the resource is larger than it needs to be (it's an
'ICN#' or an invalid resource), the first 128 bytes are drawn. For your
'LDEF', it may be important to p erform more thoroug h checking to
make sure the resource is valid before it' s drawn.
Handle IconFetch (Cell lCel l , Lis tH a ndle lHandle ,
short *id, Boolean •wasLoaded ) {
err ;
shore
shore
len = 2 ;
tempH = n il ;
Handle
PickHandle tempPick;
LGetCell((Pcr)id, &len , lCel l , lHandle) ;
if (len == 2) {
/ * ID must be 2 bytes .
*/
tempPic k = (PickHandl e) ((*lHandle )->re fCon) ;
tempH = REGetlResourceSpecia l ( (*tempPick)->t heResFi:e ,
(* temp Pic k)->rType , *id,
wasLoaded , &err );
return tempH ;

IconFetch is where this 'LDEF' does most of its work. It looks up the
resource ID in the list data structure and gets a handle to the resource
for the specified cell. LGetCell is called to get the contents of the cell.
REGetlResourceSpecial (described in Chapter 29) returns a handle to
the resource that needs to be drawn. Remember, the list's refCon field
contains a handle to the PickRec associated with the list. If your 'LDEF'
draws only one resource ty pe, you could use a constant instead of rType.
The was-Loaded parameter is used to indicate whether the resource
was already in memory and, therefore, should be left in memory when
DrawCell is d one.
pascal void DrawCell(short message, Boolean lSelect ,
Rect * l Rec t , Po i n t lCe ll ,
short l DataOf fset , s hort lDataLen ,
ListHandle lHa n dle) {
Handle t hereon ;
short id ;
Boolean wasLoaded ;
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DrawCell is the main entry point for the 'LDEF'. This is the procedure
the List Manager calls to draw and highlight the resources in the list.
~pragma

u nused (l DataOffset , lDataLen)

This pragmn avoids warning messages from the compiler. The {DataOffset parameter is useful if you want to look directly into the list's data
structure for the cell's data. The fDatnLen parameter is useful if you're
storing variable-leng th data in the list instead of the fi xed-length
resource IDs.
i f ((message == l DrawMsg) I I (message == 1 Hilitel1sg)) {
thereon = rconFetch ( lCell , ! Ha ndle , &id, &wasLoaded );
DrawLDEF(message , lSel ecc, lRee t, thereon, id , " \p " ,
32 , 32 , Drawrcon , !Handl e ) ;
if ((thereon ! =nil) && (! wasLoaded))
HPurge (thereon) ;

The 'LDEF' only needs to respond to the draw and hig hlight messages-other messages can be ignored. ResEdit's DrawLDEF procedure
handles the mechanics of drawing and highlighting the resource. It also
draws the resource ID below the resource. DrawLDEF calls the DrawIcon procedure just described to actually draw the resource. After the
icon is d rawn, the resource is mad e purgeable if it wasn't already in use
when DrawCell was called.
That's aU there is to writing an 'LDEF'. Of course, you don't have to
use the DrawLDEF procedure. You could, instead, write your own code
to draw anything you want in your picker's window. But, it's so easy to
use DrawLDEF, w hy bother writing your own code?

...,.

The 'ICON' Picker Code
If you need a more sophisticated p icker than can be crea ted with

a 'PICK' resource, you 'll ha ve to '"'rite your own event p rocessing
code. The example picker code shows you a simple picker that displays
'ICON' resources and adds a menu to the menu bar. If you build this
picker without chan ging its type, you' ll need to delete the 'PICK'
resource named 'ICON' from ResEdit before your code will be used.
Next, we'll go through the picker code line by line, explaining how you
can go abou t writing your own picker.
#define ieonMenuiD

10

....

#define l is tCellSizeH
#de fine l istCellSizeV

The 'ICON' Picker Code
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Ox38
Ox42

iconMenuld defines the resource ID of the menu the picker w ill use.
You'll need to supply your own menu since ID 10 is just a menu used by
another part of ResEdit (and isn't even in the proper ID range for pickers). listCellSizeH and listCellSizeV define the cell size used in the list.
The 'ICON' resource being d isplayed is only 32-by-32, but you need to
leave room for a selection around the icon and the resource ID below it.
Udefine miniconsPerRow
lldefine ICONMin\·lindoo,.Midth
f.define ICONMin\·JindowHeight

2
(miniconsPerRow *
listCellSizeH) + theSc rollBar
listCellSizeV

minlconsPerRow defines the minimum number of columns allowed in
the list. When users resize the window, they won' t be able to make it
sm aller than the width of two columns. If your picker is going to
display a two-dimensional list {rows and columns of 'ICON's, for example), you must always show at least two columns. The number of columns is the only way ResEdit can tell the difference belween a
one-dimen sional list (whose cells should ge t wider when the user
expands the window) and a two-dimensio nal list (that should show
more columns of fixed size cells). ICON Min Window Width and ICONMin WindowHeight define the minimum window size your picker will
support. theScrollBar is the width of a scroll bar as defined in the ResEd
file.
typedef struct I conPickRec
ParentHand l e father ;
Cell
cellSize ;
MenuHandle
iconMenu;
IconPickRec ;
cypedef
IconPickRec *IconPi ckPtr ;
cypedef
Icon PickPtr *IconPickHandle ;

The IconPickRec structure defines the PickRec for this picker. It's identical to a PickRec, except for the name of the structure and the addition of
the menu as the last field . When you define a new data structure, be
sure to start with the definition of a PickRec and add to the bottom of it.
In this way, other parts of ResEdit can still look at your data structure as
if it were a PickRec and get the information they need.
pascal void EditBirch(Handle thing, ParentHandle dad) {
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#pragma

unu sed (thing, dad }

EditBirth is used only for editors. You must include it here anyway
since the RSSC.a file expects it.
pascal void PickBirth (ResType t , Par e n t Ha ndle dad)
IconPic kHa nd le
pick ;
IconPi c kPt r
p;
/* temp per for *pick */
NenuHandl e
the i conNenu ;

PickBirth is the initialization procedure for pickers. The ResType
parameter t contaiJ1s the resource type the picker should display. The
ParentHandle points to the ParentRec of the window that's opening the
picker (the type picker).
pick= (IconPickHandle)NewHandle(sizeof(IconPickRec ) ) ;
p = *pick ;

A handle (pick) is allocated to hold all of the picker's global data.
Since this picker has added a menu to the standard PickRec stmcture, it
has to allocate enough room for the slightly bigger IconPickRec. The variable p contains a pointer to the TconPickRec and is used to avoid dereferencing the handle each time it's used .
Warning II>

Always be careful when you dereference handles. Since the handle
isn't locked (which could have been done with the HLock Toolbox
procedure), you must be careful not to do anything that may move
memory. For each Toolbox procedure, Inside Macintosh indicates
whether the procedure moves memory or not so you can decide
whether you need to lock the handle before making the call. If
you're careful abou t locking handles, you'll avoid introducing bugs
that are very hard to track down.
p->father = dad ;
p - >r Type = t ;
p->viewBy = vie\'il3ySpecia l;
p - >ldefTy pe = t;
p - >cel lSize . h = l istCellSizeH ;
p - >cel lSize . v = l istCellSizeV;
p - >mi nvli ndowlvidt h = I CONMi nivindow>-hdt h ;
p->minvJindowHei g h t = ICONHinWindmvHeigh t ;

....

The 'ICON' Picker Code
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This code initializes the fields of the handle that was just allocated.
These fields are explained in detail in Chapter 26.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10 :

By the Way .,.

if ( ! DoPic k Birch (noColor , true , graphical2DPicker ,
ResEdiD () , ( P ic k Handle) p i ck) ) {
Di s pos Handle (( Ha n dle)p i ck) ;
}
e l se {
t h e i conNenu = GetHenu ( ico nl~ enuiD );
De tachRes ource( (Ha n d l e)theiconMen u ) ;
(*pick ) ->iconMenu = t he ico nMenu ;
}

Some code listings, like this one, have numbers at the left margin of
each line of code. We've added these numbers so we can refer to
specific lines of code. These numbers won't appear in the source
code you compile.
In line 1, the DoP:ickBirth procedure sets up the window and creates
the list for the picker-thus taking care of most of the hard work. It will
return true if the w indow and list were successfully initialized, and false
otherwise. If there was a problem, the IconPickHandle allocated earlier is
disposed in line 3 and the picker exi ts- an appropriate error message
has already been displayed by DoPickBirth. Line 6 loads the menu the
picker w ill use, and line 7 detaches the menu handle. If you don' t
detach the hand le, the picker will fight for control of the menu with
pickers for other files. For example, if there are two 'ABCD' pickers
open, both using the same 'MENU' resource, and the user closes one,
releasing the 'MENU' resource, the other picker will have an invalid
handle. Line 8 saves the menu handle in the IconPickRec structure.
pasca l void DoEvent(Even tRecord * e vt, Icon PickHandle p ic k )
P ic k Even t (evt , (P ickHand l e )pic k) ;
i f (evc - >what == activat eEvt) (
if (evt->modifiers & activeF lag)
I n sertMen u (( *pick)->iconMenu , 0) ;
else
De le teMenu(i conMenu iD ) ;
DrawMBar Later (false );
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The DoEvent procedure handles all event processing for a picker. The
picker can let the main part of ResEdit handle the standard events by
calling the PickEvent procedure. When an activate event is received,
DoEvent must also make sure the menu is inserted or deleted. Always
use DrawMBarLater (described in Chapter 29) instead of the Toolbox
procedure DrawMenuBar to avoid flickering of the rnenubar.
pascal void DoinfoUpdate ( s hort o l diD , s ho r t newi D,
PickHandle pick ) {
Picki nfoUp(ol d iD , newiD , pick) ;

There's not much to say abo1,1t this procedure-it's all handled by
PicklnfoUp. (Remember, this procedure is called when the user has
changed a resource's attributes with the Get Resource Info command.)
PicklnfoUp scans through the list (using the handle in the instances field
of the PickRec) in the picker's window and changes oldiD to newiD. If
you have other data structures that depend on the ID, name, or attributes of the reso urces displayed in the picker window, you should
update them in this procedure.
pascal Bo olea n IsTh isYours (Handle thing , PickHand l e pick)
ff pragma un u sed ( t hing , pick)
return fa l se ;

{

A picker's IsThisYours procedure should always return false (true is
returned when the resource is in use and shouldn't be used by other
parts of ResEdit).
pascal vo i d DoMenu (shor t menu , short i tem, IconPickHa n dle
p i c k)
if (menu == iconMenuiD ) {
/* Do somet h ing useful here . */
else
if ((me n u == EileMenu) && (item
c l osei tem) ) {
De l eteMenu ( iconHen u i D) ;
Dra wNBar Later (f a lse ) ;
Disp osHandle(( Handle ) ( *p i c k) ->my Menu ) ;
}

Pic kMenu(menu , item,
}

(Pic kHa nd l e ) pick );

.,.
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DoMenu is the procedure that's called w h en the user picks a
command from your menu, so h ere is where you'll d o whatever is
a ppropriate for their choice. This is also w here you can intercept the
Close command to make sure you remove and dispose of your menu
before PickMenu does the final cleanup. Since the 'MENU' resource was
detached, remember to use DisposHandle instead of ReleaseResource.
(ResEdit had this bug for a long time!) PickMenu handles all the standard picker menu commands such as cutting, copying, duplicating, and
reverting resources.
That's all there is to the standard picker example. All you need to add
is the code to make it really do something!

..,

Fancy Pickers
As you've seen, ResEdit provides several procedures for you to call that
will make your picker p erform in the standard ways. Of course, you can
override as much of the standard picker behavior as you want, but the
more you override, the more work it is to get the picker working. An
extreme example of this strategy is the 'FONT' picker, which overrides
almost everything. If you want to expend the effort to provide a sophisticated picker, there are several procedures (such as DoKeyScan, ScrapEmpty, DupPick, and ScrapCopy) that can help simplify your job.
These procedures are described in Chapter 29 .

..,

Summary
In this chapter we show you how to create your own picker. First, we
show you how to create a 'PICK' resource to d escribe your picker. Next,
we describe what an 'LDEF is and w hy you need one, and explain the
example 'LDEF' code. We take you step by step through the example
picker code. We also describe briefly how you can add your own extensions to the example picker. In the next chapter '"'e show you how to
create your own editor using the example editor code.
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This chapter shows you how to write your own custom editor for ResEdit. We'll talk about the general requirements for an editor, explain the
code for a simple editor, and give you some tips for making your editor
work well with the other parts of ResEdit. If you're unsure w hether you
need to write your own editor, check out the information in Chap ter 26 .

..,

What Is an Editor?
An editor is just code to display a resource in a way that's useful for
editing or browsing the resource. Editors can be very simple, like the
'PICT' editor, which only shows a 'PICT' in a window, or complex, like
the 'KCHR' editor, which has an elaborate window, its own menus, and
launches a related subeditor. The complexity of the editor depends
entirely on the complexity of the resource to be edited and how fancy
you want the editor to be. Before you tackle the job of writing an editor,
you might want to see if you can get by with the much simpler job
of creating a template for your resource. Chapters 24 and 26 give you
all the information you'll need to decide whether you need to w rite an
editor.
Since each editor has its own unique requirements, ResEdit can't give
you as much help implementing an editor as it d oes for pickers. It provides many utility procedures to help make your editor a consistent
457
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member of the ResEdit family of editors, but you'll have to implement
the bulk of the actual editing code yourself.

..,

The Example Editor Code
The best way to tell you how to write an eclitor is to show you how the
example eclitor code works. The example editor eclits ':XX:XX' resourcesa resource type made up just for the example and having no real use. It
simply creates a small window and inverts it. (You can' t really call that
editing, but it gives you a framework on which to build a real editor.)
We won't go through this code line by line, but we'll hit all the important parts. After we've explained the example code, we'll give you some
hints about how you can make the example editor into an eclitor that
really edits something. Be sure you're familiar with the description of
how to use the example code presented in Chapter 26.
The example editor uses a structure called rXXXXRec for its data. We
won' t show the whole sh·ucture here since, other than the name of the
structure and the name of the resource field (hXXXX instead of theResToEdit), this structure is identical to the ParentRec structure described
in Chapter 26.

IJl!-

GetNameAndTitle
The first procedure in the file is GetNameAndTitle. GetNameAndTitle
creates the names that will be used by ResEdit to create the full name
used for the window's title and the name field of the rXXXXRec structure.
void GetNameAndTitle (StringPtr \oJindowTit le,
StringPtr windowName, Handle thing)
strcpy (\"indm,•'ritle, " \ pXXXX") ;
SetETitle (th i ng , •tJi ndowTitle) ;
/* Add 1 for the length byte * /
strncpy(.,.JindowName, windo.,.tritle , *\·Ji ndm,tTitle + 1) ;

{

The SetETitle procedure concatenates the resource ID and resource
name of the thing parameter with the contents of the windowTitle parameter (for example, XX:XX "My Resource" ID = 1234). The same value is
returned in both the windowNmne and windowTitle parameters.

IJi.
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EditBirth
The EditBirth proced ure shown in Listing 28-1 crea tes a window for the
editor and initializes its rXXXXRec da ta structure. The parameters to
EditBirth are a handle to the resource to be ed ited and the ParentHa ndle
of the window that opened the ed itor (the editor's parent window).
Listing 28-1 The EditBirth procedure
1 : pasca l void EditBirth ( Handle thing , ParentHa ndle dad)
rXXXXHandle myXXXX ;
2:
>vindowPt r
myl\li ndow ;
3:
4:
Str255
·,,ri ndowTi t le , windo.,.;Name ;

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10 :
11 :
12 :
13 :
14 :
15 :
16 :
17 :
18 :
19 :
20 :
21 :
22 :
23 :
24 :
25 :
26 :
27 :
28 :
29 :
30 :
31 :
32 :
33 :

{

GetNameAndT i tle(wi ndowTitle , wi n dowName , t hin g );
myvl indow = EditorWin dSetup (noDialo g , n oColor ,
windowr;Jidth , windmvHeight,
~;indmvT i tle , windo wName ,
true , ResEdiD ( ) , dad) ;
i f (my\1/i ndow ! = nil) {
i f (Ge tHandleS i ze ( t h i n g )
OL )
Fix Hand (sizeOfMyResource , thing ) ;
myX.XXX = (rXXXXHandle)NewHandle(s i zeof(rXXXXRec)) ;
i f (!11emError () ! = noErr) {
Cl o s eWi ndow (myl'lindow) ;
H i ndRet urn (myWi n dow) ;
return ;
( * myXXXX) ->father = dad ;
strn cpy(( * myXXXX)->name , windowName , lvindowName [ 0]+ 1) ;
( * myXXXX ) - >wind = myl•lindow ;
(*myXXXX) ->rebu i l d =false ;
(*myXXXX) ->resWa sn t L o aded = ! WasitLoaded ( ) ;
( *my XXXX) - >wind owTy pe
ed i torWi n d ow ;
( * myXX.XX ) -> theResType = ' XXXX ' ;
(*myXX.XX)->theResFile = HomeResFi 1 e ( t h i ng) ;
( * myXXXX)->codeResiD = ResEdiD( ) ;
( ~my XX XX ) ->hX XXX = th i ng ;
( (WindowPeek )myltlin d ow) ->refCon = ( long ) myXXXX ;
}

The EditorWindSetup procedure called in line 7 allocates a window
for use by the editor. It uses the windowName and windowTitle variables
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set by GetNameAndTitle to properly set up the window name and title.
If your w indow will contain a dialog, you can specify its resource ID as
the first parameter to EditorWindSetup, and specify 0 in place of the
window Width and windowHeight constants.
Always be sure to verify that the \'\ri.ndow was created successfully. If
it wasn' t (indica ted by EditorWindSetup returning nil), just exit the
EditBirth procedure and your editor won't be opened (EditorWindSetup will display an appropriate error message ii it encounters a problem). If the wi11dow was successfully created, you'll need to make sure
you have a valid resource. If ResEdit has just created the resource, it
may have a length of 0, (depending on the contents of the picker 's rSize
field), and you should take whatever actions are necessary to make sure
it's the right size and contains valid default data. The example editor
doesn't care what the resource contains so, in line 13, it uses ResEdit's
FixHand procedure to make sure it's the right size.
Now that the window is set up, it's time to allocate the ParentRec (or
rXXXXRec in this case) and fill it in. If you write your editor in Pascal,
you'll probably want to lock your handle down and dereference it in a
WITH statement. It's important to call the BubbleUp procedure ii you
allocate any o ther memory before you unlock the handle. BubbleUp is
similar to the Toolbox procedure MoveHHi in that it moves the handl e
as far out of the way as possible to avoid fragmentation. The code you
might use would look like this.
Bubb leUp( Ha ndle(myXXXX) ) ;
HLock (Ha ndle (my XXXX ) ) ;
\'li TH my XXXX"" DO
BEGI N

{ Per f orm your memory al loca t ions h ere . }
END ;

The code in Listing 28-1, lines 21 to 30, fills in every field of the structure that was just allocated. In line 25, the WasltLoaded procedure indicates w hether the resource that's being edited was in use before the
editor started. This information is used when the window is closed to
determine ii the resource should be released from memory (there's more
about this w hen we talk about the DoClose procedure later in this chapter). In line 28, the HomeResFile Toolbox procedure returns the file reference number of the file that con tains the resource being edited.
ResEdit's ResEdiD procedure used in line 29 returns the resource ID of
the 'RSSC' resource that contains the editor. When ResEdit receives an
event for the editor's window, it uses this nwnber to make sure the edi-
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tor's code (in the 'RSSC' resomce) is loaded before it passes the even t
along. Line 31 places the rXXXXHandle into the wi11dow's refCon field,
le tting ResEdit know who owns the window.
~

DoEvent
The DoEvent procedure shown in Listing 28-2 handles all even ts
that affect the editor's window except menu events. Remember, the
editor never receives events that don't affect its window (or its associated floating w indows)-all that' s taken care of for you b y ResEdit.
The parameters to DoEvent are the even t record and the editor's
rXXXXHandle.
Listing 28-2 The DoEvent procedure
1 : pascal vo i d DoEvent(EventRecord *evt ,
rXXXXHandle myXXXX)
2:
3:
Point
mous ePoint ;
4:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10 :
11:
12 :
13 :
14 :
15 :
16 :
17 :
18 :
19 :
20 :
21 :
22 :
23 :
24:
25 :
26 :
27 :
28 :
29 :

Bubb l e Up( (Hand le )myXXXX);
HLock ( (Handle)myXXXX) ;
Set Port ( (*myXXXX) ->windPc.r) ;
switch (evt->what) {
case mouseDown :
mousePoint = evt->where ;
Gl obalToLocal (&mou sePoi n t );
/ * Add code to respond to the c l i ck h ere . * /
break ;
. case activateEvt :
AbleMenu(edit Menu, editNone) ;
i f (e vt ->modifiers & activeFlag )
/* Ad d activate code here . */
}
else
/ * Add deactivate code here . *!
}
break ;
case updateEvc. :
Pain t Rect (& ( *myXXXX) ->windPtr->por tRec c.) ;
break ;
case k eyDown :
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30 :
31 :
32 :
3 3:
34 :
35 :
36 :
37 :
38 :
39 :

Writing an Editor

if

( (evt- >message & charCo d eMa sk ) == d e l e t eKey ) {
c l ear r tem, myXXXX);

Do l~e n u ( ed itMen u ,

b r eak ;
case nul l Eve nt :
b reak ;
HUn lock (( Handl e )my XXXX) ;
}

Lines 5 and 6 aren' t strictly needed here, but they probably would be
needed in a real editor. If you save a pointer into myXXXX in a local
variable or pass one of the fields of myXXXX to another procedure, you
need to lock it down first. The SetPort Toolbox procedure called in line 7
makes sure any drawing you do ends up in the correct window. In Macintosh programming, one of the m ost common mistakes is to draw
w ithout first properly setting up the current port, so be careful.
The normal event processing switch sta tement starts on line 8. You
can process any events that make sense for your editor here. Activate
and update events are the only events you must process. The location of
a mouse click is determined in lines 10 and 11, but you'll need to fill in
the appropriate response to the click. Remember, don' t try to detect
d ouble click events here-they're converted into Open commands on
the Resource menu and sent to the DoMenu procedure.
Lines 16 to 23 handle activate and deactivate events. When an editor
receives an activate event, it must make sure the menus are set up properly. The AbleMenu procedure sets the enable flags for an entire menu
at once and redraws the menu bar if necessary. The ResEd file contains a
set of constants you can use to set the menus to different states. For
example, line 16 disables the entire Edit menu. In Chapter 26 we explained how ResEdit has configured the menus when you receive an
activate event. It's also helpful to the user if you change the text of the
items in the Edit and Resource menus to indicate exactly what they'll do
in your editor. For example, the first item on the Resource m enu is Create New Item in the 'MENU' editor, and Insert N ew Pattern in the
'PAT#' editor. If your editor has its own menu, you would insert it (w ith
the InsertMenu Toolbox procedure) on activate and delete it (with the
DeleteMenu Toolbox proced ure) on deactivate.
Your editor should redraw the entire contents of its w indow when it
receives an update event. Line 26 handles upda te events for the example
editor by calling the PaintRect Toolbox procedure to simply fill the window with black. If your editor's window contains a dialog, you can use
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the UpdtDialog Toolbox procedure to redraw the contents of the window. All your editor has to do is redraw its w indow-ResEdit takes care
of calling the BeginUpdate and EndUpdate Toolbox procedures fo r
you.
Lines 30 and 31 handle key down events. You can do any processing
that's appropriate when a key is pressed. In this case, the only processing converts the Delete key into a Clear command and sends it to the
DoMenu procedure. DeleteKey and several o ther commonly used key
constants are defined in the ResEd file.
The final event you might want to handle is the null event. There are a
couple of situations that could be handled when a null event is received.
If your window contains a dialog, you' ll need to call the DialogSelect
Toolbox procedure to ma ke sure the insertion point blinks properly.
You'll want to check the mouse locati on, and change the mouse pointer
appropriately if you change the mouse pointer to different shapes depending on which part of the window the m ouse is over. The last line of
the DoEvent procedure unlocks the handle that was locked at the start
of the procedure. Don' t forget to w1lock any handle you lock, or you
might cause serious heap fragmentation problems .

.,.

DolnfoUpdate
ResEdit calls the DolnioUpdate procedure shown in Listing 28-3 w hen
a Resource Info window makes a change in the information about the
resource being edited and when a resource is being reverted. Any of the
resource's information may be changed . It's important to update all of
the editor's data structures as well as the window's title. It's also important to pass this call on to the window that opened the editor so that it,
too, can update its data structures.
Listing 28-3 The DolnfoUpdate procedure
1 : pascal void DoinfoUpdate(short oldiD , short newiD ,

2:
3:
4:

5:
6:
7:
B:

9:
10:
11 :

rXXXXHa n d l e myXXXX)
ParentHandle (ather= (*myXXXX)- >father ;
Str255
\vindo .....-ri tle , vlindowName ;
HLock ( (Handle )myXXXX );
Get Na me An dTitle (\vi ndowTitle , windowNa me ,
(Handle ) ( *myXXXX) - >hXXXX) ;
Get\•TindoviTitle(windowTicle , wi ndowName , true ,
(*myXXXX)- >:acher ) ;
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12 :
13 :
14 :
15 :
16 :
17 :
18 :

strncpy( (*myXXXX)->name, windowName,
windowName[0]+1) ;
Set\•ITi t le ( ( *myXXXX) ->llli ndPtr , wi ndo,.,>Title) ;
(*father)->rebuild =true ;
CallinfoUpdate (oldiD, newiD , ( long) father.
(*father ) ->\.,ri nd ->wind o~JKi n d) ;
HUnlock (( Handle ) myXXXX) ;

19 :

}

It's very importa nt to lock the h andle at the beginning of
DolnfoUpdate if any of its fields will be passed as parameters to procedures tha t may move memory. As described above, the Ge tNameAndTitle procedure called in line 7 returns a new windowNnme and
windowTitle. The GetWindowTitle procedure then converts these strings
into the standard ResEdit editor window title and name strings (title
and name are the same for editors).
Lines 12 to 14 put the new windowName into the PnrentRec data structure and set the window's title to windowTitle. Don't forget to add one to
the string length any time you copy a Pascal-type string since the length
byte isn' t counted in the string length. And finally, lines 15 to 18 pass on
the change and unlock the handle. If the window that opened the editor
is a resource picker, setting its rebuild flag causes it to redisplay its list,
so the name and ID of the resource are updated. The CalllnfoUpdate
procedure (called in line 16) calls the DolnfoUpdate procedure of the
editor or picker with the specified ParentHandle and windowKind, letting
that window also be updated .

.,..

lsThisYours
The IsThisYours procedure shown in Listing 28-4 is called by ResEdit
when it needs to find out whether a resource is already in use. Normally, your editor should only claim the resource that was passed to the
EditBirth procedure. However, H your editor also works with auxiliary
resources, you should also claim those. For example, the 'DLOG' editor
claims both the 'DLOG' resource and the 'dctb' (dialog color table)
resource with the same resource ID, if one exists.
Listing 28-4 The lsThisVours procedure
pascal Bool ean IsThisYours(Handle thing ,
rXXXXHandle myXXXX)
return (thing== ( Hand le) (*myXXXX) ->h XXXX );

~
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DoMenu
The DoMenu procedure shown in Listing 28-5 processes all m enu
commands for the editor. If ResEdit receives a key down event and the
Command key is down, it converts it into a menu ID and item number
and sends it to the DoMenu procedure. The few exceptions to this rule
include the Command key with the Enter, Return, and arrow keys.
Listing 28-5 The DoMenu procedure
1 : pascal void DoMenu(short menu, s hort item,
2:
rXXXXHandle myXXXX) {
3 : BubbleUp((Handle)myXXXX) ;
4 : HLock( (Hand le)myXXXX ) ;
5 : SetPort((*myXXXX)->wind Ptr);
6:

7:
8:
9:
10 :
11 :

12 :
13 :
14 :
15 :
16 :
17 :
18 :
19 :
20 :
21 :
22 :
23 :
24 :
25 :
26 :
27 :
28 :
29 :
30 :
3 1:
32 :
33 :
34 :

switch (menu) {
case file Menu :
switch ( i tem)
case closeitem :
i f I DoC lose ( true , my XX XX ) ) {
retur n;
brea k ;
case save!tem :
PassMenu(fileMenu , saveit e m,
(ParentHandle)myXXXX) ;
break ;
case print!tem :
Pri ntWindow(ni l );
brea k;
case rsrcMenu :
s wi tch(item)
case rsrcRevertitem :
if (NeedToRevert((*myXXXX)->windPt r,
(Handle) ( *myXXXX) ->hXXXX)) {
I nvalRect (& ( *myXXXX) ->windPtr->portRect) ;
if ( ! Rever tThisResource (
( ParentHandle l myXXXX ,
(Handle) ('•myXXXX ) ->hXXXX )) {
(*(l *myXXXX )- >fath er )) ->reb u i ld =true ;
if (DoClose(fa1se, myXXXX)) {
RERemoveAnyResource(
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35 :
36 :
37 :
38 :
39 :
40 :
41 :
42 :
43 :
44:
45 :
46 :
47 :
48 :
49 :
50 :
5 1:
52 :
53 :
54 :
55 :
56 :
57 :
58 :
59 :
60 :
61 :
62 :

Writing an Editor

( *myXXXX ) -> t h e Res F i le ,
(*myXXXX)->hXXXX );
Di sposHand le (( Ha n d l e ) myXXXX ) ;
retu r n ;

b r eak ;
case r srcGetin Eoitem:
Sho wi n fo ( ( Hand le ) ( *myXXXX ) ->hXXXX,
(Pa rentHand le ) myXXXX) ;
b reak ;

case edit r1enu : {
svli tch ( i t ern) {
case cutitem :
break ;
case copyi t e m:
brea k;
case pasteitem :
b r eak ;
case cleari tem:
b reak ;

HUn loc k ( Ha ndle ) my XXXX );

63 :

Just as in DoEvent, lines 3 through 5 move the ParentHandle up in
memory, lock !t down, and set the port to the editor's window so drawing can be d one, if necessary. The rest of DoMenu is a switch statement
tha t does w ha tever is necessar y for each menu item. The Close item on
the File menu is h and led in line 11 by calling the DoClose proced ure,
shown in Li sting 28-6. If DoClose returns true, DoEvent must return
immedia tely since b oth its w indow and ParentHandle were freed by
DoClose.
Editors generaJly don' t need to do anything special for the Save comma11d. If the editor doesn ' t edit the resource directly (it might edit a
copy or convert the Resource Into a more convenient format for editing ), the resource should be reconstructed when a Save command is
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received. It's also important to call PassMenu (as shown in line 16) to
make sure any editor, subeditor or Resource Info windows opened by
the editor are also saved. Printing in ResEdit d oesn' t produce beautiful
output, bu t at least it's easy to implement in an editor! The PrintWindow procedure prints a copy of the contents of the window. You can, of
course, implement a more sophisticated printing algorithm if it's important for the type of resource you're editing.
The next menu to check is the Resource menu (starting on line 23).
The cod e from line 25 to line 42 takes care of the Revert This Resource
command. The NeedToRevert procedure returns true if the resource has
been changed. You may want to dim this menu item until the resource is
changed. Since the resource is being reverted, the window will have to
be redrawn. The InvalRect Toolbox procedure called in line 28 causes
the entire window to be updated. In line 29, the RevertThisResource
procedure takes care of actually reverting the resource. It returns false if
the resource w as new and therefore not found in the file.
If RevertThisResource returns false, the editor should remove the
resource, close its window, and exit. Lines 32 through 38 take care of this
situation. Since a resource is being removed, the resource picker 's list
should also be updated to remove the reference to the resource. This is
accomplished by setting the rebuild flag of the window that opened the
editor. Conveniently, the DoClose procedure takes care of all of the
cleanup for the editor. The false parameter to DoClose indicates that
DoClose shouldn' t dispose of the ParentRec or release the resource
as part of the Close process. After the window has been successfully
closed, the RERemoveAnyResource procedure is called to remove the
resource from the resource map. Since DoClose didn' t dispose of the
ParentRec, it's disp osed of in lin e 37. After the resource has b een
removed and the window closed, it's a good idea to retum immediately.
If the resource wasn' t newly added (RevertThisResource returns true)
and the revert was successful, no tlu ng else needs to be done.
A Resource Info window should be displayed in response to a Get
Resource Info command. This is accomplished in line 44 by calling the
ShowInfo procedure.
The rest of the menus can be checked next. The example editor contains code to check for the Ed it menu but d oesn' t implement any Edit
menu commands. If you ad d Edit men u commands, don' t forget to
enable the Edit m enu itself w hen an activate event is received (in the
DoEvent procedure). If you have a menu specifi c to your editor,
you should check for it here, and do w ha tever is necessa ry for each
command .
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DoCiose
When the editor receives a Close command, it calls the DoClose procedure, shown in Listing 28-6.
Listing 28-6 The DoCiose procedure
1 : static Boolean DoClose(Boolean notRevert ,
rXXXXI-Iandle myXXXX)
2:
3:
PassMenu(fileMenu , closeitem,
4:
(ParentHandle)myXXXX) ;
5:
i f (V.lasAborted ()) {
return false ;
6:
7:
8 : else (
9:
Cl oseWindow ( ( *myXXXX) ->windPtr );
10 :
~hndRe tur n ( ( *myXXXX) - >windPtr) ;
11 :
SetTheCursor(arrowCursor) ;
12 :
13 :
i f (notRevert && ( ( *myXXXX) ->resWasntLoaded)
14 :
(( * ((* myXXXX )- >father) ) >windowType ! =
15 :
edit orWindow) )
16 :
ReleaseResource ((Handle ) ( *myXXXX) ->hXXXX) ;
17 :
18 :
if (notRevert)
19 :
Disposi-Iandle(( Handle)myXXXX) ;
20 :
return true ;
21 :
22 :

&&

DoClose's notRevert parameter specifies that DoCiose is not being
called from the revert processing code. If a rever t is in progress, it's
important not to dispose of the ParentRec since it will be needed by
Revert. The PassMenu procedure called in line 3 sends the Close command to any windows opened by the editor. Even if your editor doesn' t
open another editor or subeditor, you should still call PassMenu to
make sure a Resource lnfo window is closed if one was opened with the
Get Resource Info command. By the time control is returned to the
DoClose procedure from the PassMenu procedure, all the windows
opened by the editor will be closed. The WasAborted procedure is called
in line 5 to see if any of the v.rindows encountered an error and aborted
the close. If your editor encounters an error during its close processing,
it can set the abort flag by calling the Abort procedure.
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The CloseWindow Toolbox procedure called in line 9 will free all the
memory allocated to the window except the windowPtr itself. The windowPtr can be returned to ResEdit to be reused by calling WindReturn. Since
windows are non-reloca table blocks of memory, ResEdit tries to minimize
heap fragmentation by preallocati.ng the memory as high in the heap as
possible and reusing the windows whenever possible. If you've changed
the mouse pointer anywhere in your edjtor, it's a good idea to use the SetTheCursor procedure to restore the normaJ arrow pointer. This is also the
spot where you should delete any other data structures (including
menus) that were alloca ted in the EditBirth procedure.
It's important to release the resource that the editor was editing if
nothing was changed and no one else is using it. If you don' t do this,
the lo nger you use ResEdit, the more memory will be used up w ith
unchanged resources that you're done with. You do have to be careful,
though, because if another editor has a handle to the resource and you
release it, fireworks soon follow! Fortunately, lines 13 to 15 show you a
fairly easy way to tell if som eone else might be using the resource. This
cod e checks for three different situations in which the resource may be
in use. The resource won't be released if notRevert is false since the
revert processing code will be removing the resource after DoClose is
finished . The resWasntLoaded flag was set in the EditBirth procedure and
indicates whether the resource was in use before the editor started. It's
safe to assume that if your editor was started by another editor, the
other editor is probably using the resource. Line 14 checks this by looking into the ParentRec of the window that s tarted the editor to see
whether it's an editor. Another situation you might have to worry about
is whether the editor itself has changed the resource. Obviously, you
don' t want to throw out your own changes. Fortunately, the ReleaseResource Toolbox procedure won' t release the resource if it has been
changed (be sure to call the SetResChanged procedure whenever you
make a change).
As you can see in lines 8, 9, and 20, all that's left to do is dispose of the
PnrentHandle that was allocated in EditBirth and return true to indicate
the window was successfully closed. As was already mentioned, the
hadle isn't disposed if DoClose is called from the revert processing code.
IJllo

Tips for Writing an Editor
The following sections provide a collection of tips that should speed the
development time for your editor, reduce the bugs you encounter, and
make your editor more compatible with the rest of ResEdit.
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How to Add a Menu to Your Editor
Probably one of the first changes you' ll want to make to the example
editor is to add a menu. Adding a menu to an editor is very simple, so
we'll give you a brief run-through of the changes you'll need to make.
First, you'll need to define a constant to indicate what the resource ID
of your m enu will be. Don't forget to foJiow the rules outlined in Chapter 26 when you pick the resource ID for your menu. Next, you'll need
to add a field to the end of the rXXXXRec data structure to hold the
menu. Both of these changes are shown in the following code.
#defin e XXX~4enuiD 1600
typedef s t ruct rXXXXRec {
ParentHandle
father ;
Handl e
HenuHandle
} rXXXXRec ;

hXXXX ;
XXXX~l en u;

To initialize the menu, you'll need to add a couple of lines of code to
the EditBirth procedure.
( *myXXXX)->XXXXl4enu = GetNenu(XXXXMen u iD) ;
De t ac hReso urce ( (Handle ) (*my XX XX ) - >XXXXMen u) ;

The DetachResource Toolbox procedure removes the menu's handle
from the resource map, so you have your own copy that no one else can
interfere with. Be sure your menu is not purgeable or it may be removed
from memory when memory starts getting full. Now that the menu has
been loaded, you'll need to add it to the menu bar.
if (e v t->mod i f ier s & a ctiveFl ag ) {
Insertl-lenu( (*myXXXX ) ->XXXXNenu, 0 );
}

else {
Del eteMenu(XXXXMenuiD) ;
}

DrawMBarLater (false) ;

You add this code to the DoEvent procedure's activateEvt processing
code. The DrawMBarLater procedure helps avoid flashing the menu
bar each time a menu is inserted, deleted, enabled, or disabled by waiting until nothing else is going on to actually draw the menu bar. The
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code that follows takes care of removing and disposing of your handle
and should be added to the DoClose procedure.
DeleceMenu(XXXXMenuiD) ;
Dr awMBarLacer(false ) ;
DisposHandle( (Handle) (*myXXXX) ->XXXXt•!enu) ;

Don't forget to dispose of the handle since it was d etached in EditBirth. Finally, you've got the setup code out of the way and you can add
the code that really does something with your menu. You'll need to add
a new case to the end of your DoMenu procedure.
case XXXX1'1enuiD :
switch (i tem)
I * Implemenc the XXXX menu here . */
}

Of course, you'll have to add the appropriate code to implement your
menu, but that's the ftu1 part.

..,.

How to Use a Dialog for Your Window
In many cases, using a dialog simplifies the job of implementing an
editor. Why do the work yourself if you can let the Dialog Manager do it
for you? Many of ResEdit's editors use dialogs, including the 'DLOG',
'ALRT', 'WIND', 'itlO', 'itll ', 'BNDL', and 'pitt' editors. Unfortunately, you
can't just drop in a dialog and have it work for you. You'll have to make
changes in quite a fe"v places in the example code, but when you're
done, you'll have a much more complete editor. Remember, we're going
to show you here how to make a few changes to the example code to
make it display a dialog, but you' ll need to add a lot more code to actually get it to d o anything with that dialog.
The first order of business is to design the dialog. This is the most
important step. Take some time and think about the best layout. You can
use ResEdit's 'DITL' editor to help with the design. Of course, you' ll
find yourself changing it as your design progresses, but you'll be much
better off if you start from a solid base. The first addition you'll need to
make to the code w ill be a constant to specify the resource ID of the dialog you're going to use. You could use this constant for an ed itor with
ID 2500.
#define

myDLOGID

25000
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You'll use this ID in the call to the EditorWindSetup procedure in the
following way.
my\llindow = Edi torlvi ndSetup (myDLOGID, noCol or, 0 , 0,
\-lindowTitle, windowName,
~rue , ResEdiD() , dad) ;

There are two differences between this use of EditorWindSetup
and the original example code. The firs t difference is the use of the
myDLOGID constant, and the second is the use of 0 in place of the
wiltdowWidth and windowHeight constants. Specifying 0 for windowWidtlz
and windowHeight indicates that the size of the dialog found in the
'DLOG' resource should be used. The bulk of the changes are in the
DoEvent procedure. Listing 28-7 shows a whole new switch statement
that takes care of each type of event.
Listing 28-7 Decoding events in the DoEvent procedure
swi tch (evt->what) {
case mouseDown :
mousePoi n t = evt->where ;
GlobalToLocal (&mousePoint );
if (DialogSelec t( evt ,
& ( (DialogPtr ) {*myXXXX ) ->windPtr),
&theitem) l (
switch(theitem) {
/* Handle your buttons , user items , etc .
here . * I

break ;
case activateEvt :
Ab l eMenu (editMe nu , editNone) ;
i f (evt->modifiers & activeFlag)
I* Do activa t e processing here .

*I

}

else {

I* Do

deactiva~e

processing here . *I

}

I* Don' t care a bout the result . * /
Di a logSelect (evt , &tempDialogPtr , &itemHit) ;
b r eak ;
case updateEvt :
UpdtDialog ( (DialogPtr ) {*myXXXX) ->~;indPtr ,
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( (DialogPtr) ( *myXXXXl ->windPtr) ->visRgn) ;
break;
case keyDown:
if (DialogSelecc(evt, &tempDialogPtr , &itemH it))
I* Do any special key processing here . * I
b reak ;
case nu llEvent :
/ * Don ' t care abou t t h e resu lt . */
DialogSelect(evt , &tempDialogPtr , &itemHit) ;
break ;

In Listing 28-7 you can see that each type of event now makes a call to
the Dialog Manager to do some processing. It's probably not a good
idea to call the DialogSelect Toolbox procedure once instead of calling it
for each type of event, since you'll undoubtedly want to take different
actions for different types of events. For example, you probably don' t
want to do anything at all after calling DialogSelect for null and activate events. For mouseDown events, however, you'll want to do some
extra processing, depending on which dialog item was clicked. For example, if you have buttons in your window, you'll p erform whatever
action corresponds to the button that was clicked. It's important to note
that you can' t call DialogSelect for update events. Th.is is because ResEdit has already called the BeginUpdate Toolbox procedure and DialogSelect would call it again, leading to weird and unexpected results.
The only o ther change you'll need to make is in the DoClose procedure. You should change the call to CloseWindow to a call to CloseDialog instead. And that's it! If you put in these changes, you'll see a dialog
appear when you select one of your resources. Of course, the dialog
won't do much more than draw itself until you add more code, but
that's when the fun begins, right?

.,_

How to Use User Items in a Window
If you use a dialog to implement your editor, you' ll probably use at least
one useritem field. User items can be convenient, but you have to be
very careful w hen using them with ResEdit. To minimize heap fragmentation, the 'RSSC' resource containing your editor is unlocked at the end
of every event the editor processes. It's relocked before the editor is
called with the next event. Since it's possible that the resource mig ht
move to a different memory location between events, the pointer to the
procedure that handles your user item s may no longer be valid. Fortu-
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nately, it's easy to get around this problem-just reinstall your user item
handlers (u sing the GetDitem and SetDitem Toolbox procedures) at
the beginning of your DoEvent and DoMenu procedures, and everything
should work fine.
llJil>

Events: Who 's in Charge
ResEdit helps out by taking care of many of the events an applica tion
normally has to process. It can be pretty confusing, though, if you don't
know which ones ResEdit handles and which ones you're responsible for.
Tables 28-1,28-2, and 28-3 list each event type a nd who should handle it.
Table 28- l. Events Handled by ResEdit

Event Type
mo11seDown
in Desk
in Menu Bar
inSys Window
in Drag
inGoAway
au toKe-~;

Notes

Converted to a Close command
Turned into keyDown events

diskEv f
Table 28-2. Events Partially Handled by ResEdit

Event Type

Notes

key Down

ResEdit translates keys from the extended keyboard
to their equivalent on the smaller keyboard.
Command keys are sent to DoMenu, others are sent
to DoEvent.
ResEdit calls Begin Update and End Update for you.
MultiFinder suspend and resume events are
converted to normal activate and deactivate events
and sent to the DoEvent procedu re.

11pdnteEvt
npp4Evt

~
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Table 28-3. Events Your Editor Must Handle

Event Type

Notes

nu/IEvent
mouse Down
inContent
in Grow
inZoomln
inZoomOut
keyDown
updnteEvt
nctivnteEvt
All other events
~

Dou ble clicks are converted to Open Resource
commands.
TrackBox already called
TrackBox already called
Except as noted in Table 28-2
Draw only the contents of your window

Menus: Who's in Charge
As with events, menus are partially handled by ResEdit and partially
handled by your editor. ResEdit ha ndles the Apple a nd Window menus
and any m enu commands received while a desk accessory is the fron t
window. You have to handle the Resource and Edit menus completely
on your own. Table 28-4 shows the File menu commands you'll have to
hand le.
Table 28-4. File Menu Commands Your Editor Must Ha ndle

Commnnd

Notes

Close
Save

Handled completely by the Editor.
ResEd it saves the file, but each editor has to make sure its
resou rce is ready to save.
Handled completely by the Editor.
ResEd it sends a close to each editor.

Print
Quit
~

Don't Forget to Call SetResChanged
The only way ResEdit can know to save your resource is if you call the
SetResChanged procedure each time you make a change to the resource
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being edited . Be sure to use SetResChanged and not the ChangedResource Toolbox procedure .

..,

Saving Preference Information in the ResEdit
Preferences File
ResEdjt introduced a Preferences file in version 2.0. This file is kept in
the System Folder (or in the Preferences Folder under System 7). ResErut stores all kinds of preference iniormation in this file, and you can
store preference iniormation for your editor there, also. All you have to
do is package your preferences in a structure and add the handle to the
structure to the ResEdit Preferences file as a new resource. Your editor
can follow the strategy used by most of ResErut's editors by keeping its
preference iniormation in a reso urce of type 'PREP'. You should use the
same rules for picking your resource ID as you d o fo r any other resource you create (ten times the ID of your editor). In this way, you
won' t have to worry about someone else overwriting your preferences,
or vice versa.
We'll show you some code fragments for two procedures: one to write
your preferences, and one to read them . First you'll need to add a structure to define your preferences and a few types to define the resource
you' ll save your preferences in.
#define
#de!:ine
#defin e
typedef s truct

my Pre f sType
myPrefsiD
myPrefsName
Pre f sRec

' PREF'
1600
" \pXXXX editor "

short prefVersion ;
/* other prefs here */
} PrefsRec ;
cypedef PrefsRec
*PrefsP t r ;
*Prefs Ha ndle ;
cypedef PrefsPtr

Of course, you' ll want to add your own preferences to the PrefsRec
structure. It's a good idea to keep a preferences version so you'll be able
to make changes in future versions and still be compatible w ith older
versions of your preferences resource. You'll also need to add a preferences handle to the end of your rXXXXRec data structure.
You' ll need to initialize myPrefs in your EditBirth procedure by calling
the ReadMyPrefs procedure, shown in Listing 28-8.

llJlo
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Listing 28-8 The ReadMyPrefs procedure
1 : vo i d ReadMyP r efs (rXXXXHandl e myXXXX )
2 : Pre f sHand le myPrefs ;
3:
4 : myPrefs = (PrefsHandle)Get1NamedResou rce (myPrefsType ,
my PrefsName) ;
5:
6:
(*myXXXX)- >my Prefs = myP re f s ;
7 : i f ( (myPre f s==nil ) II (ResEr ror () !=noErr ) )
/* set u p the default preferences */
8:
{
9:
myPrefs = (PrefsHandle)NewHandle(sizeo f (PrefsRec)) ;
10 :
(* myPrefs ) ->pre f Version = 1 ;
11 :
/ * Fi l l in the other p referen ces here . * /
12 :
( *myXXXX) ->myPrefs = myPrefs ;
13 :
1-JriteMyPrefs (myXXXX);
14 :

15 :
16 :
17 :

e l se
DetachResource ( (Hand le) prefs) ;

The ReadMyPrefs procedure, shown in Listing 28-8, reads a preference resource from th e ResEdit P references file . Th e GetlNamedResource procedure called in line 4 is used to m ake sure the correct
resource is loaded-chances are small that someone else w ill pick the
same resource name for their preferences resource. It's OK to use GetlNamedResource here instead of REGetlNamedResource sin ce you
know the current resource file is set to the ResEdit Preferences file. If the
resource isn' t found, a prefsHandle is allocated and a default set of preferences are set up and written to the Preferences file (WriteMyPrefs is
shown in Listing 28-9). If the resource is found, it's d etached in line 16.
Be sure to d ispose of the preferences hand le in your DoClose procedure.
This code assumes you're still on version 1 of your preferences resource. If you've incremented your version number, you' ll need to convert old version resources to the new format in this procedure. You
should try to make sure your preferences are both forward- and backward-compatible. Whenever the user changes the preferences, you can
w rite them out by calling the WriteMyPrefs procedure, shown in Listing 28-9. As you can see from the listing, ResEdit makes w ri ting the
preferences p retty easy by providing the WritePreferences proced ure.
Listing 28-9 The WriteMyPrefs procedure
void \vritet-tyPrefs ( rXXXXHandle myXXXX )
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WritePreferences {myPrefsType , rnyPrefsiD , myPrefsNarne,
(Handle) (*myXXXX) ->myPrefs) ;

..,.

How to Implement the Edit Menu
If you're using a dialog for your window, you can use the code in Listing 28-10 to implement the Edit menu.
Listing 28-10 A simple edit menu
case edi t Henu : {
switch(item) {
case u ndo! tem :
Dol-ty Undo {myXXXX) ;
break ;
case cut i tem :
SaveUndoState(item , myXXXX) ;
DlgCut ( (DialogPtr) ( *myXXXX) - >wi ndPt r);
err= { OSErr)Ze ~oScrap( );
err= TEToScrap( );
II put it i n the scrap
brea k;
case c opyite m:
DlgCopy { (DialogPtr) ( *myXXXX) ->wi nd Pt r) ;
err= (OSErr ) ZeroScrap () ;
e rr= TEToScrap () ;
II p u t it in t h e scrap
break ;
case pasteitem :
SaveUndoState(i tem, myXXXX) ;
err = 'rEFromScrap () ;
II Get i t fr om t he scrap
DlgPaste( (DialogPtr ) (*myXXXX) ->VlindPtr) ;
brea k;
case c lear i tem :
SaveUndoState(item, myXXXX) ;
DlgDe l ete{(Di alogPtr) (*rnyXXXX) ->wi ndPtr);
break ;

Most of the procedures used in Listing 28-10 are Toolbox procedures,
but a couple are procedures yo u'll need to provide. If you want to
implement the Undo command, you'll have to provide the DoMyUndo
and SaveUndoState procedures. The next tip gives you some hints about
implementing undo.

..,.
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Implementing Undo
Undo has a reputation for being very difficult to implement, but this
doesn' t have to be the case. Depending on the complexity of your editor,
Undo might be fai rly easy to implement. The easiest way to implement
Undo is to save a copy of your resou rce before every change. Then all
you have to do for Undo is reinitialize you r editor from the saved copy
of your resource! Be sure to save the cunent resource before you restore
the saved resource so you can Redo the change if necessary. The user
will also appreciate it if you make sure the Edit menu accurately reflects
the action that w ill be performed when the Undo command is selected.
For example, you should dim the menu item if there's nothing to undo,
change the text to indicate wha t will be w1done (Undo Paste, for example), and change the text to Redo after they have undone a cha nge
(Redo Paste, for example). If you really wan t to do it right, you should
also save and restore the conten ts of the scrap (you won't find many
parts of ResEdit that do this).

liJiJ.

When Is Your Window Activated?
Don't assume your w indow is active just because its EditBirth procedure
is called. In fact, if the user opens two ed itors at the same time, one will
be active and the other will be inactive. If you don't watch ou t for situations like this, you'll end up with an inactive window that con tains an
active selection-a definite human interface no-no. Until you receive an
activate event, make sure Text Edit fields and List Manager lists are inactive and don' t insert your menus.

liJiJ.

How to Implement Fancier Printing
The default printing that most editors provide is sufficien t if the editor
w indow doesn't scroll or contain important informa tion that's hidden. If
fancier printing is important to you, you have a couple of options. The
PrintWindow procedu re takes a PicHnnd/e as a parameter. Usually, editors call PrintWindow with a nil paran1eter to indicate that a picture of
the contents of the editor's window should be printed. However, an editor can pass in any PicHand/e and it will be printed instead of the normal
picture. Unfortuna tely, most editors d on' t have a spare picture laying
around tha t they can print.
The other alternative for printing is to handle the whole job yourself,
just as you would in a normal applica tion. Apple's Macintosh Technical
Note number 161 thoroughly d escribes how to write a printing loop
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and includ es both C and Pascal code samples. You can call ResEdit's
PrintSetup procedure at the beginning of your print code to make sure
the Page Setup dialog has been filled in and to return a THPrint handle
for you. Other than that, you're on your o·w n .

..,.

Using Floating Windows
If you want to implement a really fancy editor, you might want to include floating palette windows. Floating windows can be convenient for
several reasons. The biggest advantage is that users can put them wherever they want. If your window is a bit too big for an SE screen, you
might want to remove a fixed palette and let the user move it out of the
way. ResEdit makes this easy by providing the FloatingWindowSetup
procedure. All your editor needs to do is set up the floating window in
EditBirth and check in DoEvent to see if the event occurred in the floating window. Once the floating window is set up, all the events that
occur in the floating window are passed to your main window. H ere's
how you can initialize the floating window in EditBirth.
myFvl = ( FloatingWi ndowHa nd l e )
NewHa nd l eClear (sizeof (FloatingWindowRec) ) ;
where . h = 0 ;
where . v = 0 ;
floatingl•lindow = Fl oa t ingl'iindowSetup (windiD , myFW ,
( ParentHandle}myDITL, where} ;
if (floatingWindow ==nil)
I* Take care o f errors here . * /
else
( *myXXXX ) ->floatingl'iindow = floatingi'ii ndow ;

The FloatingWindowRec structure is defined in the ResEd file. It's just
another variation of the ParentRec structure that includes a windowPtr to
identify the editor window that owns the floating wind ow. The first
parameter to FloatingWindowSetup is the resource ID of a 'WIND'
resource tha t defines the shape of your floating window. You'll need to
add a field to the XXXXRec structure to save the floating window's windowPtr. Be sure to check for a return value of nil from FloatingWindowSetup in case there wasn' t enough memory to allocate the window.
More detajJs about FloatingWindowSetup can be found in Chapter 29.
You can either do normal update event processing to draw your floating
vvindow, or you can install a window picture that the Window Manager
will u pdate for you. Here's how you ca n use a window picture.
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palettePi ct = GetPiccure( paletteiD) ;
n i l)
i f(palette Pict
I * Take care of e~rors here . */
else {
DecachResource(( Ha ndle)palet tePict) ;
Secvlind ow Pic( ("myXXXX) ->floatingWindO\v , paletcePicc );
}

Be sure you detach the handle to the picture. If you don't, you might
end up with two instan ces of your ed itor editing two different resources, and both using the same picture ha ndle. This is OK until one of
the editors is closed and releases the shared resource. You' ll need to
clean up the p alette when your editor receives a Close command. Here's
wha t you need to do.
Cl osel,lindow ( (*myXXXX ) ->floatinglflindow) ;
lvindReturn ( ( *myXXXX) ->floa t i ngWind ow );

That's it for maintaining the floating window. Now all you have to do
is make it work. You'll probably want to detect mouseDown events in
the floating window and take some appropriate action. Here's how you
can tell whether the mouse is in the main editor window or the fl oating
window.
mouseCode = Fi ndlflindow(event->wh ere , &wh i chWindow );
i f (\vh ichvlindow == (*myXXXX) ->floatingivindow)
I * Mouse is d own i n t he floating "'indo\., . * /

..,.

Using Pop-up Menus
ResEdit provides a couple of procedures tha t make imple m enting
pop-up menus a snap. In yom EditBirth procedure, you have to load
and detach the menu just as if you were going lo add it to the menu bar.
When you receive an update event for your window, just call DrawPopup to take care of drawing the current value of your menu . Whe n
you receive a mouseDown event in your pop-up menu, ca ll DoPopup
to take care of displaying the menu and tracking the mo use as the user
selects a new menu item . When your window is closed, you need to dispose of the handle to the menu. Tha t's all there is to it. The interfaces to
the DrawPopup and DoPopup procedures are discussed in Chapter 29.
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Using Color Palette Pop-up Menus
ResEd it provides a set of four procedures to m anage co lo r p alette
pop-up menus. These pop-up m enus are u sed by several editors,
including the 'MENU' editor and the 'DLOG' editor. The easiest way to
use color pop-up menus is to define user items in a dialog that will contain the color swatches. Using user item s lets you rely on the Dialog
Manager for much of the maintenance of your window- the use of user
items and dialogs was described in an earlier tip. You 'll need to call
InstallColorPalettePopup to initialize the pop-up in your EditBirth
proced ure and when you receive a Revert This Resource command or
an update event. When you receive a mouseDown event in o ne of your
color swa tches, you can show the pop-up menu and track the mouse
like this.
if Col orPalet t ePopupSe lect (\vi ndPt r , &i ternBox ,
&n e wCo l or , hasColorQd)
/ * Save t he new col or se l ected by t he user . * /
}

ColorPalettePopupSelect takes care of everything for you, including
displaying the pop-up menu and tracking the selected color in the color
sw atch . You should call DrawColorPopup from the draw procedure for
your color swatch user items. Call DeinstallColorPalettePopup from
your DoClose p rocedure when you're done with the color palette.

~

Summary
This chapter gives lots of details about how to write your own editor.
We take you step by step through the example code, and give you several tips and suggestions to help you write your editor. Now it's up to
you . Take the example code and get busy! In the next chapter we give
you details about all the procedures available in ResEdit for you to use.

29

The ResEd Interface

In this chapter w e describe all the procedures ResEdit provides for use
by your editor or picker. Because lots of procedures are available, we
group them by function so you can find the procedure you're looking
for. Since there are so many procedures, it may be difficult to know
whether ResEdit provides the service you want. If what you're doing is
done in other editors provided with ResEdit, chances are p retty good
that ResEdit has a procedure or two to help implement the fea ture. If
you follow the instructions and examples provided in Chapters 26, 27,
and 28, you should be pretty familiar with the procedures d escribed in
this chapter by the time you need to strike out on your own .

.,...

Constants and Structures
The first half of the ResEd file provides constant and structure definitions used by all editors and pickers. The first set of constants are used
with ResEdit's menus. Each menu (File, Edit, Resource, and View) has
three sets of constants: a set that represents the menu items themselves, a
set of masks to enable or disable each menu item, and a set of commonly
used mask combinations. In the DoMenu procedure, you'll use the constants that define the menu items (such as newFileltem or undoltem) in
the switch statement that decodes the menu command. You'll use the
mask combinations when you call the AbleMenu procedure in response
483
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to an activate or deactivate event. You' ll use the masks themselves if you
need to create a mask combination that isn't provided for you.
After the menu constants, you'll find a lot of constant definitions for
strings you might want to use. There are strings containing the text from
the Resource menu, several error strings, and various other strings. You
can access any of these strings w ith either the CetNamedStr or GetStr
procedure. Following the definition of these constants are the structures
used by all editors and pickers. This is where you'll find the PickRec and
ParentRec stmcture that each picker and editor must use. You'll also find
a few other stmctures that are described with the procedures that use
them .

..,_

ResEd Procedures

.,..

Window Utilities
pascal Boolean AlreadyOp e n( String Pt r wi n dowTitle ,
StringPtr windowName, ParentHandle pa r ent) ;

The AlreadyOpen procedure should be used to make sure an editor
or picker window is not opened twice for the same resource or resource
type. You normally won't need to call this procedure because it's called
for you by EditorWindSetup and PickerWindSetup. If a window is already open, AlreadyOpen activates it and returns true. AlreadyOpen
uses the windowTitle and windowName parameters (described with the
EditorWindSetup procedure) to identify the window.
pascal ltii ndov:P tr Edi torl'iind Setup (short dlogiD ,
Color'Iype colorKind, short wid t:h,
sh ort h eight , StringPtr v:indowTi tl e ,
StringPtr 111indov1Name , Boolean addFrorn,
sh ort windov:Ki nd . ParentHandle paren t) ;

EditorWindSetup is used by almost every editor to set up its window.
It takes care of most of the details necessary to get an editor started. The
use of this procedure is described in Chapter 28. The dlogiD parameter
allows you to specify the resource ID of a 'DLOG' resource to use for
your window. The "Tips" section of Chapter 28 shows you how to use a
'DLOG' with your editor. The colorKind parameter determines w hether a
color or black-and-white ·w indow is created. It can contain the values
noColor, canColor, or requiresColor. If you specify requiresColor and color
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QuickDraw isn't available, EditorWindSetup displays an error message and returns a nil pointer. If your editor can make use of color but
doesn't require color, you should specify canColor. The width and height
parameters determine the size of the window that's created. If you want
to use the size specified in the 'DLOG' resource, set width and height to
zero. The windowTitle and windowName parameters should contain the
same string set to something like "XXXX id = 300". The addFrom boolean
determines whether the "from FileName" string is added to windowTitle
and windowName. Editors should always set addFrom to true. The windowKind parameter should be set to the resource ID of the editor (you
can get this ID by calling ResEdiD). And, finally, the parent parameter is
the ParentHandle of the window that opened the editor (the same as the
dad parameter to EditBirth). If a window can't be allocated, EditorWindSetup returns nil and the EditBirth procedure should be aborted.

pascal

~hndowPtr

Fl oatingl'lindowSetup ( short \•HNDI D ,
Fl oatingWindowHand l e fw , Parent Handle owner ,
Poi n t vrher e) ;

FloatingWindowSetup is used to allocate a floating palette window,
which can be attached to any editor's window. ResEdit takes care of
hiding and showing the window when it's activated or deactivated.
WINDID is the resource ID of a 'WIND' resource that d efines the floating window. The fw parameter is a handle to a Floating WindowRec that
will be filled in by FloatingWindowSetup. Before FloatingWindowSetup is called, fw should be allocated by calling the NewHandleClear
Toolbox procedure. The owner parameter specifies the ParentHandle of
the window that owns the floating window and will process its events.
The where parameter specifies the location, in global coordinates, of the
top left corner of the floating window. If where.h and where.v are both 0,
the floating vvindow is placed near the owning window. When your editor receives an event, it should check to see which window received the
event and process it accordingly. Chapter 28 shows you how to use
floating palette windows.
pasca l void Ge ti'JindowTitl e ( St r i ngPtr wi ndowTi tl e ,
St ring Pt r '.-.ri ndowName , Boolean addFrom,
Pa r e n t Handl e parent) ;

The GetWindowTitle procedure sets up the strings that are used for a
window's name (in the ParentRec data structure) and title (in the Win-
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dowRecord data structure). Normally, pickers won't need to call GetWindowTitle since the DoPickBirth and PicklnfoUp procedures take care
of setting up the window's name and title. For editors, this procedure is
called for you by the EditorWindSetup procedure, so you'll only need
to use it in your editor's DolnfoUpdate procedure. When you call
GetWindowTitle, the strings should be set up just as they are when you
call EditorWindSetup. The addFrom parameter determines whether
"from FileName" is appended to each string. Editors should always set
addFrom to true. The parent parameter should be the ParentHandle of the
window that opened the editor.
pascal Wi ndowPtr PickerWindSetup(Col orType colorKind ,
Boolean showTheWindow , s hort width,
shor t height , StringPtr wi ndowTitle,
short ..... i ndowKi nd, ParentHa ndle paren t) ;

PickerWindSetup takes care of almost everything necessary to set up
a window for a picker. You usually won't need to call this procedure
since it's called for you by the DoPickBirth procedure. The colorKind
parameter determines whether a color window is allocated. You can
find more information about colorKind with the description of DoPickBirth. The showTheWindow parameter indicates whether the window
should be displayed after it's initialized. The width and height parameters define the size of the window that will be allocated. The windowTitle
parameter should contain the resource type with an s appended
(MENUs, for example). The "from a File" string will be added for you,
so the window title will be something like "MENUs from a File." The
windowKind parameter should contain the resource ID of the picker. This
resource ID is used to access the 'LDEF' (list definition procedure that's
used to draw the items in the list). The last parameter, parent, should
contain the ParentHandle of the window that opened the picker. PickerWindSetup returns nil if the window couldn't be allocated or a picker
for the resource type is already open.
pasca l void SetETitle(Handle h, St ringPtr str);

SetETitle (Set Editor Title) appends the resource ID and name of the h
parameter to the string specified in the str parameter. For example, calling SetETitle with a handle to a resource with ID 128 and name
"Spaghetti" would append "'Spaghetti" ID = 128' to the contents of the
str parameter. You should use the SetETitle procedure to create your
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window's name and title before you call EditorWindSetup or GetWindowTitle.
pascal 1-li nd m.,Pt r \•li ndA l loc (voi d) ;

WindAlloc allocates memory for a color or black-and-white window.
Normally, you won't need to use WindAlloc since window allocation is
taken care of by EditorWindSetup and PickerWindSetup . ResEdit attempts to avoid heap fragmentation by keeping the window records as
low in memory as possible. Pointers allocated with WindAlloc should
be returned by calling WindRetum instead of DisposPtr.
pasca l void WindRetu rn(WindowPt r w) ;

WindReturn should be used to free w indow pointers allocated by
WindAlloc, EditorWindSetup, PickerWindSetup, or FloatingWindowSetup . Using WindReturn instead of DisposPtr helps ResEdit better
manage its use of m emory and avoid heap fragmentation.
~

Extended Resource Manager
The extended Resource Manager calls should always be used instead of
the corresponsing Toolbox procedures. Unless otherwise noted, the only
difference between ResEdit's resource calls and the Toolbox equivalents
is that ResEdit's versions take a resource file as a parameter. Since the
current resource file is always set to the ResEdit Preferences fi le, you
need to be able to access resources from the file being edited by specifying the resource file.
pasca l Boolean RE.Z\ddNewRes(short resFile , Hand l e hNew ,
ResType t , s hor t i dNew , con st Str255 s) ;

REAddNewRes adds the handle hNew to the current resource file.
The resource is given type t, 10 idNew, and name s. The only differences
between REAddNewRes and the AddResource Toolbox procedure are
that REAddNewRes takes the resource file as a parameter, displays an
alert if an error occurs, and returns a boolean to indicate whether the
addition was successful. If the new resource was added successfully,
true is returned.
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pa scal void REAddResou rce(short resFile , Ha ndle t heResource ,
Res~ype theType , short theiD , const Str255
name );

REAddResource is the same as the AddResource Toolbox procedure,
except that it takes the resource file as a parameter.
pascal s hort REBeautifu lUn i queli D( s hort resFi le ,
ResType 1-Jhi c hType) ;

REBeautifulUniqueliD returns a new resource 10 that is guaranteed
to be w1ique within the specified resource file. REBeautifulUniqueliD
differs from the UniqueliD Toolbox procedure in the way it calculates the new 10. REBeautifulUniqueliD returns the first available 10
greater than 128, w hereas UniqueliD returns a random 10 grea ter
than 0.
pascal s hort RECou ntlResources(short resFile ,
ResType cheTy pe) ;

RECountlResources is the sam e as the CountlResource Toolbox
pro-cedure, except that it takes the resource file as a parameter.
pascal shore RECountlTypes(short resFi l e) ;

RECountlTypes is the same as the CountlTypes Toolbox procedure,
except that it takes the resource file as a parameter.
pasca l Handle REGetlindResource(shorc resFl.le ,
ResType theType, short index) ;

REGetllndResource is nea rly id entical to the GetllndResource
Toolbox procedure. The differences are that REGetllndResource takes a
resource file as a parameter and, if the resource isn' t found, sets the
resErr low memo ry global to resNotFound as w ell as returning a nil
handle.
pascal void REGeclindType(short resFile ,
ResType *theType, short index) ;

REGetllndType is the same as the GetllndType Toolbox procedure,
except that it takes the resource file as a parameter.
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p asc a l Hand l e REGe t l NamedResource (s h ort resFile ,
ResType t heType , con st Str2 5 5 name ) ;

REGetlNamedResource is the same as the GetlNamedResource
Toolbox procedure, except that it takes the resource file as a parameter.
pasca l Handle REGetl.Resou rce(short resFi l e , ResType theTy pe ,
short the i D) ;

REGetlResource is nearly identical to the GetlResource Toolbox
pro-cedure. As with REGetllndResource, the only difference is that
REGetlResource sets the resErr low memory global if the resource isn't
found and takes the resource file as a parameter.
pasca l Hand le REGetl ResourceSpecial( s h o r t resFi l e ,
ResType theType , s h ort I D,
Bool ean *i"asLoad e d, short *err or) ;

REGetlResourceSpecial is similar to the REGetlResource procedure,
except it returns a boolean to indicate whether the resource was in use
or not. Whenever you're loading a resource from a file opened by the
user, you should u se REGetlResourceSpecial instead of REGenResource or GetlResource. The wasLoaded parameter returns true if the
resource was already in memory, belongs to ResEdit or the System file,
and wasn't purgeable, or if the resource is in use by another ResEdit editor. If wasLoaded is returned true, the caller should never use the
Re-leaseResource Toolbox procedure to release the resource.
pascal Han dle RENevlUn i queRes (short r esFi le , long s,
ResType t) ;

RENewUniqueRes adds a resource with s bytes and resource type t
to the specified resource file. The new resource is assigned a unique
resource 10 by calling REBeautifulUniqueliD. A handle to the new
resource is returned. A nil handle is returned if the resource couldn't be
added.
pasca l void RERemoveAnyResou r ce (s h or t resFi l e ,
Handle theRes) ;

RERemoveAnyResource is similar to the RmveResource Toolbox
procedure. The only difference is that RERemoveAnyResource w ill

/
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allow a resource to be removed even if the resProtected resource attribute
is set. RERemoveAnyResource should always be used in place of
RmveResource. You should use this procedure in your editor if RevertThisResource indicates the resource should be removed because it was
newly added since the file was opened or saved.
pascal Boolean Reve rtThisResou rce(ParentHand le parent ,
Handle theRes) ;

RevertThisResource restores the resource theRes to its state when the
file was opened or la st saved. The parent parameter should be the
ParentHandle of the "'rindow that owns the resource being reverted (for
example, an editor would pass its ParentHand). If the revert is successful,
RevertThisResource returns tnte. If the resource didn't exist in the file at
the time of the last save (it w as recently created), RevertThis
Resource returns false and the caller should remove the resource (using
RERemoveAnyResource). If the caller is a11 editor and false is returned,
the editor should remove the resource and close its window just as if it
had received a Close command. RevertThisResource automatically calls
PassMenu with a Close command to make sure any windows opened by
the caller are closed since they probably have an out-of-da te copy of the
resource. If the resource hasn' t been changed, RevertThisResource does
nothing and returns true.
~

Routines Used by Pickers
pasca l s hor t Defau ltLiscCel l Si ze( void) ;

DefaultListCellSize returns the height (in pixels) of a standard row in
a picker window (ascent plus descent plus leading of the application
font). You normally won't use this procedure since DoPickBirth takes
care of calculating your window size for you. This value is usehtl if
you're implementing a picker that displays the resource information as
rows of text.
p asca l Boolean DoPick Bi rth (Co l orTyp e colorKi nd ,
Bo ol e an bui l d Lis t,
Picke r Typ e vlh i ch ,
shor t p i c kerRes i d, Pic kHa nd l e p ick) ;

DoPickBirth takes care of most initializa tion for a picker. The
color-Kind parameter determines whether a color or black-and-whi te
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window is created. It can contain the values naCo/or, canColor, or
requiresColor. If you specify requiresColor and color QuickDraw isn't
available, the default picker is started and false is returned. If your
picker can make use of color, but doesn' t require color, you should specify canColor. If buildList is true, a List Manager list of resources will be
created . The which parameter determines the size of the window created
and the type of list it contains. The possible values are textOnlyPicker
(for the default type of resource list that shows the resource IDs and
names of the resources), graphicallDPicker (for graphical resources such
as 'PAT#' that use one-column lists), and graphical2DPicker (for graphical
re-sources such as 'ICON' that use two-dimensional lists). The resource
ID of the picker itself is specified in the pickerResld parameter. Pick is the
handle to the pickers PickRec structure. You must initialize the fath er,
rType, viewBy, cell Size, ldefi'ype, min Window Width, and min WindowHeight
fields before calling DoPickBirth. Chapter 27 shows more details abou t
the use of DoPickBirth.
pasca l v oid DrawLDEF ( shor t message , Boolean l Select ,
cans t Rec t *lRect , Ha n d l e t h e Res , short i d,
St ri ng Ptr title , short maxH , short maxV ,
DrawResProcPtr DrawResource , ListHandle l h);

DrawLDEF is a procedure shared by every picker that displays a list of
graphical elements (icons, patterns, etc.). DrawLDEF should be called
from your picker's 'LDEF' (list definition procedure). The "List Manager"
chapter of Inside Macintosh, Volume IV explains in detail how to use list
definition procedures, and DrawLDEF's use is described in some detail
in Chapter 27. The message, /Select, and lRect parameters are the same as
the first three parameters of your list definition procedure. If the title
parameter is an empty string, the id is converted to a string and used as
the title (the title is drawn under the graphic element). The maxH and
maxV parameters specify the size of the graphical part of the cell. This
size is used when placing the title text. The DrawResource parameter is a
pointer to a procedure that draws the graphical part of the cell. It should
have an interface like this.
pascal vo i d DrawResou rce (Rect l Rect , Handle theRes)
pascal void GrowMyvlindow (s h ort mi nlvidth , s h ort minHe i g h t ,
Wi ndowPtr windPtr , List Ha n d l e l h );
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GrowMyWindow should be called when the user clicks in the size
box of a picker's window. You normally won't need to call GrowMyWindow because it's called for you b y PickEvent. GrowMyWindow
resizes and redraws the window and list. The list is modified to make
sure the maximum number of rows and columns are displayed without
requiring horizontal scrolling.
pascal v oi d PickEven t(Even t Record *evt, PickHandle p ick) ;

PickEvent handles events for pickers. It's usually mmecessary to do
anything in your picker's DoEvent procedure except call PickEvent.
pascal void PickinfoUp(short oldi D, s hort newiD ,
PickHandle pick) ;

PicklnfoUp should be called from your picker's DolnfoUpdate
procedure. Normally calling PicklnfoUp satisifies all the requirements
of the DolnfoUpdate procedure.
p ascal voi d PickMen u (short menu, s h ort i tem,
PickHand l e p ic k );

PickMenu handles menu commands for pickers. Unless your picker
has its own menu, PickMenu takes care of all menu commands for you .
pascal s hort PickStdHeight(void) ;

PickStdHeight returns the picker height (in pixels) set in the ResEdit
Preferences dialog. You should never need to use this procedure since
the window size is set up for you by DoPickBirth.
pasca l s h ort PickStdW i dth(vo i d) ;

PickStdWidth returns the picker width (in pixels) set in the ResEdit
Preferences dialog. You should never need to call this procedure since
the window size is set up for you by DoPickBirth .

..,..

Routines Used by Editors
pascal Bool ean Cl oseNoSave (void );
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CloseNoSave returns true if it's OK for an editor to throw away its
changes when it receives a Close command. It's especially important to
call CloseNoSave if it's possible for your editor to detect an error during the normal Close processing. You wouldn't want an error alert to
pop up right after the user has clicked the No button in the Save dialog!
CloseNoSave re turns true when a file is being closed but not saved and
when a resource is being reverted or deleted from a picker.
pascal Boolean NeedToReve r t (1/JindowP tr
Hand l e theRes) ;

my~·Ji n dow,

The NeedToRevert procedure should be called in response to a Revert
This Resource command. If myWindow is the front window and the
resource specified by theRes has changed, NeedToRevert displays an
alert to verify that the user rea lly wants to discard changes to the
resource. A result of true is returned only if the user OKs the revert.
p asca l void NoDoubl eC l icksHere(vo i d) ;

NoDoubleClicksHere is useful in editors that have only part of their
window in which it makes sense to con vert double clicks into Open
comma nds. For example, in the 'DLOG' editor, a double click in the
mini-screen should open the associated 'DITL' resource, but a double
click in the Top fi eld should select the number. Normally, ResEd it converts a d ouble click into an Open command from the Resource menu. In
the 'DLOG' editor's case, this would only make sense if the d ouble click
were inside the mini-screen- o th er w ise the d ouble click should b e
passed on to the DialogSelect Toolbox procedure. An editor can get
around this by checking the location of the click on each mouseDown
event. If the click is outside the area where an Open command makes
sense, calling NoDoubleClicksHere will make sure the double click is
handled correctly.
pascal void SetResChanged( Handle h) ;

SetResChanged should be ca lled whenever you've ch anged the
resource h. SetResChanged should always be called instead of the
ChangedResource Toolbox p rocedure.
pa s cal Bool ea n WasitLoaded(voidl ;
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WasltLoaded should be called in the EditBirth procedure of every
editor. The return value should be saved in the ParentRec structure so it
can be checked later, w hen the editor receives a close command. WasHLoaded returns true if the resource was in use by ResEdit or the System
before it was opened for editing. If WasltLoaded rehuns true, you must
be careful to never release the resource.

Ill-

Starting Editors and Pic kers
pascal void GiveEBi rth{Handle resHandle , PickHandle pic k ) ;

GiveEBirth is used to start an editor for a particular resource. Calling
this procedure is effectively the same as calling the appropriate editor 's
EditBirth procedure. Control ·w on' t return to the calling editor or picker
until the new editor 's EditBirth procedure has been completed. The
resHandle parameter should be a handle to a resource-be sure no t to
use a handle that's not really a resource. The pick parameter is a handle
to a ParentRec struchtre. It's OK to ca ll this procedure from an editor
instead of a picker as long as the editor 's ParentRec includes the rType
and rSize fields normally found in a PickRec. These fields must be in the
appropriate place in the ParentRec structure (the sam e place they're
fotmd in the PickRec) and must be initialized with the resource type of
the resource being edited (for rType ) and the default size of a new
resource of that type (for rSize).
Normally, GiveEBirth looks for a custom editor to edit the resource. If
one isn't found, it looks for a template to use with the resource. As a last
resort, the hexadecimal editor is used . This scenario changes depend ing
on the modifier keys held down when the last event was received. If the
Option and Command keys were both held down, a dialog is displayed
to ask the user which template they w ould like to use to edit the resource (the same as selecting Open Using Template from the Resource
menu). If a template exists for the resource, it's used as the default in the
dialog. If the Option key is held down, the hexadecimal editor is opened
(the same as selecting Open Using Hex Editor from the Resource menu).
The editor that's started can also be changed using an 'RMAP' resource
as described in Chapter 25.

pascal void GiveSubEBirth( Handl e resHandle ,
PickHandle p i ck ) ;
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GiveSubEBirth starts a subeditor with the specified handle. This procedure is similar to GiveEBirth, except that it starts only the subeditor
for the specified resource-it never starts the template or hexadecimal
editor. Since subeditors are really part of the main editor, it's OK to pass
a normal ha ndle rather than a resource in the resHnndle parameter.
You' re guaranteed that only the m ain editor and the subeditor will use
the contents of this handle, so you can define it to contain anything you
want. Remember, the real difference between a normal editor and a
subeditor is that a normal editor's resource name begins with an@ character, and a subeditor 's resource name begins with a$ character.
pascal vo id Gi veTh is EBi rth( Ha ndle resHandle,
Pic kHandle pick , ResType o penThisType) ;

GiveThisEBirth is similar to GiveEBirth, except the caller can specify
the resource type to use. This way you can have more control over how
an editor is chosen for the resource. The modifier keys are also ignored
by this procedure (hold ing down the Option or Command key will no t
affect which type of editor is opened). No matter what type of resource
is passed in the resHandle parameter, it's treated as if it were a resource
of type openThisType. As with GiveEBirth, ResEdit tries to use a custom editor first, a template second, and the hexadecimal editor as a last
resort.
~

Sending Events and Menu Commands
p ascal void Cal l DoEv e nt (Even tRecord *ev t ,
Wi ndowPt r theWi ndow ) ;

With the CallDoEvent procedure you can send an event to any
window. You'll probably never need to use this procedure. One possible
use is described with the discussion of the PassEvent procedure.
pascal void CallinfoUpdate (shorc oldiD , s hore newi D,
long object , shore id) ;

The CalllnfoUpdate procedure calls the specified window's DoInfoUpdate procedure. The w indow is specified by its ParentHandle
(object) and the resource ID of the editor or picker that owns the window
(id). When the user makes a change in an info window (displayed with
the Get Resource Info command on the Resource m enu), it's important
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to make sure all windows displaying the information that was changed
get a chance to update themselves. The info window facilitates this by
calling the DolnfoUpdate procedure of the w indow that opened it.
An editor should make sure it keeps the information flow ing by
calling CalllnfoUpdate to pass the information on to the window that
opened it. An editor can pass on the info update conunand by using the
following code.
Cal li n fo Update {oldi D, ne wi D,
(long ) {*myObj) - >fa t h er ,
{* {*myOb j ) ->fa t h er ) ->vli nd ->windovlk ind) ;

pasca l v oid PassEve nt{ EventRecord *evt ,
Pa r e n t Handl e parent ) ;

The PassEvent procedure is u sed to send events to any windows
opened by the window that owns the parent p arameter. You' ll rarely
need to use this procedure. One use of this procedure would be to
implement a cheap version of inter-editor communication using appl
events. If you have an editor that opens subeditors, you might want to
send them information. You could d o this by using PassEvent to send
them an appl event. The message field of the evt record could be used to
hold whatever information you want to send to the subeditor. If you
need to send information from the subeditor to the editor, you can use
the CallDoEvent procedure.
pascal v oid PassMenu(s hort menu , short item ,
ParentHa ndle pa r e n t ) ;

P assMenu is similar to PassEvent, except it passes on m enu
com-mands. For example, if your editor opens two subeditor w indows
and a resource info window, PassMenu sends a menu command to all
three windows. PassMenu should be used to pass along any menu command that can affect more than one window. For the standard ResEdit
menus, this includes the Save and Close commands. If your editor has
opened o ther windows, it's important that they be closed before your
editor is closed. If they aren' t closed, the linked list of ParentHandles will
be broken .
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Miscellaneous Utilit ies
pascal voi d Abort(void) ;

The Abort p rocedure can be u sed to abo rt Close, Q uit, or Save
comma nds. You can find out if a n operatio n was aborted by calling
WasAborted.
pascal void Abl eMenu(short menu , long enable) ;

AbleMenu is a shortcut way to set the enable flags for an entire menu
at once. For example, to enable every item on the File menu, you could
call AbleMenu w ith the enable parameter set to fileAll. The ResEd file
contains constants for many common combinations of enabled and disabled items for the File, Edit, Resource, and View menus. The men u
parameter specifies the ID of the menu to be enabled, and enable specifies the enable flags for each menu item and the menu itself.
pasca l vo i d BubbleUp (Ha ndle) ;

BubbleUp is ResEdit's version of the MoveHHi Toolbox procedure.
BubbleUp should al·ways be used in place of M oveHHi to mak e sure
the hea p zone is set up correctly. It's a good idea to ca ll BubbleUp
before you lock a handle if it will be locked for a long time. BubbleUp
may have to m ove large chunks of memory around and could, therefore, be very slow.
pascal vo i d Cen terDia l og( ResTy pe t heType , s hor t d ialog ) ;

CenterDialog loads a d ialog or alert into mem ory and centers its
boundsRect. The caller can then call GetNewDialog, Alert, CautionAlert, NoteAlert, or StopAlert to use the centered dialog or alert. You
should always call CenterDialog before you display a dialog or alert so
it appears w here the user expects it. The theType parameter specifies
whether a 'DLOG' or 'ALRT' resource should be loaded, and the dialog
param eter specifies the ID of the d ialog or alert resource. The dialog or
alert is centered on the same screen that contains the current port. If the
dia log or alert has an associated color table ('dctb' or 'actb'), it's centered
on the screen that ca n show the most colors and contains any portion of
the current port. If the d ialog or alert d oesn' t contain color and the last
command was selected from a m enu, the d ialog is centered on the
screen with the menu bar.
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pascal Boolean Chec kError ( s h ort err, short msgiD) ;

CheckError displays an error alert and returns false if the err
para-meter is not 0. If err is 0, true is returned . CheckError has built-in
error messages for many different errors. If the err isn't one of these
built-in errors, the message specified by msgiD is displayed. msgiD
should be an index into the 'STR#' resource in ResEdit named "Misc.". If
msg.TD is 0, the default message "1/0 Error. [#]" is displayed. The actual
error number (err) is always displayed in square brackets at the end of
the error message. If msg.TD is negative, it's assumed to be an index into
the 'STR#' resource with 10 128. This resource is gua ranteed to be available in memory (it's preloaded when ResEdit starts) and should be used
only for serious, tmrecoverable errors.
pascal Bool e an Choosei c on ( Paren t Handl e p a r e nt,
s hort * IconResiD , IconTyp e * I conKi nd ,
s hort dia l ogi D ) ;

Chooselcon can be used by an editor to display a dialog allowing the
user to select an icon. parent is the editor's ParentHandle . .lconResiD is the
resource ID of the initially selected icon. If there's no initial selection,
pass an unused resource ID (call ReBeautifulUniqueliD to get an tmused ID). The IconKind parameter can be either onlyl con or onlyICNPound-other values are used by the 'MENU' editor and aren't useful
for other editors. The dialogiD parameter is the resource ID of the dialog
that should be used. You should either use one of the existing dialogs
from ResEdit or make a copy of an existing dialog and make small
changes. Don' t delete or renumber an y of the first nine dialog items-if
you don't wan t to use all the items, you can make them invisible by
moving them outside of the window bounds.
pascal Boolean Co lorAvai l abl e (Boo l ean needColorQD);

ColorAvailable returns true if Color QuickDraw is available and false
otherwise. If needColorQD is true and Color QuickDraw isn't available,
an error al ert is displayed. Remember, just because color QuickDraw is
available doesn' t mean a color or gray-scale monitor is attached.
pascal voi d ConcatStr ( Strin gPtr strl, St r i ngPtr str2 );
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ConcatStr concatenates two strings by adding str2 to the end of strl.
No length checking is d one, so make sure the total length of the two
strings is less than 255 characters before you call ConcatStr.
pasca l short Di splayAlert(AlertType which, s ho rt i d) ;

DisplayAlert d isplays an alert with resource ID id. The which parameter indicates the kind of alert that should be displayed. Possible values are shown in Table 29-1.

Table 29-1. Types of Alerts
Alert Type

Action

displayTheAlert
d isplayStopAlert
displayNoteAlert
displayCautionAiert
displayYNAlert
displayYNCAlert

Normal alert using Alert procedure
Stop alert using StopAlert procedure
Note alert using NoteAlert procedure
Caution alert using CautionAlert procedure
Yes, No alert using CautionAlert procedure
Yes, No, Cancel alert using CautionAlert
procedure
Yes, No, Cancel alert using StopAlert procedure

displayYNCStopAlert

The last three alerts in Table 29-1 assume the alert contains either Yes
and No or Yes, No, and Cancel buttons. Filtering is provided to make
the standard keys work with the alert. Typing the Y, N, or C key is the
same as clicking the button starting with the same letter. The Return and
Enter keys are equivalent to clicking the Yes button, and pressing the
Escape key or Command-period is the same as clicking the Cancel
button.
pascal Boo lean Disp l aySTRA ler t (AlertType whic h ,
String Ptr STRName , short STRi n dex) ;

This procedure is similar to Display Alert, except you specify a string
rather than an 'A LRT' resource ID. ResEdit has a built-in 'ALRT'
resource w hich is used to display almost all of its alerts-the appropriate text is simply substituted into the alert before it's displayed. The
which parameter specifies the type of alert to display, as shown in Table
29-1. DisplayStrAlert d oesn' t support either of the Yes, No, Cancel
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alerts. The strNnrne parameter specifies the name of an 'STR#' resource
in ResEdit (or the ResEdit Preferences fil e) that con tains the string.
STRindex is the iJldex into the 'STR#' resource. True is returned if the OK
or Yes button is clicked.
pascal void Dra\'IHBarLater(Boolean forceitNow );

DrawMBarLater sets a flag to indica te that the menu bar should be
drawn at the next opportunity. You should always call DrawMBarLater
instea d of the DrawMenuBar Toolbox procedure so the menu bar
doesn't flash. When an editor or picker is activated, it often needs to
change the state of several menus as well as add its own menus to the
menu bar. If each of these changes drew the menu bar, it would flash
annoyingly. DrawMBarLater remembers that the menu bar needs to be
drawn but doesn't actually draw it until there are no other events v,raiting to be processed. In some special circumstances (such as when the
'MENU' editor pu ts its fake menu on the menu bar), you might need to
force the menu bar to be drawn immediately instead of waiting rmtil
later. You can do this by setting force!fNow to true. Calling DrawMBarLater with forceltNow se t to true is not the same as ca lling Draw MenuBar, because DrawMBarLater also clears any other pending menu
bar updates.
pascal ftiindowPtr Find01-merWindow (Handle theRe s) ;

FindOwnerWindow returns a pointer to the window that's editing the
resource specified by theRes. If no editor is using the resource, nil is
returned. FindOwnerWindow should be used by editors that can edit
more than one resou rce. Ed itors must be very careful not to make
changes to a resource that might be in use by another editor, so before
releasing or editing a resource, other than the one passed to EditBirth,
call FindOwnerWindow.
pascal void FixHand(long s , Handle h) ;

FixHand makes sure the resource h contains s bytes, shrinking or
growing it as necessary. If the resource is grown, the extra bytes are
filled with zeros.
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pascal void FlashDialogitem(DialogPtr dp , s h ort item);

FlashDialogltem briefly highlights the control with item number item
in dialog dp. When a key (such as Return or Enter) is used as a shortcut
for clicking a button, FlashDialogltem should be used to "flash" the
button when the shortcut key is pressed so the user knows which button was selected.
pascal void FrameDialogitem ( DialogPtr dp , short iLem) ;

FrameDialogltem draws a three-pixel border around a button in a
d ia log to show that it's the defa ult button. If the 'item is dim (not
enabled), a dim frame (gray) is d rawn. FrameDialogltem should be
called from a dialog's fiJter procedure w hen an update even t is received.
pascal void GetNamedStr(short index, const StringPtr
Stri ngPtr str) ;

~arne ,

GetNamedStr returns a string from a n 'STR#' resource . name is the
resource name of the 'STR#' resource, and index indicates which string
should be returned. (The first string in an 'STR#' resource has an index
ofl.)
pascal pQuickDrawVars GetQuickDrawVars(void) ;

GetQuickDrawVars returns a pointer to a structure containing the
normal QuickDraw variables (such as thePort, screenBits, a nd dkGray) .
Editors and pickers don't normally have access to the QuickDraw variables because they reside in stand-alone resources and register AS isn' t
set up correctly (the same reason they can' t have global variables).
pascal Rect GetScreen Rect(Boolean roomForicons ,
WindowPtr wind) ;

GetScreenRect returns the size of the screen that co ntains the
majority of the specified window. If the window is on the main screen
(the one with the menubar), the size re turned doesn't include the menu
bar. If the screen containing the window is large (larger than 400 by
600), is the main screen, and roomForlcons is true, approximately 50 is
subtracted from the right side of the rectangle to leave room to see icons
on the desktop.
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pascal void GetStr(short index , s hort res !D, String Pt r str);

GetStr is similar to GetNamedStr, except it looks up the 'STR#'
resource by resource ID rather than by resource name.
pascal Bool ean HandleCheck( Ha ndle h , shore msg!D) ;

HandleCheck can be called after loading a resource. It displays an
error alert and returns false if the ResError Toolbox procedure returns a
non-zero error number or if the resource handle h is nil or purged (*h is
nil). If the resource is OK, true is returned. If an error is detected, CheckError is caJled with the error number and the msgiD parameter. If the
handle is nil or purged, an error is displayed using the string found at
index msgiD in the 'STR#' resource named "Misc."
pascal vo id l•letaKeys (Boolean *cmd , Boolean *shift,
Boolean *opt) ;

MetaKeys returns the state of the Command, Shift, and Option keys
when the last event was processed by ResEdit. If you want to use one of
the modifier keys to implement a shortcut, use MetaKeys to find out
which keys are pressed. It's important to use this procedure rather than
looking in the event record because ResEdit occasionally "pretends"
some of the keys were pressed when they really weren' t. For example,
when the user chooses the Open Using Hex Editor command from the
Resource menu, ResEdit pretends the Option key was p ressed (this is
why Option-double-click opens the hexadecimal editor).
pascal Ha nd l e Pri n t Setup(void ) ;

PrintSetup can be used to set up a print record if you're doing your
own printing instead of using PrintWindow. The return parameter is
really of type THPrint. Printing is discussed in the "Tips" section of
Chapter 28.
pascal void PrintWindow ( PicHandle toPrint ) ;

PrintWindow can be used to print the contents of your window. If
toPrint isn't nil, the toPrint picture will be printed instead of the window's contents. Most editors should call PrintWindow with toPrint set
to nil. PrintWindow prints an editor's window by opening a Quick-
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Draw picture and then forcing the editor to redraw the contents of its
window. The resulting picture is then printed.
p a sca l short ResEdiD(void );

ResEdiD returns the resource ID of the calling editor or picker. This
resource ID shou ld be s tored in the codeResiD field of the ParentRec
structure. Editors that don't use EditorWindSetup should also save
their resource ID in the windowKind field of their window.
pas cal void SetTheCursor(s hor t whichCursor) ;

SetTheCursor sets the mouse pointer to the 'CURS' resource with
resource ID whichCursor. The special constant arrowCursor defined in the
ResEd file can be used to set the arrow cursor. Any cursor located in the
ResEdit Preferences file, ResEdit, or the System can be set with SetTheCursor.
pasca l voi d

Showin f o( l ~ndle

h , Parent Handle parent ) ;

Showlnfo displays a resource information window for the resource
specified by h. The parent parameter is the caller's PnrentHnndle. ShowInfo should be called in response to a Get Resource Info command.
p ascal Bool ean StandardFilter(DialogPtr t h e Dia l og ,
Eve n tRecord *theEvent , s h ort *i temHi t );

StandardFilter is a standard filter procedure for use with modal
dialogs. It assumes that the OK button is item nwnber 1, and the cancel
button is item number 2. A dark border is drawn around the OK button,
and the button is flashed when the Return or Enter key is pressed. If the
OK button is disabled, the border is drawn in gray rather than black. If
there are editable fields in the dialog, Cut, Copy and Paste are supported .
.l

pascal voi d 'PypeToString (ResType t, St r ingPtr s ) ;

TypeToString converts the resource type t to a strings. Storage for the
string must be prealloca ted.
pascal void UseAppRes(void) ;
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UseAppRes sets the current resource file to the ResEdit Preferences
file. You should call UseAppRes after you've changed the resource file
by calling the UseResFile Toolbox procedure.
pascal Boolean ltlasAborted (void) ;

WasAborted returns true if the current event was aborted. For example, if a Close command was passed on to other windows that were
opened by an editor (using the PassMenu procedure), you can check to
see if the other windows closed successfully by calling WasAborted.
You can set the aborted flag to true by calling the Abort procedure. The
aborted flag is set to false before each event is processed.
IJJl>

Pop-up Menus
ResEd it provides support for two different kinds of pop-up menus.
Normal pop-up menus use the DoPopup and DrawPop procedures.
Color palette pop-up menus are supported by InstallColorPalettePopup, DeinstallColorPalettePopup, DrawColorPopup and ColorPalettePopupSelect.
pascal Boolean ColorPalettePopupSelect(WindowPtr whichWindow ,
Rect *itemBox, RGBColor *whi chColor,
Boolean CQDishere, Boolean useCo l or Picker) ;

ColorPalettePopupSelect handles mouseDown events in color palette
pop-up menus. Call this procedure whenever you receive a mouseDown event in one of your color patches. wlzici7Window is the window
containing the pop-up, itemBox is the Rect to be used to draw the color
swatch, whichColor is the RGBColor to be used as the default color, and
CQDishere is true w hen Color QuickDraw is available. If useColorPicker
is true, the color picker dialog is displayed rather than the color palette
pop-up. On exit, whichColor contains the RGBColor selected by the user.
pascal void DeinstallColorPalectePopup(WindowPtr whichWindow,
Bool ean CQDishere) ;

DeinstallColorPalettePopup removes the palette from the window.
Call this procedure before closing your window.
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pascal void DoPop up (DialogPt r which Dialog ,
short promptDial og! t em,
short popupDialogitem ,
shor t *menu!tem , Menu Ha nd l e wh ichMenu ) ;

Call DoPopup when you receive a mouseDown event in the dialog
item that contains a pop-up menu. You can use this procedure along
with the DrawPopup procedure to implement pop-up menus in your
editor or dialog. whichDinlog is the window that contains the pop-up
menu. promptDialogitem is the item in the dialog that shows the pop-up
menu's prompt, and popupDialogitem is the dialog item that actually
contains the pop-up menu. menuitem contains the current setting when
you call DoPopup and returns the new menu choice. whichMenu is the
handle to the menu itself.
pascal void DrawColorPopup (WindowPtr whichWi ndow,
Rect *itemBox, RGBColor *whichColor ,
Boolean CQDishere) ;

DrawColorPopup draws the colo r swatch and a drop shadow indicating that the color swa tch is actually a pop-up menu . Call this procedure for every pop-up palette w henever you need to update the window contents. which Window is the window containing the pop-up menu,
itemBox is the Rect to be used to draw the color swatch, whichColor is the
RGBColor to be d rawn, and CQDishere is true when Color QuickDraw is
available.
pasc al void DrawPopup(DialogPtr wh ichDialog ,
short wh ichDialogitem, s hort wh i chHenuitem ,
Me nu Handle whichHenu) ;

Whe n you receive an upda te event, call DrawPopup to draw the
current contents of a pop-u p menu. The whichDialog parameter is the
DialogPtr of the w indow containing the pop-up menu. whichDialogltem is
the item in the dialog that represents the pop-up menu and which-MenuItem is the current menu choice. whichMenu is the handle to the actual
pop-up menu. You can use this procedure along with the DoPopup procedure to implement pop-up menus in your editor or dialog.
pascal void I nstallColorPalettePopu p(Wind owPtr whichWi ndow ,
Boolean CQDishere , Boolean isActive) ;
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InstallColorPalettePopup sets up a palette for the window containing
the system colors for the deepest available device. The use of the color
pop-up menu is described in Chapter 28. Call this procedure immediately after opening your wi11dow and whenever you receive an upda te
event. It's OK to call InstaUColorPalettePopup multiple times without
calling DeinstallColorPalettePopup. which Window is the window containing the pop-up menu, CQDishere is true when Color QuickDraw is
available, and isActive is true w hen whichWindow is the frontm ost
window.

...,.

Other Procedures
pasca l short Bu ] l dType(ResType t , ListHandl e l h) ;

BuildType adds resources to an initialized List Manager list. You can
use BuildType in your picker if it doesn't use DoPickBirth, PickEvent,
and PickMenu. BuildType assumes that the lists refCon field contains
the PickHandle of the picker that owns the list. When BuildType is
through, the list will contain the resource IDs of all resources of type t in
the pickers resource file in the order they appear in the file. The number
of resource IDs in the list is returned.
pascal void DoKeySca n(Eve ntRecord *e vt , s hort offset ,
ListHandl e l h) ;

DoKeyScan handles key events for pickers. Since it's called for you
by PickEvent, you shouldn' t need to call this procedure. DoKeyScan
takes care of moving to the appropriate cell as the user types characters
(for example, in a resource picker, typing a resource ID or name moves
the selection to the resource with the closest match). The offset parameter
is the byte offset into a cell's data where the string to match starts.
pascal Handl e DupPic k(Handle h , Cel l c , PickHand l e p ick );

DupPick duplicates the resource h and adds it to the list owned by
the picker ((*pick)->instnnces). A handle to the new resource is returned.
DupPick is normally called for you by PickMenu.
pasca l void GetError Text (s hort error , StringPtr er rorTex t) ;
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GetErrorText returns text explaining the error specified in error. If the
error is not one w ith a built-in error message, "I /0 Error. [#]" is returned . errorText should be a pointer to a preallocated string containing
room for 25 characters.
pascal s hort GetResEditScrapFile(void) ;

GetResEditScrapFile returns the resource file n umber of the ResEdit
scrap file. If you need to do your own scrap manipulation, you can read
and write the ResEdit scrap file directly. GetResEditScrapFile transfers
any resources on the desk scrap into the ResEdit scrap before returning.
The constant noScrap is returned if an error occurred w hile creating the
scrap file. You can use the ScrapEmpty procedure to clear the ResEdit
scrap file before w riting to it.
pascal Boolean GetType(Boolean templa t esOnly , StringPtr s) ;

GetType returns in the string s a resource type selected by the user.
GetType disp lays a dialog with a lis t of types for the user to choose
from along w ith an editable field for entering a type no t included in the
list. If templa tesOnly is true, the list is made u p of resource types that
have templates available; otherw ise, ed itors are also included in the list.
On input, theType is the default type used to initialize the editable field.
True is returned if a resource type was selected, false is returned if the
user canceled the dialog. s should point to a string of at least 4 bytes.
pa scal Res'rype MapResou r ce'ryp e (Boolean ed i tor ,
Handle t h eRes , Res'I'ype orig ResType) ;

MapResourceType uses the 'RMAP' resource to see what editor or
temp la te should be used w ith a reso urce type of origResType. If an
'RMAP' resource is found, the resource ID of theRes is used to see if
additional resource ID mapping sho uld be d one. Chapter 25 explains
'RMAP' resources.
pascal Boolean PlaySyncSound(sh ort wh ich , Ha ndle sndHandle) ;

PlaySyncSound plays the sound contained in sndHand/e. which can be
set to 1 to simply play the sound, 2 to play the sound as a HyperCard
sound, and 3 to play a scale using the sound. PlaySyncSound is used by
the 'snd ' picker.
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pascal short ResEditRes(void) ;

ResEditRes is a simple inline procedme that returns the resource file
number of ResEd it.
pascal void Resou r cei DHasChanged ( Pa r e ntHa nd l e parent,
ResType t heType , s hort theOl d i d,
short theNewid );

ResourceiDHasChanged shou ld be ca lled whenever you change a
resom ce's ID so the revert commands will work properly.
pasca l Boolean Res t or e Re movedRes o urce s (Pic kHa nd l e p ick );

You should call RestoreRemovedResources during a revert if you
have deleted any resomces. For example, the 'BNDL' editor calls this to
restore 'FREF' resources that it has deleted . All resources of type
(*pick)->rType that have been deleted are restored. True is returned if the
calling picker's list needs to be rebuj]t.
pascal void ScrapCopy(ResType t heType , Handle *h );

ScrapCopy puts the handle It into the ResEdit scrap file. If the handle
It isn't a resource it's added to the scrap file w ith the resource type specified by theType.
pascal void ScrapEmpty(void ) ;

ScrapEmpty clears out the ResEdit scrap file.
pascal vo i d SendRebuildToPicker(ResType theType ,
ParentHandle parent) ;

SendRebuildToPicker sets the rebuild flag in the PickRec of the picker
for resources of type theType for the file that parent belongs to. If an editor chan ges information (such as the resomce ID or name) of a resource
of another type, it's a good idea to call this procedure to make sure the
picker window is up-to-date.
pascal void SendRebu i l dToPickerAndFi le(ResType theType ,
ParentHandl e parent ) ;
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SendRebuildToPickerAndFile is simila r to SendRebuildToPicker,
except it also sets the rebuild flag for the type picker. (What a surprise!)
An editor should call this procedure if it crea tes a resource of another
type.
pascal shorL sysResFile(void );

SysResFile returns the resource fil e number of the System file.
pascal ListHandle

WindList(Wi~dowPtr w, sho r t nAcross,
Poi nt cS ize , short drawProc) ;

Pickers can u se WindList to set up the List Manager list in their
window. You only need to use this procedure if you can' t call DoPickBirth. The nAcross parameter s p ecifies h ow many col umns the list
should contain, cSize specifies the size (in pixels) of each cell in the list,
and drawProc specifies the resource 10 of the 'LDEF' that draws the list.
pasca l void WindOrigin(Wind owPtr w, Parent Ha n dle paren t) ;

WindOrigin m oves the specified window so that it's in the correct
p osition on the screen relative to other ResEdit windows. You only need
to call this procedure if you don't u se EditorWindSetup or PickerWindSetup.
pasca l void NritePreferences (ResType prefType, short prefid ,
c anst St~255 p ref Name , Handle prefHandle) ;

WritePreferences w rites prefHnndle to the ResEdit Preferences file
with a r esource type of prefType, 10 of prefld, a nd n ame of prefNnm e.
Cha pter 28 expla ins how to read and w rite p references .

. .,_ Summary
This chapte r g ives you a brief overview of the ResEd file and then
launches into descriptions of each procedure that ResEdit provides for
your e ditor or picker to call. Over 90 procedures are described, and
m a ny include brief examples. Many o f th e procedures are also discu ssed in Chapters 26, 27, and 28, w here you 'll find examples that help
clarify how they s hould be used. With this chapter as a reference and
the examples presented in previous chapters, you s hould now be ready
to dive in and write your own editor or picker.

Appendix A
Shortcuts and Hints
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General Macintosh .
• If you normally use MultiFinder, you can restart using just the
Finder by holding down the Command key when you restart your
Mac. You can' t restart without MultiFinder if you're using System 7.
• You can rebuild your Desktop file (or your Desktop database in
System 7) by hold ing down the Command and Op tion keys w hen
you restart your Mac.
• Within an application you can move a window without making it
the active window by holding down the Command key while you
drag the window by its title bar.

...,

General ResEdit
• When the splash screen is displayed, any event causes the splash
screen to go away, and ResEdit also acts upon the event. For
example, clicking the menu bar rem oves the splash screen and
pulls d own the selected menu. Similarly, typing a Command key
removes the splash screen, and ResEdit acts on the command.
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• If you press the Option key w hile you click the close box of a
wind ow, all that file's wind ows will close except the type picker.
• Pressing the Option key while opening a resource picker causes the
resource picker to appear in view by ID.
• If you're having trouble editing a file (if you get bombs when you
try to edit it, for example), try using the Verify command on the
File menu to make sure the file is OK.
• To be on the safe side, check the "Verify files when they are
opened" check box in the Preferences dialog. This makes opening a
file take longer, but you'll know the file is OK.
• If you press the Option key w hen you open a file (if "Verify nles
w hen they are opened" is checked in the Preferences dialog) or
when you verify a file, you see a diagnostic w indow that lists
details of any damage.
• If you have a few files that you use frequently with ResEd it, try
adding them to the Open Special menu so you can give them
Command key shortcuts. That way you can open them from the
splash screen, or any time you want to get to them quickly.
• You can customize or override any resource in ResEdit by placing
your own version of the resource in ResEdit's Preferences file. This
way you only have to remove the Preferences file from your
System Folder to put ResEdit back in its orig inal, default state.
Plus, you won't lose your changes when you u pdate to a new
version of ResEdit.

..,.

Resource Pickers
• Pressing the Option key when you copy or cut one or more
resources adds them to any resources alread y on ResEdit's
clipboard. Normally, when you cu t or copy, you replace the
contents of the clipboard.
• Pressing the Option key while double-clicking a resource opens the
resource in the hexadecimal editor. This is the same as selecting
Open Using Hex-Ed itor from the Resource menu.
• Pressing the Option and Command keys w hile dou ble-clicking a
resource opens the template editor instead of the normal custom
editor. You see a d ialog asking you to select the template you want

~
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to use. This is the same as selecting Open Using Template from the
Resource menu .

..,_

Fatbits Editors (except the 'FONT' editor)
• Double-clicking the eraser clears the fatbits editing area.
• Double-clicking the rectangular selection tool selects the whole
fatbits editing area. Select All on the Edit menu gives the same
result.
• If you hold down the Option key while you drag a selection, you'll
duplicate the selection.
• You can use the arrow keys to move a selection one bit in the
desired direction as a shortcut for selecting the nudge commands
from the Transform menu.
• Pressing the Shift key constrains several of the drawing tools:
The line tool draws lines only at 45- and 90-degrcc ilnglcs,
The empty and filled rectangle tools draw only squares,
The empty and filled row1ded rectangle tools draw only rotmded
squares,
The empty and filled oval tools draw only circles,
The pencil and eraser are constrained to horizontal or vertical
lines.
• You can tear off the pattern and color pop-up palettes.
• I.n editors with multiple views (icon and mask in the 'JCN#' editor,
for example), you can fill in any of the views by dragging the
image from one view to another.
• In the list editors ('SICN', 'PAT#', and 'ppt#') you can reorder
elements in the list by dragging. (This is most useful during
software development. Be car eful about reordering existing list
resources.)
• You can add your OW11 patterns to ResEdit's p op-up pattern
palettes. Open ResEdit and find the 'ppt#' (for color patterns) or
'PAT#' resource named Fill Pattern. Copy the resource and p aste it
into the ResEdit Preferences file. Add, remove, or update the
patterns until you have the set you want to use. For consistency, it's
a good idea to keep the black-and-white patterns (both in the
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'PAT#' resource and in each pattern of the 'ppt#' resource) the same
as the color patterns.
In the color fatpixels editors, pressing the Command key when
picking a color from the foreground color palette changes all pixels
of the current foreground color to the selected color.
In the color fatpixels editors, pressing the Option key temporarily
changes any of the drawing tools (except the selection tools, eraser,
or hot spot tool) into the eyedropper tool.
In the color editors, you can add your own sets of colors to the
Color menu by putting a 'clut' resource in the ResEdit Preferences
file. (You won' t see them iJ1 the icon family editor, however,
because these resources use fixed color tables.)
Pressing the Option key when you create a color pattern (from the
'ppat' picker or the 'ppt#' editor) creates a relative pattern .

'DLOG', 'ALRT', and 'WIND' Editors
• You can use the arrow keys to move the wiJ1dow on the MiniScreen one bit in the specified direction.
• When you create a new 'WIND', 'ALRT', or 'DLOG', the default
values are taken from a resource in ResEdit named "Default." You
can override these with your own defaults by placing a resource of
the appropriate type in your ResEdit Preferences file in the System
Folder. Make sure your resource has the name "Default."
• You can double-click the miJ1i-dialog or mini-alert, or press the
Return or Enter key to open the associated 'DITL' resource .

..,

'MENU' Editor
• Pressing the Return key moves the selection to the next menu item
in the list. If the selection is already at the end of the list, a new
item is added.
• When you're designing a menu, you can reorder items by sim ply
dragging an item to its new loca tion. (Don't do this when
customizn1g an exisru1g menu!)

...

...
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'DITL' Editor
• Holding down the Option key temporarily toggles the Show Item
N umbers command. If Show Item N umbers is off, pressing the
Option key will show the item numbers. If Show Item N umbers is
on, pressing the Option key will hide the item numbers.
• Pressing the Return or Enter key opens item editor windows for all
selected items.

Appendix B
Resource Types

This appendix lists some standard resou rce types and a brief description
of each. The "Editor" column tells you w hether ResEdit has a special
editor (E) or a template (T) for that resource type.
Type
'actb'
'acur'
'ADBS'
'a lis'
'ALRT'
'APPL'
'bmap'
'boot'
'BNDL'
'CACH '
'card'
'cctb'
'CDEF'
'cdev'
'cicn'

Editor

E,T
T

E,T
T

E,T

T

E

Description
Alert color look-up table. Edited by 'ALRT' editor
Animated cursor resource
ADB (Apple Desktop Bus) driver code
System 7 file alias information
Location a nd s ize of a n alert window
Application list from the Desktop file
BitMap used by old versions of the Control Panel
Boot blocks in System file
Bundle resou rce used to attach icons to applications and
their d ocuments
RAM cache control code
Contains the name of a video card
Control colo r look-up table
Code for drawing controls (Control DEFinition)
Code for a Control Panel device
Color icon
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Resource Types

Editor

'clst'
'clut'
'CMDK'
'CMOO'
'cmnu'
'CMNU'
'CNTL'
'CODE'
'crsr'
'CTY#'
'CURS'
'dctb'

E,T
T
E,T
E,T
T
E
T

'DITL'
'DLOG'

E,T

'DSAT'
'FBTN'
'fctb'
'FCMT'
'FDIR'
'FILE'
'finf'

T
T
T
T
T

'FOBJ'
'FOND'
'FONT'
'FREF'
'fval'

Color mouse pointer
City list from MAP Control Panel device
Mouse pointer
Dialog color look-up table. Edited by 'DLOG' editor
Dialog Item List. Defines the contents of dialogs and
alerts
Defines the location and size of a dia log window
System 7 Edition Manager section information
Driver (printer, network, etc.) or desk accessory
Startup and bomb alerts and code to display them
MiniFinder button
Font color look-up table
Finder's Getlnfo comments stored in the Desktop file
MiniFinder button directory ID
Contents of ResEdit's Open Special menu (found in the
ResEdit Preferences file)

T

'FKEY'

'fld#'
'FMTR'
'fmts'

Cached icon lists used by the Chooser and Control
Panel
Color look-up table
List of Command keys used in ResEdit
Used for MPW Commando in terface
MacApp temporary menu resource
Command menu. MacApp menu resource
Definition data for controls such as scroll bars
Application code

E
E,T
E,T

'dpsr'
'DRVR'

Description

T

Font information
Function key code usually found in the System file
List of folder names
Format record for 3'hinch disks
System 7 Edition Manager available formats
Information about folders

T
E,T
E,T
T

Font family description
Font description
File reference
System 7 Finder's data (similar to the 'LAYO' resource
used by earlier Finders)
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Type

Editor

Description

'FRSV'
'FWID'

T

Resource IDs of RO M font resources

T

Font width table
Gamma table-color correction for monitors

T

ResEdit's preference info rmation (stored in the ResEdi t
Preferences file)

'gama'
'GNRL'
'hmnu'

System 7 help for menus

'hdlg'
'hwin'

System 7 help for dialogs
System 7 help for windows

'hrct'
'icl4'
'icl8'
'icmt'
'ICt "#'

T
E
E

T

'ICON'

E
E

'ics#'

E

'ics4'

E

'ics8'

System 7 help rect<mgles
System 7, 4-bit la rge (32 x 32) Finder icon
System 7, 8-bit la rge (32 x 32) Finder icon
Comme nt for Ins ta ller 3.0 and later
Black-and-white Finder icon with mask

E

Icon u sed in dialogs, menus, etc.
System 7, black-a nd-wh ite small (1 6 x 16) Finder icon
with mask
System 7, 4-bit small (16 x 16) Finder icon
System 7, 8-bit small (1 6 x 16) Finder icon

'ictb'
'inbb'

T

Color d ialog item list
Installer scripts for Installer 3.0 and late r

'indm'

T

'infa'

T
T

'infs'

Insta ller scripts for Installe r 3.0 and later
Code run at Syste m startup time

'!NIT'

'inpk'
"inra'

Installer scripts for lnstaUer 3.0 and late r
Installer scripts for Installer 3.0 and later

T

Installer scripts for Installer 3.0 and late r
Installer scripts for Installe r 3.0 and later

'insc'

T
T

'It T#'
'INTL'

E

Installer script
Integer list used by Find File DA
Old style 'it!O' and 'i til '

'itlO'
'itll '

E

Date, time, and number fo rmats

E

Inte rnational date/time information
Inte rnationa l string compa rision code

'itl2'
'itl4'
'itlb'

T

Tables needed for international number formatti ng and
conversion
International script bundle that d etermines which
keyboard and w hich international formats to use
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Type
'itlc'
'itlk'
'KCAP'
'KCHR'
'KEYC
'KMAP'

Editor
T
T

E

'kscn'
'KSWP'
'LAYO'
'LDEF'
'lmem'
'mach'
'MACS'
'MBAR'

T

T

T

Description
International script configuration
International exception dictionary for 'KCHR' resource
Physical layout of the keyboard
Mapping of virtual key codes to cha racter codes
Old keyboard layout
Keyboard ma pping from raw keycode (generated by
the keyboard) to virtual keycode
Small icons that correspond to 'KCHR' resources
Key-plus-modifier combinations that can be used to
toggle interna tiona l keyboard scripts
Finder layout resource
Code used by the List Manager to draw lists
Globals to be switched by MultiFi:nder
'cd ev' filtering
Version number in System file
Set of 'MENU's to be displayed together on the menu
~r

'MBDF'
'mcky'
'mctb'
'mcod '

T

E,T

'mppc'
'mst#'
'mstr'

Menu bar definition code
Speed associa ted with the different choices in the
mouse Control Panel
Menu color look-up table. Edited by 'MENU' editor
MacroMaker information
MacroMaker information

'mdct'
'MDEF'
'mem!'
'MENU'
'minf'
'mitq'
'MMAP'
'mntb'
'mntr'

.

Code for drawing menus
MacApp memory utilization
E,T
T

Defi nition for a standard menu
MacroMaker macro information
Default queue sizes for the MakeiTable procedure
Mouse tracking code
Relates a command number to a menu in MacApp
Monitor extension code--adds items to the Options
dialog displayed by the Monitors Control Panel device
MPP configuration resource
MultiFinder string list used to identify menu a nd item
used for Quit and Open comma nds
MultiFinder string used to identify menu and item used
for Quit and Open commands

.,.

Type
'NFNT'
nrct'
'PACK'
'PAPA'
'PAT'
'PAT#'

Editor
T
T
E
E

'PDEF'

'PICK'
'PICT'
'pitt'
'POST
'ppat'
'ppt#'
'PREC'

T
E,T
E,T
T
E,T
E
T

'PREF'
'PRER'
'PRES'
'prvw'
'PTCH'
'ptch'
'qrsc·
'RDEV'
'RECT'
'resf'
'RMAP'
'ROv#'
'ROvr'
'RSSC'
'RV EW'
'scrn'
'seg!'
'SERD'
'sfnt'
'SICN'

T

T
T
T

T
T

E

Resource Types
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Description
New font d escription; similar to 'FONT' resource
Rectangle position list
Packages of code used as ROM extensions
Printer access protocol address used for AppleTalk
8-by-8-bit black-and-white p attern
A list of 'PAT ' resou rces
Printer drive r code
ResEdit's picker definitions
Picture used by many drawing programs
Palette of colors
PostScript code
Pixel pattern, color patte rns of variable size
List of 'ppat' resources
Printer driver's priva te data storage. ID 0 contains the
d efault page setu p info
ResEdit editors' preference information
1 on-serial printer Chooser code
Serial printe r Chooser code
System 7 Edition manager-similar to a 'PICT'
Code to patch the ROM
Code to patch the ROM
System 7 Database Access Ma nager query record
1 etwork Chooser code
Coordi nates of a sing le rectangle
System 7 reserved fonts
ResEdit resource map
List of ROM resources to override
ROM override code
ResEdit editors and pickers
ResEdit picker view informa tion
Screen configmation
MacApp segmenta tion control
RAM serial driver cod e
True Type ou tline font description
List of small (16-by-16) icons
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Resource Types

Type

Editor

'SIZE'

T

MultiFinder size information

T

Sound used for the System beep, HyperCa rd ,and other
applications
Sound synthesizer code
String of characters

snd'
'snth'
'STR'
'STR#'
'sty I'
'TEXT'

T
E
E,T

'tlst'
'TMPL'
'TOOL'
'vers'

T
T
E,T

'wctb'

E,T

'WDEF'

'vVlND'
'wstr'

E,T
T

Description

List of strings
Style information for characters in 'TEXT' resource
Unformatted text-formatting can b e provided in a
'styl' resource
Title list
ResEdit template
ResEdit fatbits editors tool layout
Version information used in the Finder's Getlnfo
window
Window color look-up table. Edited by 'WIND' edi tor
Window definition code for drawing the structure part
(title bar, frame, etc.) of windows
Size, location , and type of a window
Query string used by 'qrsc' resource

Appendix C
Editing Resources in
Hexadecimal

Sometimes you ' ll have to dip down into the hexad ecimal editor to
change a resource that doesn't have an editor or a template. There's really
nothing scary about the hex editor if you understand a little about the
editor and how the hexadecimal number system works .

..,.

The Hexadecimal Number System
Hexadecimal is a base-16 number system, which is a convenient system
for computers because two hex digits can represent one byte. The numbers 1 through 9 are the same in d ecimal as they are in hexadecimal. The
numbers 10 through 15 are represented as shown in Table C-1.
Table C-1 . Hexadecimal Equivalents of Decimal Numbers
Decimal

Hexadecimal

10

A

11

B

12

c

13
14

D
E

15

F
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Editing Resources in Hexadecimal

Table C-2 shows some examples that should help you get the hang of
converting from decimal to hexadecimal and back.
Table C-2. Hexadecimal to Dec imal Conversions

Hexadecimal
10
23
2A
56

cs
FF

.,.,

Conversion

Decimal

1 X 16

16

2 X 16 + 3
2 X 16 + 10
5 X 16 + 6
12 X 16 + 5
15 X 16 + 15

35
42
86
197
255

The Hexadecimal Editor
When you open a resource w ith the h exadecimal editor, you see a
window like the one shown in Figure C-1. The left side of the w indow
shows the offset (the number of bytes from the beginning of th e
resource) in hexadecimal, of course; the middle of the window shows
hexadecimal numbers; and the right side shows their text equivalents.
Each row displays eight bytes of the resource. Since many numbers
don't have understandable text equivalents, the right side of the window is often tmintelligible, as you can see in the figure.
You can edit either the numbers or the text-just click the part of the
window you want to edit. Entering text in the text side of the window
works just like you'd expect-simply type the characters you want to
add. Adding or changing numbers in the middle of the window is not
quite as straightforward. Digits in the hex editor always come in pairs,
so if you want to change a number, you have to change two digits. ResEdit trys to help you keep the digits in pairs by adding a 0 whenever
you enter just one digit. For example, if you type a 3, 03 appears in the
window. If you then type a 4, you' ll have 34 (the added 0 w ill be
removed). Likewise, since digits always come in pairs, you can't select
just one digit-you always have to select pairs of digits.

..,.

§0§ snd "Simple Beep" 10
000000
000008
000010
000018
000020
oo ' 28
000 0
0000 8
00004
00004
000050
000058
000060
000068

0001
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0001
0018
0000
0000
0045
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0001
002C
0028
002A
OOOA
0028
OOOA
0028
OOOA
0028
OOOA
0028
OOOA
0028

=

0000
005A
OOEO
0000
0028
OOC8
0028
OOCO
0028
0088
0028
0080
0028
OOA8

The Hexadecimal Editor
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t from System
DDDDDDDD
DDDDD , DZ
DDDDD+DO
ODDDD• DD
DDDEDDD<
DDDDD+O»
DDDDDOD <
DDDDD+D~

DDDDDDD <
DDDDD+OU
DDDDOOD <
DDDDD+D"
DDDDDDD <
DDDDD+D~

Figure C-1. T hexadecimal ed itor shows offsets on the left,
numbers in he middle, and t ext on the right.

You can use all the standard editing commands on either the numbers
or the text. If you want to copy between hvo resources, just select the
numbers you want, copy them, and paste them into the other resource.
If you paste when numbers or text are selected, the selection is replaced.
If you p aste when there's no selecti on, the Clip board con tents are
inserted at the insertion point.
The hexadecimal editor has a Find m enu to help you find your way
around the resource. The Find Hex command lets you find and change
hexadecimal numbers. The Find Hex window doesn' t help you make
sure you enter only pairs of digits, so you have to check that for yourself. The Find ASCII command lets you search for and change a string in
the text part of the window. The Find Offset command just moves the
insertion point to the specified offset w ithin the resource . All these
dialogs are non-m odal w indow s, so you can leave them open while
you're w orking on the resource.

Appendix D

Resources in ROM

Table D-1. 128K ROM
Description

T1!I!!!_

lD

'CURS'

1

!-beam curso r

'CURS'

2

Cross cursor

'CURS'

3

Plus cursor

'CURS'

4

Watch cursor

'DRVR'

3

Sound driver

'DRVR'

4

Disk driver

'DRVR'

9

AppleTaJk driver
AppleTalk driver

'ORVR'

10

'FONT'

0

Name of System fo nt

'FONT'

12

'PACK'

4

Floating-Point Arithmetic Package

'PACK'

5

Tra nscendental Functio ns Package

Syste m font

527
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Appendix D

Resources in ROM

Table D-1 . 128K ROM (continued)
Type

ID

Description

'PACK'

7

Binary-Decimal Conversion Package

'SERD'

0

'WDEF'

0

Serial driver
Default window definition function

Table D-2. SE
Type

Descriptio11

-1D

'CDEF'

0
1

Default button definition procedure
Default scroll bar definition procedure

'CURS'

1

1-beam cursor

'CURS'

2

Cross cursor

'CURS'
'CURS'

3
4

Plus cursor

'DRVR'

3

Watch cursor
Sound driver

'DRVR'

4

Disk driver

'DRVR'

9

AppleTalk driver

'DRVR'
'DRVR'

10
40

AppleTalk driver

'FONT'

0
12

Name of System font
System font (Chicago 12)

'CDEF'

'FONT'

393

AppleTalk driver

Geneva 9 font
Geneva 12 font

'FONT'
'FONT'
'FONT'

521

'KMAP'
'MBDF'
'PACK'

0
0
4

Monaco 9 font
Keyboard map for keyboard driver
Default menu bar procedure
Floating-Point Arithmetic Package

'PACK'
'PACK'

5
7

Tra nscendental Functions Package
Binary-Decimal Conversion Package

'SERD'
'WDEF'

0

Serial driver
Default window defini tion fun ction (document window)
Default window d efinition function (rounded window)

'WDEF'

396

0
1

..,.

Resources in ROM
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Table D-3. Mac II
Type
'CDEF'
'CURS'

lD

1

'CURS'

2

'CURS'

3

Descripl ion
Default scroll bar definition procedure
1-beam cu rsor
Cross cursor
Plus cursor

'CURS'

4

Watch cursor

'DRVR'

3

Sound driver

'DRVR'

4

Disk driver

'DRVW
'DRVR'

9
10

'DRVR'
'FONT

40
0

'FONT

12

'FONT
'FONT

384
393

'FONT

396
512

'FONT
'FONT
'KMAP'

521
0

AppleTalk driver
AppleTalk dri ver
AppleTalk driver
Name of System font
System font (Chicago 12)
Name of Geneva font
Geneva 9 font
Geneva 12 font
Name of Monaco font
Monaco 9 font
Keyboard mapping (hardware )
Chicago 12 fo nt (4-bit)

'NFNT

2

'NFNT'
'NFNT
'PACK'

3
34

4

Floating-Point Arithmetic Package

'PACK'

5

Transcendental Functions Package

'PACK'

7
0
0
1

Binary-Decimal Conversion Package

'SERD'
'WDEF'
'WDEF'
'cctb'

0

Chicago 12 fo nt (8-bit)
Geneva 9 font (4-bit)

Serial driver
Defaul t window definition function (document window)
Default window definition function (rounded window)
Control color table
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Resources in ROM

Table D-3. Mac II (continued)
Type

lD

Description

'dut'

2

'clut'
'clut'

4

Color look-up table (black, white, light gray, dark gray)
Color look-up table (System ·16 colors)

8

Color look-up table (System 256 colors)

'clut'

127

Color look-up table (original eight QuickDraw colors)

'gama'

0

Color correction table

'mHq'
'snd'

0
1

Internal memory requirements for MakeiTable
Brass horn

'wctb'

0

Window color table

Appendix E
Translating Applications for
Other Languages

People all over the world use the Macintosh, so software applications
can follow this international machine anywhere. Adapting software to a
particular region, language, or country is called localization. The best
time to consider localization is when designing a program, because it
isn't necessarily as simple as translating all the text a user sees. Many of
your assumptions become meaningless (or worse) when you consider
other languages and countries. You can't assume text always flows from
left to right, and not all languages use the same alphabet, so alphabetizing and sorting rules can also vary. You have to allow for different punc. tuation, word order, and message length. (For example, translating from
English often increases the amount of text.) Phone numbers and addresses most likely have a different format. In addition, keyboards vary
from country to country, as does the standard paper size. These are just
some of the things you have to consider.
Fortunately, Apple's localization engineers solved many country-compatibility problems at the outset. You can assume that most Mac owners
have purchased systems compatible with their country and language.
This means the System file, Finder, DAs, fonts, time and date format,
other pertinent files and resources, and even the keyboard are appropriately localized for the country in which they are sold. Obviously, you
can't work in a vacuum, so you need to be up-to-date on which parts of
the Macintosh environment differ, and how. Several books available
through the Apple Programmer's and Developer's Association (APDA)
531
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offer more technical details concerning how to make your software compatible throughout the world.
This appendix briefly summarizes the resources that may contain text
and would, therefore, need to be modified during localiza tion. These
resources and their editors have been covered in the body of this book,
so here w e merely discuss considerations for localization. The bulk of
your translation efforts will occur in menus ('MEN U'), strings ('STR '
and 'STR#'), and dialog item lists ('DITL').

....

'ALRT', 'DLOG', and 'DITL' Resources
'ALRT' and 'DLOG' resources get their contents from 'DITL' resources,
which can include various buttons and other controls ('CNTL's), as well
as static and edit text. Some of these items might need to become larger
to incorporate translated text. If so, you may need to enlarge the appropriate 'DITL' components. Depending on how much room you have,
and how much the translated 'DITL' items change in size, the associated
'ALRT' or 'DLOG' resources may have to change size, too. Ideally, these
resources should initially be built with a little room to grow.
Don't forget that dialogs may have titles. Choose Set Characteristics
from the 'DLOG' menu to change a title.

....

'MENU' or 'CMNU'
Clearly, menus-including submenus and pop-up menus- require a
great deal of careful translation. Try to keep the translations as short as
possible so the menu bar doesn't get crowded, and don' t reorder menu
items. You should never change the standard Command-key shortcuts
(Undo, Cut, Copy, Paste, and Quit, for instance), but if your foreign
users aren't already familiar with the English version, you might want
to consider reassigning a few application-specific Command keys so the
mnemonics make sense .

..,

'STR' and 'STR#' Resources
String resources constitute a major chunk of your translation project. Try
to keep the translations short without losing clarity. Remember not to
delete variables such as " 0. You may have to change the order of multiple variables within a message to make it grammatically correct.

liJ>

....

Other Resource Types
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'WIND'
Generally, all you have to worry a bout here are possible window titles.
Choose Set Characteristics from the 'WIND' menu to change a title.

...,.

Other Resource Types
A few o ther resource types occasionally require translation, so they're
worth checking: 'PICT', 'TEXT', 'CNTL', 'vers', and 'itiO' and 'itll' (if you
have your own special versions).

Afterword by Scott Knaster

According to Silicon Valley legend, the Macintosh was already far along
in its development when an engineer named Bruce Horn got a Grea t Idea.
He invented a way to separate the human-language-specific parts of a
program, the stuff that has to be translated from English to French to
Swahili to who-knows-what, from the code of the program, which ca n
stay the sam e all around the world. This idea was called resources, and
was embodied in a part of the Macintosh system software called the
Resource Manager.
Every Macintosh programmer knows that resources have become one
of the most interesting and unique (and sometimes agonizing) features of
the Macintosh. In addition to letting folks translate programs into different human languages, resources let users fidd le with their applications in
unprecedented ways, as Peter and Carolyn have told you in this book.
The Macintosh is a grea t computer for regular people who like to mess
around with their computer environment, and this book shows you how
to do that in dozens of different ways.
Inventing the Resource Manager was only part of the story, though. A
key part of the promising vision of resources was an application that
would allow non-technical users to exa mine and modify a program's
resources. This was the tool that would be used to translate a program's
text into other languages. And that's how ResEdit was born. Except it
wasn't quite that easy.
Creating ResEdit turned out to be a daunting task, something like a
tiger trying to catch its own tail. The effort was started by Rony Sebok
and Steve Capps, whose names (or at least initials) are immortalized by
the 'RSSC' resource type that ResEdit still uses, furthered by Gene Pope,
and no"" carried on by Peter Alley. Through their incredible efforts, ResEdit has evolved to its current advanced state.
ResEdit and this book provide a great example of why the Macintosh is
still wuquely powerful, even in today's world of hey-look-at-my-graphi-
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cal-user-interface. The tricks and customizations that you've learned in
this book just aren't possible on any other computer that has the Macintosh's rich world of applica tions.
The creation of the Resource Manager in the original Macintosh was
the first part of the dream of tra11Slating text and customizing software
through resources. The second part of the idea was realized when ResEdit
was written, making an easy way to see and change resources. Now, with
ResEdit Complete, a third milestone has been achieved : There's a guidebook that makes it possible for every Macintosh user to take advantage of
the power of resources. I think that was kind of the idea in the first place.
Scott Knaster

Macintosh Inside Out Series Editor
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Index

A
AbleMenu procedure, 462, 483, 497
Abort procedure, 468, 497
About the Finder box, 67, 72, 76
Add Resource procedure, 487
Adobe Type Manager, 188
Alert(s), 151-77, 32.5
and color icons, 313,318-19,324
colo rized, 334-37
creation of, 341-58
definition of, 152
procedure, 348-49, 497
s tages, 350
standard layout for, 349-50
Alignment command, 164, 165
AHgn to Grid command, 164, 171
Alley, Pe ter, 535
AlreadyOpen procedure, 484
Always Switch Launch characteristic, 382
Apple:
Desktop Interface, 305
Disk First Aid, 57
extended character set, 138
font IDs, 201
Human Interface, 175, 305
Icon Colors, 30 I, 302, 322
Ins taller, 18
International Control Panel, 184
keyboard layout, 136, 137, 138, 139
RGB monitors, 295, 296
TrueTypc, 188. See also Macintosh
Programmer's Workshop (MPW)
AppleTalk ImageWriter, 280
ASCII characters, 84, 140, 209

and fonts, 191, 193,194,196,214
Aulo Position command, 157-58

B
Balloon Help command, 164
Begin Update procedure, 463, 473
Blend command, 307
BubbleUp procedure, 460, 497
BuildType procedure, 506

c
C (high-level language), 397, 411-14,427
'LDEF's written in, 448
and printing, 480
CaiiDoEvent procedure, 495, 496
CalllnfoUpdate procedure, 444, 464, 495-96
Capps, Steve, 425, 540
CautionAiert procedure, 348-49, 497
CenterDialog procedure, 497
ChangcdResource procedure, 476, 493
Check Error procedure, 498
ChooseIcon procedure, 498
Chooser, 219, 274
Clean Up Window command, 265, 266, 267
Clear command, 44-45, 46
Clipboards, 33-34, 36, 45, 46
and Fatbits editors, 68
w indows, 158-59
Close command, 37, 40, 442-43
Close Dialog procedure, 473
CloseNoSave procedure, 493
CloseWindow procedure, 469, 473
Code:
L'<litor, 458-69
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examples, 427-32
and hard-coding. 11. 21
'ICON' picker, 450-55
LDEF, 448-50
program, 11,21
Color(s), 291-337
Apple Icon, 322, 323
capability, and video cards,
294, 296, 310
and 'clut' resources, 296-98,
306-10,311
and the eyedropper, 300-301,
304, 311 , 330
and the fat pixels editors, 298,
299-305, 311
forL>ground and background,
300,304
guidelines for using. 305
on the Mac, 293-311
Ma nagcr, 295-96
and memory, 294
menu, 271, 297,301-5, 309,
31 0, 311, 322
by numbers, 294-96
and 'pitt' resources, 296-98,
306-10,311
pointers, 330
RGB monitors, 295, 296, 307,
333
ROM, 322, 337
two-bit, 294
and the u ser interface, 325-37
ColorAvailable procedure, 498
ColorDcsk, 218
ColorPalettePopupSelcct procedure, 504
ColorQuickDraw, 98, 108, 109,
295-96
Command(s):
Alignment, 164, 165
Align to G rid, 164,171
Apple Icon Colors, 301, 302
Auto Position, 157-58
Balloon Help, 164
Blend,307
Clean Up Window, 265, 266,
267
Clear, 44-45, 46
Close, 37, 40, 442-43
Complement, 307
Copy, 44-45
Create, 424
Create Nc"' Item, 360
Create New Resource, 47-48,
77, 98,202, 204, 221, 224,
314, 318, 436, 447
C ut, 44-45
Delete Background, 321-22
Delete B&W Icon, 317
Delete <type> Resource, 32122

Draw Filled, 214
Duplicate, 8, 45, 46, 57, 58, 61,
78, 93, 1 04, 140, 146, 254
Edit Dead Key, 147
Extended View, 371-72
Flip, 70-71
Flip Horizontal, 70-71, 90
Flip Vertical, 70-7 1
Full Size, 157
Get File/Folder lnfo..., 37,41
Get Info, 229, 407
Get Info for Copy of Finder,
37
Get Info for <filename>, 4 1
Get Resource Info, 3 1, 32, 47,
50, 52, 53,93-95, 114, 141,
185,216,220,221,224,226,
280, 309,319, 333, 36<1, 385,
410,444
Grid Sell ings, 164
Insert New Color, 306
Insert New Field(s), 95, 204,
248,251
Insert New Icon, 104
Insert New Pattern, 76, 77, 80,
329
Load Colors, 307, 308, 309
Modify This Menu, 39
New,37,38
Nudge, 70-7 1,78,99
Open, 37, 38, 439, 443
Open as Dialog Item, 166
Open 'DITL' Editor, 162
Open Resource Editor, 30, 47,
48,76
Open Special, 37, 38-40
Open Submenu, 362
Open Using 1-lex Editor, 47,
49, 211
Open Using Template, 47, 4849,274,287
Page Selu p, 37, 42
Paste, 33, 34,44-45,46, 78
Pattern Size, 327-28
Polygon Sid es, 214
Preferences, 37, 43-44
Print, 37, 42-43
Pri nt Directory, 255
Quit, 37, 44
Recent Colors, 30 I, 302, 304
Recolor Using Palette, 302,
304-5
Renumber Items, 164,356
Revert File, 37, 41
Revert This Resource, 45, 47,
49, 105,133, 210
Rotate, 70-71, 92-93
Save, 37, 41,442
Select All, 45, 46, 69, 443
Select Changed, 45, 46, 443
Select Item N umber, 357
Set 'ALRr Stage Info, 350

Set Cursor, 215
Set 'DLOG' Characteris tics,

346
Set Item Number, 164,357
Set Startup, 62, 254
Show All Items, 164
Show Application O nly, 246
Show Allributes, 29, 52
Show Item Numbers, 164,356,
357-58
Try Poin ter, 85,89
Try as HyperCard Sou nd, 231
Try Scale With Sound, 231
Try Sou nd, 231
Undo, 45
Usage, 309
t:se Color Picker, 158
Use Item's Rectangle, 164
Variable, 179
Verify, 35, 37,41
View As, 138, 141,164
Complement command, 307
ConcatSir procedure, 499
Control Panel, 67, 73, 80, 81, 232
and color, 296,310,325,32930
International, 184-85
and Kolor, 337
Mouse, 275, 276, 278
Copying, 218-19
Copy command, 44-45
and Fatbits editors, 68
files, in the background, 23336
with the Finder, 233-36
of 'MENU' resources, 331
and owned resources, 387-88
of patterns, 77-78
CountlResource procedure, 488
Country Code field, 180, 181
Create command, 424
Create New Item command, 360
Create New Resou rce command,
47-48, 77, 98, 202, 204, 221'
224,314,318,436,447
Creator, 111-12,368
and paint programs, 208, 209,
210- 11

and windows. 377, 378, 380.
381, 390
Currency symbols, 179
Cu rsor Animator, 95
Cutting, 44-45, 68

D
Date formats, 179-86, 260-61, 383
creation dates, 227-28
default, 179
Dead keys, 144, 147-49
Debuggers:
'FKEY', 223-25

.,..

MacsBug, 223-25
DefaultLis tCeliSize procedure,
490
DeinstaliColorPalettePopup procedure, 482, 504, 506
Delete Background command ,
321-22
Delete B&W Icon command, 317
DeleteKey procedure, 463
DelcteMenu procedure, 462
Delete <type> Resource command, 321-22
Desk accessories, 219-21, 232,
389-90

Camera, 210
Key Caps. 122, 196, 197, 201
Desktop files, 55, 60-63, 305, 370,
375
and colo r icons, 320, 324
and Finder icons, 111-16, 117
updating of, 113-15
Desktop patterns, 325-29
DetachResource procedure, 470
Dialog(s), 16, 151-77,325, 471-73
'ALRT' Stage Info, 173,174,
175
Choose Icon, 369-70
and color icons, 313, 318-19,
324
colorized, 334-37
creation of, 341-58
definition of, 151
item lists, 151, 152
Load Colors, 308, 309
Manager, 175,350, 352, 35556,410,471
masquerading as alerts, 172
modal, 152
New Mark, 363
Page Setup, 279, 280, 282, 288
Pattern Size, 327-28
Preferences, 30, 35, 40, 43, 233
Resource info, 32
Save As, 176
standard file directory, list
box in, 168-71
thermometer, 234
View As, 138, 139
DialogSelect procedure, 473, 493
Disk recovery programs, 57
Display Alert procedure, 499
DisplayStrAlert procedure, 499-

500
DisposHandle procedure, 455
DisposPtr procedure, 487
DoClose procedure, 466-68, 469,
471, 473
DoEvent procedure, 438,454,
461-62, 463,467,470, 472-73,
474, 480, 492
DolnfoUpdate procedure, 438,
463-64, 486, 492, 496

DoKeyScan procedure, 455
DoMenu procedure, 438, 455,
462,463, 465-66, 471 , 474,483
DoMyUndo procedure, 478
DoPickBirth procedure, 453,486,
490-91' 492, 506, 509
DoPopup procedure, 481, 504,
505
DrawCeU procedure, 448, 450
DrnwColorPopup procedure,
482, 504, 505
Draw Filled command, 214
DrawIcon procedure, 449, 450
DrawLDEF procedure, 448, 450,
491
DrawMBarLater procedure, 454,
470,500
DrawMenuBar procedure, 454
Draw Popup procedure, 504, 505
Drivers, 389-90
Duplicate command, 8, 45, 46, 57,
58, 61, 78, 93, 104, 140, 146,
254
DupPick procedure, 455

E
Edit Dead Key command, 147
Edit menu, 34, 37, 44-47,52,361,
475
and color patterns, 326
Duplicate command, 78, 104,
140, 183, 443
and fatbits edHing, 68
and fields, 251
how to setup, 443
implementation of, 478
modification of, 121
Paste command, 78
Select AU command, 69, 443
Select Changed command,
443
EditBirth procedure, 437, 438,
441, 444, 452,459, 464, 469,
470,471,476,479,480,481,
482, 485, 494, 500
Editors. See Fatbits editors;
ResEdit editors
EditorWindSetup procedure,
459-60, 472, 484-85, 486. 487,
503,509
Enabled box, 125, 126, 167
End Update procedure, 463
Errors, 36, 233
Examples folder, 428-30
Extended View command, 371 -72

F
Farallon Computing, 231
Fatbits editors, 67-71, 81, 99, 10017
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'CURS' editor, 83, 84-88, 96
'FONT' editor, 187, 188, 19294, 195, 197,203-4,206,
211, 214, 216, 262
and the pattern palette, 69-70,
81
and the tool palette, 68, 69, 70,
192-93
Field(s), 243-45, 394-403,406-7
Application Memory Size, 269
bit, 244,399
boolean, 342, 398-99, 414
Color style, 271
Content, 335
Copy inherit, 270-71
Country Code, 180, 181
Creator, 381
Dis play rcct, 274
hexadecimal, 247-48, 397-98,
414
Key Information, 140
miscellaneous, 398
New Fold Inherit, 270-71
number, 243,374
numeric, 394-95,414
Owner 10, 389
Proc!D, 347
refCon, 346, 442, 448
Res ro, 286, 289
resource type, 244-45
Skip Trash Warnings, 269
string, 243,371, 395-97, 414
Tab s top, 261-62
a.nd templates, 251
Threshold, 276
Title bar, 335
Title clkk field, 267
true/false, 244
Type,381
watch thresho ld, 270
window Kind, 44.2
File(s):
invis ible, 229-30
names, unchangeable, 228-29
repair of, 35-36
structure, forked, 17-19
verification, 233
File menu, 28, 35, 37-44
Close command, 259-60
File/ Folder Info command,
207, 209, 227, 229
Get Duplicate command, 280
Get File/Folder Info command, 371,377-78
Get Info command, 220
how to set up, 443
Page Seh•p command, 280
Print Directory command, 255
Revert File command, 133
Save command, 276
Verify File command, 233
FileMaker Tl, 279
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Find dialog, 210
Finder, 55, 63, 172,221,222
ani mated watch of, 91-95
Application Memory Size
fi eld, 269
and the association of icons
with
file types, 111-12
and color icons, 321
and the Color style field, 271
and column justification, 270
copies of, 57, 107, 254
and copying files, 233-36
and the Copy Inherit a nd
New Fold Inherit
fields, 270-71
and the Creator, 11 1
default spacing in, 107-8
and the default view, 259
editing of, steps fo r, 60-61
and the File Info window, 378,
381,390
font , 255-57
Get Info boxes, 62, 114,255
Get Info window, 221, 223,
229, 232, 367,371, 372-74
and icons, p lacement of, 26667,271
and identifiers, 11 1
and the 'LA YO' resource, 31,
253-55, 258-62, 264-71
and lining up icons with a
g rid, 265
nnd MultiFinder, 60, 61, 114,
253,269
and new w indows, size and

location of, 259-60
and paint progmms, 208
and pointers, 91-95
and rescue disks, 56
and the Skip Trash Warnings
fi eld, 269
and sound resources, 232
and s trings, 282-85
and Tab slop fields, 261-62
text views of, 179, 260-64
the rmometer dialog, 234
and the Title click fi eld, 267
Versio n 6.1, 371
Version 6.1.5, 234
Version 7.0, 98, 102, 246,253,
301
and the view indication, 264
and the watch threshold field,
270
and zoom rectangles, 265
FindOwnerWindow procedure,
500
FixHand procedure, 460, 500
~lash-It, 43
'ashDialogltem procedure, 501

Flip command, 70-71
Flip Horizonta l command, 70-71,
90
Flip Vertical command, 70-7 1
Floating WindowSetup procedure, 480, 485, 487
Floppy disks, 7, 10, 44
Folder(s), 31-32, 208
Color, 296
empty, 283
Examples, 10, 428-30
Info w indow, 41
invisible, 229
layout of, and the 'LA YO'
resource, 3 I
libraries, 429. See also Sys tem
folder
Font(s), 187-206, 255-59
adding a character to, 195-97
bitmap, 188-89, 201, 206
families, 189, 201,203,204,
257
and Ihe ' FOND' resource, 201-

5
Foni/ DA Juggler Plus, 219;
Font/ DA Mover, 194,201,
219,257
Hypercard, 21 1-17
Manager, 201
menu, 137-38, 202, 204, 227
names of, 225-27, 227
no rmal, 216-17
numbers, table of, 256-57
outline, 188
and point size, 189, 190, 191
PostScript, 225
ROM, 192, 194, 197-201, 206
styled, 227
System, 122, 192, 194, 197-201
System fi le, 194
Fontographer, 188
Foreig n languages, 182, 184
translation of, 12, 531-33, 535
Forks, 17-19,35-36,218
resource, 17, 18, 24, 35, 133
FrameDialogltem procedure, 501
French la nguage, 182, 184
Full Impact, 179
Full Size command, 157
Full Write Professiona l, 102, 111,
1'12, 179
Functions, and resource types,
grouping of, 14

G
GetllndResource procedure, 488
GetllndType procedure, 488
Get1NamedResourcc procedure,
477, 489
Get 1Resource procedure, 489
GetCursor procedure, 440

Gel ErrorText procedure, 506
GetFile/Folder Info... command,
37, 41
GetFontName procedure, 440
Getlnfo command, 229, 407
Getlnfo for Copy of Finder command,37
Getlnfo for <filename> command, 41
GetNameAndTitle procedure,
458, 460, 464
GeiNamedStr procedure, 484,
501, 502
GetNe wDi~Jog procedure, 440,
497
Get Pattern procedure, 440
GetQuickDrawVars procedure,
439,501
GetResEditScrapFilc procedure,
507
Get Resource Info, 31, 32, 47, 50,
52, 53,93-95, 114, 141, 185,
216, 220, 221 , 224, 226, 280,
309,319,333,364,385, 410,
444
Get Resource procedure, 441
GetScrccnRcct procedure, 501
GctStr procedure, 484, 502
GetType procedure, 507
Get WindowTitle procedure, 444,
464, 485-86, 487
GiveEBirth procedure, 494-95
GiveSubEBirth procedure, 495
GiveTilisEBirth procedure, 495
Grid Settings command, 164
GrowMyWindow procedure, 492

H
HandleCheck procedure, 502
Hard-coding, 11 , 21
Hard disks, 7, 10, 44, 268
Help Manager, 354
1-liliteControl procedure, 352
HLock procedure, 452
HorneRcsFile procedure, 460
Ho rn, Bruce, 535
Human Interface Guidelines:
The Apple Desktop
Interface, 305,349
HyperCard , 77, 84, 184, 230, 236
brush s hapes, 214-15
changing graphical elements
in, 21 1-17
font, 215-17
locked stack symbol, 214
polygon sides, 214
and sounds, 230-33
st~cks. 233
Tools menu, 214
'JCN#' resources, 15, 68, 97,
107-15, 116-17,

~

lcon(s), 298,411,313-24
bund les o f, 369-71
creation of new, 98-99
fam ily editor, 313,320-21,
323-24, 324, 369
family members, creation of,
322-23
and th e Finder, 265-67
and masks, 15
Multifinder, 320
normal, 128, 129, 130, 132
reduced, 128, 129, 130, 132
and resource IDs, 17
resource types, 97-98
System 7, 313, 320, 322, 323-24
two basic sizes o f, 97
and type pickers, 26. See also
'ICON' resources; Po inters
'ICO N' resources, 14, 15, 29, 68,
97-98, 11 6-17
in alert boxes, I00-102
and 'cicn' resources, 313, 314,
318,319,324 315,320,32324,367,371
item rectangle fo r, 353
a nd modifying menus, 128,
130, 131-33
table o f, 98
!mageWriter, 191, 218- 19,279-82
Initia lization, 55, 56, 442
lnsertMenu p rocedure, 462
Insert New Color command , 306
Insert New Field (s ) co mmand,
95, 204, 248, 251
Insert New Ico n command, 104
Insert New Pattern com mand,
76, 77, 80, 329
luside Maciutosll, 188, 201, 309,
344, 350, 352, 371,427,448,
452
lnstallColo rPaleltePop up p rocedure, 482, 504,505-6
Internation al Control Pa nel, 18485
bw alRect procedure, 467
Invis ible characteristic, 381
lsThisYou rs procedu re, 438, 464

K
Keyboard layouts, 135-49
and changing s hift-com ma to
a comma, 141-42
and chang ing shift-period to a
p eriod, 141-43
an d Country Codes, 137
D vorak, 135
and the Font menu, 137-38
a nd the 'KC HR' window, 13740
and the Keyboard Control
Panel, 141, 142, 147
and the Key Information
fiel d , 140

and making curly q uoles easy
to type, 143-44
and making p uncluation
cha racters available for
menu command s, 145-47
and modifier key ta bles, 139,
144-45
and I he virtual keycode table,
140
Knaster, Scott, 535

L
Languages, fo reign, 182, 184
tran slatio n of, 12, 531-33, 535
Laser p rinters, 188,218-19
LascrWriler, 218-19,225,227,
273-75, 289
a nd p aper size, 279, 280, 282
LGctCell p rocedure, 449
Lig h ts peed C, 21
Lis! Manager, 427, 448, 449
Load Colors comma nd, 307, 308,
309

M
MacApp, 121
MacDraw, 34 , 130, 161,285
Macintosh character set, stan d ard, 191
Macintosh models:
Macintosh 512K. 139
Macintosh Plus, 139, 196
Macin tosh SE, 30, 98, 108, 154,
375,528
Macintosh II, 15, 30, 98, 218,
293-311, 330, 375, 529
Macintosh operating system, 295
Macintosh Programmer's Workshop (MPW), 7, 21,35
d evelopment environment,
427, 430
Macintosh u ser interface, 18, 32537, 483-509
and con stants and s tructures,
483-84
and ResEct procedures, 484509
Macintosh Toolbox, 18, 410
MacPaint, 83, 111 , 207-9, 218
MacProject II, 184
MacRecorde r, 231
MacsBug, 223-25
Mac\Vrite 5.0, 158-59, 282
II, 111-1 2,342, 347
Managers:
Colo r Ma nager, 295-96
Dialog Manager, 175, 350,
352, 355-56, 410, 471
Font Manager, 201
Help Manager, 354
List Manager, 427, 448, 449
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Memory Manager, 386, 387
Menu Manager, 120-21, 12223
Mapping, 18-19,136,296-97,304,
310,337
and color icons, 315, 322
by resource 10,418-19
and the 'RMAP' resource, 41720
Ma p RcsourceType procedu re,
507
Masks, 84, 86-88, 215, 332
and icon s, I06, 108-10, 116,
3 14,315-16,320,323
a nd pointers, 84, 86-88, 215,
216
Memory, 12,224,232
a nd colo r, 294
and the Finder, 269
Manager, 386, 387
and resource map s, 19
Menu(s), 36, 37-54, 120-21, 442-43
adding color to, 319, 331-34
adding new 'MENU' items,
360

creation of, 359-65
and Enabled boxes, 125, 126,
167, 359, 360
and FKcys, 123
hierarchical, 362-63
h ow to set up, 443--14
icons, 119, 127, 128-31
Manager, 120-21, 122-23
Ma rk, 362-64
and Mark boxes, 126
modification of, 11 9-34
and moving items, 362
p op-up, usc of. 481-82
a nd rcMranging 'MENU'
items, 360-61
and separa tor Jines, 126
a nd Submenu boxes, 126
a nd the System font, 122
test versions of, 125. Sec also
Men u types
Men u Key p roced ure, 364
MenuSelcct p rocedu re, 364
Menu types, 125, 129,219-21,236,
276, 287, 319
'ALRT, 173-75, 176,350
Alignment, 165, 171. 357
'BNDL', 369-70
'cicn', 316-18
Color, 271, 297,301-5,309,
310, 31 1,322
'DITL', 163-65, 168-72, 354,
356-57
'DLOG', 159, 173,346
Find, 209, 210
Finder, N6
Font, 137-38, 202, 204, 226,
227,236
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'KCHR', 138, 141, 146,147
'LDEF', 427,429-30,435
'MENU', 125,127,128,131,
133
MiniScreen, 154-56, 159, 160,
162, 172
Open Special, 406-7
Options, 214
pop-up, 504-6
'ppat', 327-28
'ppt#', 327-28
Sort, 307
Style, 125, 127-28
'sn d ', 231
Tool, 214, 217
Tra nsform, 68, 70-71, 8 1, 90,
93, 99,300
Tweak, 52-53
View, 25, 26,28-29,33,51-52,
264, 411' 435, 445-46
'WIND', 156-58
Window, 33, 37,50-51. • See
also Edit menu; File menu;
Resource menu
Meta Keys p rocedure, 502
Mkrosoft Excel, 184
Microsoft Word, 83, 88, 179, 279,
282
M icrosoft Works, 279
Modify This Menu command, 39
MORE ll, 102
Mouse, 83, 233, 331-32
speeding u p your, 275-79
tracldng, 278-79. See also
Pointers
MoveHHi p roced ure, 460, 497
MultiFinder, 60, 61, 221, 227, 253,
273
and copying files, 233-36
icon, 320, 371
and invisible files and folders,
229
and reduced icons, 129
and restartin g, 511
and sou nd resources, 232
turning off, 62
using the Set button wi th, 246

N
NeedToRevert procedure, 467,
493
New command, 37, 38
NewDialog procedure, 440
NewHandleClear procedure, 485
NoDoubleClicksHere procedure,
440,493
NoteAiert procedure, 348-49, 497
N udge, 70-71,78,99
Number(s), 356-58
colo r by, 294-96
fields, 243, 374

formats, 179-86
hexadecimal, 21,243, ~47-49,
333, 523-25
negative, 180
resource ID, 16, 17, 30, 32, 33,
46, 47,50

0
Open as Dialog Item command,
166
Open comman d, 37, 38, 439, 443
Open 'D!TL' Edito r command ,
162
Open ing o f files, 24
from floppy disks, vs. ha rd
disks, 44
and resource checking, 35
and resource IDs, 16
and working on copies, 57
Open Resource Editor, 30, 47, 48,
76
Open Special com man d, 37, 38-40
Open Submenu, 362
Open Using Hex Editor command, 47, 49, 211
Open Using Template command,
47, 48-49, 274, 287
Owned resources, 387-88

p
Page Setup command, 37, 42
PaintRect procedure, 462-63
Palette(s):
color, 297-31 1, 322,323,331-32
Item, 168,482
pattern, 69-70, 81,328-29
tool, 68, 69, 70, 192, 300-301
Paper s ize, 279-82
ParcntRec data type, 431, 432-43,
436,437,439, 441-42,444, 452,
458, 468, 469
Pascal Oligh-level language), 394,
395-97, 400,411-12,427
exam ples, 430
fo lders, 428
'LDEF's written in, 448
and printing, 480
PassE vent procedure, 496
PassMenu procedure, 438, 443,
467, 468, 490, 496, 504
Paste command, 33, 34,44-45, 46,
78
Pasting. 232
and Fatbits editors, 68
of icons, 105
of patterns, 77-78
of a selection of bits, 105
Pattern(s), 67-81
color, 325-29
Desktop, 325-29
relative, 326

Pattern Size command, 327-28
PickBirth p rocedure, 437-38,441,
444,452
Picker(s), 24-30,423-55,518-19
'ALRT', 176
Auto-size, 44
'den', 3 14,318
color, 30, 44, 304, 306, 307,
321,337
'CURS',93
defin ition of, 445-46
'DITL', 274,351
'DLOG', 168, 234
'DRVR',220
'FOND', 204, 226
'FONr, 190, 194,203,204,213,
216,225,257,288,424
and g lobal data structures,
431-36,439
'ICN#', 114, 323, 448, 449
'ICON', 101, 133,133, 429,430,
433,450-55
'it10', 183
'itlb', 183
'ill!', 183
'LAY0',254
making selections in, hin ts o n ,
30
'MENU', 123, 124,133,332,
446
and the Open Resou rce Edito r
command,48
'PICT', 166, 218, 285, 345
'ppat', 326
'ppt#',329
'PREC', 280
p rinting from, 42
'ROv#', 198
and size boxes, 25
'snd', 231, 232
and zoom boxes, 25. See also
Resource pickers; Type
pickers
PickerWindSetup procedure, 444,
484, 487, 509
PickEvcnt procedure, 454, 492,
506
PicklnfoUp procedure, 454, 486,
492
PickMenu procedure, 455, 506
PickRec data type. 434-36, 437,
446-47,448,451-52
PickStdWidth p rocedure, 492
PlaySyncSound p rocedure, 507
Pointers, 83-96
animated, 90-95, 96
arrow, 84
beach ball, 84, 90
color, 330
crosshairs, 83, 84, 86
and the 'CURS' editor, 83, 8493,96

IJll>

hand,84,86, 193,216
and hot spots, 84, 85, 88, 89,
215
H yperCard's, 215
1-bcam, 83, 84, 86, 88
and masks, 84, 86-88,215, 216
the paint bucket, 84
the question mark, 84
the watch pointer, 88-90, 95,
96
the wristwatch, 83, 84
Polygon Sides command, 214
Pope, Gene, 535
PostScript, 188, 273-75, 289
Pound sign(#), 15, 102
Preferences command, 37, 43-44
Print command, 37, 42-43
Print Directory command, 255
Printing, 188. 479-80
bitmaps, 42
and default number of copies,
218-19
print d ialogs, 239
PrintSetup procedure, 480, 502
Print Window procedure, 467,
479,502

Q
QuickDraw, 439
Quit com mand, 37, 44
Quotation marks, 14

R
RAM (Rando m-access-memory),
294, 296, 402
REAddNcwRes procedme, 487
REAdd Resource procedure, 488
ReadMyPrcfs procedure, 476-77
ReBeautifuiUniqueliD procedure, 488, 489, 498
Recent Colors command, 301,
302,304
Recolor Using Palette comma nd,
302,304-5
RECount! Resource procedure,
440.488
Rectangles, 353, 392
REGetl lndResomce procedure,

488
ReGetllndType procedure, 488
ReGet1NamedResource procedure, 477, 489
REGetlResource proccdmc, 469
REGetl ResourceSpecial p rocedure, 441,449, 469
ReleaseResource p rocedure, 440,
455,469
RENewUniq ueRes procedure,
489
Renumber Items comman d, 164,
356
RERemoveAnyResource procedure, 467, 469-90

Rescue d is ks, 8, 10, 254
creation of, 56-57
ResEd1D procedure, 433, 460,
485, 503
ResEdit 2.0, 313
ResEdit 2.1, 4-5,10,330
Creator, 111
lad-in-the-Mac, 24
splash screen, 24
windows, 24-33
ResEdit editors, 330, 423-44, 45782
'ALRT, 155, 172-76,298, 336,
341-42, 347-51, 358, 514
'BNDL', 110,367-72
'cicn', 30, 299,313-18,320
'CMNU', 121
color, 30
'crsr', 330-31
definition of, 457-58
'OITL', 48,161-67, 169,337,
341-42, 347, 350-58, 426,
515
'DLOG', 48, 155, 159-63, 172,
235,298,336,341-47,35052, 358, 514
family, 108, 109
fatpixels, 298, 299-305,311 ,
320
'FONT, 187, 188, 192-94,195,
197, 203-4, 206, 211,214,
216,262
graphical, 31
heJ<adccimal, 19, 20, 21, 26, 31,
47, 209, 523-25
'ICN#', 30, 108
'KCHR', 136, 144, 149,196,
427,457
'ICON', 20, 30, 99-101
icotl family, 313, 320-21, 32324,324,369
item, 166, 167-68
and list resources, 31
'MENU', 20,21-22, 121, 12534,219,298,331-34,335,
359,363, 365,417,420,462,
514
'N'FNT', 189
non-graphkal, 31
'PATU', 325-26
'PIIT, 251-52, 287, 457
'ppt11', 20-21, 325-26, 329
'SICN', 131-32
routines u sed by, 493-94
template, 26, 31, 391
'WIND',152-54, 155-56, 157,
159, 160,172,298,341-42,
514. See also Fatbits editor(s)
ResEditRes procedure, 507
Resource a ttribu tes, 29, 52, 38687
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Resomce forks, 17, 18, 24, 35, 133
ResourcefDI-IasChanged procedure, 508
Resource IDs, 15- 17, 21, 166,168,
176, 185, 219, 336,411
a llocation of, guidelines for,
17,385-86
'cicn', 318
'OITL', 152, 159, 162, 274,35354
'DLOG', 162
'DLOG' 10 10241, 234
'FKEY', 209, 224
'FOND', 201, 202, 288
'FONT, 190, 198-99, 201,204,
205,216, 217,255-58,288,
402
'FONT' family's, 190, 201
and hierarchical menus, 36263
and icons, 99, 101, 107, 111 ,
114,318,319,320, 324, 45051
and keyboard layouts, 137,
139
'LAYO', 25-1
local, 367
mapping by, 418-19
'mcky', 275,276
'mctb', 331,333
'MDEF, 364
'MENU', 331,364, 442
' MENU' 102, 15-16
and modifying menus, 130,
131, 133
numbers, 16, 17, 30, 32, 33, 46,
47, 50
of owned resources, 388-89,
390
'PICT', 217, 218
and pickers, 445
'PREC, 279, 280, 282
and repairing files, 36
and strings, 284
subs titution o f, 52-53
'WDEF', 343-47,358
and window Kind fields, 442
Resource menu, 28, 29, 37, 47-50,
475
Create New Item command,
360
Create New Resomce command, 77, 98, 202,204, 221,
224,314, 318, 436, 447
Get lnfo command, 407
Get Resou rce Info command,
31, 32, 47, 50, 52, 53, 93-95,
114, 141,216,220,221,224,
226, 280, 319, 333,364. 385,
410,444
h ow to set up, 443-44
Insert New Color command,
306
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Insert New Field(s) command,
95, 204, 248, 251
Insert New Pattern command,
76, 71, 80, 329
Open as Dialog Ite m command, 166
Open command, 439, 443
Open 'DITL' Editor command,
162
Open Resource Editor command, 30, 76
Open Submenu command,
362
Open Using Hex Editor, 49
Open Using Template command, 274, 287
Revert This Resource command, 133,210
Resource pickers, 25,28-29,31
'CURS',89
and fatbits editors, 68
'MENU', 52, 53
and the Paste command, 33,
46
'PAT', 73, 76,71
and the Revert This Resource
command, 49.
See also Picker(s)
Resource recovery, 35
Resource types, 13-15
'actb', 241, 298,336
'acur', 21 , 31, 91-92, 239,241 ,
248-49
'ALRT', 151-52, 154, 155, 158,
160-63,167,172-77,241,
334,336,341-42,347-51,
358,532
'APPL',241
'BNDL', 241,367-76
'cctb', 241,298
'cicn', 15, 102, 130. 298, 299,
313-24
'dut', 241, 404
'CMDK', 241
'cmnu',241
'CMNU', 121,241 ,538
'CNTl.', 241, 242, 245, 245,
353-54, 391-94, 400-401 ' 533
coded, 26
creation of n ew, 47
'crsr', 298
'CTY#',241
'CURS', 14, 83, 84-93,96, 2 11,
215,249,251
'dctb', 241,298, 336,342
'DITL', 151, 152, 159-66, 168,
169-73,175,177,219,241 ,
289, 341-42,347,350-58,
532
'DLOG', 151, 154-55, 158, 15963,167-69,172-73,177,234,
241, 334, 336, 532

'DRVR', 211,220,241,341-47,
350-52, 358, 389-90
'FBTN',24 1
'FCMT,241
'fctb,' 241' 299
'FDIR',241
'FILE', 407
'finf, 241
'fld#', 241
'FKEY', 209, 224
'FOND', 201-5,206,239,241,
287, 402
'FONT', 14, 15, 28, 84, 188, 189,
190-206,211- 17,241, 402,
426
'FREF', 241,367
'FRSV',241
'fval', 24 1
' FWlD', 241
'GNRL',241
'hwin', 241
'ic14', 298, 324
'ic18', 298
'icmt', 241
'ICN ', 15
'ICON', 15, 68, 97, 107-15, 11 617
'ics#', 320
'ics4', 298, 323-24
'ics8', 298
'ictb', 299
'i.nbb', 241
'indm', 241
'infa', 241
'infs', 24 1
'inpk', 241
'ima',241
'i.nsc', 241
'INTL', 418-19,420
'itlO', 179, 180, 181, 184-86
'it!I', 179, 181.182, 184-86,533
'itlb', 241
'itlc', 241
'illk', 241
' KCHR', 136-49, 426
'KMAP', 144
'LAY0',3 1, 241, 253-55,25862,264-71
' LDEF', 427,429-30, 435, 445-

50,455
'MACS',241
'MBAR',241
'mcky', 24 1, 275-79
'mclb', 241,298,331,333-34,
337, 41 7
'MDPL',34
'MENU', 14, 15-16,20,44, 46,
52, 53, 121, 123-24,241,
331-34, 386, 402-3, 455
'minf, 241
'NFNT, 188, 189, 201,211
'nrct', 241

'PAPA',241
'PAT ', 13, 15, 19,71-78,81,
325,337
'PAT#', 31 , 68, 7D-78, 80, 8 1.
104, 325, 337
'PICK', 241 ,425-28,437,443,
445-47, 450, 455
'PICT, 33-34,46,68,217-18,
251-52, 285-87, 345-46, 353,
538
'pitt', 241
'POST, 241
'ppat', 15, 46, 72, 241, 298, 299,
325-27,337, 401 -2
'ppt11', 72, 298, 299, 325-26,
328-29,337
'PRCO', 241
'PRC3', 241
'PREC, 239,279-82
'PSAP', 241
'qrsc', 241
'resf, 241
'RMAP', 241,417-20
'ROv#', 198, 199, 241, 244-45
'RSSC', 425-26, 427, 443, 445
'RVEW',241
'scrn', 241
'51CN', 31, 47, 68, 102-7,11617, 128, 130, 131,319
'SIGN', 241
'SIZE', 241
's nd ', 13-14, 230-31, 232
'STR ', 15, 116, 239, 241, 28385, 289, 532
'STR#', 116, 239, 241, 283-85,
289, 532
'sty!', 367, 375-76
'TEXT'. 241, 367-76, 533
'TMPL', 241, 391-92, 409
TOOL', 241
'vers, 367-76, 533
'wclb', 298, 336
'wctr', 241
'WIND', 151-60, 167, 177,241,
334, 336, 341 -42, 533. See
also 'ICON' resources
RestoreRemovedRl>sourccs procedure, 508
Revert File command, 37, 41
Revert This Resource command,
45, 47, 49, 105, 133, 210
RevertThis Resource procedure,
467, 490
RmveResource p rocedure, 489-90
ROM (Read-Only-Memory), 18,
58, 108, 188, 296
and color collections, 302, 310,
322,337
fonts residing in, 192, 194,
197-201
and po inters, 83
resources stored in, 192, 52730

IJl.

Rotate command, 70-71, 92-93

s

'S ICN' resources, 31, 47, 68,
102-7, 116-17, 128,130,131,
319
Save command, 37, 41,442
S.weUndoStates procedure, 478
ScrapCopy procedure, 455, 508
ScrapEmpty procedure, 455, 507,
508
Scroll bar pattern, 78-79
Sebok. Rony, 425, 535
Select All command, 45, 46, 69,
443
Select Changed command, 45, 46,
443
Select Item Number command,
357
SendRebuildToPickerAndFile
procedure, 508
SendRebuildTo Picker procedure,
50S
Set 'ALRT' Stage Info, 350
Set C md Key b utton, 40
Set Cursor com mand, 215
SetDitem p rocedure, 474
Set 'DLOG' Characteristics, 346
SctETitle pruccdur.,, 458,486
Set Item Number command, 164,
357
SctPort procedure, 462
SctResChanged procedure, 469,
475-76,493
Set Startup command, 62, 254
Sct'll1eCursor procedure, 469,
503
Shared characteristic, 382
Show All Items command, 164
Show Application Only, 246
Show Attributes command, 29,
52
Show Info procedure, 467, 503
Show Item Numbers command,
164, 356, 357-58
ShowWindow procedure, 342
'SICN',31, 47, 68,102-7,116-17,
128, 130, 131,319
Sounds, 230-33
beep sounds, 231
and HyperCard, 232-33
and the Sound Control Panel,
230,231-32
and sounding off. 231
Standard Filter procedure, 503
Startu p, 16, 253, 254
displaying a color picture at,
217-18
StopA iert procedure, 348-49, 497
Suitcase II, 202, 219
SuperCJock shareware program,
179

SuperPaint, 285
Symantec, 21
SysResFilc procedure, 509
System 6.0, 7, 234, 279, 283, 296
System 7.0. 7, 158, 164, 246, 370
additions, 383-85
Balloon Help items, 354-55
and the Desktop file, 62, 112
Finder, 98, 102, 246, 253, 301
icons, 313, 320, 322, 323-24
New File Info check boxes for,
383-84
and restarting, 511
System file, 16, 24, 55,58-59, 63,
336
and changing date formats,
182-83
and chang ing yo ur scroll bar
patte rn, 78, 79
and 'cicn' resources, 319
and d esk accessories, 220, 221
ed iting of, steps for, 59
and the Finder's colors, 310
and fonts, 194, 197-98, 225-26,
256-57
and 'ICON' resources, 99, 100,
101-2
and keyboard layouts, 140-41,
142,146-47
and menus with color, 333
and the mo use, 275, 276
name of, uncha ngeable, 229
and paint programs, 210
and 'PATil' resources, 74, 75,
80
and pickers, 424
and pointers. 83, 86, 88-89
and the Preferences command, 43-44
resource forks, 18
and rescue disks, 56-57
and sound resources, 232
System Folder, 55, 115, 219
and changing date formats,
182
and color, 296
and editing the Finder, 61
and editing the System file, 59
invisible, 229-30,381-82
Key Layout file in, 139
Prefe rences file in, 70, 346,
363, 406, 409, 417,418,440,
476-78
and rescue disks, 56, 57
StarupScreen in, 218
and strings, 282
and System fo nt, 288, 289
and the Title click field, 267

T
Template(s), 47-49, 95, 237-89
and adding and removing
fields, 25 t

Index
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available, 241
and bit fields, 244
'cctb', 298
caring for, 409-10
complex, 405-8
creation of, 391-4 15
definition of, 240-41
and field types, 394-402
filling in, 242-51
'FOND',204
and hexadecimal fields, 24748
and the Image Writer's paper
size, 279-82
'LA YO', 267, 268
limitations, 410-11
lists in, use of, 402-8
'mctb',334
and moving from field to
field, 243
and number fields, 243
and 'PJcr resources, 285-87
projects, 273-89
and rectangle fields, 245
and repeating lists, 248-51
and resource type field s, 24445
and speed ing up your mouse,
275-79, 289
and string fields, 243
and strlngs, 282-85, 289
and System font, 287-89
and true/false fields, 244
use o f, when there's a custom
edjtor, 251-52
and w riting PostScript code to
a fi le, 273, 289
Time formats, 179-86
Tones, 67
Toolbox. Sec Macintosh Toolbox
Trash, 59, 60, 61, 275
and icons, 115, 116
and keyboard layouts. mod ification of, 148
and strings, 284
Try as HyperCard Sound command,231
Try Pointer command, 85, 89
Try Scale With Sound , 231
Try Sound command, 231
Type pickers, 25, 26, 27, 34, 166,
411
and the Close co m mand, 40
and color patterns, 329
and the Create New Resource
command,48
and fa tbits editors, 68
and icons, 98
o pening the 'PAT· type from,
73
and the Paste command, 46.
See also Pickers
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TypcToString procedure, 503

u
Undo comma nd, 45
Unique11D procedure, 488
UpdtDialog procedure, 463
Usage command, 309
UscAppRes procedure, 503
Usc Colo r Picker comma nd, 158
Usc Item's Rectang le com mand,
164
UscResfile procedure, 503

v

Variable command, 179
Verification, 35-36, 40, 41 , 44
Verify command, 35, 37, 41
Version information, 22 1-22
View As command, 138, 141,164

w

WasAbo rted proced ure, <168, 497,
504
Was It Loaded procedure, 460, 49<1
WindAiloc procedure, 487
Wind Lis t procedure, 509
WindOrigin procedure, 444,509
Wind ow(s), 24-33, 151-77
activatio n of, 479
cha ng ing the position o l, ISS59
Clipboard, 158-59
closing of, 33
colorized, 334-37
crea lion of, 341-58
definition IDs, 343-47, 358
defin ition o l, 151
d iagnostic, and file verification, 233
File Info, 377-90
Folder Info, 377-90
Footer, 158-59
Header, 158-59
how to use dialogs for, 471-73
how to use user items in, 473
a nd palettes, 165-66, 297
Resource Info, 377-90
Wind Return procedure, 469, 487
WritcMyPrcfs procedure, 477-78
Write Preferences procedure, 477,
509
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